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EGYPT : GOVERNATES AND MODERIATES 
G. 
Preface. 
Among most of the human race the balance of 
life is still maintained throuzh substantially 
uncontrolled fertility and mortality, with popu- 
lation growth pressing on the means of -subsistence. 
The modern 'West only gradually made its trans- 
ition from such wasteful reproduction to the - 
efficient recruitment of life by means of low birth 
and death rates, and in the process multiplied its 
population several fold. Can to -day's under - 
developed regions achieve this vital transition 
without amalogous growth; or alternatively can 
they support such growth while achieving the 
ameliorated living conditions necessary to 
accomplish the transition? 
These are the main economic problems which 
confront Egypt to -day anu which this thesis is in- 
tended to examine. 
The idea of studying the population problem 
of Egypt began in 1b40 when I was working as a 
social inspector in the Ministry of Social Work, 
Cairo. For three years I travelled throughout 
the country visiting each province at least once 
and made repeated visits to those remote villages 
scattered all over the Nile Valley from Alexandria 
northwards to Aswan in the south. These tours 
afforded me an e xcellent opportunity for first hand 
3. 
observation and enabled me to become intimately 
familiar with rural Egypt, and also enabled me to 
see for myself how grievously the population is 
lacking in the means of subsistence. 
As a result I became more than ever convinced 
that measures must be taken to weaken Egyptian 
public opinion. A scientific enquiry into the 
social ande ccnomic aspects of the problem seemed 
the best way of achieving this end. Since Dr. W. 
Cleland published the results of his own investiga- 
tion in 1936 so much has happened and important 
changes have taken place in the structure, dis- 
tribution and numbers cf the population that new 
survey embodying these altered conditions is 
necessary. 
The main body¡ of the thesis falls into two 
parts; the first is mainly an analysis of the 
demographic facts and the prospects for the 
population growth. The second part is devoted 
to drawing a population plat for Egypt. 
In the first chapter of the first part I have 
examined the importance of population studies in 
general and Egypt in particular. In the second 
chapter there is a review of what modern historians 
know about the numbers of Egyptians in ancient and 
medieval times down to the end of the 19th century. 
In the third chapter I have followed the discussion 
of numbers and distribution of inhabitants with an 
4. 
analysis of the composition of the population. 
The important characteristics of this chapter are 
age, sex, educational and occupational status and 
religious affiliation or composition. The fourth 
ä, 
ands fifth chapter are devoted to analysing the birth 
and death rate respectively showing the recent 
trends, the social and economic factors and their 
bearing on the birth and death rate. The question 
of over -population is dealt with in chapter seven 
with which part I of the thesis ends. Part II 
is wholly devoted to the economic and social remedie 
of over -population in which the present writer 
emphasises the importance of keeping a watchful eye 
on the rate of population increase in relation to 
our developed economic resources. 
Faced with a rapidly expanding population and 
a much less rapidly expanding income many Egyptians 
as well as some foreign students of Egyptian affairs 
have recommended birth -control as a means o li'hten 
ing the population pressure. Of course birth -contr 1 
involves issues Rich go well beyona the economic 
field. Religious and moral, as well as political 
and social cony: iderations must be taken into 
account. Some measures of birth -control is probabl 
necessary in Egypt, but it must not be looked upon 
as a short -term or even medium -term solution of the 
p.oi.,ulation problem. Emigration is also examined 
in a separate chapter with special reference to 
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the places to which Egyptians could migrate. we 
also emphasize the need to bring more land under 
cultivation and to raise the _productivity of the 
land already in use. The development of industry 
as an important element in the situation is also 
exarni:lec., but a careful consideration of the 
probable development in this field has led the 
writer to be less optimistic _.bout ..fiat it may do to 
relieve population pressure. 
Such then is Egypt's population problem. The 
various suggestions which will be analysed in the 
thesis may constitute a solution of that problem 
but it is certain that their execution will t : to 
its utmost limits the energy and ingenuity of those 
responsible for the country's destiny. Egypt is 
facing a very difficult situation, and sr) needs 
all the sympathy and help of the outside world in 
dealing with it. For this reason I hope that 
this study may give a realistic picture to western 
readers of the importance of the population problem 
in Egypt and the hugh task that has been imposed on 
our people and the agony of the present struggle. 
Mean:thile I feel that it is also important to let 
the people of Egypt be "population co=:scious" , 
realise its supreme importance and understand the 
infinite ways in which it influences their life. 
They will then some dad agree on its solution. 
To -day reasoning is opposed by emotion and conclusiors 
6. 
carefully arrived at are oppose: by unexamined 
prejudices. The first step in the solution of our 
population question is to get over this stage of 
obscurantism and if this thesis makes any contrib- 
ution to this result, my labours would be arrply 
rewarded. It is also hoped that this thesis will 
prove of interest and value to the Egyptian author- 
ities and will induce others to approach the sane 
subject from their special angles; for we believe 




World nd food resources - the nolitical 
issue - importance of Egyptian populütion 
studies. 
General Discussion. 
Population phenomena touch at some point 
every phase of human experience and affect social 
and economic behaviour directly in numerous ways. 
Fr this reason population studies have received 
great attention in modern times, and their accuracy 
and the amount of detail they contain may be said 
to vary directly with the stage of development the 
country has reached. At present nearly every 
country with an orderly centralized government 
undertakes to carry out a census of its population 
at regular intervals. The figures thus produced 
may look dull and lifeless but in fact they are very 
much alive. When analysed by specialists they 
reveal a wealth of facts which are indispensable to 
the statesman, the politician and the economist. 
Thus, the population statistics are valuable not 
only in a local sense, Lut they also have a universal 
significance. 
(1) World and Food Resources: 
The question which now arises is this: Can 
the world food resources suffice for the needs of 
its growing population? This is an important 
question (especially for our study here) which has 
received different answers. The pessimist and the 
scaremonger see the world facing speedy disaster. 
This theory admits that food is the most basic 
need, and accordingly land for food -production is 
the basic resource. Yet this is being dissipat- 
ed - by erosion, b; exhaustion of fertility, by 
faulty methods of cultivation - so that while the 
number of mouths to be fed has been steadily going 
up, the yield of food has actually been going 
down. and since the land area of the world is 
limited, ana human food is derived, either directly 
or indirectly, from the land, it would seem that 
any growth in world population is conditional upon 
a corresponding increase in food production. If 
we assume that all available land has been e ócploited 
to the utmost in producing food, then any increase 
in population after that limit has been reached will 
result in a decrease in the individual's share of 
food, and this in turn will lead to famine, epidemic 
or wars, which will tend to keep the world popu- 
lation stationary or semi- stationary. 
It was Malthus who first proclaimed this view 
towards the end of the 18th century, andhhus drew 
the attention of the whole world to the importance 
of the population question and the need for their 
scientific investigation. He first states that 
there is a constant tendency in all animated lifo to 
increase beyond the means of subsistence. In the 
case of plants and animals, the population is restrict- 
ed by want of room and nourishment, but, in the case 
of man, restraint from marriage is an additional 
10. 
limiting factor, if this is absent or inadequate, 
a strong check on population arising from the 
difficulty of obtaining food will be constantly 
in operation. The force of this check is said to 
be obvious from the facts that population tends to 
increase in geometrical progression, while the means 
of subsistence cannot increase faster than the 
arithmetical progression. The ultimate check to 
population is seldom actual want of food, the immed- 
iate check being either "preventive" that is, 
restricting the birth -rate or "positive ", increas- 
ing the death -rate. The preventive check is 
restraint from marriage, and the positive checks are 
unwholesome occupations, severe labour, exposure, 
extreme poverty, bad nursing, great towns, the 
common diseases, epidemics, wars, plague and 
famine. The preventive and positive checks tend 
to v ary inversely with each other, and some of the 
checks are in constant operation with more or less 
force. Nevertheless there are few states in which 
there is not a constant effort in the population to 
increase beyond the means of subsistence, an effort 
which tends to prevent any great permanent meliora- 
tion of the condition of the. lower classes of 
society. Finally three propositions are laici down:- 
(1) Population is necessarily limited by the means of 
subsistence. 
(2) Population invariably increases :,here the means 
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of subsistence increase, unless prevented by some 
very powerful and obvious checks. 
(3) These checks and the checks which repress the 
superior power of population, and keep its effects 
on a level with the means of subsistence, are all 
resolvable into moral restraint, vice and misery. 
Nevertheless, those who agree with the general 
pessimistic theory of Malthus to -day admit that even 
if there were a resolution for the world's popula:tio i 
problem even if soil fertility could be restored, an 
new land brought under cultivation, and the yields o 
old land raised, we could never manage to do this 
quickly enough or on a sufficiently grand scale to 
catch up with the alarming increase of humanity whic 
modern technical and humanitarian trends are promot- 
ing. For the complete pessimists, the only remedy 
is to reverse those trends, at least in some of the 
major reLions of the globe and once more let disease 
and infant mortality, premature death and fanine tak 
their heavy toll. 
This.s the pessimist theory; there are of 
course numerous less extreme variations on the theme 
but all agree in proclaiming the extreme gravity of 
the situation and its essential gloominess. The 
situation of Egypt could certainly come up here to 
illustrate the seriousness of a situation. As it 
will be dealt with in the next chapters its population 
is now 20 million; during a ife time it has very 
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nearly trebled. For this reason its food situation 
is becoming a more and more serious problem. The 
recent famine and malaria epidemic of Quena province 
(142 -43) has focused the attention of all concerned 
with the production and distribution of food in 
Egypt on the great urgency of the problem. It was 
in fact symptomatic of the highly critical state of 
affairs which has now been reached in Egypt. Mal- 
nutrition and under- feeding are estimated to be 
already prevalent in about 30;,6 of the population, 
while at the present rate of population growth - 
about 2 million every 10 years - there will be by 
1960 some 2,500,000 persons and perhaps by 1970 
at least 5 million more mouths to 
Coming again to our discussion on population 
and world resources we find on the other hand those 
who are optimists and are the ostriches as they are 
called by J. Huxley. These people believe that 
food can readily be made to outstrip all hungry 
pressure. Sir John Russell as President of the 194 
British Association gave a remarkable survey of 
the situation in terms of this optimistic theory 
when he said "My thesis will be that the way of man- 
"kind has always been and in all human probability 
"will always be hard; that only by strenuous and 
"well- directed work can our problems ever be solved; 
"that we cannot foresee the difficulties and dangers 
"we shall meet but we can train ourselves to meet 
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"them with courage, intelligence, and an unconquer- 
able faith that we can overcome them. Science 
"and technology are necessary but not enough; ther 
"must be a driving force and a conscious purpose 
"for which to strive; but given all these I am 
"convinced that man can conquer his difficulties as 
"they arise..." He also said "At the outset 
"I must emphasise the impossibility of setting any 
"limit to the world's resources. Estimates made 
"40 years ago are in most cases far below those tha 
"would be made now. New advances in science 
"have opened up great and unsuspected possibilities 
"cf new sources of energy, of more intensive food 
"production and of obtaining desirable materials ou 
"of something previously regarded as useless. The 
"union of science and technology is so recent that 
no one can forecast the results." 
Thus we have two opposite ideas'of the 
relation between population and world foal resourc- 
es - a forceful picture of the dagers of the 
situation to -day and an optimistic outlook with 
an account of . what can be done to meet them. Yet 
there remains another important question which 
ought to be answered; can what is necessary be 
done quickly enough? That is difficult to say; f 
to secure the social progress all over the world, 
man must will it first, and also will the means; 
because we know tLat some are hesitating. However, 
even their attitude towards the "Malthusian Problem" 
seems to have evolved. While it may appear formid- 
able to some of them to -dey, they are concerned less 
over theproblem of increasing foodstuffs and other 
goods - as Malthus was - than over their distribu- 
tion; less over the increase of the national 
income than over its distribution; less over the 
principle of a managed economy than the lines such 
management shall follow. The result may be a 
serious hindrance. However , ae must remember two 
new elements. Men have always beenn re or less 
aware of the degree to which their essential needs 
were satisfied, because the maintenance of life 
and of their power to work under the 
physiological guardianship of specific sensations - 
hunger, the need for warmth and the need for rest. 
They have always appreciated roughly how far -ehe 
society to which they belonged helped them to 
protect and maintain their lives. The new fact 
is that they can now measure the effectiveness of 
the aid given them. This is made possible by the 
existence of a number of great international in- 
stitutions, based on science but themselves tending 
towards practical action, such as the International 
Labour Office, the Food and Agricultural Organization 
and the World Health Organization. Comparing their 
lot, men learn that a degree of social progress is 
possible, and they discuss the means of achieving it. 
lb. 
The other major influence has been born of two world 
wars and is probably' one of their important ecn- 
seuuences. The wars in question were what is 
described as "total" with scientists, workmen allci 
farm workers playing asbig a part, as soldiers. 
Both of them demanded the mobilization of the whole 
national economy for the full use of all physical 
and human resources. 
Between 1914 and 1918, and 1939 and 1945 modern 
nations for the first time got an effective grip of 
themselves, and, cutting out the element of chance, 
sought consciously and s stematically to provide 
for the needs of their whole populations. The 
result was a series of large -scale and highly 
instructive social experiments. There were the 
British and Swiss experiments, for instance, and bot1 
succeeded. The fact that maintenance of the popu- 
lation and the armies by means'of a rational diet was 
a condition of victory resulted in the United States 
deciding to increase its agricultural production 
by one -third, and achieving that increase in 2 years. 
In the midst of the war and despite the dispersion 
of families, the hasty evacuation of children, the 
bombing and the ever- recurring difficulties of food 
supplies Great Britain lowered the rate of infant 
mortality. Social problems had to be studied 
exhaustively; targets had to be fixed, means had 
to be thoroughly thought out, co- operation was needed 
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to attain success and had to be organised method - 
ically. All this put the societies at war to a 
test which proved conclusive. It is now known 
that the rate of social progress will be what 
societies wish it to be. It is now under the contr 
of mankind. 
2. The Political Issue: The importance of 
population studies could also be explained from a 
political angle. An unfavourable relationship 
between population and natural resources creates a 
permanent menace to peace and a permanent menace to 
political and personal liberty. E.A. Ross(l)wrote 
in 1927 "there are good reasons for believing that, 
"whatever motives for aggression may lie on the 
"surface, the real enemy of the love of peace is 
not the eagle of pride, nor the vulture of pride, 
"but the stork". Coì -)finds that moral considera- 
tions disappear when men are brought up against the 
fact of hunger and thus concludes that -ar is the 
inevitable result of population pressure. In 
October 1945 C. Anderson, Secretary of Agriculture 
and chief United States Delegate to the Conference 
of the F.O.A. confirmed this view when he said 
"Hunger must be eliminated as a primary cause of war 
(1) E.A. Ross. "Standing Room Only?" p. 166 D. 
Appleton, Century Company, 1927. 
(2). H. Cox "The Population Problems ". G.P. 
Putnam & Sons, 1923. 
1 
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"Two- thirds of the world's population was under - 
"nourished, yet science and technology had advanced 
"to such a point that tue earth's agricultural 
"resources could fill the need of all." 
But do men always so react to hunger? 
Obviously not. In our days whether there is a 
threat to peace depends upon whether such an over- 
populated country possesses an industrial plant 
capable of producing armaments. There can be no 
aggression without the means to aggression. Lack- 
ing these means, the people of an over-populated 
country are confronted with only two alternatives. 
They can either stop breeding and so reduce the 
population; or else they can go on breeding until 
famine, disease, political unrest and civil war 
combine to raise the death rate to the point where 
a decreased population can re- establish a favourable 
relationship with natural resources. But some over 
populated countries are also industrialized; and fo 
these there is a third alternative, to enslave or 
exterminate their neighbours, and so acquire more 
land, food, raw materials, and markets.(l) 
Therefore, density of population alone gives 
no explanation for war, nor does population in- 
crease, because war is a complex culture pattern 
TIT-Poi; a further discussion of populatión pressure 
as a factor in war see Warren S. Thompson, "Over - 
population and migration as causes of war", Miami 
University, Oxford, Ohio. 
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that must be backed by numerous rationalizations, 
rooted in historical traditions of the nation. It 
is also essential to make it clear here that it is 
not absolute poverty which measures the degree of 
population pressure as a danger to peace but the 
"felt" lacks, the felt pressure on resources, the 
:felt discriminations in the access tc the resources 
of the world. Perhaps it will help us to under - 
stand the role of felt population pressure as a 
cause of war if we draw an analogy between the 
struggle for a better distribution of national 
income in our own country and the struggle between 
nations for a larger share of the worlds resources. 
Who are the people most aggressive in demanding 
a large share of our national income? They are not 
the poorest and the most poverty- stricken of our 
people. Those who are loudest in their demands 
and who are in a position to force and do force 
consideration of their claim for better living are 
the strong labour unions and well organised groups 
made of the more prosperous people who have al- 
ready attained a substantial share of the good 
things of life and who are able to organise, to 
press their demands against the entrenched inter- 
ests which oppose them. The situation is much the 
same between nations. It is those nations which 
have already made considerable progress in develop - 
ing effective economic organisation, whose workers 
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have emerged from the dire poverty of mere sub- 
sistence and know something about the improvement 
in living they might gain if the resource* the world 
were more fairly divided, that are likely to take 
aggressive action to secure a large share of these 
resources. Only as the people of a nation become 
aware of their relative inferiority in resources and 
in national power can they be effectively aroused to 
support aggressive action against strong outside 
powers. People who have tasted some of the sweets 
of a more productive economy can be told with some 
show of reason that, if they had larger resources, 
more coal, more oil, mere copper, more aluminium, 
etc...., they coula live better. They can also be 
told and apparently convinced that in the world as 
it has been organised there is only one war to het 
these larger resources and that is to take them by 
force from other people now controlling them. 
This is what happened in the Miadîe East in 
1947. The people of Israel became more and more 
aggressive when they came to " feel" the pressure 
of population on resources far more keenly than those 
of Lebanon, Egypt or not because they are 
poorer but because they came to know more about 
world conditions and their relative poverty in 
resources and because they have been eating better 
and wish to eat still better and be even more secure 
in their. food supply. Thus the population of Israel 
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have come to "feel" the lack of the resources from 
which they can make more goods far more keenly than 
other people in the Middle East who do not even 
know that most of these new goods exist, or that th 
might have a public health service, or that the 
chance to emigrate might improve their lot. It 
will certainly be some time before the other nations 
of the Middle East come to feel that aggressive 
military action. might be to their advantage, but it 
would be extremely unwise to assume that they will 
not come to feel this way a few decades hence if 
they are kept from sharing justly in this exploitati 
of the worlds resources. 
For this reason, the present writer believes 
that fundamental changes in the manner. of life of th 
people of the Middle East will soon take place. In 
the course of a few decades these people will become 
aware of their position and perhaps cast covetous 
eyes upon the large unsettled areas in their own 
territories and elsewhere. As they come to know 
more about these conditions, they will also come to 
feel that the exiting distribution of basic re- 
sources among nations is unjust and that if the 
European possessors are not willing to remedy this 
injustice voluntarily, reCourte to force will be 
necessary. 
It is clear however, that the population factor 
has a direct bearing on many, in fact most, social 
n 
ande conomic problems; thus it is one of many 
factors that must be understood in many comprehensiv: 
analysis of many social problems. Social scientist . 
have been forced to recognise this fact since Thomas 
R. Malthus in 1798 published his famous essay on the 
principle of population as it affects the future 
improvement of society, for since then social scientists 
and public alike have been aware that a relationship 
exists between man's growth in numbers anu human 
welfare. 
Importance of Egyptian population Studies. 
Having discussed the importance of population 
studies in general, let us turn to the particulars 
ana amine the importance of the Egyptian popula- 
tion studies. 
Few parts of the world present problems of such 
permanent and challenging importance to the student 
of population questions as are to be found in the 
great reservoirs of people in the Egyptian Nile 
Valley. 
The political boundaries of Egypt include about 
386,100 square miles, but over 95% of this area is 
barren desert. The country has aptly been described 
as a vast desert pierced by the Nile. The desert 
and the Nile not only describe the physical character 
istics but also set the pattern of population dis- 
tribution. Of the 19,087,857 persons reported by 
22. 
the 1947 census, over 99% lived in the delta and 
the narrow and sharply defined strip of fertile 1c 
bordering the Nile, aZ though the delta and the 
valley contain only 13,198 square miles , or less - 
than 4% of the area within Egypt's political bound- 
aries. It is therefore argued that - with some 
exceptions which are numerically if not ualitative 
unimportant, nearly all parts of the Egyptian popu- 
lation are tied closely to the soil and are depend- 
ent in an extreme degree for daily subsistence and 
cash income upon the small -scale intensive cultiva- 
tion of a few crops notably wheat, millet and rice. 
It is the writer's ¡pinion that nowhere are then 
more suitable natural conditions for observation 
and verification of the natural population theories, 
whether it be for the study of the positive 
Melthusian checks on population increase or of the 
effects of modern fertility and living standards, 
Egypt and India are prominently important for 
investigation. For, in recent times Egypt has 
seriously begun to experience what may be termed 
the pressure of population. And for a country so 
limited by nature to the narrow strip. of cultivable 
land in the Nile Valley and Delta such L.. phenomenon 
may cause pardonable anxiety. For this reason it 
is argued that the co- existence and the mutual 
interaction of crowded regions, of subsistence 
`3 . 
and cash -crop farming, and all oLher problems are 
to be seen more clearly in Egypt than in present 
day Europe or America. 
Apart from the academic importance the 
population problem in Egypt is a matter.of acute an 
increasing concern for all the statesmen and the 
moulders of national policy. With the advance of 
western ideas and tecbniques, it is no longer 
possible for authorities s to allow the old forces of 
draught and famine to act as the \crude regulators 
of population growth. Nor is it any longer easy 
for the spontaneous migration of peoples to emptier 
or richer regions to take place without infringing o 
powerful national interests. Tariffs, migration 
restrictions, and cost of colonization and transport 
all lead to thwart the clumsier natural methods 
of adjustment and to bring aaded pressure on the 
government to make population control or expansion 
a matter of positive policy. 
Though few students of the problem will 
subscribe to the simplified opinion that extreme 
population growth automatically produces war, no 
careful observer of the very recent Mid. le East 
history can ignore the indirect but powerful in- 
fluence of the increase in pressure of population 
on limited resources and barely maintained sta::dards 
of living in the depressed rural population of Egypt 
as a force of fiercer; political and military 
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disturbance. Nor, indeed does one need to be a 
Marxist to see behind the revolutionary movements 
of modern Egypt; the steady pressure of population 
increasing slow1 against a stationary standard of 
rural productivity and, in the absence of an e ffectí e 
economic planning; aggravating the social oppression 
of landlords and money le,. ae s . 
Nevertheless, the unfortunate fact is that 
population problems in Egypt have received astonish- 
ingly little attention from research workers ás 
compared with the amount of theoretical and field 
work devoted to the European ana American areas. 
Measured by almost any standard - whether by available 
literature, research in pï ogress, or teaching in 
universities - Egypt still occupies a most inadeuatel. 
corner in the total yield of population study, and 
this despite the growing volume of source material 
that is becoming available in w estern languages. 
It is greatly to be hoped that this defect can 
be remedied in the future, and even to -day there is a 
valuable field for studyawaiting western students 
without an extensive knowledge of the Arabic language 
Registration statistics of births, deaths, marriages, 
divorces... etc. are now available. Serious de- 
ficiencies still exist of course but there is much 
valuable work that can and should be started. For 
all its inevitable shortcomings, it will almost 
cértaïnl; prove more important and rewarding than 
25. 
many of the limited regional population studies of 
the west, and more reliable and scientific than 
most of the historical inquiries into population 
problems of medieval and pre- industrial Europe or 
America. 
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Historical C4rowth of te 2tin Pgpulation. 
Population of Ancient Elapt: 
ptian have been counted perhaps more times 
than any other people. When history clavineä more 
than five thousand years a46o, Menes, the first ruler 
of the unified state of Egypt, was alread carrying 
out biennial and later, annual "numberin2", a 
practice which was demanded ti',en as now by a highly 
organized political system, and which the records 
show- to have been followed more or less consistently 
by many of his successors. 
But there is no accurate estimate of the 
population of Egypt in ancient times. All we have 
got are estimations, the accuracy* of which depended 
upon methods used in their calculations. 
W. Budii)in his book "Egypt" saysthat the 
population of EgyA in ancient times is not known, 
but some writers think that auout 1'600 B.C. it was 
over three millions and that a considerable number 
of the people in the Delta were of foreign origin, 
having cos E. from Palestine and Syria and the maritin 
districts of the Ifiediterranean Sea. 
Breasted, on the other hand, emphsized by the 
importance of census-mekínb to the ancient L,,,ptiùns 
(1) "Lgypt" by L.A. Wallis 'Budge. 
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but did not give an accurate estimation oí the 
people at that time - he says: (1) 
"Iver_ two years u "numbering" of the royal 
"possessions aus made throliA-iout the land by the 
"officials of the Treasury, and these 'numberings' 
"served as a practical basis for the chronological 
"reckoning. The 'years 
called 'Year of the Fir 
"the First numbering', 
"and so on. 
of a king's reign were 
st numbering', 'Year after 
'Year_of the Second NUmberi 
An earlier method was to name the year 
"after some important event wnich occurred in it: 
"thus 'Year of smiting the Trogladytes' a method 
"found also in early Babylonia. But as the 
"'numberings' finally became an;lual they formed a 
"more convenient basis for designatin g. the year, 
"as habit seemed to have deterred the scribes from 
"numbering the years themselves...." 
As o registration the same historian(iteils 
us that an elaborate system of registration was in 
force. Every head of a family was enrolled as sool 
as he had establihed an indeendent household, 
with all the members belonging to it , including ser''s 
uhu slaves. His oath to the correctness of the 
registration-list was taken by a "Magnate of the 
"Southern Tens" in the Lmd-office, in one of the 
(1) B.reasteci "A History ci Egyt" Locion 1906, pp. 
(c_.) Ablu... I,. 200. 
-45. 
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bureaux of the vizier's department where ail .Chis 
registration as filed. The office ci the vizier 
was the central archives of the evernment5 
records of the land-administration with census "nL 
tax registration wee filed in his bureaux. 
Moreover in the reign of Mimnoon 1n3340 B.C. 
his soldier Amenhotep threw a spotlight upon the 
events of these days ahen he made a census for the 
whole country and had it carved on his statue in 
hieroglyphics ahich we translate as follows: 
umy liege the lord of the country and King of the 
"two regions, the North and the South, has shown 
"favour to mu and ordered me in my' capacit as the 
"senior or his recorders ana head oi his scribes 
"to carry out a census of all people. So I reckoned 
"the numbers of his oljiers and officers a of 
"tho_e fit for militar, service; and I recorded the 
"millions ana olaseified them according to age; 
"I estimated taxes on dwellings L.-Jed their occupants. 
"Nov did I fail to record my Lord's war-captives 
",:nu At this point the carved letterin 
of this valuable historical text becomes obliterated. 
Ancient 1.a.Ltiah Censuses as an instrument of social 
control: 
Throughout the ages from th, earliest recorded 
periods to the present time , the primary intent of 
(1) "L'Z,gypt Contemlporaine" Year L;36 - article in 
ar.ebic by El Saed Azmi. 
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the governments has a:pparehtly been to use the 
censuses - or registration systems - as a me.. 
maintaining social centrol over the 1:,eople. The 
aovernments were at all times interested in two 
problems - how to raise money and how to maintain 
order against both internal enemies or potential 
enemies. These two factors seem to have been 
the prime motives o± registration syLtems and 
censuses. Ihe p.,oblem in its sim--;,lest folm, boils 
down to the 4uestion - iìo can we keep track of 
every individual in the country so that we C,,,11 call 
him up for military service, tax him, or ,rehend 
him if he becomes a. criminal Thi.. ma'.y be an over- 
simplification of the situation but the writer feel 
that it was the most imDortant determinant. 
It is clear that a 1,.opulat1on ahich has been 
enumerated only for the above pur-..,,ose becomes aary 
of the registrar and ti:e government which he re- 
presents. There is every incentive to avoid 
registration on the part of the masses, 
racticail no incentive to register. 
The homans carried out a census every fourteen 
(1) 
years during their rule, and something roughly 
equivalent to a census in the form of tax lists 
was a regular feature of Roman rule as well as of 
(1) T. (L Milne "History of Egyyt under the Roman 
hule" p. 2A1. 
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the Arab c.nci Tuikih dynasti-.(1) 
Dut the fragmentary nature of the mot ancient 
records makes it exceedingly ùifficult to aiscover 
the numbers of those Nevertheles,s, Julid 
Deloch; in 1886; estimates the 1,.oloulation 
CI at the death oi Augustus, 14 A.D., at 
b million, the area at 28,000 square miles. 
Eased on the tax lits aurin Vesasian's 
A.D. t5i, the coulation has been couted at 8 
million exclusive of slaves. Jose-i:nus quotes 
iaL6 Agri._-,a as saing about -' [t of the first 
Centur-,/ A.D. 
"This countr is extended as 
Ar,bia the h, and borders u.cn 
It ::-ath 7.-b00,000 men, 
"inhabitants of Alex-nuria; be learned 
"from the revenue of the poil tax."(`') 
Liedieval 
Lirs tie íca ci the ' 
(1) S. Lane-i-oole ":Lstory o Ljt in the Lliodie 
(Z) in -sT'e first centtl-r. 
I.C. of ti h ci. 
az7 million o:Jr. 
in ILL,- estiL,T.c,.-_, - 
ci 
- - 
L_L T :3 am. 
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a great difference of opinion reardin the populuti 
of Egypt. This waierhaps due to the fact tnat the 
historians o' the period aid not .i)ay much attention 
to this matter. 
'44foh the exception of the information recorded 
b an el Gian in his Book "El Tohfa C11jt there 
is nothing to throw a glimpse of light on the eccnom 
state of affairs before his ;,.erioL.. Even El 1.griz 
himself with his varied studies au observations on 
the mode of life durin..,; that pelioa oid not leave 
behind any dependable knoledEe in this direction.' 
kio,,Ithoiess, there are various estoiLations of 
(L: 
the population of 1.----ypt at the time of Arao rule. 
But these were greatly exaggerated. This exbgger- 
ation might possibly be due to the desire of Arab 
leaders to increase their budget und their failure 
to differentiate between the income derived frolil 
the levy imposed upon the non-bsiem Ldults and the 
income derived from taxation on arable lunds. 
we find that Ibn Rifad, at the beginning of 
the Arab rule, estimates the population of Egypt at 
14 million, while another historian of the same 
period estimates it at 20 million. It is impossible 
to believe the last figure to be Jn 3:ccurate estimate 
(1) "The Economic Condition 
Fatamides" Cuiro .148, in ai 
RasLid El EarraJi. 
(2) -_;es Lune-Poole "Histor 
Ages" 1901 pp. 15-25. 
(-) Abid., Dr. L, ,1 13,1 
Egypt during tho ides" 
language paL,o 3, 
:it during the 
Iic - 28. Dr. 
et .L-g&pt in the Eidale 
"The Economic of 
Ciro 1:;',18 in Arabic 
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of the population at that tirf. AILL we know that 
in 194...7 the figure of 19,067,657 s recorded. 
Taking into ccideration that since the eiAeenth 
century J-..gypt has been making reat progress in 
irrigation. is haslincreaseu 1.oductivity, 
raised the standard of livin, abolisheL famine; 
it is therefcle impossible to believe that the 
population is smaller to-day than it .Jas during the 
Arab peioU. 
Yet &1.1 estimate cf the p.culation based u-,on 
the tribute paid to tne Arab adminisIration in the 
7th century A.D. gives a íre in the neighbourhood 
1L1000,00. . And some oci....etent writeAs, While 
sus...ecting this to be a liLtle exagLelated, are 
Ilin to :niit that ..;gpt in the 7th Century 
harboureu a laige th= she 'did in the 
latter half of the 1th century.(1) Traveilers 
in 6urina the lath Centur rerked on the 
freueno:, ci plaues, the nelect of irrigation ,nd 
agriculture aciL the general lawlesness revailiri 
(L) 
as a result cf Mameluke rule, it is not aur- 
rising therefore, that at -6.:e aar.in, of the 19th 
century accordin; to the FrLnon Scientiest it 
less than u quarter of its estimate at t,he time oy. 
the Arab conquest. 
(1) "L'Accroissement de la Population de L'"Egypt" 
by I.A. Boinet Bey, Bulletin de L'instut d Egypte, 
7 1666, p. 272. 
(2) Cee Volney "Travels throuh Sria" 176 
Vol. I pp. 2b6. 
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The French Occupation. 
1798-1801. 
The first attept at an estimation of the 
population of ,,gypt in modern tizies was made Ourin6 
the French occupation of the countr. 
On his brief expedition to 1L;y-pt, Napoleon 
was accompanied by many distinEuished Frehch servdnt. 
One of them, Lonsieur Jomard undertook the task 
of e stimatin6 the number of inhabitants or the 
country in 1E00. This was not a yroler census, but 
it was a detailed study of ti-is -orovince of Minya as 
circumstances allowed the French Lxpedition. From 
the data thus obtain they formed conclusions diaich 
r- they lied (1) to the rest of the country. Thus, in 
the first place, fc:ar classes of settlement were 
reconised:- 
1. Towns, with a population of over 3,000 
2. Small towns, from 1,000 to 3,000 inh.abitants. 
Villa-6es from 300 to 1,000 inhabitants. 
4- Nazlas, Hamlet Hh Kafra etc. with les:. thn 300 
inhatita-:ts each. 
in considerin the population of the siols 
country, the village Icopulation was estLmated separal,e- 
ly, then the population of tom and :.fgvincial 
cap1taL11 and finlly that of Cairo. 
In their stud, cf Einya, the french asked the 
sheikh of each village to furnish the numbea of the 
male inhabitants of hi7 From that fiure 
(I) "Descriition de Vol. lo 11L. 
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the total numbel o v±le inhabitants was 
calculated on the assumytion that the ratio between 
females an males was 
data:- 
In Minya, th enuii f'oduceu he foiio 
Kind of settlement Number Fouit ion. 
Towns 2 11,760 
azIall Towns 39 53,230 
Viila2es 63 30,820 
iNazlas, Hamlets, etc.; 57 8.850 
161 104660 
Excludin8 the two -Louis - which were h[La hi 
(7,000) and Minya (4,750) - the y,oulation wool he 
92,900 fol 159 villaes of .Lll sizes. In their 
survey of the Thole country the French counted 
-;354 vill-es. A round fi ure of 3,600 was 
adopted ailowiL, for aae 40 settlements to have 
escayea their notice. This Irlaitiylied by the 
avera3e fic_ure of 584; resulted in - viliae 
i_oulation for -11 Eyt of 2,102,400. 
Next came the towns, excluc,Dn, Cairo. In 
1600 there were ib oJns wren a l_culation oi 
more than 3,000 each. These were: 
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Thus estimates of the polJulation were 
attempted during the reign of Mbhami Ali, one in 
1821 an(L the oth,r i 1846. 
In 1821 Mohamed Ali'esti,Jated the populatie 
of 2;pt zlt 2,636400. This estimation was 
based on theIa--incipie undetaken by the French 
servants, i.e. the number of houses. The dirt 
motive behind this undertaking was his desire to 
impose new taxation to meet the needs of hiL, 
expnding armed forces an, other recruitment 
purposes. 
In 1846 another estimate of the population 
still base& on a census of houses gave 
This time ít was much more systematic than that in 
1821. the 1821 figure of 2,536)440 
with that of 1846 we find a substantial increase 
which works out at an average rate of 3.37% per 
annum. 
This increase is all the more remarkable if 
it is remembered that from 1820 to 1840, a large 
proportion of the -..ounz men of the country were 
away from their families, serving in the armies, 
navies or factories of the Pasha, and moreover, 
1 
that Plaguè'a-nd disease carried off large numbers 
(1) A third census was reported to nave taken place 
in 1873. Tile circumstances of this censuL were not 
given. (See Annaire Statistiue de L'Lypt 1937-3:-.) .10) 
(2) There w,:s an epidemic of plague every 10 or 11 -ears - 
in 1813, 1824, 183b. In 1836 the plaue carried of one 
auarter of .the o-0.11ation - some F;-,00 000 (s e 
Crouchly "The economic development of yllodtrn-EL 
pae bi.) 
every yea. :3-mallpox s virulent ..nd killed a 
great jt of the infant -;..opulation. 
tu 13), the hi;:r»...est estimates 01 -1-.,o1)u- 
lation UÍLL not e.xceed. 3,600 000. It thus apipe ars 
that there was 3. ríd Increase after 1E40, This 
is probable , in view of the return of the soldiers 
and v.,:orkers to their homes an ci the li8,:atening of 
the burdens upon the as Mohamid. All's 
campaign for independence came to an end, his 
MOT! ()poly system an d industrial e xriment vie re 
likewise terminated. 
The drain on the population for service in ts_e 
army, the factories ar1LZ corvee was very ccnsider- 
able. The army of fellahin built up after 1b20 
increased from 19 ,000 men in 18'23 to 90,000 in 
1826, and 200,000 in A further 20,000 
men ',.,Ere in the Navy arid another 30,000 in the stat 
fa,ctori es. In 161.9 ;: 300,000 men were corvee to 
build the Mahmoudia C na1. Clot Bey estimates 
that after 1825, 365,000 men were emi)loy ed for 
4: months every year in di-fl s out the- canals and 
other irriation Between the corvee , the 
army, the f act or as and , one wonders ha,; 
the azricultural work CIS done at all. In fact 
travellers of the time have left on record tit in 
traveliin throu.a the villages in the- 
there were no able-bdied men to be seen - nothing 
but iomen and children ;-_,:ad old Lien. 
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Two striking asects of 1)opulation in this 
i_eriod are worthy of note. In tne first ilace the 
1)oulation of Alexandria .Fassed from some 16,000 
in 1800 to 143,000 in 1848. (Cairo in the saue 
:period 1passed frobi 260,000 to 23,3,500). 
Secondly, there was a nota.ble increase in tne 
foreign IJoulation, iarticularly in Alexandri,. 
At the time of the French invasioni, tere were 
I;xcbably net u hundred :Suropeans in Egypt. Durin;T: 
the reign of Mohamed Ali, however, there was a lare 
influx of foreigners. Many of them brouht to 
rAgy¡A by the Pasha himself, to serve in his f. ctcries, 
his .havy, es doctors, enLinee,n, enrve-,fors 
etc. A .::feat of tnese French. 
c_e in tne Ile of the great commercial -±,0.-- 
ment. After 1820, Eng-ish, French, Austrian, 
Swiss, Greek and other eusiness houses were ri;_ly 
establihea. As the sales of aricultur,1 
for exv::ort took -».ace in the gevernilint warencuses 
in Alexandria, moA oi -L forein merchats 
established theives in Alexeneria; our 6he 
Mohamid Ali aqua.i.e. 
The qvo,vth of the ijo.uldtion cf y1t ince 
the middle er the L)th Centur:: 
Tile first censuL, in MOLACIT1 tiNt JhiCh CC1J 
curate ti at tae-1 in i 
It .1:(Aloo6 1; L L of 1(.;7, 
.L) 
41. 
GROWTH OF THE EGYPTIAN POPULATION 
, 
1873 1882 1897 1907 1917 1927 1937 1947 
42. 
taLle j_ves the total :population oi the country 
:.ccordin,:,: to te5e census returns:- 




1873 5,2o0,0&J 2.0o 
HiL2 6,706, 3.08 
1907 11,19,978 
117 12,716,256 1.4 
11927 14,177,864 1.7 




Tole 1: The increase in iy-,t's ..cooulatio 
The strikin feature of the above table and 
chart is the steady decline in the rate of increase 
from 1873 to 1917, after which date Ih:e rate 
becomes more or less stationary for two decades, to 
rise sharply abain in the last interval. This 
early fall in ano rate is not sur-ixisin, in view 
ci the fact that the resources of the country 
Jere not developinI at the same rate as the 
Between 1897 and 1927, for instance 
the addition. to the cultfvatea :cea amounted to 
C4.) 
only 10% while the population increased by 
(1) In 1897 the total cultivateo area was 
5,087,000 feddans compared with L,543,000 fe-d=s 
in 1927. 
43. 
The crop area, however, was 25. more in 1L,L:7 than 
in 180 (1) and as a large proportion of this was 
devoted to tne relatively high-priced commercial 
crop. of cotton, the abov. addition to the popu- 
lation was absorbed without a suggestion that 
saturation point was reached. 
A more detailed s,udy of the census returns 
will reveal the following facts: 
1) Whenever perennial irrigation was introduced 
into an area; the rate of population increase in 
the area would go up, and stand at a point above 
te averae rate of population growth for the 
whole country. This is generall-j- counter-balanced 
by' a decrease in the rate in areas where no irriga- 
tion improvements have tuiken place. 
2) After the lapse of about 50 ears the areas 
that showed a higher rate of increase relative to 
the country as a whole either continue to grow in 
population, but at a rate lower than that for the 
vhole countr; or show signs of Navin un0. become 
stationary. In some cases, eve, an absolute 
decrease has been recordeu. If some them uheta
continue to L:ro at a hïgher rate, this will aiaicst 
certainly be acc ompanied by some hind of inLustri_l 
(1) 6.6 ,J.d 6.8 million feaans 
4±. 
devej_climent or scheme of land reolo.n.,.,.tion. 
, ji tile _Letter hilf or the Contur,,i- 
e.arly ec:,Oth ; the 
rural areas as e.ual to , or a little her 
than, that of urban c eritres . Then the cLc- 
is reversed: since 1907 urban centa.-es 
roin o:.t a much hiLher rate than rur1 areas. 
The infe.a.ence -L o be 6ran frcrh the. bove 
facts is th:_t the vertical expansion in a,,riculture 
:.J-hich resulted from the introduction of summer- 
irrigation .:,Isorbed the reater rt oi the 
bu tuis coulc continue onl, 
, aít:- i.rce íS struck betvreen the 
labcua: lond - the total 
oí ±v en are,J., any more se above 
the latter be- o.nr above the ccíty 
of the Land and ci po-pulation 
from -Lia-L, re 01:L1C soon set r. 
ihe ceab of isa ( 7a) 
The first, jrcr cer.sus, her 
Lftor cf the 
fer iLrst Ln.e ir t::_e history 
o:i. - s Li Lrcn - that n actuai 
eruíCE of ei.,7o1:, citiLer 
írle 'vL,.,7 to be er 
census ere not vel:y satiz2lacto 
This C a,tril-Juted to the previ1in-6 conOlitious 
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of the country in those daysl) The inhLbitanes 
also were ignorant of its real purpose. The un- 
familiarity- ,iith its procedure must have L,a:e them 
reluctant to co-operate aith the authorities 
undertking: it. Despite these unfavourable 
conditions, ho.dever, the government found it vic rth 
their Thile to take it. In the ciks of Monsieur 
A. Boinet under whose supervision the l6j7 C6L&LIS 
1.s taken "The operation (of the 1Lac-_, censu) did 
"not meet with such hostility as might have been 
"raised to it by a population unaceuLtoed to 
"administrative measures, the true pur,ose of whíc 
"escaped their knowledge. The inhabitants in 
"spite of ;rejudfces, carried out their share in 
"the cen,:3u1=: o,eration docility if not with 
"cheerfulness."" 
(1) At the date set for the census, (Yay 3) Lgypt 
Was in a very disturbed condition. The 3,.ptian 
army had been in ce rebellion for over a 
aiming to ex,el fu:CL-IL-h Cil-c_s_far officials 
including the KhejLivi_i_ -mong 
whom were SCiüC C. 0:i_CE.,1;3 of the 
Turkish 7iuitan, ,ele und,,r set cc of exile to 
the Sudan for an LLCL. ,lot ciser the rebel 
loaders, a sentence ,:Lich the refusini:, 
confirm. Popular sehtient 
ing the rebellious = _nd taL_L:__1, a fanatic_ 
religious turn, Sc tt all fcreigners and nive 
Christiani li i oi their lives. 
7e-e :::cinet's article "L'acrol 
de la popu1_,Ln de L'h;egypte" in the Bulletin de 
L'Institut 7, seco-hd series. q. in 
hl 1-arish 7 cite p.4 "f-opulation" 
F-ebru-- lee.. Contemporaine". 
to 
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The Census of 1897 7oL,) 
Thu secon, .erc,er census ,;as t_ken in 1897. 
The conuitions under which this census was takei . 
were ir more favour,_..Lle than those of thu 1.receding 
one. There ad.s an increase of ,bout 3 million 
_erschs; ai ui-1 ,,irt of ,-ich ,;as fictitious 
and due to imrove- enumeration. it as conducted 
by Boinut the as ist-nt Fin&nc1i -,viser to the 
y:ptian Government. 
The Census of 1907 (11;189,97E) 
At this time the country was 1,ro8resAn6 
raidly ,n, its inhabitants were gettifl g moie and 
more ith such administrative under- 
as census. There is no doult that the 
results obtaine, were much more trustworthy than 
those of the rece,in cunsuses, ,Idla many ,uestions 
are aded to its schedule co ai,en its scoe. 
This census ,1,(-) calls LiAention to the extraor-indi 
rate of increase between 1L82 and 1E97 - a -,ear of 
normal conditions - and suggests the exlanation 
that there must have been a great many rei.scrìs not 
counted in 
The Census of 1917 (12,71E,2bo 
Euall unfav,urIle for census takin were the 
ccnditiors .j[revdilin, in 1917, owing to the first 
ciL. har. AdA,hou,h at aLd not ,ctuall: 
.zarticite in this as belierant, many 
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thousandli)of youn6 E¡,;ptins served durin the 
war in Palestine in the so-called "Laeour co]:ps". 
Ail OVeY the ccur,try there was a viclespread 
suspicion that the census -JS taken fol- the future 
recruitment for the army. A censuJ.i. taken in such 
circumstances could not have been -polTular. 
Yet mani improvements .dere introduce d. in the 
technique of the census takin. The central ad- 
ministrative authori-* undertakinL, it was re- 
or,zanized nu e uí, :ith all the latest machiner3, 
for that purpose. All calculations and tZLuf,tions 
were carried out by madlInes instead of 1:). hand. 
Greater accuracy in the results obtained aere thus 
achieved. Detailed record4of all the difficulties 
X-ICL experiences of the census filed for 
future reference. A few more (uestions were added 
to the censu, schedule in order to shed some liht 
on certain imortantILics. 
Amon L; the outstandin6 improvements of the 
1.917 census as the introduction of inuiries 
concernint, the nalure of domiciles flu the number 
of rooms in occupation. Unfortunately this 
important item disappeared from the schedU of 
the 17 census. Thus we wele oe-prived - at least 
(1) The number is estimated st 10,000. 
fu 10 ears - of valuable ccat,,,. bealix.6 en the 
,luestion of over-crwdinf and housin conditions 
in the countr:y. The same inuiy:j- ho,iever, aas 
re-introduced in a modified foim in ire census 
schedule. 
The 12:7 Census: (14L,L17,EOLi-) 
The 12;7 census aas taken or the same lines 
as that of 117. Yet many ilvrovements iere 
introduced w:Lich ere made ;,;o;_sible by the exer- 
ience gained auxin 6 the intervein ilOa. But 
the most ime-Itant contribution of the lL7 census 
was the introduction of a question cancnirn the 
nature of the trade or industry of the individua,1 
concerned. 
we have seen before the C611SUS of i17 dis- 
closed a -¡,oulation of l'L,750,91L a8 comlared aith 
14.;L17,804i at the census taken an February 1:J7. 
The increase of 7opulation is almost entirely the 
result of its naturL,1 aio..ib urinL a 1:1;i0G free 
from destructive el1i6MICS -excet in 1b-18 - anen 
an Influenza elDiele,mic sread all over the country 
andcused the natural increase (births over deaths) 
to be d smll neza-Live ,:.¡:uantity, in other aords 
deaths exceeded births. Also it ,aas a 
-i-erica of considerable a6ricultural 
ae have no means) at .iresent of 6allint3. 
the nt result CI mi.:,.ration, it is likely to be ver:y 
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small. Emigration of the natives i. niot no- 
existent, inile ta e net result of i_iLit:ion among 
the foreigners is 1)racticaily nil, since the number 
of foreigners uiscloseLi h, the last to censuses 
was almost &fn. salze and aLountea to ;01000 -1eins 
1,1erefore, durin,1 the ist (2,(-;caue, the 
E'ptian :population may be rearded as a community 
which had been undisturbed by emigration or immi- 
gration. Moreover, it can be seen from the minority 
of foreigners, that the Egyptian pop-ulation on 
which the present investigation is made 
overwhelming i,rol.ortion of native li-ves 
considered, for all Ixactic,1 uroses 
in entirely of native Egyptians. 
The 1937 Census: (15,920,694) 




as cn - 
sidríCicnt enc,uiries. It re-introduce the 
questions concerning the nature of domiciles. 
FuitherLore five enquiries were ac.ded. These 
were, habitual residence, the number of ..ersozis 
deendent on the gainfully occuied members of 
the household; the lenth ana c_Jase of unemploy- 
ment, 6efor an finaily the date and nature 
of educational ,.1;_,alification. 
The 1947 Census: 
far as the .)resent writer is aware the iul 
details of this ce.i-.Lus are not yet -J:,ublished; 
aLa we have at -..resent the total, :hich at 19, 
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cf the Turks for centurie. Suspdcion of an:y. 
government measure is widespread even 
ordinaly peasant sees only one purpose for a 
census; namely to enable the central government 
to tax him or to recruit him for some arduou task. 
Ile refrains from anserin6 the ti_estions but, if he 
is threatened by punishment he :2:ives ereneous 
answers -co mislead his enciuirers. 
Thus, the effect of illitefac:: is to render 
less accurate the information which the peo.ple 
Live to the enumerator. ccurate size of agricul- 
tural holdins, accurate description cf ocalla- 
tioyl, earnings, etc. - all are difficult to obtain 
-from an illitefa-.,e population even if the people 
are willing to ec-operate with the enumerator. 
The atti-c,ude of the people towards t.h census- 
takinc, arc (.Lo ciosel:; related to their e:treme 
:poverty. Poverty focuses the attel,tion on food 
instead of statistics. The aajority of people in 
EL A are not intereted in vital statistics but 
in things which cutl. materially help- them., such 
as food, clothin,:, Ld,a money. 
(1) 
:).,:.,:rstition is sometimes an 
(1) Some i(je cf tl,e _overty of the population iiil 
be illustrated in tflb coin: chtels, 
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fm;¡,,olkdant factor in the inaccaracy of the census.es. 
It is su[,:etimes feit that bad luck or even L,:h 
ill result froYil L.iinò the names ana birth dats 
of family meMoers to an outsider such as the cIlbUS 
(i) taker. 
The reportin, of -,iomen, especially the un- 
maried also aears to be influenced b; the attitud 
cf the masses. The fellaheen of -.6-ylyt, soetimes 
omit mentfonin as far as iJossible their v,remen 
folk eseci2aly ,:hen GLe na names have to be re- 
ported. These rticulars about omen ,.,re not 
supposed to be knc,in outside the Idl accordin 
to the IsiarAc traditions. 
-ievertìl esE, the stren:th oi these attitudes 
.,rob-bly varies amon the different sections cf 
the poulation; L.nd iuvestizators 
take elaborate jainT to enlist the SU Oi t of the 
villagers are able to overcome in ,art at least, 
th,se Atitudes. 
(1) It is safe to sa:/ that in the uner- 
relportin of ;our, children occurs more for females 
than for males. The chif reason is that the 
females have a loner social status than males. In 
wme -.Larts of the country there ic a.1a:y-: a tene:ic 
to urder-raport chileren under 3 -jears of ae 
CLecause such chili el: nî no treated as human bein 
for fear the evil sIirit nul cause them harm 
the v-el earl; In ,,owe Larts of the counti-.) 
the ole still feel that male batlas are more im:c 
ant thaiL fewies al,a do not report them for fear 
tht 7,omethi miht ha, ,en to t nom. 
s 
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J21:se efforts riuy include the follo,.in, lc bein 
_1th, the cem.us should be taken under the aus-pices 
oí the centrai statistiCH autholities Jith the 
of the universities and the local school 
teachers. The clíc should _ave nethin, -what- 
enumeratin. 
r 
Con,idelable tfi.me shcaie. (7, e---,..(2.11 
io1e fcr the cesu.-J: aa-.a atteLlAin 
-Lhcir suj.cri. erh,,T months educatior 
would not be too much. It is evident that 
al.y attempt to take a CeriSLV. -iithout adeuately 
.5:c,..afir1.6 the ecle (esedially the illitrat¡ 
is dcoed to f_ilure. 
Also the use cf fictitious names shculd be 
¡,ermitted. Thus, for Ea.am-1,1e, if a family reia:,e 
to the nrxe of an unmarried daujiter a 
reust should be ne only for the characte-iistica 
of that i_eiscn, .-ha the iaentifyin& name omitted. 
ifl schools and collees students must be told 
tho Lcrleits of a reliable census. They are 
ashed to slain the matter te their ..arents and 
felatives. In chief towns all over the country 
(i) The .1:.resent ":tatistical and Census Deartent 
(anylexed to the Ministry cf Finance) was created in 
1.907. Lefore this date - -with the excetion of a 
brief polioa between l8 8 and 1'663 - an office used 
to be iftr(vised for the --ur-¡-,ose of handlinL, the da I 
collected for -j-,-.ublishinz the results. Theze 
offices LC be ii.,uiaatea after ever:v. census. 
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CHAPTER 3. 
THE COMPOSITIOII OF THE POPULATION. 
Age composition - sex composition -occutional 




In this chapter- vie are gein_, to deal with the cc 
position of the Egyptian population from five uifíereut 
_oints of view - sex, age, occupation, education and 
religion. 
The first marks a natural ùif erenti taon cf 
of y eopl.. in terms cf re_:r°oductive proÄ eiisitíes; tu 
second is a crude ihdex ci the stage reached in life 
cycle; the third has to co .ith the work of t e 
people; and the last two úeä1 ..íth ï, ì7c culturai 
standard of living. in most populations the normal 
ratio of the sexes is distributed one or more 
factors in nature or in social experience so that 
there is no c crdplete :::a aching of pairs, nor is a 
normal proportion of age groups to be found. Char es 
in the birth rate, age selective migratiorl , age 
selective death rate, and other factors are ccr.stdreiL 
at work o disturb the standard age ratios. Age ara 
sex composition shift ratios significantly in the 
total population of the ration, much more marked., 
hO`vueVer, are coUipG'_il.iGii Charïi.:s in local areas. 
Such c'ricii es in population composition affect all 
social institutions, irom the school stem to i.,,;,iia,le , 
and many phases cf social úndeconomic interaction. 
: stion.li.L;; ".z-Ai rLcial Lake-up of people derived 
t:-trou;_, the accidents of history affect the sod,' 
elatior.ships, the scciL,.l rate ana in a ulea;_are the 
itG1 traits of w. population. 
59. 
i. IsLe Comuosition. 
The structure of L:..ge distribution in "Lgi3t is - 
and for many decades will continue to be - 
extremely young -.Lopulation5 in the sehse of having 
large population of children Lilo. .5,ounger 
(see chart) 3 
Table 2 and3also list the E.,se distribution 
in two forli the first divides the ic-1..ulation 
into aigre ..rou-ps, minors, middle ,aged &nu. aged. 
, Number Pel.centae. 
Age Groui_,s. -7-- 






Below 1 year. 492,91 490,177 
: 3.b 1 3.1 
1 - 4 1155375744 1,617,397 1.0-.8 10.2 
5 - 9 11,8595391 2,208,837 !13.1 1 13.9 
10 -14 4,579,87E, 1,909,103 11.7 1 12 
15 -19 115294,841 15346,257 9.1 i 8.5 
20 -29 [2,3265143 25414;438 16.4 1 15.2 
30 -39 2,001,223 i 253335483 14.1 ! 14.6 
40 -49 316,38b I 1,605,316 9.3 
! 10.1 
50 -59 !4 800,819 944,771 5.7 
60 -69 578,072 1 518,980 3.7 
j 
3.6 
70 -79 - 25854431 279,708 1 1.8 1.7 
80 -89 11153661 113,781 .8 .7 
90 and over 4053031 42,933 .3 .3 
Not stated 39,, 3971 37,421 
1 
.2 
Table 2 Distribution of -populAion of 
EgylA by age groups 19275 1937. 
group 1____PercentLE:41Q,_ 
1927 1937 
Below is 32.5 37.3 
lb-60 54.8 54.4 
Over 60 6.6 0.4 
Table 3:Distribution of the three functional --e 
groups in 1927 - 1937. 
PER CENT. OF THE POPULATION UNDER THE AGE OF 15 
AND OVER THE AGE OF 65 IN SELECTED COUNTRIES 
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65 and over 
e notice fr1., Table 6n- chart -u:it the 
decrease in the Egyptian age pyramid is most pro- 
nounced in the younger ages, because ci the 
moitdity rates of infants ).rid small children. 
After the danger s of early dailchood are ssed 
the low mortality rates of adolescehce and early 
adulthood are reflected in the diminished rate at 
which the pyramid narrows, aid this will be con- 
tinued until the advanced ages. The incidence of 
high mortality rates exerts a severe pinching 
effect and rapidly narrows the figure near the ,ape- 
of the pyramid. 
In other words the relative smLalness of the 
population over 60 in Egypt iL due to the fact 
that they were exposed in their early years to 
heavy rats. 
But the age structu.e of Eyptian population 
can be well illustrated íi it is compared with 




0 - lb 37.3 21.2 
15 -65 56.6 68.3 
65 and over 6.1 10.5 
Table 4 : Percentage of age groups (England - Eg;)pt 
Observation on the previous table ,:nd chrt 
bring out the principle .-ays in which the ar-e profi e 
O/. 
PER CENT. DISTRIBUTION BY BROAD AGE GROUPS 
OF THE POPULATION OF ENGLAND AND WALES 
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6. 
of Egypttslopulation diffels from that of Engian . 
Egyptls population pyramid is squat and its age 
structure has a much greater concentration of 
population in the age groups under 15 years. 
On the other -51nd she has a comparatively smallef 
percentage in the ages from lb to ob and a small 
percentage in the ages over ob. These differen eL.. 
in age cemposition are eue to differences in 
emigration, differences in fertility and mortal" , 
or more likely to a combination of these factor-. 
When the mortality rate and the fertility rate 
both remain very high over a long period of time, 
the population pyramid inevitably must become 
less squat, and these two factors operating in 
conjunction are certain to co:centrate the 
population in the younger ages of life. 
Thus we may conclude that (1) Egypt has a 
larger proportion of young persons. (;) It aS 
a relatively smaller proportion of able-bodied 
men and women, and also (3) a smaller proportion 
of old people. 
This means that we are handicapped i.)y the 
age composition of our people; because we h_ve 
a larger proportion of chilaren and both a 
smaller proportion of persons in the werki Lie 
and a shorteipe:riod of working life available 
to each person ,i,iho reaches that age. Out cf 
the first result comes the greater need for child 
ó4. 
welfare work and the greater cuïificuity to improve 
the standard of primary :Jud secondary education; 
and the low percentage of economically active 
population which leads to a lover per capita income 
among its labour classes. 
From the standpoint of age composition alone, 
it might be thought that the most desir -ble corlditie 
for Egypt's population policy is a high proportion 
of adults in the prime of life. On a per capita 
basis such a population should h yre a loud death 
rate, a high productive capacity, few children to 
educate and elders to support, and conseÿuently 
high average living conui iun s in terms of goods an 
services. This is unlikely to arise except as the 
result of a rapid fall in births following a rapid 
rise, or as a result of a large migration of young; 
adults into other parts of the world. 
Yet if we take the broader view, and keep in 
mind the relation Letween age composition and the 
rate and source of population increase the most 
desirable age for Egypt may be that of a population 
being maintained at the numerical optimum chiefly 
by the difference between births and deaths, or 
approaching optimum size by this method and at a 
desirable rate. 
liihether this i _ true or not involves the 
comparison of the aüvsr taes of maintaining or 
a :proac "ring numerical optimum with those of deviatia 
65. 
from it at varying rates with corresponding effects 
on age composition. The auvantages of certain typ 
of age composition should be ccnSidered carefully- 
in studying the best rate of increase or Decrease 
for approaching optimum size, fcr they may prove to 
be among the iecisive factors. 
2. Sex Composition. 
The balance between the sexes in Egypt is 
another important aspect of its population structur 
The birth -rate, the death-rate, the u arriage rate, 
the magnitude an_o direction of migration etc. , are 
all significantly affected by the proportions of 
males and females i.e. the sex ratio of the populat 
In the following table there is a comparative 



















3. N. America. 
Canada, 1941. 
U.S.A.190 (whites) 
4. S. America. 
97.9 Argentina,1942. 102 
Brazil, 1940. 100.6 
Chile, 1940. 98.3 10c1.3 






5 Europe . 
Germany, 1939 95.4 
Belgium, 1930 98.1 
Bulgaria; 1934. 101.0 
France, 1936. 92.6 
Italy, 1:'36 96.4 
Portugal, 1940 92.6 
Switzerland,1941 93.5 
6. Oceana. 
105.0 Australi.,1933. '10E.2 
101.2 New Zealsnd,1936 103.1 
Hawai, 1940. 137.6 
Table 5:Populatíons by sex ratios (Male to Feme 
in selected countries. 
e) 
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A study of this table not only brings out the 
more significant varíatiom_ between Egypt ana 
various other countries in the balance between the 
sexes, but also gives a basis for imitating sane 
of the principal factors responoible for the differ 
entes in sex relations between the countries. 
Colonial areas; to which are carried or attrac 
large lai,our Tortes, are; of course, -Gila places v:ae 
the sex ratios are highest. 
Ivaturall the lowest sex ratios are f cana in 
those countries which have been sending out a 
considerable number cf emigrants ana whose popula- 
tions also have relatively short expectations of 
life; this factor which cc:centr°ates the popula- 
tion in the younger ales where males preponderate 
is pron:unced. Egypt ld a large part of Latin 
American countries are included among these. 
Examining the sex ratio of Egypt during the 
last five censuses - table - we notice a slight 
decrease in it. 
eu 
Census. Males. Females. Ratio. 
1897 4,981,012 4,743,740 103.2 
1907 5,616,e40 5,573,338 100.8 
l'617 6;3691617 6; 348 ; 738 100.3 
1927 7,058;073 7,119;791 99.1 
1937 7,966;675 7,954,019 lo0.L 
1947 9,417,962 9,620,855 97.9 
,_.ble 6 :The sex ratio between 1897 and 1947. 
b7. 
T,iis may be attributed to certain customs 
peculi:..r to the Orient - such as a ' '1areem" an 
enumeration would be o ,ii ea to rely entirely upon 
the report of the head of th e family as to its mente 
ship. Centuries of prejudice and suspicion would 
include some to refrain from reporting their women 
and girl babiL_s(.l But this l,re juaíce towards 
women was not so common during the 1947 census, as 
it was in 1E97 when the ratio was 103.2. While on 
the other hand the fear of compulsory military 
service would interfere nowadays sith the reporting 
of boys - this may lead us to assume that the ratio 
for 1947 is not far from the right number. 
Nevertheless this sex ratio would have been 
lower than it is, were it not for the relatively 
short life expectation that prevails in Egypt as 
mentioned before. 
liural and Urban Differences: 
The tendency cf females o remain on the 
farms and of males to concentrate in the cities is 
a significant principle in the stuc.; ci Egyptian 
demography. In table are presented sex ratios 
for the "Governorates" cina "%ioaeriates" of Egypt 
for the last three censuses.. 





1 I 947 
! 
A. Governorates. 
Cairo. 111 105.9 103.2 
Alexandria. 108 103 102.1 
Canal. 115 107.3 109.9 r 
Damietta. 104 103.4 101. 
Suez. 122 '111.2 110.8 
Total. 108 104.7 103.0 




C. Moderiates. D. Nboteriat:-. 
of Upper ci Loder 
Giza. 101 102.7 99.5 
Leni Suef 100 98.9 93.8 11,ehera. 94.5 92.5 
Fayoum 100 98.4 95 Ghurbia 94.3 c.4 
















(Rena 102 1105 99.7 Kaliobia 101.1 99.1 
Asawaan. 83 89.6 86.7 
Total. 95.4 
Total. 97.9 
Table 7 tThe sex ratio in different parts of 
The above table reveals same striking diiferehc-s 
in the relative importance of males an females in 
the various regions ui Eg,t. Outstanding is the 
low .,,,rceiltaL:e. of s in -c,h, ,itn Latin section 
i.e. - kibderiates of Lo,;er Lgypt becau,e this region 
has supplied other parts oí the nation and particulal 
ly the big cities, i.e. C dro, Alexandria; Port Said 
with so many migrants - nearly all of them are males 
.¿hile the females sta:): at home. Thus Behar a and 
Gharbia have lo sex ratios, or high 1.ropoitions of 
females in their populAioL,s. 
The Governoratos of the heu Sea. Lenea, Southern 
69. 
and western deserts are districts with greatest 
scarcity of females. The instability, the unsettled 
society, the nomadic habits of frontier desert 
population are greatly influenced by this feature 
of population make -up. 
The principle Governorates on the other hand, 
i.e. Cairo, Alexandria, Canal, Suez, and Damieta, 
have high sex ratios because they are the receivers 
for a large share of the nation's immigration com- 
posed predominantly of males. 
This differential sex ratio in Egypt h. s .a 
definite bearing on marriage problems in both rural 
and urban districts. In farming areas 4aere men 
move to towns in large numbers there is a 1. r-ep onder- 
ance of females.n the marriageable aes; on the 
other hand in urban districts there is a surplus of 
males. This dispro .cor ion in the sexes gives the 
sex with the smaller numbers greater selective 
opportunities in marriage. 
3. Occupational Status. 
The collection of the data on Egyptian occupa- 
tions began in 1917, when information was secured 
on the number of persons in each family who were 
the one or other of i three main occupations 
agriculture, commerce and manufacture. 
Fo11omin`, the 1917 census, the work of different iati on 
70. 
went on rapidly. By 1937 the labour force was 
classifica into the following industrial cite ories; 
agriculture; fishery; mining; construction; 
manufacturina; transportation; communication, nd 
other public utilities; wholesale and retail 
trade; finance; insurance and reale state; 
personal services; amusement; recreation and 
related services. 
The gener classification, however, of tuie 
occupational status of the population of Egypt is 
shown in Table 1 and Chart 1: 
Occupation. 1 Male. Female Tot& 
rk;rículture . 
Industry. 
Transport & Communi- 
cation. 
Percent- 
3,605,080 703,121 4,308, i01 31.25 
562,695 47,035 609, 53 4.0 
137,899 1,012 




(General & Private) 
Professions. 
Unj:roductive business - 
es or unknown. 860,417 
Holuing no occupation 886,326 
138, 11 
460..75 
170,236 520 170, 56 
135.139 16.068 151.`07 
187. 060 69.039 256. 9, 
466,786 1,327,%03 
5,504,009' 6,3b0,°35 
6,9fí4,775 6,868 345 13,813, Total 
Table 8 :Occupational classification} of the 
y,.,tían population over five years of 
From the above Table and chart it is clear that 
an overwhelming proportion of the ;,t 1 aT:.S obtain 
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bulk of popui ti cn working in agriculture would 
have been even higher if the many women helping on 
their relatives' farms classed in the census as 
unoccupied, had been included. 
Industry comes second with 4i, ;. This figure 
is, however, curious since the intercensal period 
saw a consider :äbie ex-pension of Egyptian ,tia industry, 
which in most cases was not effected at the 
expense of artisans. Competent c'eservers(l) 
believe that the census figures are il_accurüte and 
put the industrial population (excluding tra_isj ort) 
at ¿ bout 750,000. 
The high percentage of 46.25 ; which was 
retorted in tree census. as holding no occupation, 
is not really as high as it appears; it includes 
the group of housewives. 
Nevertheless, so;e of the essential facts 
concerning occupational make -up are brought out 
clearly by stating the numbers of y: erscns engaged 
in certain professions to the total popuie.tion. (mi) 
Thus the occupational distribution of our 
(1) C. Issaai - Egypt - page 51. 
(2) It may be interesting to note here that in Egypt 
there is one doctor for every 4,255 inhabitants, 
one person engaged in religious professions for 
every 312, one lawyer for ever; 4693, one engineer 
for every 1596 and one to acne r for every 520 
residents. 
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workers differs greatly from that of sertie other 
countries in the 'c'est. Obviously the level of 
development if a culture determines in large part 
the proportion of people that can be placed in any 
given type of occupation. In a strictly agricultur- 
al society for example most of the people must be 
engaged in producing food, shelter ana clothing - in 
activities connected rather directly with nature. 
While on the otb r hand in c, highly urbanized 
society, a comparativel-, ß._::1i proportion of people 
may be engaged in the actual l.I.oduction of raw 
materials essential to food, shelter and clothing, 
t the population survive. 
Therefore i we compare our population with the 
U.K .'s we find that we had a higher proportion of 
workers in Agriculture ana a small fraction in 
industry. Such a high proportion of workers in 
agriculture must put up with a low income per head. 
This occupational congestion, whatever its 
remedy, has its origin in the failure of our economy 
to adju:_.t itself to the rapid growth of our numbers. 
In the first place our agriculture community- has 
expanded mainly by internal g ro,rth. Secondly 
Egyptian farming has not been subject to any 
revolutionary .change in tecnniclue which reduces the 
demand for farm labour. It follows to -day the same 
technique that it has done for hundreds of y ear. , so 
74. 
that the size of the agricultural community has 
been determined mainly by the food requirements of 
a growing population. We might possilbly have 
escaped agricultural overropulation if we had han 
an industrial revolution to synchronize with the 
establishment of those conditions of life that 
made rapid growth numbers 1_.ossible . But it is 
doubtful - leaving aside foreign rule - whether we 
had the historical antecedents for such a revolu- 
tion. 
4. Educational Co:rïpocition: 
Although many countries have ceased to ask 
questions cn literacy in their population censuses 
because of the S4411 proportion of illiterate in 
the populations, the problem i.v still present in 
Egypt. 
The percentage of illiteracy in Egypt - i.e. 
the pro =portion of the population unable to read 
and write their own language - -i.: extremely high 
compared with the other countries that still have 
illiteracy. 
Table (1shows the extent of illiteracy in 
different countries - Egypt included. 
(1) Page äO4 of the Demographic Year Book of tiffe 
U.N.O. lv4B. 
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Canada (1931) 3.8 Greece (1928) 40.8 
Mexico (1940) 51.6 Hungary(1941) 6.0 
United States(1930), 4.3 Italy (1631) . 21.6 
Brazil (1940) 50.7 Poland(19L,1) 23.1 
Chile (19404 28.2 P ortug a.l(19,=0 ) 48.7 
Turkey (193. ) 79.1 Rumania(1948) 23.1 
Belgium (1930) 5.6 Epain (1940) 23.2 
Bag aria (193"-x) 31.4 
Table 9 :: The extent - of illiteracy in 
selected countries. 
Even though great changes nave taken place 
since these data were assembled, they give genera 
idea of the v' riations in educational status in 
Egypt and elsewhere throughout the world. They als 
reveal how much remains to be done in this field in 
*Egypt. 
In 19373 it had been estimated that the were 
11,242,000 illiterate persons among the total 
number of 15,932,694. This means that 81.4, of the 
population are illiterate. Ievertheless, Egypt 
has made noticeable progress in reducing illiteracy 
.. 
The change from 86.2j;; in 1927 to 81.45; 
in 1937 is of 
some significance, but this does not alter the fact 
that in Egypt there is much dissatisfaction with 
the results attained. 
7b. 
The significant item in Egypt's educaticnj 
background is the pronounced tendency to c once-:itr.te 
upon .the education of the boys and to give less 
attention to the provision of schooliTHY for girls. 










Table 10 : Percentages of the population not 
able to read and write aver five years 
of age. 
Nevertheless, opinion is very well 
towards female educations. :Even the most reaction - 
ary circles uo not deny its necessity - it would be 
di.icult for them to do so, with their memories of 
childhood - though they maintain that it should be 
restricted to such subjects as religion, morals 
and housekeeping, and that girls should iievei- be 
allowed to attend the same. courses as men. However-, 
up to the present, the trend has been towards a 
progressive enlargement of the scope of female 
education, A new geï.e, ation isg rowing up whose 
influence in future developments will be incalcul_..bl 
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INCREASING NUMBERS OF MALE AND FEMALE 







1930-'31 '36 -'37 '39- 40 '42- 43 '45 - '46 
War period 
Triere is also Ca pronounced 
residents of Egyptian towns [J,i1i1 c.l.t,.L'F:. to 47,o; 
higher educational status than the ,l,,.tion'N countr;¡ 
people. Naturally, the ability to read and write 
was found with much greater refative frE erlcy :rn 
tile provinces' capitals than in the "interior" 
portions of the various provinces. In every ca-e 
the population of the city .riich was the province 
capital had enjoyed ta e privilege of 1eá,ri.,=i.Y1, to 
read and write to a much greate extent t111,aT1 the 
inhabitants of the Lore rural portions of the 
province. 
Coming to the literate population which is 
18.6 of the total, we find that very few have 
the equivalent of a high school diploma. 
Table ,t/..gives a general view of the numbers 
of educated (male a1-1(. female) á1n: the allioun 
of schooling they have got. 
Grade of school completed. alles Females Total. 
a. able to read anu write. !1710 654 
b. obtained primary certificate104 24 
c. obtained the irter_:.ecdate. 
certificate. 35 
c.. graduated from El Azhaar 
University(a religious 
University only) 6 - 
e. obtained higher certificate;. 
in letters ana Law. 11 1 
f. obtained higher certificate 
in science. 13 - 
. obtained a police or a 
militaar y certificate. 2 - 
h. graduates from abroad. 5 _ 
2364 








The causes of the low le rcentage of school_:, 
are complex. (i) the not weather, úvhich reduces 
the working capacity of pupils, most of whom have 
poor health aid are undernourished, (2) the fre...uent 
charges of educational policy with the change of 
ministers, (3) the deadening effect of a rigid 
centralization which prescribes exactly the same 
curriculum and text books for every. single school. 
But all these factors are overshadowed by two 
social ones; the poor <.ivality of teachers and the 
absence of family life. The problem of teachers is 
still as acute as in the time of Mohammed Ali. 
Goveinment teachers are officials i anu c cnsec_iuently 
much prefer the administrative posts of the Ministry 
of Education, where the chances of promotion are 
greater, to teaching posts. Their lack of interest 
leads to aloofness from pupils aria parents and a 
minimum of contact outside school hours. Those 
who are keen on the job are soon chilled by the 
centralization, which prescribes not only the 
subject and text -book but even the pace at which 
the book must be read. 
As for th- absence of home life, its importance 
can hardly be over -estimated, for what a child leans at 
sci:ool is as nothing compared with wlaL he learns 
at home. A state of society is ca. ceivabie in 
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which education is entirely divorced fron. the 
home; but the present system of education pre- 
supposes a rich family life , which in Egypt, 
unfortunately, does not yet exist on a large scale. 
5. Religious Comositíoh. 
Yet another factor of much importance in the 
composition of populatíoas in the religious ad- 
herence-of the people. 
Egypt has three very different religious 
cultures which have a profound effect on family 
life; the Moslem, the Christian (mainly Coptic) 
and the Jewish. The distribution of the popula- 
tion according to religious camniinities is sho h 
in Table !Z 
Religion. 
Total Number Peiceltage. 
1927 ! 1937 ! 1927 193 
Moslem. 12 ,929,260 ' 14,552;695 91.2 91. 
Coptic (eastern 
churches. 946,393 1;055,281 6.7 6. 
other Christians 235,517 218.689 1.7 1. 
Jewish 631050 62,953 .4 
Others. 3,144 : 1;076 
Total. 14,177,864 15;920 594 100 100 
Table 12: The religious composition 
(1927 and 1937) 
In general :.oa_G::ls form 91%, Christians of all 
kinds 8.5%, Jews and others 0.5 -. Clearly, from 
PERCENTAGES OF RELIGIOUS COMMUN ITIES 








the point of view of number s, the chief factor in 
the population i,roblem in Egypt is the Moslem one, 
the Christian playing a relatively small mart. It 
behoves us, therefore, todevote careful attention 
to community customs which relate to fertility, 
particularly those of the Moslems. 
In Egypt, as elsewhere in Moslem lands, the 
religious communities are practically each a 
closed system. The religious authorities are 
civil officers ana carry out their own laws 
relating to marriage, divorce, care of children aï u 
inheritance. In Egypt, the neat of each religious 
community is appointed oy the king, and each com- 
munity has certain official boards with administrative 
and magisterial functions in affairs of personal 
status. In such matters the state leaves the 
communit,; to itself aad rarely interferes, except 
to regulate intercommunity affairs. It amoun -s to 
a state within a state. 
Furthermore, great and effectual effort is ,Wade 
to prevent any transfer from one ccmrnunity to 
anothe' . Each individual is registered in a cori- 
cumity and cannot leave it to join another without 
certain legal formalities that discourage easy 
mobility. The Mos. -ems indeed have built 
such a 
strong barrier around their community, 
whether by 
custom or law, that it is virtually 
impossible to 
bJ. 
resist the pressure of group opinion and leave the 
Moslem cornnunit . Very few in Lgypt have ever 
succeeded in doing so. 
One of the gateways between communities is the 
marriage gate, but so far as Islam is concerned this 
is the one -way door- only. From the earliest 
times Moslem men have been encouraged to marry 
Christian and Jewish women, for in general, such 
wives and their children have become Moslems. But 
even to this da-' no Moslem woman may legally marry 
a non- Moslem. Ancient Mohammedan statesmen seem 
to have known the basic principles of population 
growth ana accordingly crystalized these principles 
into customs, which they inaugurated or carried 
over by giving them religious sanctions. 
The rigidity of the sectarian lines and con - 
sequent pressure to conform te the laws of the cai- 
munity give strength to customs relating-to family 
life. On this point it might be said in brief 
that the chief difference in the attitudes of the 
communities towards the family is that the Moslem 
pays more attention to the family as based on 
religious creed as over ;,Anst the blood relation- 
ship or the immediate household family. 
The 
Mohammedan re tards everyone who professes 
his 
creed as his connnuniy brother; 
which cu ::tone, 
while containing the seeds of .altruism, 
nevertheless 
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in practice dissipates the close bonus of the 
immediate funnily relationship of father; mother 
and children. This is not to say that there are 
no class lines among the Mohammedans. . These do 
exi-t anu in some cases are quite strictly drawn; 
but it does mean that the intimate bonds of family 
relationship as found in the Christian tradition 
are very diffused. On the other hand Christians 
and Jews hole closely to the inli ediate lar,íly and 
near blood relations. Rules for marriage anci 
its dissolution and the care ßäa ' e ducations of 
chid ren are more exact and discriminating  than 
among Moslems. The result of these díffere:.ces 
in practice is that there is much more freedom in 
marriage and divorce among Moslems than among 
Christians anu Jews, and a more effective policy 
of conservation of children ,among the latter. 
T;evertheless, the whole of ügyPtian thought and 
literature is heavily charged .ith the atmosphere 
of Islamic thoughts, and in consequence tends to 
produce an archaic frame of mind in those subject 
to its influence. 
The Copts: The Coptic community, with its 
1,085,281 persons, comes next to the Moslem 




Egypt. This group is pas3ing through some crisi,_ . 
The reasons are not fax to seek. The mere presence 
of a minority cts as a constant irritant to the 
maj ox-ity, except in a very highly civilized c orn. iun- 
ity, and this accounts for the anti- coptíc feeling 
in the lower social strata. Such irritation is 
greatly magnified when the minority is on the 
average wealthier than the majority, as is the case 
with Copts. Moreover the Coptic Orthodox Church 
has shown few signs of vitality. The clergy are 
(1) The Copts claim to Le the descendants of the 
ancient Egyptians, ;although throughout the ages their 
racial composition hasbeen ¿:ytered by inter -marriage 
with other races. The Egyptians became mainly 
Christian in the early centuries oi the Church, but 
the majority oz them broke away from the main bogy 
of the church and embraced the Ii onophysite doctrine, 
for reasons not arl,olly religious: pa;.rtly their ad- 
herence to T!ionophysitism was an expression of 
national hostility to Byzantine and partly a result 
of struggle for predominance between. the Patriarch 
of Alexandria and the other Patriarchs. They 
formed a "national" church, tihich in course or time 
acquired its name "Coptic" in of .o itíon to the 
Orthodox Church of Byzantium. They were persecuted 
the , 
1- 
by Imp rial authorities, but the Ara b conquest 
in the 7th century gave them a short respite. They 
were tolerated as "Ahl- al- Dhimmah" and were re- 
cognized as an autonamous church on a level of 
equality with the Orthodox. But after a time ü.ís- 
cr imination began once more, anCA continued with 
intervals until the coming of Mohamed Ali his 
success- ors when they were relieved from persecution 
ana gave full opi ortuni,y in the public 
services. 
So. 
obscurantist ana duite unable to satisfy- the more 
intelligent laymen. Conse uently, many Copts are 
going over te the Coptic Catholic Church, whose 
number has risen to 36,000 or to the Protestant- 
Church, whose members number 66,000. 
The bulk of the Copts, as of Moslems are 
peasants living in the villages of the ile 
Valley a.__ a Delta. They produce the same crops, 
sin't'er the same oppressions and face the same 
economic problems. They have similar customs for 
birth, marriage and death, similar superstitions 
and folk-lore. 
There is also a Coptic land- owning ana town- 
dwelling class. Much of the old monopoly of 
certain economic functions has gone, but some- 
thing the of it remains. Most o_ goldsml hs, 
money -lenders :d land agents are Copts, and 
there are numerous Coptic minor officials in 
certain ministries, although it is more difficult 
for them to be promoted or appointed to important 
posts than formerly. There is perhaps a certain 
discrimination ,agaire.t them, but not enough to 
prevent them prospering. The urban Copts, like 
the rest of the urban population, are in .process 
of transition from traditional way. cf life to one 
at least superficially westernized. It may be 
that being Christians the- have been able to 
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advance a little more rapidly than the Loslems on 
the way of ',Asternization; but it is the same 
process which both are going tri ough and which may 
ultimately remove many of the differences between 
them. 
Like other Eastern Christians, the Copts 
are keenly aware of the benefits of education. 
In the last two or three enerations a large number 
of coptic school 'have ùee:i established. They 
include 4 of all schools in the country, and 16% 
of all schools above the elementary' level. Over 
2b% of the pupils in all schools above the 
elementary level are Copts; in girls' schools 
the percentage is even larger. Of this 5 %, 
rather less than half, are students of Coptic 
schools, and a large proportion of the rest attend 
foreign institutions, especially" míssioilary schools 
It is clear, however, that the Copts are a 
more literate community than the Moslems, but in 
spite of this have made only a small contribution 
to the intellectual life of modern Egypt. There 
are te- Cagy' scarcely any outsta.naind coptic writers 
or tnikers. Nor is there a vary active spiritual 
life among them. It is true that since the lath 
Century there have been stirrings of spiritual 
revival, mainly amo_.g the laity, but they have 
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been obstructed by the attitude of the Patriarchat 
the upper clergy and the monasteries; this is 
one of the cursesof the numerous conflicts anich 
have occurred between the Patriarch and the 
General Council of the Community. 
Other Christians: In addition to the Cous, the 
Christians in Egypt include Maronite, Greek 
Orthodox, Greek Catholic, Syrian Orthodox ß..nú 
Syrian Catholic communities. The greater number 
of these are Syrians or Lebanese by origin. The 
economic position of the Syrians is on the ;hole 
a favoured one. The majority belong' to the 
urban middle class, concentrated in Cairo, 
Alexandria and the Canal Zone. Commerce ana 
the profession s are their main callings. During 
the period of British occupation there were many 
Syrian officials in the Government, but most of 
them have now retired. 
The Jews: The 62,953 Jews of Egypt live mainly 
in Cairo ß.nd Alexa aria, and are divided into two 
C oi.acun í z, i e s. The i-o ort,liodox (1 :.__î :..:::ïte Jews and 
the K areites, who accept the "cripture, but 
reject the Talmud, and of whom there are about 
5,000. The orthodox Jews are again divided into 
two communities, those of Cairo and Alexandria, 
each with its Chief Rabbi and its communal organiz 
tien. 
The Jews are mainly Ar Lic -Sea king. They 
are of long residence in the country, ar.0 have- a 
unique position in its eccnonic life. They are 
financiers, merchants, clerks, artisans and members 
of the liberal profession. Socia,ll leap: 
their own separate exiw.teiice . Culturally they 
are largely GJ1licizeu. Individual Jews flay a 
part in the public life of the country, as deputies 
and even as c curt officials. But they uo not 
interfere in politics as a community, partly 
because so many of ti-em have foreign citizenship, 
and partly because their position is satisfactory 
and they have been .:ell treated for the last four 
generations. Yet beneath the surface, however, 
there is a considerable dislike for them, based 
partly on religious prejudice, partl,; on their 
economic position, and no uoubt the recent Palestin 
question has pcwerfally reii.iorced anti -Jewish 
sentiment. 
CHAPTEh 4. 
TEE BIRTH RATE. 
The crude birth rate - birth registration - the 
trend of fertility - causes of excessive birthrate - 
the marriage rate - the cultural norms. 
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The population of a country can be regarded 
frcm two points of view. °;we can look upon it as 
a collection of human beings which grows and 
expands (or contracts) at a certain rate. 7; e can 
also consider it as a body of persons engaged in 
producing various goods and services on which its 
material welfare depends. Obviously, there should 
be some sort of balance between these two branches 
of its activity . If it reproduces itself faster 
than its wealth and income increase, poverty, 
misery ana suffering ensue. On the other hand, 
it may pursue wealth and material progress with a 
measure of attention that interferes with its urge 
to reproduce and endangers its future existence. 
Egyptians are not concerned with j roblems of 
the seconu variety which face the nations of Europe, 
L 
the U.S.A. and the British Dominions to -day. Ther 
are no signs of our productive activity interfer- 
ing with the rate of production; on the contrary; 
as we shall see in later chapters, our production 
efficiency is being seriously affected in every 
direction by the size and the rate of growth of our 
The crude birth rate. 
The reproductive erformance of the popu.l_tion 
is commonly indicated by its crude birth rate; i.e. 
by the number of births per thousand of the populati r_ 
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Athout any refinement of age, sex occupation, 
income, or any other of the characteristics in which 
populations may differ. In 194 the total populati 
of Egypt was 18,110,C-5 there were 787502 live 
births in the year, the crude birth rate was 
accor(lingly 43.- .er 1000 of the population. 
This rate is fairly high if it is compared with 
rates of other countries in Europe or America. 
Table 14giveo an illustration of the crude birth 
rate in some selected countries. 
Crude Ciude , 
1 
Country. Year L)irtn C..unury. ,Lear birth 
rate. ! rate. 
Africa. _..arc-e. 
EgyiA. 1945 43.9 :e1ium 1940 13.4 
11,.auritius 1939 66.0 .,1,,, i_nd 1940 
South 
1 







Conada 1940 21.4 -.Lor.:ay 1940 16.3 
U.S.A. 1940 17.9 Scotland 140 17.1 
D,,exico 1940 43.5 -_;wedell 1940 15.0 
Lrazii 1940 38.0 IFraìce 19.-.0 i4.0 1 , 
Australia 11940 
1 
Burma 1939 32.3 Ne,, Zealand1940 ,7_,1. 
India /1:939 33.0 
, 
Japan 1968 27.0 , 
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The crude birth rate is however, an imperfect 
_a r of the refoùuction performance of a people.l r. 
It gives but ver rough notion of the actual 
fertility of the population, because it relates_ 
the number of births in a year to the total popu- 
lation, whereas obviously only a section of that 
opulation is responsible for the inflow of the new 
lives. 
To appreciate the strenv of the reproduction 
activity of a people, therefore, .,e should coneider 
the total number or births that take 4:lace A.thin 
it in relation to the size of its relroductive 
section. Only women in childbearing ages contribu e 
to the grc, th cf population, Q.1r ouuctíon 
rate much more satisfactory than the orairnr 
birth rate is given by the ratio between total 
births and the number of childbearing women in a 
nev ztheless, because of the unreliability 
of Isz,y,t'e, sC,Jtistics, 4e are unable to make 
such refineu analysis of the fertility, and so 
we must ùepend chiefly upon .Mat we can learn 
from the crude birth rate. 
Bïrth egistration. 
The birth registration ordinances enacted ir.cJ 
(1) "Population Analysis" L. Smith p. 155. 
ír August 1913 provide compulsory registration cf 
births aithin fifteen days. Notice of a birth 
to be iven to the nearest Health Eureau by- (1) 
the father (2,) the mother (6) the relAive th 
occupant of the h,.use in which the birth occurred, 
or (5) any person p.resent at the birth. 
'Re birth registration forms in Egypt call 
far Uate of birth, name and sex of child, name 
and nationality of parents) occupation and religion 
of father, date anci place oí birth. 
In view of the illiterate state of the 
population :::rd other factors it is net surprising 
that the registration of births and deaths is far 
from ideal in Egypt. In scie localities the 
reA.stration is in the hands of barbers and tax 
collectors. Fortunately however, some basis for 
estimating the extent of the failure to report 
births and deaths is afforded by the vital 1-es 
given separately for chief cities ulu fo:c it 
Bureau areas which include not only the chief cities 
but also increasing numbers of rural villages. 
In 1969 the Health Bureau areas included almost one 
thiru al the total population of -Lgt. 
Even the recorded rates for all "Egypt, includ- 
ing all the poorly registered areas, give the essent 
story of every high level of fertility, mortality 
and infant mortality. In 1939 the recorded rates 
for all Egypt aee '12.2 births nú 26.0 deaths per 
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1000 live births. The rates based on the more 
ade:,uate registration in Health Bureau areas ere: 
birth rate 46.8; death rate 2.7; and infnt 
mortality rate 198. 
The following are average rates for Health 
Bureau populations: 
Area. Birth Death 
Infant 
:Lortality. 
Governorates 43.9 25.2 191 
Provinces " Loa el Egypt 48.6 32.0 184 
Il 
" U,.--er " 49.7 35.1 224 
Table 14 : iiveraobe birth, oath and infant 
mortality rates for health bureau 
population in Egypt. 
The comparison of the date for total -11ypt 
itL those for the former for 1939 should be about 
11 per cen,:, higher,the death rates about 1.. per 
cent higher, ana tue infant riotaliy rates about 
- er CtrIT, higher. The Heal..h Bureau areas them- 
selves are very probabl:,' net models of complete 
registration and their constituencies may not be 
representative of the total population. 
It is therefore necessarj to emphasi'Le th_t al 
vital rates presented in this chaltei, rcaruiE;ss 
of .,Let_lei theL are actual or deriveo uatay must be 
reaardeci at Lest as ap,:roxim,te. 
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Causes of inadecuate birth-registration. 
There are mn :y reasons for ieadeuate birth- 
reistration in Egypt. One of the most outstanding 
is that the general public do not realise the 
importance anu the benefits of registration. They 
are not enlightened enough. 
Besides this general negative reason there ere 
many other positive motives which are bound to 
result in defective registration. One of the most 
important of tse is the 1.:revalent intense desire 
to avoid army conscription at any cost. In Ezylt 
all men between the ages of 19 and 27 are liable to 
be called up unless exempted for certain reasons 
prescribed in the law.(1) Dtherise, exemption 
could only be obtained by a sum of money 
which ran6es from tent; to a hunered 'Eyptian 
pounds according to the stage of reciudtment proces 
reaceieu. 
Serving in the army was, and tc a certain 
extent still is, very un-1:,0Jelz,r in Egypt. This 
is eerticulariy so among the fellahin. They go to 
(1) 'exemption is afforded to the following classes:- 
(a) Government employees, 
(b) Only sons, or the eldest if is no 
other "breadwinner" in the 
(c) Students in all religious institutions., 
some technical schools and all university 
students. 
(d) Certain religious officials. 
Almanac (of I 1 LI: 1939 p o90. 
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any lenth to avoid what the consiaer to L n - 
ordeal. 
(1) 
To hell his scn to escape recruitmel.-6 
t..)e fellah of to-u. omits altoeth,a to register 
his child's birth. 






Total 1 Percent 
births. 
1917 5.13715 40.1 1932 642595 42.5 
1918 602905 08.9 1934 651662 42.2 
1919 493507 37.7 1936 698186 i 
19-c 656609 1938 704376 43.3 
1922 582662 43.1 .194C b7700 41 6 
1924 604508 8 1942 6583'24 33.1 
1243 .659771 
1`..)26 629433 43.6 1944 722106 41 
1930 670817 46.4 43.9 
Table 15 ;The Aian trena ow cru ._ue birthrAe 
rolf. the _Love table rci crt it ic2 eviut 
that there is a con6i6erlule iluctuation in the 
(1) Some hundrea ,years c they SiS Lot to 
inilict enough cn thomsc.lves, their child- 
ren or on their ILL.,le rel...tives to render theni uniit 
for militar service. A full .na interestin .cceu-ut 
of this shameful state of .iff 
Lne a nineteenth century,2161ish exilorel) 
in his admir,Lble Look "An account of the m_runers d]d 
CU'LOWS 01 Ik.dern Lonuon, 1886 ; eage 
201. 
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rates, though it has been more or less constant in 
the lest decade. 
The period of 'r' orlo ,;Lx 1 shows a constant 
declinerith the greatest depressions in lUi _.1 d 
11:., the years of the influenza epidemic. This 
low point is partially due to the : ;ithdi aal of 
some hundreds of thousands of men from the labour 
corps during the war, who, dlthouJn counted in 
the census, were prevented from 
`she advance of recent years .: be accounted 
for in the main the efficiency in recording 
as the number of trained officials grows. 
Causes of excessive birthrate. 
In order to understand fully the reasons for 
the high birthrate in Egypt one tivould have to 
understand almost all the factors that go into 
the making up of life in the nation. So complete 
an expansion is hardly desirable even if it :yore 
possible but certain aspects of human motivation 
as directly relating to the birthrate ana re- 
productive behaviour should be noted. They are 
discussed briefly under two classifications (1) 
genei al conditions of life, and (b) culture norms. 
General conditions of life. 
Povel°t:ÿ Doreen 77aïriner; in : _r study "14_nd 
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and Poverty in the Middle East "(1) gives a general 
statement that there is no standard of living in 
Egypt and anything 1a,:rex tii n that will- be death. 
No further investigation :dill be carp ieä on in this 
chapter on poverty itself because all that might 
concern us at present is the relation between poverty 
and the high birthrate in Egypt. 
M ny studies have established the general f act 
of an inverse relationship between aealth or income 
and birthrates; a relationship which a,p-p arently 
has characterized western cultures for a considerable 
time. For example, Eertillon in 1899 found the 
following relationship between income and üirtlrAes 
per 1000 married omen between the agedof 15 and 
50 in the cities listed below.(G) 
Econ. Conditions. Paris. Berlin. 


















TaLle 16 :relationship between income J :nd birthr áte. 
(1) D. `;Tarriner° "Land dpi  Poverty in the Middle E 'ast" 
R.T .T .A. ;e 35. 
(2) Adapted from W.J. Thompson "Population Proble.s" 
third edition page 160 iucCrawhill Book Comp. 1942. 
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Marshall in "Principles of Economics" stated 
that the birthrate is generally lasver among the `,sell 
to -do than among those ,rho make little exrensive 
provision for the future of their families, and .4 ho 
live an active life, and that fecundity is diminis _e 
by luxurious habits of living (1) 
Moreover it is the most advanced countries 
in recent times have availed themselves most largely 
of contracert've devices and other f.reventive 
measures to reduce their birthrates, and ;,rithín 
these countries it is on the whole among the more 
cultured classes and those enjoying a higher star ar 
of life that the birthrate was first to fall ana 
.íth whom it has fallen most. It is rarely found 
that a rise in the social .:n dec onomic st _.tus is 
accompanied by _a_ increased rate of reproduction. 
The popular saying "The rich get rich, and 
the poor get children" seemed tc be a good descrip- 
tion of the observed facts. In othaí .;oras, 
thr euhout much of the western ,rend e a in 
there seems to be an inverse rele:ticaahi , between 
economic status and fertility. As social and 
economic status increases the rate of reproduction 





Professor Kiser, using data collected in the 
National Health survey, found that the standard- 
ized birthrate per 1000 viives was 63 for the bus ins 
clase, 101 for the professional, 112 for the 
skilled and 137 for the unskilled. He also 
found that the standardized birthrate was largest 
(154) in the relit( class, declined, to 157 in 
the class with income under , 1000 but without 
relief to 64 where the income was 1000 to 
to 77 with income of L-:;00 to 1.966 and 37 with 
income of 2000 to 2696, but rose to ES when 
income was 3000 _,nd over.( 
The same conclusions were reached by the 
British "Royal Commission on Po-,:ulation in the 
report of June 1649 when pointed out that the 
professional workers of Great Britain had 
families distinctly smaller than the average 
for all classes, while the unskilled labourers, 
agricultural labourers an- miners 
larger than the averae.('`') 
This is az.in an indication ob the reversal 
of the inverse relation between economic status 
(1) "Population Problems" Thompson, p. 174. 
( ) "Population Problems" ì. Thompson, p. 174. 
(3) °: al Commission on Poi_ulation - H.Y.7.C. 
London - Chapter 15. 
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and birth rate. 
Urban and Rural PopulL.tion : Urbanization is 
another factor which affects the birthrate in 
Egypt to a very limited extent; because urban - 
industrial economic culture, as it has developed 
in western Europe and America is very limited. 
The census of 1948 counts 74.9(1) per cent of the 
whole population were defined to be rural poyAula- 
tion. The uateri=.l cultur_.1 superstructure of this 
ru 'a1 life is so constructed that Elan is not far 
recved from nature. Birth, örot ì and death 
are part of life itself .:hich zre seen daily-, 
because the '-hole environment is identified with 
rature process. Add to that the far :.i 
in sypt is u: ualiy ffamily ei 
1 erprise in ích the 
labour of cnilareb c n be suitable utLizeo, as 
labourers and :rae earners es: eci..:lly in cotton 
plantations _,ich occupies 13gó of the total 
cultivated 
A cotton expert recently declared that "co Cton 
re _uired not only a dense :population, but one ica 
u birthrate above the ;;iv erabe . ciiil children 
in 'sypt help in caring for the animals; weea1n , 
y .. 
rez,ioving plait pests, etc. an ne expense of 
(1) 'The DeLosraphic lear Book of tac 
( ) 
C. Isavüi "Lsypt - Socio ILconouic tuíiies" ; 
page 
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maintaining a chili is little indeed. 
For trais reason the society itself has always 
emphasized the family, placing family interests 
above individual interest, and is much more biolo"ic 
in its entire setting than is urbani life. Sex 
reproduction, life, growth, decay and death aire part 
of the normal ,world of the child, outra ana adult 
in the community. Children are taken for gr._.nted il 
the Egyptian rural family; mating and reproduction 
are part of the normal scene. 
These general patterns of rural culture all 
help to explain the much higher birthrate of rural 
areas in Egy t. 
Climatic factors: Egypt is almost entirely within 
the North temperature z one between the parallels 
22N and 31 N. In the Delta the temperature 
ranges from 2° C to 43° C between February and 
July. In Up, er Egypt the range is from 7°C to 
45 °C. This sums- heat could be a sound reason 
for trie high birthrate in E,gylt. For it is 
believed some research physician that a relation 
exists betaeen climate ana fecunciit, , <,e latter 
being; at its maximum under a moderate climate anich 
facilitates the maintenu ce of normal body temper- 
atureS.(1) 
(1) See "Hintirgton Ellsworth "Season of birth" New 
York Willy 3...-)3L). and. see also Mills, C. A. l_Ci Senior 
F.A. "Does climate affect human c once ;lion rate ?" 
.A.G.l+ .Chicao,Decemb :r Vol. d,pp. d l -92J. 
ul 
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According to this theory, fecundity is recuded by 
ccla climate which makes it difficult to keep the - 
bod:) sufficiently warm. SiOilarly, , it is c1 i e d 
that marked seasonal variations in team .rature which 
occur in some areas of temperate climate cause 
significant seasonal variations in fecundity. 
The marriage rate. 
Marriage, at least as far as social purpose 
goes, marks the sanctioned beginning of the re- 
roductive cycle in our culture, for marriage 
gives social sanction to the kinci of sex behaviour 
that makes possible the initiative cf a new life 
cycle for individuals. In such a culture where 
most reproduction takes place .within e , 
the marriage rate ä;:ßu the age of marriage are 
highly significant factors in understanding 
feïtiliGy rates. The trend of the marriage rate in 
Lgypt is summarized in the accompanying table. 
Marriage i Mdrr iage 
Ye:,.r rate. Year 
Ì 
rate. 
1932 .... 1041 13.7 
19jJ . le-42 15.1 
1043 15.5 
135 13.5 1944 15.4 
1936 13.8 1945 14.9 
1937 13.1 1946 15.2 
1 38 11.8 
193 11.1 
1b40 11.8 
Table 1? :Annual crude marriage rates per 1000 person 
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47,ccording to this theory, fecundity is recuded by 
cold climate which makes it difficult to keep the 
bod:y sufficiently warm. SiMilarly, it is claA:pd 
that marked seasonal variations in temperature which 
occur in some areas of temperate climate cause 
significant seasonal variations in fecundity. 
The matlie re. 
Marriae, at least as far as social purse 
goes , marks the sanctioned beginnin cf the re- 
roductive cycle in our culture for marrige 
gives social sanction to the kin of sex behaviour 
that makes possible the initiative of anew life 
cycle for individuals. In such a culture where 
most reproduction takes place within marrioge5 
the marriage rate and the age of Lrri,J,ge are 
highly significant factors in understanding 
feItility rates. The trend of the marriage rate in 
gypt is summarized in the accompanying table. 
Year 
Marriage 7 
rate. Year 1 
rMarriage 
rate. 
1932 1941 18.7 
1938 1-42 151 
lb.b 
1935 13.b 15.4 
1936 13.8 1945 14.9 




Table 17:Annual crude marriage rates per 1000 person 
in Egypt (1982-1946) 
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The foregoing table proves that the ratio of 
marriage to population changed little during the 
years 193b -1939, yet the threat of ,,ar in 1940 and 
the reality of war in Egyptian deserts in and after 
19,1 combined with the unuruaily large ratio of 
youth of marriageable age in the population brought 
the marriage rate for the total population to the 
highest level ever recorded before. 
In comparing the marriage rates in Egypt with 
these of industrial cultures we find that our rate 
is comparatively higher. In agrarian cultures 
and in primitive cultures most women marry, uvlB reas 
in highly industrialized countries a considerable 
proportion do not ma rry . Forexample, in the Unite 
States in 1930; 60 per cent of the population 25 
years of age and over was married, while in Egypt 
in 1937 it was 72.9(1) per cent. 
More important than the gross number of 
marriages to the birthrate of the nation is the 
age at which marriage take'4 place . The customary 
age of marriage greatly affects the number of 
offspring. Salton estimates that a marriage at the 
age of lS will result in twice as many children 
as one at the age of LS. (2) In Egypt, however, 
marriage takes place at an early age. Two reasons 
may be attributed for early marriages in Egypt, 
(1) The Statistics Pocket Yearbook of 1'45. The 
inistry of Finance Cairo - Table Nu. 1 page 13. 




the chief occupation of the people and their 
religious traditions. 
In ricultura,î communities such as Egypt, 
marriage does not impose financial responsibilities 
In Egypt a wife is an economic asset to her 
husband. She is made to work and toil for her up- 
keep. She pre,V are s the family's meals and c arrie 
tihern to the fields. '3.s : fetches ,ß:1l the hater for 
the household and spends much time preparing fuel 
from cattle duna,. Peasants all over the world 
lack ambition and marry at an early .age even if a 
wife were a liability. They have no reason to 
wait, most of them earn as much in their early 
teens as ever hope to e _ in . 
Among the loser classes of main religious 
communities in Egypt, that is Moslems and Copts, 
marriage takes place early in life. Thus more 
children are expected. This is partly because 
the wome1! ;X o maxay y oun-, have more years of 
possible child-bearinL ahead of them an 6. artly 
because fecundity is greatly reduced near the 
end of chiles.- bearing age. 
The postpOnenient of marri `, after puberty 
is considered improper from the Islamic point of 
view. Moslemsbelieve that a man is not a "real" 
moslem if he remains single without a justifiable 
impediment. To get married and to have children 
s 
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is considered one of the prereuisites of Islam. 
Young women, on the other hand, are even less' 
inclined to ostpone marriage after puberty, for 
it is almost the only prospect they can look 
forward to. "ITLI'ri-e is of cL..,rse the one and 
only aim in life among girls, 2.1.. the desire to ;et 
J husband is enccural:ed in eve: b the mothers 
Mothers regard it as a complimet to theselves as 
uell as to their daughters if the latter are sou',:ht 
after as wives at an early 
In addition, the 7,yptian cliate ma, ive 
some influence on both the universalít an. age 
of marriage. It brings puberty on earlier than 
in colder climates. Thishas 1:oeit OujbjC 
for man-y girls to marry and e1ì n to bear children 
before they were twelve years age, with 
c:ierous co-LseL,uences to the health of mother and 
child. This led the government in l-.)23 to 11.asc 
a 1,-w(b) fixing the minimum age of marriage at J:(1_, 
(1) ':finifred 3. ElL,Chman "The Fellahin in 
the feligieus, industrial life 
A:en s.pecil reference to surVivals from 
:mcient times". Harrap, Lodon 
"La No. 56 of December 1923. The breaking of 
la,' carries heavy lenalties Whether for arents 
or officils involved. In some cases the 
circumveAed by legally betrothina . children eve 
young as 3íx -.;ears, as the Ia.,- made exception of 
those already engaged at the time or its -1,asae. 
Though there LL a consideraLie inclination. to dis- 
regard this law, still .ts. ui educative 
infiuece it 
has done some _;ooa, for it haToYought 
the people face 
to face with the issue. LgtiJn mic.l r s_y 
that they are ccnstantly solicited 
by .i_arents to give 
their claughters and sons certificates 
sho,Jing the 
i. age to have been reached even though 
is glit evident on :phsiolo,¡;ical g;IounO,s 
th,_;t the 
individual has not yet arrived at the,t 
age. 
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or the boys and 16 for the girls. Unf ortuna,te ly 
,,e ;lave no published figures on this subject to 
compare age at marriage before and after that date. 
The average ages at marriage of L yyt-ían brides are 
given in Table fô 
äge of Bride No. cf r,a-r-ri4ges Percentage 
i of total. 
Under 20 
20 - 24 
25 -29 
30 - 39 
40 - 49 
50 - 59 















Table 18 : average age at marriage of E yptian 
Brides, 1944. 
Yearly half the number of nu l marl- - ,cs in 
Egypt take place among ,irls who are under 20. 
1t1í.,ß tObttllC vVith tilt fact th&t contraceptives 
are almo -t unkno n, explains how ,'oung mothers in 
Egypt contribute to the general birth rate proportior 
ately more than in other c cuntries . 
Source: See "Statistical Yearbook 1947" 
Egyptian Ministry of Public Finance, 
To show "how hiri th-se fLures are, a comaris$n 
l..t11 the corresionuin 2ercentaL,e for -.L,nland and 
3.es may be useful. These are shown in tablef'f 




Under 21 63271 14.3 
21 - 24 139866 
25 - 29 58308 27.4 
30 - 34 32018 2.5 
36 - 4/1 20910 Z.).L 
45 - Ob 6098 
aud over. 4O67 1.c) 
General total 357338 100 
Table 19 : je at marrfae for femes 
in 1.nG nd 'Jales, 
Ii we cami.are table iewith tabie /g we can 
that the incidence minor marri ces in 2Ù-L,yt is 
over three times as 1,,r5e as ,n nLanc nd 
Easy Ijivorce: The easiness and the freLluency 
of divorce in tend to increase chii:--bearin. 
Moslems are 1e12 =c,aei to divorce their :ves 
merely by sayin "Thou are divorced". There is 
no need for ,,, man to to court. 7cen1 an 
the olher hù-,nd, must do so, and mut have sabstantia1 
grounds on which to Lase 
divorcin their husb,nds. 
their for 
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This has resulted in an extremely high divorce 
rate in Egypt as is shown in the followln table. 
Religion lO ll , 1U4L 1(643 
Moslems 0354 6020 70767 7833 858 
Christians 7l 16'0 L23 2L,t; 
ties 7-- 73 66 il 106 
Total 711a 60.149 b4645 
Percentage 
per 
thousands 6.6 7.1 8.3 
Table 20 :Divorce in Egypt 1.0-1b!LJI. 
e .6 
Polygamy To the western student the custom 
among Moslems most commonly associated with fertility 
is that of polygamy. In early times the wide 
extent of these practices no doubt haa some effect 
on the growth of Is'am in both power ana number owir . 
to a military conquest anu the enslaving of captive 
women. But that it is a factor in mauern times may 
well be doubted. The number of polygamous marriages 
among the Moslems of Egypt (two wives in general) 
seems to be rather small. 
In table 'IA are given the percentage of Moslem 
Axes to the whole population for the last two 
census. 
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Number of wives 1927 19éJj 
One aife 95.18 96.8cß 
Two wives 4.49 2.95 
Three wives .29 .17 
Four wives .04 .02 
Table 21 : FalJdaiìy in F ypt 
From the a:Love table it is obvious that the 
influence of the practice of having plural aives on 
the population's fertility may be dismissed as of 
little importance in s ite of opinion to the con- 
trary commonly held in some arts of Lurope and 
rimerica. 
Births out cf wedlock: Births cut of - wedlock may 
also be neglected, though it may have a noticeable 
effect upon birth rates in western countries. In 
Egypt courtship is ;.- o strictly controlled for twa 
reasons; the custom of the seclusion of women, 
which affects christians soIi;e.,ha as well as 
Moslems, a<u the very severe penalties visited upon 
women who disgrace the famil ; greatly the 
number of ill.G.itimate chilren; .nu secondly, her 
there is ccncubinae the children are never cora- 
sïuered illegitimate ;; but receive the s:me recd ítioa 
as those of lef»ally mar_ led ';:eves. The effects of 
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so- called "illegitimacy°" ih birth rate vlould be 
exce-dingly limited. 
The cultural norms. 
One of the most ,. o.verful influences in determin 
ing the actual exercise of the reproductive power 
within marriage is the set of values that i redomina;t 
in a given culture. In Egypt these cultural values 
are such that the average family considers it desir- 
able to have more children. In this connection Dr. 
. Cleland of the American University at Cairo wrote 
have been interested in gathering some in ormatio 
from various quarters .s to why people in igypt want 
children . nu. why they, 1a ve sc ':_iany. The answel's 
may be summarized as follows: 
1. It is the will of Allah to have as many 
children as pe:- s'ible , and any interference with 
natural processes will bring punishment. That is 
one reason v iiy so many children die, as a punish- 
ment for sinful parents. 
2. It is an honour to have a large family... "(1) 
The first remark of Cleland could be very true; 
as it will be seen in a later ca Lgyy.t has 
three different religions ahica ..0 e a profound efic 
(1) 'a. Cleland "A population plan for gy t" p. 123. 
The twenty second annual conference of the Milb nk 
hemorial Fund, Aoríl 12 -13, 1: 4-. 
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on family life, , the Moslem, the Coptic and the 
Jewish religion. The fertility according to 
these religions varies very much. In 1939 the 
birthrate was 43 per thousand for the Moslems; 
34 for the Coptics and 21 for the Jews. The ht h 
birthrate among the Moslems is considered to be 
due to their religious teachings which enc euraae 
early marriages and pOligamy. Ignorance and lack 
of y roper social education among a large number 
of Loslems in L ypt are aleo contributing factors. 
Better education and perhaps better appreciation of 
responsibility among the minority - Copts -- may be 
a factor in the lower birthrate. It is however, 
not to be forgotten that intermarri.e amcn the 
Copts might , to a cert .in extent, -play ä art in 
lc;:ering the birthrate amen g that community. 
Children as a social factor: Children in Egypt 
seem to possess an e xtraordinary social value, or 
else are a by- product of certain other social values 
They are desired early in life because life 
is short and there must be a time to enjoy them 
while the parents are still young and strong. 
As to women's attitude, they want mere children 
to hold their husband ana to feel secure. They 
believe, often rightly; that the more children they 
h.:.ve the stronger are the ties that bina their 
husbands to them. ile errin`; to this point in her 
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book "The Fellahin of Uer Egypt, their relir,iohs, 
socials an, industrial life to-d, Miss -S. 
Blackman ,roe "Mo:lem law permits a man to ¡Alt 
away his wife if Si, has no children, Ja..a a doLan 
divorced for tiI cause has small ci_ance of obtainill 
alother husband when once the reason for her divorce 
has become known. hehce the pros)ect of childless- 
ness is a very real terror to a who and the methods 
women resort to to prevent such a catastrophe are 
numerous. 
Lack of Leisure activities: The dull unchangeable 
conditions and the lack oi leisure activities in 
the Egyptian village also play an important -1art in 
keeping the birthrAe excessively high. Imumne 
the conditions of an 'Egyptian village after sunuown 
with no lights, no amusements, no diversion of any 
kind e xcept se. 
Time Magazine reported before the last war 
that the new Quarters being provided in Libya for 
Italian immigrants were not to have electric light 
as Italian servants had observed a direct negative 
relation between bright lights and birthrate. 
Child mortalit: It is possible that the hi-h 
infant mortality oi L:./pt which reac-ius 200 ,,er 
thous_nd 1:.el year is in itself a rc,,Lcn-lae factor 
fer the exces,ive birthrate in Egypt. ihis phen- 
omero_: b. a Leen i_roved by Yethorst in his 
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investigation of L;107 families beteen 107 Lad 
1911.(1) He discovered that when no child h_d 
died there was les than telve months' interval 
between the birth ci children in only 7.4 .1:er cent 
of the cases, but that when a child had died another 
birth took -1:-lace within twelve months in no less 
than 16.7 :t.er cent. 'The only ;essible exIldnation 
is that when a child has died the ;.arents Seek to 
relace it 
Birth coTitrol_r_actice: In western culture, where 
birth control seems to Le the most im::ort,Lt in- 
fluence affectin rel.roduction behaviour, differ- 
ences in the extent to which various incoe, 
occuational, educational and reliLious 
1.Jractise birth control and the effectiveness cf the 
control T,ractised Loes a lonw..y in exl)laining 
birthrates. 
In e coLid easily admit that Liith 
control 1:ractice is strictly limited to the vel-y 
uer claslof the society only fol. it 1:1.s lonL, been 
acce-J;ted s a matter of common knolede that birth- 
control Iractices begin first among the more ,:.ros- 
erous, more educLted and more favoured oceutional 
Lsroulls and reach last the grous of low economic and 
(1) Carr-Sdunders uorld Pojiulaticn" 104. 
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educational status at the bottom cf educational 
scale although there are no data in ayt to Show 
prevailing of birthcontrol yet the low standard of 
living mentioned before, and th, phenomenon of 
illiteracy wilich prevails in nearly Lo per cent of 
the population, are soana proofs for the limited 
-practice or birthccArol in Egypt. 
Other factors: Other factors of considerable 
importance to the birthrate are the incidence of 
venereal disease,(1) sex abnormalities of a physical 
or psychological nature, and the broken family, 
broken for reasons other than divorce. Data on 
these factors are too limited to -rovide a basis for 
any definite estimate oi their effect on the birth- 
rate or ypt. 
The unemployment of women is also associated 
with early marriage and calla be one of the factors 
of Egypt's high birthrate among all classes. (L.) 
',:hether employment causes delayed marriage cr hiethei 
(1) For a discussion ci venereal diEease as it affec 
birthrates see an. Snow "Venereal Diseases and sex 
Lnormalities in relation to popuiration growth." Th 
.1s of the AmeriCan Academy of Political and 
:ocial ícience Nov. 1:-)36. 
(2) For a further discuSsion of this topiC see 
7:7aciver "Trend of poyulation alth repp.ect to a 
e ,ailibrium" pp. 287-310 in L . I. Dublin 
"1-opuidurOn problems in the U . .A . aha Can Cj.t1 
Houghton Yifilui .Comp. 
uT eq.73,Tqw-Tct 
TLTU oqq. Jo uoTo,nue-ff.xa T3 ell:al 
euo cpeesnosTp emqorT esr-)TCJo TT' To eouenTJuT 
peuTqmoo eqq. qun000n oquT uaT32 euo ueqn 
'paqPqep en, !7..tu 
oor rimo r so/Tmol Se-p_Turig.JoenTaa12M JO )1017q 
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CHAPTER b. 
MORTALITY and MORBIDITY. 
Death registration - age as a factor in the Egyptian 
deathraie - environment - infant mortality - stillbirths 
maternal mortality - morbidity - the expectation of 
life. 
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The Deathrate . 
Death from a strictly economic standpoint is 
of primary significance when it cuts short the 
reproduction peiiod, but it is always a factor in 
population growth. It is the factor which gives 
the birthrate exact significance in any human 
population. From the social standpoint death has 
differing implications at various stages in life 
To stave off death as long as possible is one of the 
major problems of the individual and of the race. 
What is the trend of deathrate in Egypt? In 
what ways is it significant? These are the two 
important questions which we shall discuss. 
The preceding discussion of fertility in 
Egypt showed that the trend of birthrate is 43.9 
per thousand for the total population. Applied 
to the population of nearly 19 millions in 1947 
(1) 
it gives us a rough total of 780,000 per million 
births. On the other hand 42,003 were removed by 
death every year. Thus death has been a great 
solvent of the difficulties which our enormous 
number of births might otherwise create, removing 
the equivalent of three quarters of these that are 
born every year. But unfortunately this not a 
(1) The exact number is 787502. See page 29 of 




solution which any civilized people could like. 
That persons born should die is inevitable, and 
probably desirable in a world in which many people 
have standing room only. But it is still more 
desirable that if people are allowed to be born as 
small a proportion of them as can be managed shoul 
die before their time. Arguing on a purely mater- 
ialistic plane, if we want to grow at our present 
rate we can achieve our objective more decently 
both. a lower birthrate arid a lower deathrate. We 
need not reproduce vigorously in order that ae may 
die profusely. Thus nature will not however, be 
cheated; our birthrate of 43 finds its counter- 
part in a deathrate of over 28 per thousand, the 
highest in the world as it is shown in the following 
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Something is to be learned by comjoaring 
deathrates of various nations, for presumably the 
high achievements of one nation might be realised 
in another if the environment could be improved to 
an equal extent. 
The accompanying chart compares the crude dent 
rates for a group of nations. Crude deathrates ar 
a fair Xidex of comi:arative health of a people as 
well as of longevity, although they fail to take 
into account many variables that affect mortality, 
such as age, occupation and sex ratio in the 
population. 
It will be observed that crude deathrates for 
the 19 countries listed in the above table range 
from 10.1 deaths per 1000 population in the 
Netherlands to 28 in Egypt. In general, the 
highest deathrates are found in countries of Africa 
Asia. and parts of South America. Industrial 
nations of Western Europe, Great Britain and the 
United States and other English -speaking countries 
have the most favourable rates. 
When one ccnsiders the relatively high death - 
rate of Asiatic countries it becomes clear why 
their high birthrates have not led to a rate of 
population increase as great as that of European 
nations for the last two to four hundred years. 
A considerable part of the increase in the Orient 
has been cut off by death, whereas during recent 
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centuries Europe has learner to preserve the life 
of an increasing proportion of those born. If t_ie 
present lifesaving devices of the Occident could 
come into immediate use in the Orient, an unjre- 
cedented growth would be realised. 
It is interesting also to compare the trend of 
the death of various nations to see the progress 
which has been reached in recent years (Chart ) 
Here, as in the case of birthrates, the gaps 
are numerous and important. Apart from the fluctu; 
tions which may be readily explained, for example: 
by epidemics, war and crop shitages - the deathrate 
has been declining in western countries in much the 













Deathrate Year Deaths Deathrat: . 
23:6 1932 431148 28.8 
26.4 1934 i 420756 27:9 
28.2 1936 : 455832 28.8 
39:4 1938 429248 26.3 
29.4 1939 429033 
i 
25.8 
28.0 1940 4.14'.1d8 26:5 
25.1 1941 440981 25.9 
24.9 1942 494358 28.7 
26:9 1943 . 492644 1 28.3 
26.9 1944 472234 ! 26:8 
25.1 1945 512003 28.6 
Table 23 : Deaths and Deathrates of 
Egypt. 
Fig. /0 shows that the countries of Western 
society have been characterized by a longterm down- 
ward trend in the mortality rate. This may be 
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attributed to three factors, though the boundaries 
between them are indefinite and though there is 
much overlapping - (1) social, including the state 
of knowledge in relation to the production and use 
of food, and to the making and use of clothing - 
(2) sanitary, that is, conditions relating to 
housing, drainage and water supply, (3) medical, 
including both the state of knowledge concerning 
the prevention and care of disease and its 
application to the public at large. 
These three important factors which caused 
the downward trend of mortality rates in the west, 
are not sufficiently marked to make a similar 
trend apparent in Egypt. As a result mortality 
rates in Egypt remain high. 
Death registration. 
Although birth and death registration in 
Egypt was introduced in 1891 it was not made 
compulsory until August 1512. According to the 
births and deaths registration act of the latter 
date, births were to be registered within fifteen 
days and deaths within twenty four hours of their 
(1 
occurrence. 
(1) The act applies to foreigners residing in the 
country as well as to Egyptians. Many of the former 
group used to take refuge in some consular circum- 
ventions in order to avoid registration in the usual 
manner. In fact, many of them still do this 
particularly with regard to registration of births. 
Consequently certain figures concerning fertility in 
infnt mortality among this class) as distinct fromi- 
Egyptian citizens is lacking. 
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Burial permits also were made compulsory in 
1912. They are delivered only on submission to 
the Health Bureau of the district of a death 
certificate signed by a medical officer of the 
Ministry of Health or a general practitioner who 
happens to be in attendance during the deceased's 
last illness.(1) 
Books of official death certificates are 
supplied free to all authorised practitioners. They 
are so made up as to asúist them in giving all the 
required data. Special emphasis is laid on the 
importance of filling in the cause or causes of 
death carefully. 
Errors in the de athrate are, however, generally 
fewer than in the birthrate, for in the nature of th 
case it is easier to register deaths than births. 
Nevertheless these errors may be fully grasped by 
comparing the heights of the rates in rural and urb 
districts. 
District Urban Rural All districts. 
All Governorates 26:6. 17.9 
Lower Egypt Provinces 32.0 27.1 






Table 24: Deatirates in urban ano rurùï districts 
(1) If no medical practitioner was in attendance, th 
information is provided by a statement from a relati e 
or other person. in attendance during the last illnes 
or from the coroner if an inquest is considered nece _s- 
ary. 
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The unfavourable sanitary conditions prevailing 
in rural districts of. Egypt should result in pro- 
portionately higher mortality in them, yet table 
fails to substantiate this reasonable assumption. 
The reason for this may be the deficiency of the dea 
registration prevailing in these rural districts. 
The main causes of such inadequate registration 
of deaths may be ignorance of the law, lack of 
appreciation among the public of the real significan 
of the legal requirements and the inefficient Egypti 
statistical administrative machinery. 
three factors are at work in Egypt. 
Moreover secret interment is widespread, 
particularly of infants who lived only for u fetiu 
days. They are buried in yards and back grounds. 
These responsible for such illegal practices are 
usually innocent, as normally they do not know what 
i. required of them. Secret interment has recent- 
ly been estimated to be taking place at the rte CI 




In fact the e 
AAe as a factor in the Lptian 
death rate. 
tige have not only a high death rate, but as we 
see in the following table, the distribution of our 
death rate is also peculiar. 
(1) Dr. El Sayed Sabri "Analysis of the census 












under 1 23.50 110 -19 4.23 40.49 
1 -4 25.29 20-29 4.07 50-59 






4.79 7-79 5 
4.55 Fs -89 4.99 
4.84 o er 7.10 
0 
Table 25: Percentage of deaths according to 
age groups. 
Certain features of our mortalitJ conditions 
stand out clearly in the above table. In the first 
place we have an all -round heavy death rate. The 
rate is very high among first year infants, nearly 
a fifth of them dying every year. In the next 
age period 1 -4 it is also high, yet after this age 
it decreases until the lowest level is reached in 
the age period 10 -19 when it comes to be 4.07 per 
cent. Secondly, our age specific death rates 
differ from those of the industrial developed 
countries. tide have a general rate twice as high 
as the English. But for particular ages the 
differences are much greater. In the Age period 
1 -4 and 5 -9 for example the Egyptian rate is five 
times as high as the English. Our handicap is 
highest at the dawn of life, and contrary to general 
belief, it is not in the year of existence but in the 
years that follow up to the end of adolescence and 
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even yough that we also surfer by comparison with 
the populations of western countries. Thirdly, 
the level andstructure of our deathrate ís signifie 
from the point of view of the 'biology and the 
economics of the population. They greatly restrain 
our power to grow and seriously impair our e conomic 
strength. This is evident from the following table 
,ime 
Number of survivors. 
Tvlüle s Females 
0 100,000 100,000 
1 77 ,710 79 ,950 
; 64,061 67,775 
10 61,390 ` 65,613 
L:0 52,980 55,961 
30 44,916 46,660 
40 36,970 37,673 
50 28;9.978 29016 
60 20,887 20,793 
70 12,931 13,239 
0 5,836 6,797 
13083 2,157 
100 12 22 
Table 26 : Life Table survivorship in Egypt. 
These figures tell their own tale. By the ti e 
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the first year of life is reached in Egypt, nearly 
a fifth has disappeared by death. By age 5 
the loss amounts to 36 per cent; when the 20th 
year is attained at which a person is ready to 
shoulder the responsibilities of life only half 
of the group that started the journey of life 
together are pursuing it. By age 60 the age of 
retirement from active life, only 20 p,r cent of 
the initial number i2 a rviving. The English 
experience is on an entirely different plane. 
Only 10 persons out of every 100 born die in the 
first five years. After that the loss is very 
small; 87 persons compared to our 57 attain the 
age of 20 and 64 of them survive to the end of 
active career at age 60. The English population 
has a larger proportion of survivors at age 60 than 
we have at age 5. 
The general implication of the comparison we 
have made is clear; we, as a nation, are badly 
handicapped in the race of life by our mortality 
conditions. ,From the economic point of view the 
manner of our growth involves an immense waste of 
national resources and productive capacity. We 
nurse, feed, clothe: house the newly born popula- 
tion only to lose 4b of them before they reach the 
age of 15 at which they can make any contribution 
to national income. 
Environment as a factor in 
the death-rate. 
Certain circumstances in the environment lead 
to this high deathrate of the Egyptian population. 
Chief among them are the following (a) malnutrition, 
(b) lack of health services and (c) -disease. 
Malnutrition: Even in the most advanced nations 
food shortage and poor choice of food among the lower 
classes is a factor in causing premature death. 
Malnutrition with its effects in retarding phys- 
iological development and in weakening the organism, 
making it susceptible to disease is known to be a 
factor in increasing deathrate. When one consider . 
that the majority of people in the world still 
suffer from unfavourable conditions for biological 
development due to lack of adequate food supply,- th 
importance of food shortage to mortality is clear. 
The dietry situation of Egypt is very low. 
Pellagra, rickets, scurvy :nu beriberi which are 
produced by malnutrition are common between the 
fellaheens as well as the lower mid-le classes of 
Egypt. The main reason for this chronic under - 
nourishment of these classes iE poverty. Their 
income is so low that it is almost always beyond 
their means to purchase or to keep for their own 
consumption the right quantities ana qualities of 
food essential for their health. 
Housing: That mortality varies inversely with 
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quality of housing is well known. The latter is 
usually associated closely with the economic status 
of the occupants, and the density of the population 
per unit of residential land area or floor space. 
As will be seen in "later chapter" the housing 
conditions in Egypt are far from satisfactory. 
Both in numbers and in quality the people's 
dwellings leave a great deal to be desired. To 
give an appropriate description of the appalling 
conditions in Egypt the present writer takes the 
liberty of quoting some of Miss D. Warriner's 
description "to speak of housing conditions is to 
exaggerate; in the Egyptian village there are no 
houses: The fellaheen inhabit mud huts, built 
by .raking a framework of sticks, usually cotton 
sticks, and plastering it with mud. The hut is 
a smell enclosed yard where the family and the 
buffalo live together with a smaller inner room 
with a roof but no window and a sleeping roof 
where chickens, rabbits and goats are kept. On 
a slightly bette:i level are houses built of mud 
bricks. These are larger and are equipped with 
windows with wooden frames ana shutters. Houses 
in this style are still filthy and fly- infested, 
but they represent the only feasible form of 
improvement because the cost of building in brick 
is prohibitive ". 
Of course there is an element of exaggeration 
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in Warriner's description, yet there is also a 
truth e le me nt . 
Density: Whether or not there is a relation 
between mortality and population density, anL, if 
so, what its nature is,are Liuestions raised long 
ago and studied subsequently by several authorities 
in the west. Evidence that mortality increases 
as density increases has been secured in some cases, 
leading to the establishment of Farr's law in 1843 
in which he put forward his wellknown formula 
expressing the relationship between density of 
population and mortality rate in a mathematical 
form. 
The investigations described in TdicGongle's book 
"Poverty and Public Health" in 136 of the effect on 
deathrates following the transference of 710 individ 
uals from a slum district to a new housing estate 
in Stockton -on -Tees, provide some valuable data. 
After removal, the standardized deathrate rose by 46 
per cent over the mean for the same families in the 
previous áuinquennium. Remember that these people 
dwelt in the first quinquennium under slum con- 
ditions and during the second in the btsL possible 
environmental circumstances. 
Nevertheless, to ascertain the degree of over- 
crowding among the Egyptian lower classes is 
extremely difficult at present. The statistical 
data bearing on this important subject is very s cant 
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and difficult. Yet within the author's knowledge 
only one private investigation was carried out in 
1935 to ascertain, among other things, the housing 
conditions of the working classes in Cairo. Altiougl 
limited in size this inquiry will help to throw 
some light on the housing conditions of the most 
important city of the country. Twenty per cent 
of the members of every industrL1 labour union in 
Cairo at the time were chosen at random to form this 
sample. Over 2,000 workers representing about 40 
unions were apprca the d. In quoting figui es for 
this group we must remember that their conditions 
are bound to be better than among the rest of the 
workers or the fellaheens. From the detailed 
information obtained in the in.juiry it was found 
that : - 
20% of persons of the sample were livi in one room 
30% I7 ti tt tt II 
ti II 4 in c; room. 
48% tt It n tI tt 
u tt 3 in a room 
These appalling conditions of c ingestion must 
be more dangerous now after the years of the last 
war when the building of new houses was nearly 
stopped. This is the price which our working 
classes and their families have to pay for their 
poverty. The unavoidable result of such conditions 
is their illhealth and premature death. 
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Infant Mortality. 
Infant mortality is one of the most sensitive 
barometers of social conditions. The infant is 
extremely vulnerable to most causes of de ath . 
Consequently the number of infant deaths is very 
closely' correlated to the quality of health pro- 
tection the comnunity affords its members. 
The evaluation placed on the individual human 
life, the knowledge and e uucaLion of parents, the 
quality of the physical environment enjoyed by 
the population, the effectiveness of public health 
and social legislation - these are collectively 
and sensitively measured by the level of infant 
mortality. 
Compared with other countries Egypt has one 
of the highest infant mortality rates in the world 
(Table ). 
Country Rate Country ; Rate 
A. Africa: 
Egypt, 1945 152.8 
Union of S.Africa 35.2 
1947 
B. America: 
Canada, 1947 45.5 
U.S.A. " 32.0 
Argentine " 79.0 
Mexico, l94'1 9éí.0 
Costa Rica, 1947 ; 84.4 
C. Asia: 
Ceylon,1947 101. 
India 1945 150. 
Japan, 1943 87. 
Korea 115. 
D. Europe: 
Belgium, 1947 88 
Spain, l'47 76 
France " 66 
Italy " . 82 
Malta 





New Zealand " 25 
Table 2? : Infant Mortality in selected 
countries 
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From this it will be seen that the infant 
mortality rate(1) in Egypt compared unfavourably 
with that in other° parts of the world. It is 
higher even than in such countries as Indite., Chile 
and Ceylon. The only country that had a higher 
rate than Egypt was Yalta. 
The l;eneral trend: 
Egypt is the only country for which two 
sets of infant mortality rates are published in the 
International Statistical Yearbook of the League of 
Nations. One of these is for the whole country 
and is very much lower and less reliable than the 
other. The other series of rates is for localities 
where Health Bureaux are established. These are 
offices each supervised by a Medical Officer of 
Health, who enforces public health regulations, 
inspects de-th certificates and acts as the local 
coroner; in the absence of a general practitioner 
he certifies the cause of death. In Non -Health 
Bureau areas these functions are under taken by a 
layman or the village barber. Conse ÿuently only 
Health Bureau areas publish figures showing the 
causes of death. 
(1) The usual method of' measuring infant mortality 
is by relating the numLer of children of less than 
one ye ar of age dying in the course of u year to the 
number of live births registered in the same year. 
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The localities with. Health Bureaux are, 
generally speaking, the most advanced in the country 
Illiteracy, poverty and bad sanitation are less than 
elsewhere. Their figures for births and deaths 
are noticeably higher as they are more representativ: 
of the facts, because the administrative machinery 
for collecting statistical data is more elaborate. 
This is clearly shown in table 28 which compares 
the infant mortality rates in these areas since 1941. 
Area 1941 1942 1943 194± 1945 
(a) Governorates 
and Capitals of 1 7 230 231 214 217 
Rurá7. towns 242 222 ; 206 191 198 
Villages with 
Health. Bureaux 
(h) Villages with- 
out Health 
147 196 175 172 179 
Bureaux 127 137 124 118 116 
Table 28 :Infant mortality in areas of Health 
Bureaux as compared with that of 
areas which have not Health Bureaux 
The two series showy that Health Bureaux areas 
have always had a higher infant mortality rate. 
The explanation is twofold. Firstly in small remote 
villages whose rates constitute nearly two thirds 
of the total, many infant deaths are never notified. 
Secondly, by far the greater number of the Health 
Bureau areas are urban. It is universally establish- 
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ed that urban districtshave higher infant mortality 
rates than rural districts in all countries. 
It is clear also from the above table that the 
infant mortality rate in Egypt does not show any 
sign cf declining in recent years in q ite of the 
improvement 'which is probably taking place due to 
the increased efficiency of the public health 
administration end particularly the movement of 
recent years towards child welfare centres. 
On the other h n d nearly all countries show a 
steady decline over a period of ,;ears, although 
the scope for improvement in gypt was much wider 
than in other countries in view of the relatively 
higher initial level of her rate. 
A complete picture of the relative decline 
of the ínf ar;t mortality rate in over ten countries 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Such lowering of infant mortalit,; since about 
the turn of the century, as is shorn in the above 
table, haS een one of the greatest achievements cf 
modern times. When we incjuíre into the causes 
of this improvement 4ie find two groups of factors. 
In the first are many. agents of a general social 
nature - housing conditions, nutrition, education 
of parents, etc. - which accompany a rising 
standard of living. The part played by such 
factors in the future will, as in the past, be 
mainly governed by economic developments of a 
national and international character over which th 
medical profession can, at present, only exercise 
a limited measure of control. 
The second group of factors, however, are 
specified in character, for they depend upon 
advances in the principles and practice of 
medicine itself. It is in this aspect of social 
betterment that medical administrators and 
practitioners can play a dominant part if they 
make full use of all the help that is open to 
them. 
The vast knowledge upon contagion, the 
microbial parasites of man and animals, and the 
protective immunological reactions which often 
follow infection, stands as a tribute to the 
co- operative labours of a host of investigators 
in many countries. The seed sown by these 
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pioneers is gradually coming to fruition, and in no 
branch of medicine is the harvest richer than in 
the prevention and treatment of the infectious 
diseases of children. 
Causes of excessive infant mortality in Ewpt,. 
(a) Social and economic cau.es: 
They are poverty, bad housing, poor food, too 
frequent births, and all other conditions which 
make it difficult or impossible for a mother to 
give her baby good care. 
Povert:,- : The poverty we are interested in 
here could be defined as the privation of one or 
more of the basic necessities of health and, 
ultimately, of their prospects of life. Mal- 
nutrition, defective housing conoitionsÇl) over- 
crowding and unsuitable clothing have, in the long 
run, a devastating effect on vitality and. ability 
to resist diseases. If that is true among adults 
it should be more so as regards children and 
particularly those who are under a year old. The 
(2) latter group is much more sensitive than adults 
to their conditions of life. Their vitality and 
stamina are influenced not only by the direct 
effect these adverse conditions may have on them, 
(1) "Infant Mortality in Scotland" Report. Dept. of 
Health for Scotland p. bl. 
(2) M. Woodbury "Infant Mortality in the U.S.A." The 
Annals of the American Academy, 168: 14 -100, 
3A-J-66. 
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but also indirectly through the effects they have 
on their parents' heal-Lh. A semi - starve: mother 
can hardly be expected to bear and rear a healthy 
child. 
It is an e stablishea fact that infant mortalit 
varies greatly from social class to social class. 
It is also known that the higher the number of 
children is the proportion that die. 
No. of child- ì N.O. of deaths 
ren born in ;per 1000 




of child- No. ' of 
born in !deaths per 
family. 1_000 child 
;ren born. 
1 122 9 225 
2 ' 140 10 <46 
3 162 11 267 
4 176 12 300 
189 13 331 
6 199 , 14 364 
7 206 15 394 
8 214 
Table 30 : Child Mortality in relation to size 
of family. 
If conditions are so serious and last so long 
that one or both parents fall victim to an infectious 
x Data as from England and ';ales as of ' 1911. Data 
from "Fertility of Marriage", Part 2 pp. 50 and 51. 
Great Britain Census Office, London, 1917. 
disease their off- spring would be doomed from the 
outset. Hereditary factors would then be much more 
influential. The infant's premature death would 
not be so much the result of their malnutrition or 
their overcrowded conditions as that of their 
parents. Heredity, therefore, perpetuates the 
malignant effects of poverty äi=ú gives it a much 
higher tempo. 
(b) Pathological causes: Four main groups of 
diseases are responsible for most of Egyptian inant 
mortality. Diarrhoea and Enteritis are the most 
fatvl, then come the congenital, respiratory ana 
finally the infectious disease_ see fig. 
Disease Groups Percentage 
of total. 
Diseases of the Alimentary system 56% 
Congenital Diseases 30.6; 
hespfrator Diseases 8% 
Infectiou Diseases .4% 
Other Diseases u% 
Table 31 : The relative fatality of certain 
diseases responsible for infant 
mortality in Egypt. 
(e) Climatic Factors: It may be interesting to 
shed some light on the uestion o :thetht.r climate 
in Egypt is ur inflüential factor in its high infant 















1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 
Other diseases 
Congenital diseases - Diseases of alimentary system 
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mortality. 
The country lies almost entirely within the 
North Temperate Zone between the parallels 22N 
and 32N. In the Delta the temperature ranges 
from 2 °C to 43 °C between February and July. In 
upper Egypt the ralue is from 7 °C to 45 °C. 
Though the summer heat is great it is seldom 
oppressive, being accompanied by a refreshing 
northerly breeze and the air being very dry. 
A study of the monthly numbers of infant 
deaths reveals that the majority occur during the 
hottest months of the year. As is shown in Table 
the average number of deaths in July is more than 
double that in De c ember . 
Months No of 
deaths. 
Months No. of 
deaths 
January 6861 July 17711 
February 6141 August 15544 
March 6327 September 11280 
April 6350 October 8115 
May 11884 November 6431 
June 17025 December 6697 
Total 120366 
Table 22 : Monthly variations of infant deaths 
in Egypt 
It is clear from the figures above that the hea, 
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of the summer in Egypt must influence infant 
mortality. During the summer months of Msy , June 
and July over twice as many die as during the sprin 
months of February, March and April. 
If we examine the cause or causes of this 
seasonal fluctuation we shall find that one and 
only cause was diarrhoea. The number of infant 
deaths from this cause rose si.arply. from January 
until it reached its peak in July and August; after 
which it fell equally rapidly as is clearly shown 
in Diagram 
A glances at the diagram leaves us in no 
doubt that temperature and diarrhoea are related. 
The fact that flies are a more serious menace to 
health in the summer months in Egypt sugges.Ls that 
they are probably the intermediary through which 
high temperature precipitates diarrhoea. 
Stillbirths. 
In the preceding pages only infant deaths 
occurring after birth have been considered, but this 
does not tell the whole tale of infant mortality 
in Egypt, for there is known to be enormous wastage 
of life between the time of conception and death - 
i.e. stillbirth is one of these wastages. 
A stillborn child is one that has issued from 
its mother after the twenty eighth week of preg- 


























































































































































































separated from its mother breathe or show any signs 
of life.(1) 
Owing to the lack of reliable statistics of 
stillbirths in Egypt, it is impossible to form an 
exact estimate of it. Many early a s oxti on;; no 
doubt pass unnoticed and there is no law to en- 
force their registration. (2) 
Nevertheless; the published stillbirth rate 
for Egypt before the last war was 7.3 but the 
monatal deathrate per thousand total births was 
19. Compared with other countries this rate is 
very low although Egypt's infant mortalit is one 
of the highest in the world.(3) 
Any careful study of the Egyptian stillbirth 
figures will leave us in no doubt that its 
registration is inaccurate and that not all cases 
of stillbirths are reÿ crte4 (4) 
(1) Crew: "Measurements of the Public Health" p. 207. 
(2) Accurate information on the incidence of still- 
births exits only for a few countries , and only for 
a few years. Registration of stillbirths has been 
compulsory in New Zealand since 1915, in Holland 
since 1925, in Canada since 1926, in England and 
Wales since 1927 and in Scotland only in 1959. 
(3) A high ratio of stillbirths is almo:: t invariably 
associated with a high infant mortality. rate - for 
the conditions associated with high stillbirth rate 
are in gene. al the same as those associated with high 
infant mortality, namely, poverty, poor housing- and 
sanitation, overcrowding, relatively high birthrate 
and poor diet. All Of these must clearly affect the 
health of the mother. 
(4) See the health statistical book of 1944 (Arabic) 
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Three considerations make this conclusion 
inescapable. The first is that theÍmajority of the 
Egyptian population is ignorant and has a lack of 
appreciation of the real significance of death 
registration especially of stillbirths. The 
second consideration is that the published rates 
for all big towns are suspiciously lower than those 
for big towns in other countries; this notwith- 
standing the fact that the infantile mortality rate 
together with almost all other specific deathrates 
for higher ae groups in Egypt are practically the 
highest in the world. The third consideration is 
that the stillbirth rates in the areas for which 
figures are availaLle vary a great deal. Moreover 
their rates fluctute abnormally from year to year. 
Governorates are the only towns for which 
figures are published. In 1.27 the rate in Suez 
was 15.6 but in Admíatta it was 33.5 per thousand 
live births. In 1938 it was aíl 11.1 in Alexandr 
and as much as 37.3 in Damiatta. On the other hand 
between 1:)27 and 1928 the rate in Suez increased by 
nearly 64 per cent and in Alexandria it decreased 
by nearly 35 per cent. 
Maternal Mortality. 
As for maternal mortality, the figures must be 
eoually shocking, because the essential factors that 




Some of these factors being intrin- 
sically va=ue or incapable as 'et of accurate 
measurements, other being more definite in character 
their influence can be assessed with some uegree of 
exactitude. The former include environmental 
condition:,, residence, character of population, 
housing and overcrowding, j ersonal conditions such 
as health physique, means and cleanliness. The 
latter include age and purity of mother, seasonal 
variations, legitimacy, antenatal care; place of 
confinement, attendant at birth, nature and degree 
of operative interference. 
Many, if not all of these factors, are by no 
means favourable in Egypt. Moreover the majority 
of confinements are still attended by uncertified 
and ignorant midwives, and puerperal fever is rife. 
In the period 1934 -38 in Egypt something like 5000 
lives were lost through this cause alone. 
Now let us put the simple any direct Questio:l 
"Is the problem of maternal mortality in Eypt 
insoluble "? 
The answer is certainly in the negative, for 
the problem has already been solved in some ccuntrie 
Admittedly, there are important details and aspects 
of the subject which require further investigation 
and elucidation. But these for the most p art are 
(1) No accurate statistics are available in this 
matter. 
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concerned with difficult scientific questions, such 
as the etiology of toxaemias of pregnancy, virulence 
of infection organisms, resistance of the individual 
to infection. 
The retarding influence is the difficulty in 
brinLing into full co- operation the many different 
services ana agencies concerned with maternal wel- 
fare that have arisen as a result of the manner in 
which maternal and infant twelfare has developed in 
Egypt. The problem is very largely a question of 
organization and future health plan_ ing. 
Nevertheless maternal mortality in .L,ypt can 
never be reduced to zero. It is important that 
the lay public should appreciate this fact. A 
price must be paid for motherhood. The most that 
can be accomplished is to bring it gown to the 
"irreducible minimum ". This figure has not been 
determined, nor can it possibly be uniform for all 
countries, noi' for different areas of any particular 
ç ountry . 
ló3. 
Morbidity. 
Our high deathrate is inescapably a s ociated 
with a hi h rate of morbidity. For one man v4ho 
succumbs to a disease in a year there must be five 
to ten who suffer from it so that the prevalence of 
sickness may easily be five to ten times as large 
as the incidence or mortality. Among the chief 
causes of death are diarrhoea and entei itis in 
children, congenital debility, jaundice and 
scleroma rickets, bronchitis, pneumonia, senility, 
nephritis, heart disease and tuberculosis. 
But the reported causes of death do not tell 
the important part of the story of illhealth, for 
the most widespread and enervating diseases are 
rarely put down as the cause of death. These 
diseases are principally four, trachoma affecting 
90 per cent and bilharzía aad ancylostoma affecting 
over 990 per cent and pallegra for the extent of 
which no figures are known.. (G) Pellagra is 
definitely a disease due to deficient diet. As for 
trachoma or granular eyelids some authorities point 
to its close association with poverty and hint at 
(1) A detailed study of the causes of death yields 
very little additional information as to the dis- 
tribution of the deaths by age and cause partly be- 
cause it applies only to one quarter of the total 
population. Those living in areas with health 
bureaux and partly because of the great inaccuracie- 
in registration as most of the information comes in 
after burial from some relative of the deceased who 
is probably poorly qualified to give the correct da a. 
(2) See "L'Egypte Contemporarium No. 767" 
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its being due, at least partially, to poor diet 
and low resistance. But the worst effects are pro- 
duced by the worm diseases, bilharzïa (Bloodfluke) 
and ancylostoma (hookworm) , which in one f of m or 
another are spread unc sustained by the irrigation 
waters and damp soil. Because they go barefoot 
and drink canal water most peasants are infected 
as children and harbour one or both diseases all 
their lives. Diseases produce anaemia and deplete 
the vitalit;, of the labouring classes so as to 
reduce ambition and take from life much of its 
vigour and joy. One of the worst effects is slow- 
ing down of nervous reactions. Doctors working 
in the hospital set up by the government to combat 
specifically these two modern plagues of Egypt, 
speak frequently of the mental sluggisimess and 
apathy of those infected. Cures may be effected, 
but no immunity is established so that re- infection 
is very common. That the loa vitality caused by 
bilharzïa and ancylostoma produces easy victims 
for numerous other diseases seems to be undoubted. 
When it is remembered that 80 per cent of the 
peasants have one or both of these worm diseases 
and that 90 per cent of the population have eye 
diseases, and that there are many other diseases as 
well, it must be apparent that there are large 
numbers afflicted with several diseases at once and 
that as a consequence, their miserable condition 
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is greatly aggravated. 
Causes of Diseases: Diseases in general can be 
classified according to their relative importance, 
their symptons, methods of transmission, geographica 
distribution and sc on, but the object of including 
some account of them in this chapter is not to write 
a medical chapter but to emphasize the relation of 
disease to the modes of life of the people, to their 
food supply, and to populations in the present and 
the future. Therefore, in the following accou-1t 
they are arranged in groups in accordance with 
their underlying causes. 
Firstly, there are the diseases due to the 
environment coupled with primitive conditions of 
life in agricultural communities. These are carrie 
by insects, which are in turn dependent mainly on 
climatic rather than human conditions, and accorúing 
ly are subject to a remote form of-control. In 
urban conditions diseases tend to disappear 
particularly if there is a piped water supply and if 
the breeding of domestic mosçiuitces is suppressed. 
They include malaria and yellow fever carried by 
mosquitoes which must have lived mainly in water. 
Secondly, there is the large group of dis- 
eases associated primarily with insanitary con- 
ditions. These include the lice -borne diseases, 
typhus a relapsing fever; bilha.rzía which is 
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carried by watersnails and of great importance 
in Egypt on account of insanitar; habits, trachoma 
and other diseases associated with flies; the 
diseases carried in water and food such as typhoid; 
the diseases associated with dirt or overcrowding 
particularly tuberculosis and leprosy; and 
infections with parasitic worms. 
Thirdly, there are some other diseases which 
are caused neither by special factors of the en- 
vironment nor by insanitary conditions. Important 
among these are the venereal diseases in the spread 
of which ignorance is an important factor. 
Fourthly, there is the group caused by defective 
diet, namely pellagra and scurvy. Malnutrition, 
however, is now recognized to be far more important 
than merely the direct cause of certain diseases. 
It is a factor in the prevalence of tuberculosis, 
probably a cts adversely in malaria anu is important 
in relation to hookworm disease. Many authoi íties 
would agree that a general improvement in diet among 
Egyptians would have more importance in improving 
health as a Whole than the curative meuicine which 
exists to -day. 
Malax ia: The lossof manpower due to malaria iÜ 
enormous in Egypt; in some areas a large pro- 
portion of the population loses several weeks of 
woxkirk; time every year. Therefore malaria is one 
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of the most important uíseases in Egypt. In .the 
words of the recently appointed Malaria Board in 
Cyprus, "Malaria is the fundamental reason for the 
backwardness of many village areas anu without a 
much higher degree of control than at present exists 
Progress in education, agriculture, and social 
welfare generally in the areas affected would be 
impossible since the people, owing to general 
debilitation caused by malaria and c cnditions aris- 
ing therefrom, are physically and morally inc 
of taking advantage of such social sLrvices and 
opportunities for advancement as are provided." 
This passage, though written with reference to 
Cyprus, might equally apply to any of the eastern 
Mediterranean countries (Egypt included). Only in 
the driest desert areas is malaria absent, únú even 
there the presence of surface water in oasis and 
centres of population is invariably accompanied by 
the disease. As for the disease itself, it is 
caused by microscopic mosquitoes which have sucked 
the blood of infected persons. An anopheles 
mosquito sucks the blood of a person who has malaria 
the parasites swallowed with the blood are male and 
female. Almost at once after their entry into the 
stomach of the insect, they conjugate and produce 
large numbers of offspring which, after about eight 
to fourteen days, penetrate the poison glands of the 
mosquito. When the infected mosquito bites a person 
it injects these parasites into his body where they 
soon find their way into the blood cells. During 
the following ten days or so the parasites multiply 
exceedingly and begin to generate enough poison tc 
cause fever, which often comes with shivering and 
passes ofi with sweating. Malaria, in natural 
conditions, is never conveyed in any other way than 
by the bite of infected anopheles mosquitoes, The 
attacks of fever usually come every day or every 
other day, and unless proper treatment is carried 
out the consequences are very unpleasant for the 
victim. Anaemia, debility and enlargement of the 
spleen are the chief results, and the disease tends 
-6o be chronic with spells of freedom from fever 
followed by relapses. Sometimes the disease runs 
a rapid and fatal course, as it occurred during the 
last war in Upper Egypt where it has been associated 
with the northward spread of the most important 
malaria victor of tropical Africa, Anopheles gamble.. 
This epidemic started at Aswan in 1942 and reached a 
far north as Asint late in 1943; increasing in 
intensity all the time. Whatever the origin of this 
invasion there is no doubt of the severity of its 
effects. Statistics are incomplete but perhaps 
tens of thousands of deaths have resulted and there 
has been a vast amount of debility. The high 
mortality was apparently caused by the virulence of 
the first attack, the frequency of relapses, the 
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abunaünce of the insect victor, and the lack of 
early treatment all connected with a serious state 
of malnutrition among the fellahin of Upper Egypt. 
Cholera. Choler4belongs to the group of diseases 
caused by special kinds of microbes which are 
swallowed and then multiply in the intestine. The 
source of infection is almost always a person who 
has the disease or is recovering from it, so that 
as cholera is a short and dramatic illness which is 
easily recognized, there is seldom any excuse for 
failing to take precautions. 
The last occasion on which cholera was 
epidemic in Egypt was in 1902 when it appeared in a 
group of pilgrims on their way back from 
since then there hav4been only five cases in 1918, 
The epidemic, which started in July 1902, declined 
in October and by January 1903 all sporadic cases 
had ceased. The total number of declared cases 
in that epidemic was 40314 with a fatality rate of 
85 per cent, i.e. 34595 deathsÇ -) 
The second epidemic started in Egypt in 
September 1947 at El Korein, a village in the 
Sharkia province on the western bank of the Suez 
Canal. During the first week, infection spread 
from its focus to the neighbouring provinces of 
(1) The Lancet Vol. 2 - November 1947. 
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Dakahliya, Minojiya and Kahobiya in lower Egypt, and 
to the Canal Ports of Ismailia anu Suez. By the 
end of the second week, all the Delta provinces 
except Beheíra had become involved as well as the 
governorates of Cairo, Damietta and the Canal (Port 
Said to Ismailia) and uesl;ite the stringent measures 
enforced to avoid such extension, the rovince of 
Giza in Upper Egypt. In the third week, all six 
Delta provinces were infected; the governorates 
of Cairo; Damietta and Canal continued to record 
cases; but in Upper Egypt the increase remained con- 
fined to Giza. 
The fourth week saw the curve of incidence risi 
to attain a twenty four hours' peak figure of 1022. 
All governorates of Lower Egypt including Alexandria 
were caught up in the flowing tide of infection; 
Beni -Suez and Kena in Upper Egypt added their quota 
to the week's total of 4566 cases with 2A+) deaths. 
During the fifth week the epidemic reached its 
greatest height with 5976 cases and 2933 deaths to 
which number Dakahliya Province with 367 and its 
villages stricken, contributed 1703 cases and 1128 
deaths. 
The sixth week showed the first indications of 
the epidemic's decline. It was true that during 
(1) "Chronicle of the Warlu Health Organization" 
W.H.O. Vol. 1. No. 10, 1.47. 
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the week all provinces and governorates in Lower 
Egypt were reporting fresh cases and that the 
diLea.se had by this time made its way into Fayoum 
and the Giza Provinces of Upper Egypt, but clearly 
in so far as the Nile Delta was concerned the 
epidemic had spent its force. 
In the seventh week case numbers decreased 
daily with the result that although with Minya newly 
invaded, Upper Egypt retained only Aswan Province 
without infection, the week's total of 2218 
cases was less than half that of the 1.-revious seven 
days and little more than a third of the peak figure 
of a fortnight before. Moreover cf the 4000 
villages considered infected when the epidemic was 
at its height, only 88 then remained infected. 
During the eighth week under review the epidend 
produced 20,877 cases..nLth 10265 deaths, thus 
evidencing a case fatality of 49 per cent. Forty 
five years ago, when Egypt experienced its first 
cholera epidemic and when all provinces in both 
Upper and Lower Egypt were involved, there were 
40613 cases and 34595 deaths, i.e. an apparent case 
fatality of 85 per cent. 
In comparing the 10265 deaths of current out- 
break, however, with the 34595 of the 1902 epidemic, 
it has to be remembered that the present population 
in Egypt is almost double that of 1902. The 
deathrate for the 1947 epidemic is therefore seven 
1b2. 
times less t a _n that for the 1902 outbreak. 
In connection with the 1947 epidemic it has to 
be observed that in spite of repeated re- introductio 
from villages, the disease has failed to establish 
itself in any of the towns provided with satisfacto y 
water supplies and adequate sewage disposal systems. 
It is also noteworthy that as soon as 80 per cent of 
the population had been inoculated with anti - 
cholera vaccine, ove? all incidence began to fall, 
but whether such decrease can be ascribed to the 
results of vaccination or to spontaneous decline 
characteristic of each previous cholera outbreak in 
Egypt, it is too difficult to say. 
Bilharzía: Some would regard bílharzia as a 
disease of the natural environment since it is 
dependent on the existence of water snails which 
are abundant in Egypt. It is given a prominent 
place here among diseases caused by insanitary 
conditions of life, however, because its wide dis- 
tribution among agricultural peoples is due primaril 
to the habit of depositing excrement an u urine in 
canals or on their banks. These minute, active 
little animals swim about in the water, up and down, 
to and from the surface. They will perish absolute" 
in about 48 hours unless they come contact with a 
human skin which they then bore through and enter 
the blood stream. They soon develop into worms, 
which, in turn, lay eggs and these are discharged 
Y 
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from the diseased body either in the urine or in the 
faeces. If the eggs get into the water they hatch 
within twenty minutes and discharge "miracidia" 
which swim freely until they find the snails which 
they enter and matamorphose again into "cercari" . 
Bilharzia is, therefore, a disease of 
irrigated lands. Medical authorities in Egypt are 
inclined to thaink that the perennial irrigation 
system is largely responsible for the spread of 
Bilharzia and also of hookworm, which flourish in 
moist places. 
Both the diseases could be largely eliminated 
if sanitary habits could be taught the people; 
but in the present low stage of advancement this 
seems to be Lhe council of perfection. That there 
is a relation between the effect of these diseases 
and irrigation developments is evident where a 
statistical study is made of the irrigation history 
and the male:female ratios. Where there has been 
the most irrigation the menare fewest, which may be 
ascribed chiefly to the bilharzia spread by the 
waters to the men labouring in the fields. In two 
of the seven provinces of Upper and Middle Egypt, 
which up to the present have been under basin 
irrigation and are therefore drier than otherwise; 
the ratio of men to women shows anactual rise from 
1907 to 1927, but a decided loss in all Lower Egypt, 
most particularly in the lowest provinces. Likewis 
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it can be demonstrate that the bitharzía deathrate 
correlates highly with low elevation of valley land 
and that the male deathrate from this disease has 
a high correlation with low male ratios in the 
population. 
As to the effects of these diseases upon the 
fellaheen of Egypt, it is evident that the bilharzi 
an hookworm which harass so many leave them too 
weak to carry on with vigour. In the words of Dr 
M. Khali Abdel Khalib Bey, Professor of Parasitol- 
ogy in Fouad, the fire University, Cairo, the 
landlords pay the people "a wage gauged according t 
their weakness "1) Their weakness prevents them 
from having the energy to migrate. The victims 
want to take no riskE of not getting at least some 
little thing to eat, so they stay close to the 
family. In this way the disease to which they 
are especially subject, may be said to have pro- 
duced a generation of Egyptians who, fixed to the 
soil, consume much more than efficient healthy 
labourers woula for the same amount of work, and to 
be the cause of rapidly increasing population, 
which is unable to support itself except on the 
very lowest standards. Thus the fellaheen are 
victims of a vicious circle, ignorance, poverty and 
(1) Dept. of Public Health "The Diseases of 
Incylostoma and Bilharzía in Egypt", Cairo, 1927. 
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disease, each a cause and each an effect. Because 
they cannot help themselves they tolerate without 
complaint conditions which more energetic peoples 
would revolt against. 
Eye Diseases: Eye infections especially trachoma 
are almost universal - their omnipresence is one 
of the facts of Egypt which impresses itself first 
and most strongly upon the visitor. A doctor in 
the Faculty of Medicine of Fouad I University, 
Cairo, had estimated roughly that 90 per cent of 
the Egyptian population have serious eye diseáses. 
With regard to trachoma, medical opinion, as yet 
without complete knowledge of the mode of infection 
is tending towards the belief that it has a very 
close relation to the general health ana probably 
to a deficiency in diet, particularly of vitamin 
A which it found abundantly in butter, chese, 
eggs, whole milk, whole wheat, bread, etc. With 
widespread anaemias and diets markedly lacking in 
fats, the eyelids of Egyptian fellaheen seem to 
furnish the ideal environment for trachoma for, 
as Dr. B. Franklin Royer says, "Nor if we consider 
the food habits of the peoples most affected, can 
we escape the thought that if this disease is due 
to a specific virus it in some deliberate way shows 
(1) See "Arabs Oil and History" by K. Roosevelt, 
p. 93. 
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a selective affinity for the poor and underfed of 
the world, not exhibited by any other transmissible 
virus whose habits are known. "(1) More space for 
the people to live, better food, anti lass anaemia 
might also mean less trachoma. 
Typhoid: Typhoid fever is the outstanding example 
of an environmental disease: where living con- 
ditions are poor, personal habits filthy, public 
sanitation or supervision of food supplies faulty, 
there typhoid fever will flourish.(2) On the 
other hand, where the highest standards of modern 
sanitation and hygiene are achieved, it is an 
eminently controllable disease. 
It is caused by a bacillus which enters the 
body in the same way as the cholera bacillus. 
The illness usually appears about ten days or a 
fortnight after swallowing the infected food or 
drink, but cases have been recorded in which the 
onset has been within five or six dais, and others 
in which it has been delayed till three weeks after 
exposure to infection. Flies are held to be 
responsible for the spread of much of the typhoid 
and bacillary dysentery in Egypt, though the former 
(1) "Is Trachoma a Deficiency Disease?" by Dr. B. 
Franklin Royer at Journal American Medical Ati ociati 
April 14, 1:126. 
(2) "Infectious Diseases" B. Christie, p. 122. 
on, 
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is commonly, and the latter may be, - traisferred in 
drinking water also. 
The minor enteric ailments, such as diarrhoea 
and enteritis, attract less attention in Egypt, but 
are undoubtedly a main cause of debility. They have 
a particular importance in connection with infant 
mortality as was mentioned before. (1) 
Tuberculosis: Unlike malaria, tuberculosis in 
Egypt is more common in towns than in the country. 
Most medical experts believe that the disease is 
spreading from the towns to the rural districts owln 
to infection being carried by villagers who have 
contracted the disease while working in the towns. 
No accurate survey has yet been made of the incidenc 
of tuberculosis in rural areas(2)but even if the 
disease is not so common in the villages as some 
experts believe, it is undoubtedly increasing and 
is threatening to become a very serious problem. 
Tuberculosis may attack any part of the body 
but in the great majority of cases the lungs or 
bowels are specially affected. The disease is 
caused by a microscopic bacillus which enters the 
body by the inhalation into the lungs. Tuberculosis 
of the bowel often occurs as a complication of the 
(1) See Infant Mortality page 
(2) Especially of the areas .iithout Health Bureaux. 
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lung disease, but it also may attack persons whose 
lungs have not been affected. In the latter group 
of cases the infection is usually contracted throug 
swallowing food which has been contaminated with th 
sputum of a person suffering from tuberculosis of 
the lung. Another likely way of conveying infecti 
is by using the earth from a courtyard fol scrubbin 
the feeding utensils. The earth is often contamin 
ated by the sputum of persons who have tuberculosis 
of the lung: the sputum adheres to the vessel whi 
is being "cleaned" and so the food becomes infected. 
Apart from infection with tubercle bacilli there 
can be no tuberculosis but although the bacilli, 
which are the of the disease, are its essen- 
tial cause another factor of almost e: ual important 
is the soil on which the seeds are sown. The soil 
is the human body; if this is healthy and well 
nourished the seeds do not thrive unless they happe 
to be specially virulent or exceptionally' numerous. 
Thus it happens that in communities consisting of 
people who are well fed, who live in well ventilate 
rooms, and are cleanly in their habits, the disease 
tends to disappear surely and steadily. Very few 
people escape infection with tubercle bacilli, but 
they can resist ordinary doses of the germs if 
their bodies are in good fighting trim. 




as a "key" disease; measures which are successful 
in its control will also prove effective against 
many of the other deadly diseases. If the people 
of Egypt were properly nourished, if they avoided 
living in the same room with persons who cough 
and sneeze, and if they took precautions to avoid 
swallowing infection with their food and drink, 
their average duration of life would be doubled. 
But here again we must set to the root of the matt' 
proper nourishment and proper stanuards of hygiene 
are impossible so long as the economic stanaard of 
living in Egypt remains at its present low level. 
Ruberculin studies conducted by Abbazy Bey 
in Cairo and Alexandria in 1934 revealed positive 
reactors to 0.T. (1 -5000) amounting to 96 per cent 
in adults and 60 per cent in children. In a 
survey of children under 15 years at Luxor, 49 per 
cent were positive, but in a small village not. 
many miles away the percentage was only lo. Con- 
sidering the uosage used, these figures ..re probably 
underestimates. Selim, in a thesis on "Tuberculosi- 
in Central Egypt" quoted by Dr. Raouf Hassan, 
details an investigation into 5,194 persons of all 
ages in Cairo, Alexandria, Bevir -Suez, Tanta, 
Fayoum and Giza in which he found that in 2408 
persons above the ages of lb, 53 per cent were 
positive. 
Regarding the tuberculosis services in Egypt 
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we find that since 1931 the Ministry of Health 
has created a special department for the study and 
control of chest diseases. By 1545 Dispensaries 
were in operation throughout Egypt - three in 
Cairo, ten in Lower Egypt and five in Upper Egypt, 
or eighteen in all. During 194'1 the attendances 
at tuberculosis dispensaries numbered just over 
100,000; of these 6.3 per cent were found to have 
active tuberculosis and about 2 per cent of these 
were in need of institutional treatment. An 
interesting feature of the Egyptian tuberculosis 
service is its adherence to the original recommenda- 
tion in the Astor Report (Great Britain 1911) that 
a number of beds for observation purposes should be 
maintained at the dispensaries. 
The aim of the government is to have one dis- 
pensary for ever; 300,000 inhabitants, and for each 
dispensary to have 10 beds attached to it. It is 
also proposed to have adjoining each dispensary a 
pavilion_ to accommodate some fifLy patients of the 
more advanced type. 
Sanatorium accommodation is available in 
Cairo, Alexandria and at Zeitoun near Cairo there 
is a good preventorium. Attempts at develop ing 
small village settlements have been made at Marz 
and at Giza, both near Cairo. An important recent 
addition to the facilities for the treatment of 
tuberculosis in Egypt is the acquisition of the 
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former American Military Hospital at Huck -Step nea 
Cairo where there will be accommodation for about 
another 1100 patients. 
In summary it may be said that Egypt in 1945- 
46 had just over 2000 deaths per annum certified 
and no more than five thousand odd cases on the 
tuberculosis registers. Only some 11400 beds wer 
available for the treatment of pulmonary and non 
pulmonary cases - that is approximately one bed 
for ever - 12,000 of the population. 
Leprosy: In Egypt it is roughly estimated that 
leprosy affects only 0.3 per cent of the 
population) This figure indicates that it has 
ceased to be a major factor since arrangements 
have been made for segregating lepers on farms 
where they can lead a normal existence, or into 
leper hospitals when the disease is advanced. 
It is caused by a bacillus which is very similar 
to the tubercle bacillus. Infection is conveyed 
by contact with lepers; and an important point is 
that recent acute and severe cases are much more 
dangerous to the community than the old burnt -out 
cases with disfiguring mutilations or the mild 
cases of leprosy affecting the nerves. Children 
are much more susceptible to infection than 
adults. The disease is not hereditary and the 
(1) Leprosy is a common disease in India; probabl 
the total number of lepers is more than a million, 
but this figure includes a Ja rge number of mild 
cases which formerly would not have been recogniz d. 
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children of lepers, if separated from their 
parents at birth, run very little risk of contracti 
the disease. The problem of controlling leprosy 
is on all fours with that of cc. ntrolling tuber - 
culosis; it depends on the isolation of infectiou 
persons, the adoption of hygienic habits, the 
improvement in economic standards of living. 
These are the main diseases of the environment 
Lnd of insanitary conditions of Egypt. Nearly 
all of these are curable, or, what is more importan 
preventable more or less. Nevertheless, the lack 
of comprehensive and organized medical services 
in Egypt carried on by an inadequate number of 
competent and qualified doctors makes these disease 
very formidable. It was estimated that there is 
only one qualified medical man for 5000 of the 
population on an average.l) In the cities they 
are on the ratio of 1:1100, but in the villages 
1 :13000; and it must be remembered that 90 per 
cent of the people are in need of treatment. 
(There are 120,000 blind; 14,500,000 with eye 
diseases, 40,000,000 with worm diseases, not to 
mention all the other varieties of disease that 
afflict an average nation) . From an incaastrial 
(1) "L'Egypte Contemporaire" No. 185; p. 465. 
point of view Egypt is fortunate in being over- 
whelmingly agricultural, for ri,y sical di sability 
and inefficiency do not appear so strikingly among 
those labouring in the fields as they would under a 
machine economy. 
The situation of Egyptian morbidity hälbecome 
so bad that t L.rmy finds only 4 per cent of the 
recruits drafted healthy enough to be enrolled 
without medical treatment, while 80 per cent are 
rejected absolutely as u41-L It should be pointer 
out in fairness that some slight improvement appears 
in certain directions in that the Public Health's 
efforts through hospitals for the mass treatment of 
eye diseases and bilharzia and hookworm, seem to 
have resulted in some amelioration of the worst 
cases, as the number of blind has been reduced and 
also the number of deaths from the worm diseases; 
but the total numbers infected seem to maintain 
ab: ut the same ratio to the whole population. 
In this connection we should note that as 
numbers increase the task of overtaking the problem 
of illness is going to be increasingly difficult, 
for not only do we have to consider physicians and 
cures, but also very expensive readjustments in 
national life for the prevention of further infectior 
(1) Ibid page 465. 
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The Expectation of Life. 
Our high deathrate, infant mortality rate and 
the high rate of morbidity are inescapably associat 
ed with a short expectation of life. In 1936 
De El Shanawany constructed a life table based on 
census enumerations of 
1(917 
-1927. In 1944 
Professor Clyde V. Kiseíl)had also constructed not er 
life table for Egypt based on 1927 -37 Census. No 
big differences could be noticed between the two 
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Table 33 : ;xt: ectation of life at given 
ages in Egypt. 
(1) The Demographic Position of Egypt - Clyde v. Kis 
p. 116 of the "Demographic studies of selected areas 
of rapid growJth" Millbank Memorial Fund, New York, 
1944. 
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Two generalizations may be drawn from the data 
on the expectations of live presentees in the above 
table. First is the greater longevity of females 
than of males. At birth the average life expect- 
ancy in Egypt is greater for females than for males. 
The girl baby starts life with a life expectancy' of 
approximately one year greater than her brother and 
this advantage is nr omally maintained throughout 
life1) 
. The second generalization is that there 
is not a noticeable difference between the two 
estimates of Dr. Thanawany and Dr. Kiser. The 
comparisons fail to indicate that life expectancy 
wa.s higher in 1927 -37 than in the preceding decade . 
That means that there are no improvements in the 
general standard of public health because there is 
a definite relation between the incidence of 
mortality and the incidence of morbidity. The 
lowering of the deathrate is associated with a 
decrease in morbidity rate; in other words the 
lower the deathrate in a country, the larger will 
be the life expectancy of the average individual in 
this c ountry. 
(2) 
Perhaps the best way to show that the Egyptian 
(1) On the basis of Dr. Kisel's estimation the 
females in Egypt have a slight advantage over males 
in survivorship. Among males only 78 per cent reac 
one year of age, 64 per cent reach five, 53 per cent 
reach 20 years of age and 21 per cent reach sixty. 
(2) "Measurement of Public Health" by Crew. 
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expectation of life is short is by comparing the 
Egyptian figures with those of other countries, as 
is shown in table 34 and fig. /3 
Country. Years. Sex Expectation of 
life. 
T 
Canada 1940-42 M ' 66.1 
F 68.7 
New Zealand 1934-38 ; IVI-F 65.5 - 68.5 
Netherlands 1931-40 M.F. 65.7 - 67.2 
Sweden 1936-40 M.F. 64.3 - 66.9 
Australia 1932-34 M.F. 63.0 - 67.1 
U.S.A. 1939-41 M.F. 02.8 - 67. 
Switzerland 193._-37 M.F. 60.7 - 64.5 
England & Wales 1937 M.F. 60.2 - 64.4 
Scotland 1930-32 M.F. 56.0 - 59.5 
France 1928-33 M.F. 54.3 - 59.0 
Greece 1928 M.F. 49.1 - 50.9 
Japan 1935-36 M.F. 46.9 - 49.0 
Russia (Europe) 1926-29 41.9 - 46.8 
Brazil (Federal 
districts) 1939-41 M.F. 40. 8 - 46.3 
Egypt 1917-27 L.F. - 36.0 
India 1931 M.F. 26 . 9 - 26.o 
Table 34 : Expectation of life in selected countries. 
Sources: Statistical Yearbook of the L.O.N. 42 -'ï/I 
Table 15 - Geneva, 1945; Population Analysis by 
L, Smith, p. 252. 
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The difference between countries in expectation 
of life at birth are still very considerable and are 
of interest as probably the bestsimple index of 
economic conditions or levels of living prevailing 
in different lands. 
Thus in Canada, where the standard of living is 
high the expectation of life for males at age zero 
is 66 years, whereas it is 31 years in Egypt and 27 
years in India. These differences are about what one 
would expect from a study of the environmental 
conditions of these different countries, for the 
expectation of life at birth is very largely a 
function of the general environment and social 
conditions in which children get their start. 
It is, therefore , safely argued that if Egypt 
controls her environment effectually, then there can 
be adored years to the expectation of life of her 
people. Such an increase will be of great social 
and economic significance to the nation in the 
following ways. 
(1) Increased length of life will permit an increas- 
ing number of individuals to acquire a rich back- 
ground of experience and maturo judgement from which 
Egypt will undoubtedly profit. 
(2) The saving of life in early infancy and in 
childhood and youth makes unnecessary the vast 
expenditure of human energy in reproductive 
activity, much of Which could be released for 
constructive purposes other than reproduction. 
The increased activity of western women in production 
fields - economic, artistic and scholastic - can 
be attributed in part to their release from confining 
duties of bringing to life and caring for a large 
number of children. 
(3) The average man, during a notable portion of his 
life is the main financial support of a family, and 
if he is removed by death the family income is in 
the majority of cues greetly reduced or entirely 
wiped out. Therefore, to his family this wage - 
earner represents a definite economic asset, the 
numercial measure of Which depends, apart from his 
annual earning capacity also on his age. A young 
man of 25 for example may reasonably expect to 
continue to earn for many years to come and to have 
a family de Nendent on him for a considerable 
fraction of the time. In contrast a man of fifty 
cannot exp.ct to go on very much longel- earning a 
full wage. Evidently in pounds the younger man 
represents a greater asset to his family merely as 
a breadwinner than the older man. For this reason 
any increase in the working life is also an increase 
in the economic assets of the nation as a whole. 
In conclusion we are led to argue with Dublin 
and Latka(l' that "Modern longevity is the -:roduct of 
(1) Dublin and Latka "Length of life" p. 154. The 
Ronald Press Conn any 1 36. 
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modern enlightenment. Man himself, as a physical 
and physiological unit has probably changed but 
little since remote antiquity. But man's power 
over his environment has changed immensely." 
CHAPTER 6. 
TEE FUTUE of BITHS and DEATHS. 
The future death rate - the likely future of 
birth rate. 
182. 
The future of births and deaths. 
The general impression that the preceding 
chapters of our study have left in the mind is 
depressing - a high birth rate matched by a high 
death rate, and a big proportion of those who- are 
born dying so young that the mean after life - 
time at birth is approximately half the correspond - 
ing Western European figure. 
ü'de may turn from this melancholy picture to 
the unborn future and try to follow the trend of 
population for the next two decades; making the 
assumption that there is no net migration we shall 
seek to find out how the population might develop 
under the influence of fertility and mortality 
alone. 
First let us ask ourselves if our demographic 
position will turn out better than in the past - 
i.e . can Egypt in the near future pass from the 
second phase of the demographic cycle into the 
third, which is marked by declining' birth -rates 
and death- ratestl) The answer to this question 
will depend upon a variety of things that we may 
do, and that may happen to us. It should however, 
be evident by now that one of the main factors that 
(1) See "Stages in population growth" by Blacker 
in the Eugenics Review, October 1647. 
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will determine the nature of the answer will be 
the favourable or unfavourable response cf the 
Egyptian authorities to a population policy such 
as will be attempted in the second part of this 
study. Nevertheless, it is usual to depend upon 
mere guesses in seeking whether our birth and death 
rates will decline in the two coming decades. But 
even in ignorance of this factor we mä<y speculate 
tentatively, and within very broad limits, making 
use of the past trends and resting on certain 
assumptions which appear reasonable in the light 
of the known facts, bearing in mind that there is 
nothing precise because our knowledge of the forces 
underlying changes in mortality, fertility and. 
marriage is incomplete, and the precise effects 
of suspected causes cannot at present be ascertained 
Even if our understanding of the past was more 
complete, the future would inevitably be uncertain. 
It is not and may never be possible therefore, 
to predict the course of these elements in the futur 
with any great confidence. That is why any word 
such as "estimate" or "forecast" should be used in 
this connection with due caution. However, as 
knowledge accumulates regarding the factors affect- 
ing the death and birth rates, we are justified in 
making more accurate forecasts in order to trace 
the possible direction of threads all of which may 
of course be diverted by unforeseeable develop- 
ments. 
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The future death-rate: 
It is known that most of the great improve- 
ments in mortality in Western countries during 
past decades has resulted from the advance of 
knowledge in the fields of medicine, nutrition, 
bacteriology and sanitation; and from improve - 
ments\in the organization of communities to utilize 
the best knowledge available. Scientists now 
know how the community can organize to prevent the 
worse ravages of the epidemic disease of tuber- 
culosis and of the deadly ailments of infancy 
and early childhood. 
It would seem reasonable, therefore, to expect 
that declines in the death rates of the countries 
that still have high death rates such as Egypt - 
would be even more rapid in the future than those 
of Europe in the past. The decline in death rate 
in Japan for instance in the last 30 or 40 years 
and in the Soviet Union in the last 15 to 20 years 
may be considered typical of ;what will happen in 
Egypt when it, too, tackles its health problem 
in earnest and begins to reap the benefits of a 
more productive economy. It is true however, that 
considerable progress has been made in our country, 
in the control of epidemic disease in spite of the 
fact that not a great deal of progress has been 
made in raising the general economic level, and for 
this reason the control cf the death rate is still 
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as precarious as it was in Europe in 1800- 
1850. Nevertheless with our present accumulation 
of health knowledge we may rati- r ccmíidently look 
forward to a time not far distant when "high" death 
rate dill be a thing of the past; if we have the 
good sense to make a rational, extensive and cm- 
tinuous control over our environment. Probably 
the two important factors behind our death rate are 
malnutrition and dirt, (1) both of which originate 
in our environment so that our death rate will fall 
if we control and improve this énvírOnment . 
In the first place, any increase of income 
per head will bring about a decline of mortality, 
because a higher Inc true will enable the people to 
improve their diet and resist disease more 
effectually than at present. Secondly, a7 .most 
all serious andcbvastating diseases can be con - 
trolled and even eradicated by means within our 
reach«) Thirdly, even if income per head does 
not rite but the aggregate income of the whole 
country increases, large sums are likely to be 
TIT-Dirt is roduct of private ignorance and 
public ineffi iency. We live in overcrowded places 
we eat, we drink and inhalf infection in every con- 
ceivable way, ana though we may have developed a 
certain degree of immunity we contract ana succumb 
to infectious diseases in large numbers. 
(2) Several countries have completely eliminated 
small -pox by compulsory vaccination. Similarly the 
incidence of tuberculosis and disease of the respir- 
atory organs can be greatly reduced by proper 
nutrition and proper habits of personal hygiene. 
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spent in future on ameliorating general living 
conditions. Sound health. and long life are ends 
in themselves, and once we bec:,me sufficiently 
conscious of their importance, ;e shall employ, a 
good part of our national income to attain them. 
Ike should also add to the effect of measures for 
health, the influence of increasing education and 
the appreciation of our people of the need to 
adjust our mode of life to the re iuirements of 
health and efficiency. It is also true that there 
is a special factor to which the expectant change 
of trend will be partly attributed, namely the 
recent advances in medical knowledge associated 
with the use of sulphonamides and peniciilin.(1) 
I oreover, there ar4ther factors which may tenu in 
future to accelerate the fall in death rates at 
low ages. Among these are the attention now being 
paid to tha welfare of children and the recent in- 
crease in the amount of medical attention devoted 
to the diseases of children. 
The likely future of birth rate: 
If for the sake of argument, we assume the fall 
(1) The effect of these two improvements in reducing 
mortality at high ages has undoubtedly been importan 
in western countries in recent years. 
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in mortality tentatively forecast in the preceding 
paragraphs as in course of fulfilment it seems 
evident that, all other things being equal, the 
birth rate will tend to rise. In the first place 
the children will share in the improved mortality 
rate and will in themselves attain in fertility. 
Secondly, more women will survive the perils of 
childbirth and live to bear more children. Thirdly 
the improved condition of women in the fertility 
period will stimulate their childbearing propen- 
sities. 
It is thus our task to examine whether other 
factors attendant on the improved mortality rate 
can (a) neutralise the influence just outlined, or 
(b) operate yet further so as to effect a net 
decline in the birth rate 
First on the list of corrective factors is 
free education, introduced and carried through last 
year by Dr. Taha Hussien Pasha, Minister of Education. 
This great benefit described by its promoter as the 
right and duty of every citizen is a demographic 
`actor of the first importance especially in a 
country where illiteracy prevails in 76.6% of the 
population. Inevitably it must awaken the female 
population to a marri Lge in which their má. ndaaty 
will not be the bearing of children, aid in which 
they will have an equal voice with their husbands 
in determining the size of the family. Similarly; 
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the male population will be made aware of the ways 
and means towards a higher standard of living. 
Secondly, the far -reaching plans of the Ministry 
of Social affairs for raising the standard of 
living supported by parliament and strongly en- 
couraged by eminent well wishers in Great Britain 
and America will reduce the g p between rich and 
poor and thus induce a desire for smaller families. 
Taking the above two sets of factors togeti r 
the present writer believes that the net result, 
in the next two decades, must be a slight progressi -.e 
fall in the birth rate from its present height as 
shown in diagram 14. 
The process of urbanisation which has been 
speeded up during the past decade could also be a 
satisfactory tendency from social and economic 
standpoints, since urban conditions tend to better 
wages, higher living standards and a reduction in 
the size of families. 
The question of the size of the future populat on 
may now be considered. Forecasts can be made but 
they are generally unreliable, being based upon 
conditions and trends which are cften too definite 
and too rigid to be sustained by uncredictable 
(1) The relation between standard of-living and 
birth rate will be dealt with in subsequent chapter.. 
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humanity. Malthus himself says) "No estimates of 
future p.opulation or depopulation, formed from any 
existing rate of increase or decrease can be 
depended upon." 
(1) 
The independent forecasts of 
a statistician, a demographer, and an economist 
during the past 15 years support this dictum. 
Azmi, in 1933 on mathematical grounas considered 
that by 1947 the population should reach 17.2 
mi11_ic ., :chile Cleland in 1936 suggested that the 
population would attain 18.7 millions by 1957. (3) 
Issawi in 1943 basing his calculations on an expect- 
ed growth of 1% per annum, state. "The population wi 1 
reach the twenty million mark within the next fiftee 
to t wenty years. (4) 
It will be seen that all three writers' prognos 
tications have fallen short of the mark, mainly o: in._ 
to unforseen circumstances related to socí.:1 and eco omíc 
upheavals of the past ten years. It is difficult t 
foretell .Egypt's population in the future - the very 
fact that overpopulation is recognised will graduall 
be reflected in the rate of increase which should - 
and must - eventually show diminution. 
(1) T.h. .4.lthus "Essay on the principle of 
population" Ch. XIII. 
(2) H.Azmi - "r'1 statistical study of the population 
of Egypt" L'Egypte Contemporaine,Vol.XXIV, 1933. 
p. 649. 
(3) Clelana. "The population problem in Egypt" p. 3,- 
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SYD,PTORIIS of OiILRPOPULtiTION. 
popul<tíon density - redundant agrarian population - 
small size of agricultural holdings - the high prices 
of land - diminishing re-Lurns in agriculture - high 
proportion of arable area under cereale or other 
food crops - Undernutrition. 
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It has been shown in previous chapters that 
the population increásedbetween 1886 and 1947 from 
8,045,000 to 19,087,857; that both birth -rate and 
death rate are abnormally high and that the average 
duration of life is only 31 years. These are, 
however, only prima facie evidence of the condition 
now to be dealt with. What may be regarded as 
reliable tests of overpopulation are "hard to come 
by" but when dealing with countries overwhelmingly 
agricultural - such as Egypt, we may hope to detect 
some maladjustment in the economic life which may 
be symptomatic of overpopulation but no definite 
conclusion could be drawn. AsDr. H. Dalton 
rightly observed, "... the theory of population viewed 
'as a part of general economic theory, is still in a 
'very unsatisfactory condition. As commonly 
'expounded, it is still full of gaps and ambiguities, 
'and often of sheer errors, and even .then it looks 
'its best it still looks intellectually undity." 
We have no lack of theories on population sit 
general from such authorities as Dr. Dalton, H.P. 
Fairchild, Carr Saundérs, Warren S. Tho ion, 
(1) Dr. Hugh Dalton, M.P. "The Theory of Population" 
Economica Vol. VIII 1925 p. 23. 
(2) ibid p. 2S. 
(3) Fairchild "Optimum population" "Proceedings of t 
World Pop. Conference of 1927 fa. ge 72. 
(4) Care Saunders norld Population" Chapter XI. 
(3) W.S. Thompson. "The demograr.ic and economic 
implications of larger immigration" Millbank Mem. Fe 
Vol. XXV 1947 pp. 184 -8 
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(1) 
Alfred Sauvy, Y M. Gottlï 4 and otrièil; these 
authorities, however, deal with population on an 
optimum basis, which if applied to Egypt in her 
present condition would be merely "the council of 
perfection." As theories of optimum population 
cannot be considered applicable to Egypt since they 
fail to take note oï such symptoms as high density 
of population per unit of arable land, preponderance 
of small farms, redundant labour per unit of land, 
malnutrition etc. Where all or most of these 
symptoms are detected in the social ande conomic 
structure . of a given country overpopulation can be 
safely inferred. This was the conclusion drawn 
at the L.O.N's conference on rural population: 
of Eastern anc South Eastern Europe in 1939.(4) 
We shall now examine in turn each of these 
symptoms in relation to Egypt. 
1. Population density. 
a. Geographical density. We must distinguish 
between geographical density of population and the 
(1) Alfred Sauvy "hicLesse et population" 2nd ed. 
Paris 1944 - ch. a. 
(2) M. Gottlieb "The theory of an optimum population 
for a closed economy" J. Polit. Econ. vol. III 1945 
pp. 289 -316. 
(3) For a review of the literature about it see 
"Population Index" years 1948 -49 -50 Office of popula- 
tion research. Princeton Univ; and Pop. Association 
of America. Inc. 
(4) L.E.N. European Conference on rural life 1939. 
Technical Documentation No. 1 - page 48. 
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economic density. The former is the simple 
relation between total population and area. The 
latter, on the other hand, depends upon the 
resources of the country in relation to the total 
population and their standard of living. An 
increase in the population or a rise in the standard 
of living without a corresponding increase in 
national wealth, would lead to a higher economic 
density, or to what is commonly described as 
"overpopulation . "(1) 
The geographical density - i.e. the relation 
between total population and area - is always 
misleading in connection with overpopulation. 
The physical area of Egy :t, for instance is 
approximately 1,000,000 square kms.; of this 
huge area only Lii% is inhabited, the remaining 
portion being desert land and unpopulated except 
for a scanty number of Eedouin : )- Fig. 
shows the density in details. 
The following table slows the high density of 
population in Egypt - when compared with other 
countries. 
(1) T,$ overpopulation occurs when the population 
cannot be maintained on the country's resources. 
(2) The census of 1947 reported theij total number 
at 491320. 
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Country.1 Density (Country Density Country 


















Canada 1.3 Belgium 276 U.K. ; 
U.S.A. ar, 18.4 Checks. 95.2 
Asia. 
Ceylon. 104.9 
Table 35 : Densities of populati on ' in 
selected countries. 
28 4 . 
ll .1 
23 . 
Thus if , e depend ul_ oi. , .e geographical 
density of population - we f iL i that Egypt had two 
different densities; 20 and 550 per square Kms. 
The former der. -.ity does not give any accurate 
picture of our denEity because it includes the vast 
desert areas of both the Eastern and the Western 
dese, -Ls. It is therefore argued that if we must 
depend upon the geographical density in comparing 
the densities of population in different countries, 
then we must exclude the deserts which are at 
present ur±iha.bitable. Hence, Egypt's density of 
population must be 550 per square kms. one of the 
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mind that this density; which has increased during 
recent decades, is not the result of very intensive 
industrial activity fostered by rich natural resourc: s 
and mining deposits such as favour a high density 
in the strongly industrialized mining areas of 
Europe ana the U.S.A.; on the contras y, this in- 
crease has been going on without any co y responding 
exp Lsion of the living space and thus led to an 
exceedingly low standard of living and a reduction o 
the per capita share of the population in the boons 
which the fertile land of Egypt provides; a state 
of affairs which was rightly forecast by Malthus 
early in the nineteenth century. 
b. Economic density: The figures indicating the 
geographical area, should be supplemented by an 
indication of the economic value of that area. In 
this way, by ta.kiig the raio of population to a unit 
of area, it aill be possible to d raur more practical 
conclusions. Yet even if comparisons are made, not 
between areas of cultivable land, bui between the 
extent of cultivated land in the various c azntries 
the resulting figures unaccompanied by any detailed 
commentary might give a false idea of the demogràphi 
(1) 
and agricultural situation of the countries concerned. 
Thus, it.is argued that th, relation between the crop 
(1) ibis p. 173. 
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area and the total population, on the one hand - and 
between the total production and the total populatio 
on the otrer hand are evidence of overpopulation in 
a country. 
Applÿing this assumption to Egypt, we find that 
the total population increased from about 2,500,000 
in 1813 to more than 19 million in 1947, a rate of 
growth probably unparralled in any purely a5ricultur 
al country, and out of all proportion to concurrent 
increase in cultivated area and crop area, as shown 
in the following table and chart. 
Ye opulat Pion Cultivated Area Crop ea. Ì 
Number. Rate Area per Rate ?Area , Area per Rate Area 
' of feddan. ' of 3 per feddan. of per 
Growth' 'Growth 1000 in- ' 1000 
sons 
1813 2,500,000: 100 3,054710 100 '1G2.2 2,665,65 100 146.6 
1877 5,500,000 220 ,4,742,610 155 86.2.4,762,17 130 86:6 
1897' 9,714,000 ; 989 5,087,887; 16r14 52.4 6,848,396. 187 70:5 
1907 11,287,000` 452 5,402,716`.177 47.9 7 162,31 209 ! 67:9 
1917 12,751,000 ' 510 ' 5,319)l48`, 174 41.7 7,686,18 210 ' 60.3 
1927 14,218,000; 569 5,544,36i 18l.5 39.0 8,661,25 ; 237 ' 60:9 





Table36 : Population, cultivated and crop 
area. 
As to the increase in production, perhaps the 
following table will illustrate the unsatisfactory 
situation. 
Millions 
THE RELATION BETWEEN POPULATION GROWTH AND CROP AREA 


























Yeár Cottonl Wheat 
1921 2,720 ; 10,070 
1923 4020 11,060 




1929 3,640 I 12,390 
1931 3,730 1 12,540 













3,400 1 11,760 7,100 
4,130 1 12,350 3,800 










15,200 9,000 ` 24,700 
Table 37 : Increase productions (principle 
crops. 
It seems clear therefore, that the growing 
population is pressing harder and harder on the means 
of subsistence and for this reason the Malthusian 
spectre is thus pointing an accusing finger at the 
social and economic conditions of Egypt. 
2. Redundant agrarian population. 
We have too many people engaged in agriculture 
(see Fig. 5 )) because there is not sufficient land to 
keep them occupied more than one half of their workin 
time. Cleland believes that even under 
present 
working conditions the work could be done 
better if 
one half of the labour were wii,hdraean and the remaini g 
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half were given intelligent supervision, or else 
taught to manage their cultivation more economically. 
ThiL , according to Cleland would mean that some 
5,000((,00110 people ought to be given some other means 
of liar g. Again, R. Rodin in his brilliant article 
on "Problers of industrialization of Eastern and 
South Eastern Europe "estimated that the agrarian 
excess population amounts to 20-25% of the total 
(2) 
population." Applying the ratio he gave for 
Eastern Europe to Egypt, we should reach the a_Lmost 
equally startling conclusion that, out of the 19 
million inhabitants, four million should be trans - 
ferred to another occupation other than agriculture 
within the next decade or two. 
Nevertheless, this estimate of agrarian surplus 
population seems exaggerated when the special cir- 
cumstances of Egypt are taken into consideration. 
In the first place, the optimum number of workers 
per acre is higher in Egypt because agriculture 
depends almost entirely on irrigation <nú extension 
of perrenial irrigation enables the cultivation of 
the same plot twice or three times annually. 
Secondly, cotton which occupies 25% of the crop area 
(1) Cleland Cg) The Population problem in Egypt p. 1 
(2) R. Rodin "Industrialization of Eastern and South 
Eastern Europe" - Economic Journal - Sept. 1943. 
6. 
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in normal years, is a very exacting crop in respect 
of the labour required for cultivation and subse auen 
processing. In 133, the Egyptian Ministry of 
Finance estimated that an acre ai cotton needed 41 
man -days and 65.5 boy-days, while wheat, barley, 
beans, lentil and bersim required between eleven and 
fifteen man -days and between one and three boy -dad s. 
Thirdly, th. soil is highly fertile und the Jield 
of cotton per acre is more than double the world 
average . 
These factors, however, must be borne in mind 
when evaluating Cleland's estimate or applying R. 
hoöi.n's figures to the Egyptian surplus agrarian 
problem. (1) 
3. Small size of agricultural holdings. 
The League of Nations' European Conference 
on rural life in 1$39 pointed to small sized 
agricultural holdings as a symptom of overpopulation 
...a common feature of regions in which there is 
"pressure on available agricultural land is the grey 
(1) As a result of the permanent surplus agrarian 
population tilere is a constant fio.r of "fellaheen" 
from the villages to the cities, ,here t ,e mostl 
join the army of unei 3byed. Variou _ Eon _ ian. j ourna 
have recently been concerning themselves ¡ ith tie 
increase of beggars in some of the big cities and 
calling upon the authorities to provide a solution. 
s 
"reduction in the size of the typical holdings by 
"successive subdivision, resulting in the so- called 
"dwarf holdings. "(1) 
The conditions of land tenure in Egypt are 
exactl, those signalized by the L.O.N. Conference 
as samptomatic of overpopulation, as the followi ig 
table shotirs. 
Proprietors Nos. of Proprietors. 
Up to 1 fe;: 1,765,702 
1 to 5 " 570,/idy 
5to10 " 85,622 
10 to 20 " 41,455 
20 to 30 " 11,907 
30 to 50 " 9,179 
over 50 " 12,23 
Total. 2,4V6,546 
Table 39 : Distrilution of L :ndownerships 
1040 (Landless labourers, 
1,500,000 estimated) 
Not only does the small sized grícultural 
holdings prevail in Egypt, but the dwindling process 
(1) L.O.N. European Cónference on rural life 1632. 
Document No. 1 page 49. 
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has continued uninterrupted for many decades and is 
still active. This constitutes a particularly 
characteristic feature of Lgyr;tían agriculture. 
The follo4ring table may serve to illustrate this 
point. 





Groups 1896 1906 1916 1926 19 
(In 
feddans) 








80,810 ̀ 76,935 76,641 81,597 8 
41,276 ; 36,951 36,982 39,027 3 
"16 22,225 r 20,029 a52 21,638 2 
11,8751 121665 12.;297 12,465 1 
767,26011,230581 1,626,326 2,077,584 2,40 
r_ 1939 
1,006;866 1,391,533 1,67 
;611,074.1)084,001 ,0 473,688 531,324 56 
Table 39 : Distribution of Lana -Ownership in 
Egypt (1896-1939) 
A probable explanation can be found in the 
Islamic laws of inheritance, under which land dons 
not pass to the eldest son, but is divided among 
all the children, generally in the ratio of two to 
one as between male and femaleÇl) 
(1) This provision holds good in the frequent case 









As a result of the small size of our agrícultus'al 
holdings ä disproportion exists between labour and 
other factors of production. The average farmer 
has not enough lanci to occupy him and his fF.rnily 
fully and he is obliged by his poverty and small 
acreage of his farm to use the simplest implements 
and the smallest ._u .ntity of capital. In order to 
increase output, therefore, his farm must be re- 
constructed, enlarged and provided with sufficient 
capital. But obviously a growing population milit.tes 
against this reform. (1) 
4. The high prices of land. 
The great demand for land from people most 
of whom have no alternative source of income, has 
driven up the prices of farm land out of proportion 
to its income- earning capacity. In Egypt, the 
value of land is high, because the masses of the 
people must have some land if they are to subsist a, 
all. The high price is thus an index of populatio] 
pressure rather than of agricultural prosperity. 
This is extremely unfortunate, for the high prices 
of land absorb a good proportion of the farmer's 
capital resources leaving him a residue that is 
(1) One evil arising out of population pressure and 
restricted space is the system of rent sometimes 
obtaining between landlord and tenant in the remote 
districts of Upper Egypt. 
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hardly suflicient for its improvement or efficient 
operation. Hence he relies as much as possible 
on human labour and poor cattle that cost him 
little to maintain, uses the simplest and cheapest 
implements, draws as much as he can on the natural 
fertility of the soil and secures from his enter- 
prise a yield that keeps him his land on the 
margins of subsítence . 
5. Diminishing returns in agriculture. 
Increasir_E application of labour a.ld capital 
to a given area ;ßi11 initially cause greater in- 
creases of production. But, after a certain point 
further application of labour and capital will in- 
crease the total amount of produce, but the increase 
per head will become less and less, for the product - 
ivity of any unit of soil is not indefinite. 
Thus if we can ascertain whether in EEy u more 
effort has to be lait into a given area of land to-du 
to produce a given amount of food than was reuíred 
in the past, we shEill discover whether Egypt has 
reacheu a state of overpopulation. In other words 
effort is the common dominator here, applied as 
human or animal labour in conjunction with the amou 
of seed sown, cost of implement; amount of fertil- 
iser used, nd irl igation reçuirements. Again Ilea 
cut data are not to be found, but we may reach 
tentative conclusions by remembering that in the 
t 
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production of crops in Egypt labour, fertiliser and 
water are the y rincipal items of cost. The amount 
of irrigation water is strictly controlled and varies 
least of these three items; we are left with labou 
and fertilizer. 
Precise knowledge regarding labour is not 
available; but we certainly ino r that there were more 
agricultural workers in rural areas in l'47 than in 
previcus years, for as we have seen the increase in 
population has been far greater than the increase in 
cultivable land, and the majority of this increase 
is in rural areas. 
Fertilizers have become an essential to Egyptian 
agriculture and imports have increased steauíly - 
SUL estive of decreasing soil fertility and intensive 
cropping cf the soil. Crops have responded to this 
stimulus, but fields have not increased in propor- 
tion to the íncre use in fertilizer, and of recent 
.;ears yields of ia.r_i of the main crops have tended t 
fa1.L. The remarkab_ie increase in fertilizer imports 
is sac. :a_ in -cable Egypt now leads the world 
in co uIupticn c nitrogenous fertilizer and could 
use much more - the theoretical figure 800,000 tons 
per annum 1a :rcp cseu a few fears a; o. (1) 
(1) J. Anhoury: "Les engrais chimiques et leur rbl es 
clans l'Economies de l'Egyp c' . L'L;ypte Conte vrai_ e 
Vol. VIII l'ci42 - pp. 29 -47. 
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Year 1 Tons Year Tons 'Year :Tons 
1912 70089 1927 ' 225430 1934 422399 
1913 71654 !1928 !275370 1930 :561654 





influenced by war- 
time shipping 
¡shortages. 
Table 40: Imports of fel lilizers into 
Egypt. 
From these general trends it à caïc seem that 
more labour and more fertilizer is nove in use and 
that the increase in the volume of production is 
not commensurate with the population increase - a 
state of affairs which r,. ; sugJest that the country 
ncis reached a conaitio of oves opula:tion. 
6. High proportion of arable area under 
cereal or other food crops. 
It is sometimes stated that one of the symptoms 
of agricultural overpopulation is a high percentage 
of food crops, or a high percentage of cereal crops 
in the total arable are PdThe following table of the 
75 The interpretation of this phenomenan as a sign 
of agricultural overpopulation however, is though 
plausible , open to doubt., In the first place the dis- 
proportionate utilization of the .:°able land for cere Its 
is in Egypt favoured by the climate. Reasons of national 
agricultural policy may also dictate a high proportio: of 
arable area under cereals (For an elïaborate díscussin on 
this point see document no.1 page al of the i,.O.Tv .Eu 'opean 
Conference on rural life 1969.) 
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percentage of crop plantation in Egypt is evidence 
of the high proportions of cereal crop or food crops 
in general. 




Cotton 1E.5 Sugar -Cane 1 




%Meat 17.1 fruit trees. 6.1 
Lentils .6 
Beans. 4.3 
Table 411: Perce stage of crop plantation (1945) 
The predominatiary cereal \crop in agricultural 
production could be illustrated in. two factors. 
In the first place Egyptian agriclture has to meet 
an insistent demand for food from a vast population. 
Secondly it has to aup ,ly a variety of raw materials 
for industrial cotton manufacture at home. The 
former den.nd is governed chiefly by inteinal con- 
ditions of Bich the size of our population and the 
level of its income are the most important. 
have for some years past ceased to export food on an 
appreciable scale; indeed we occasionally supplemen 
our domestic production by imports from abroad. 
We are thu ;.:almost self -sufficient in respect of our 
food supply, and Egyptian agriculture carries wholly 
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the responsibility of feeding our large population. 
But though the number of mouths to be feu in Egypt 
is steadily increasing, income per person is low and 
poor people can spend only small sums even on the 
purchase of the food that is necessary to life. It 
is this fact which gives the farmer the opportunitie 
to which he has in recent times adjusted his f arLiing . 
He concentrates hi._ limited resources on producing 
the cheapest varieties oL food, those which recluíre 
the minimum of land and other resources per unit of 
output. 
7. Undernutrition. 
Whether or not the phenomena discussed in the 
previous section of this chapter - the small size 
of agricultural holdings, the high proportion of 
cereal crops to total cultivated area, e tc. , are 
indicative of overpopulation, they are of the 
greatest significance in that they all lead to what 
is ultimately the e;. sence of unsatisfactory regional 
conditions, viz., undernutrition, which when chronic 
may itself be taken as one of the most important 
indices of overpopulation. 
In Egypt, there is no comprehensive survey of 
this very important problem. But a number of sampl 
surveys in different parts of the country enable us 
to construct a picture which is correct in broad 
outline. In the first place there is an absolute 
shortage of food in Egypt, a sefficiency of calories 
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necessary to mere existence. As Profesor =ür. 
Cleland has demonstrated "The nutrition value of th 
peasant's food is below his minimum needs, being 
deficient in both calories end b,lance. The chief 
item is bread made of ground maize Jhich when baked 
resembles sheets of cardboardl) 
Similarly Dr. Willi m H. Wilson, a former 
professor of physiology in the Faculty of Medicine 
Fouad the 1st University, Cairo - calculated the 
absolute minimum dietetic elements necessary for a 
labouring Egyptian family composed of five members. 
These calculations show clearly the inadequacy of 
food for even the minimum needs) 
More recently E.E. Worthington in his report 
to the Director General of the Midele East supply 
centre in August 19451 writes "The whole Middle 
"East area with the exception of the Jews in Pdlesti 
"is included b`; Rennet (1941) in the groups of 
"population which derive at least 70 per cent of the 
"energy of their diet from cereals and ro ots. A 
considerable part of the population probably belong 
to the group so deriving 80 per cent or more of 
its calories. That is to say, the area is include 
among the worst nourished parts of the world. It 
is possible to make certain broad statements which 
(1) W. Cleland "The Population Problem in Egypt ", 
Science Printing' Company U.S.A. 1956 page 75. 
(2) Ibid page 76. 
e 
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are true of populations in general which fall into 
this category. Malnutrition is widespread and 
starvation threaten : the poorest. Deficienc;, dis- 
eases are fre ,went , but their particular mani- 
festAions vary- from one area to another accoruing 
to detail ,. of food habits, and the picture is ccmi- 
plica.ted by infectious diseasesÇ1) 
It is well to remember however, that the Love 
conclusions are not fool -proof; they, are all based 
on approximations. These are not meant to give an 
exact picture of the situation but only its general 
outline. Yet they are not very f r fro cm represent- 
ing the truth. As you who are acquainted it i 
Egypt ían country life - and the author has spent 
long enough time in many villages to entitle him 
to speak from experience, would maintain thet the 
Egyptian fellah is virtually starving, and the 
overcrowding there is one of the most potent causes 
of his plight. 
The facts assembled in this and the foregoing 
chapters are beyond dispute; the high birth and 
death rates, the appaling infant mortality, the 
spectacular increase in the population Luring this 
hair century and the unfavourable symptoms just 
E.B. Worti.ington "Middle Last Science" A survey 
subjects other than agriculture. London H.M.r.°}. 
1946 page 159. 
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examined in this chapter - all these are attested 
realities in the life of Egypt to-day. It is on 
these kno'an facts that the present writer basis his 
conviction that Egypt is a pre to overpopulatiA+) 
If this vied iL accepted oui first task is ende - 
for have found the parent malady in the boy 
politic of hdypt. It remains to discover the 
various remedies that can be prescribed in order 
to eradicate this basic cause of evil, aria to co- 
ordinate them into a coherent and workable populatir 
policy. This will fcrm the sub,ject matter of 
Part II of this thesis. 
(1) It is not proposed to examine the article 
published by M. Nassif in the French population 
mLYazine of "Z. Sept. le,b0. "L'Egypte est-elle 
surpeuplee'n in which the writer has endeavoured to 
show that Egypt is underpopulateo!! The unscientif 
presentation of data, the suppression and distortio 
of essential facts prove that the author is biased 
and that the paper is designed to serve sectiona: 
interests rather than the general welfare. 
P A R T T W 0 
A POPULATIO1; POLICY FOR ECYrT . 
A Population Policy far Egypt. 
The first part of this thesis had described 
Egypt's population problem; the increasing of the 
population, the birth and death rate , the momentous 
results of this increase and the social and economic 
background of the pressure of the population. 
It is now our task to discuss a population 
policy which will help towards the solution of the 
population problem, in the hope of provoking some 
governmental action at least in the direction of 
further intensive study. 
As one studies population trends in Egÿpt, one 
cannot fail to be struck by the "Laissez faire" 
philosophy that has hitherto prevailed. There has 
been singularly little awareness of the general in- 
crease now taking place in human population. Indeed 
even among highly educated persons, population 
problems have in general been neglected. Practicall- 
no conscious attempt has ever been directed towards 
governing the general trend of population growth; 
this has been left primarily to customary social 
forces in their numerous phases as they affect mating 
and family behaviour and consequently the birth- 
rate. Nor have any sustained or consistent measure 
ever been undertaken to combat the death rate. True 
the Ministry of Health has taken measures to surcomb- 
scribe epidemics and raise the general health standar 
but such ad -hoc expedients cannot be regarded even as 
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pointing in the direction of a campaign within the 
framework of a population policy, to reduce the deat 
rate. 
Moreover it has beccme evident that a very 
large proportion of our population subsist on -a diet 
inadequate for full health and vigour. Famine or 
near famine c aditions are not occasional phenomena 
of a different order, they are simply an intensification 
of the normal lack of adjustment between supplies and 
numbers - between availability and need of biological 
resources. 
We may thus come to the question "Can Egypt, 
under enlightened and responsible leadership be made 
aware of the manifold evils stemming from what may 
perhaps be conveniently termed 'population pressure'? 
Will she, under the stimulus of this awareness create 
anatmosphere favourable to the setting on foot of a 
comprehensive administrative and legislative scheme 
to relieve pressure and generally to bring the t rencls 
of population under effective control? 
Cleland(2) an American population authority 
in viewing the Egyptian scene believes that Egypt, 
(1) The lack of adjustment between availability and 
need so far as food is concerned, was demonstrated by 
Orr and others in the 1930's to exist to a surprising 
degree, even in the then best fed countries such as 
the U.K. Orr showed that even so much as half the 
population could be shown by clinical test to have a 
food supply inadequate in amount, for full personal 
health and vigour. 
(2) Cleland (Wendel) L'Egypte Contemporaine - No.185 
of May 1939 - p. 4161 -484. 
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should develop rational plans that would help it 
avoid - to a certain extent - many of the results whi h 
may occur as a result of the continuous pressure of 
the population on the means of subsistence. Sir 
Alexander Carr-Saunders, when he visited the country 
it October 150 declared in the "Masri" newspaper 
that by adequate foresight and planning Egypt should 
be able to forestall population increase now. If on 
the other hand she does not adopt a rational po1ulati n 
policy - especially with regard to the standard of 
living - some such policy will be forced upon her by 
political consequences of the population trend. (1) 
To the present writer the above weighty obser- 
vation seems to be of vital importance to our 
subject. For this reason two factors already 
referred to in the foregoing section are here summaried, 
viz international factors and internal trends in 
culture, numbers, quality, composition etc. 
International factors in population policy: It 
seems unlikely, in ü world where there is competition 
for space and resources, that any nation will feel 
politically secure in seeing its members checked t:); 
any population policy. The fact that agression is 
still a major expedient among nations has been 
(1) "El Masri" newspaper of lóth 1 ov ember 1950. 
(Arabic) 
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painfully brought home - especially after the recent 
Korean fight - as never before. Conservation of 
population growth in terms of national strength is 
likely to colour national thought so long as war and 
threat of war characterize the world scene.. The 
tragedy of the recent war between -the Arab states an. 
Israel will perhaps aggravate the situation in Egypt. 
For this reason the present writer believes that 
unless the aggressive elements of mankind are brough 
to effective check by international devices, the 
Egyptian authorities will not look with favour upon 
a policy which would lead to a decline or stabiliz- 
ing of the population even though it were clear that 
a good level of living could be attained only by 
actually reducing our population. 
It is one of the ironies of life that military 
considerations always seem to demand a larger 
population and the use of force to secure the larger 
resources and trade to support a co_.tinuing increase ,- 
a vicious circle from which there is no outlet as 
long as force is the prime factor in settling the 
dispute of nations. Therefore, it is argued 
that there can be no rational populational policy 
in Egypt (by "rational" I mean a policy intended to 
secure a high degree of social and economic welfare 
in peace times) as long as military needs are press- 
ing. This is a truism because in times of peace we 
define "welfare" largely in terms of individual 
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welfare consisting of economic security, good health 
leisure, good housing, etc.; but defined in terms 
of military security, individual welfare; must be 
wholly subordinated to the numbers by which safety 
is measured. 
But these easy arguments ignore the essential 
human factors that a large but poverty -stricken 
and partly diseased population become a liability 
rather than an asset in times of emergency. The 
striking example at Egypt's door is provided by the 
recent Arab- Israeli war, where victory went to the 
smaller but materially superior population. 
It is in the light of these considerations that 
we must judge Egypt's annual 50 million pounds on 
armaments which are of no construction value to the 
country, just because her neighbours are doing so. 
To be constructive these millions of pounds should 
be paying for economic development education, better 
social services, improved housing and raising the 
standard of living in general. 
Yet until international confidence is restored, 
we wonder whether the Egyptian masses vJill ever get 
out of their slough of despond. 
Internal population trends as a factor in population 
olíc : Considerable attention has been given in 
the first part of this thesis to a discussion of 
the Egyptian birth -rate, its recent trends, its 
probable future trend etc. There was little in thi s 
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picture to indicate that the birth rate is likely to 
remain high without some marked alteration in social 
philosophy-, and perhaps marked changes in social 
policy designed to favour the small family pattern. 
Egypt is one of the few nations in the world 
which the large family pattern (an average of five) 
has come to dominate not only the practices of the 
masses but also their philosophy. The ethical 
values cherished by Islamic civilization were not 
thought of as constituting a population policy, but 
in fact they do so and have been highly effectual 
both in accomplishing the ends aimed at by ethical 
and religious leaders of the country and in securing; 
the survival of the Egyptian people. That they hav 
also led to the groAh of the population is probably 
analogous to the influence of similar values on past 
growth of population in the West when ecclesiastical 
authority could effectually prohibit birth control. 
These Islamic ethics which to a certain extent 
determine our population policy, are still operating 
in a very large part of the population which is now 
probably several times as large as it was a century 
ago. But the economic and social organisation of 
Egypt is undergoing changes which will, in the cours 
of time, work changes in the actual habits and belie 
of the people and thus effect changes in population 
trends. These considerations reached an unpreceden 




progressive social legislative programme which 
occurred during this period. If this philosophy 
continues to develop and bear fruit in action 
programmes there must come to public attention the 
stark realities of population problems, because no 
democratic nation with such a philosophy can long 
face the problem of having the highest mortality 
rate in the world without taking drastic steps to 
change the situation. In fact, no democratic 
nation can afford to have an overwhelming-population 
of children growing up under conditions of privation 
and lack of adequate opportunity for proper nuture 
without developing extensive welfare programmes 
that will in effect become population policies. 
moreover, the world emphasis on planning which- has 
received fresh impetus prepares the way for a more 
definite formulation of a population movement based 
on research and motivated by a theory of conserva- 
tion which will surely bring the population factor 
more clearly into the picture both from the stand 
point of national problems and from that of national 
resources. 
All these stimuli, seem to point to a time 
in the not too distant future when a population 
policy for Egypt will emerge. 
We are thus ready to discuss in detail the 
population policy best suited to Egypt in the light 
of the evidence and theories assembled in the 
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foregoing chapters. But one factor remains to be 
cited since it is peculiar to Egypt and ,justifies 
her in approaching the problem in a sanguine spirit. 
She inherits a great mass of scientific- knowledge 
based on other nations' experiences of demographic 
evolution over a period of many centuries. Then 
she is in a position which permits her to make. use 
of the vast scientific knowledge of the western 
countries in solving the population probleJ i.e. 
knowledge and its application to the practical 
problems of production and health. First in order 
of importance is the increase in production which 
has come to be as2ocíated with the "Industrial 
Revolution", beginning about the middle of the 
eighteenth century. Next comes the ail round 
improvements in agriculture, due to scientific 
methods. Finally there is the application of - 
science' to public health and in the establishment 
of health services. 
These are valuable assets linked as guiding 
threads to a population policy which shall contain 
aibirth control policy, not as a substitute for 
economic and social reform but as an essential 
condition for such a reform. 
There can be no national hope of a decent life 
in Igypt if birth rate is 42 per thousand a year. 
As a result, the death rate must be equally high to 
approximate equality with a high birth rate, or the 
birth rate must fall to approximate equality with 
a low death rate. We can choose between these 
alternatives but we cannot support indefinitely the 
population arising from a high and uncontrolled 
birth rate and a low and controlled death rate. 
For the most part, the Western World has aire 
made its choice; the Egyptians still have to make 
it. There seems little doubt that in time they 
too will choose low death rates and low birth 
rates. It must be recognised however, that this 
choice cannot be made in a moment. The facts show 
that it was a century or more between the time the 
death rate began to fall in Great Britain and the 
time the birth rate began to decline. Apparently 
there was also much the same lag in Sweden and Fin- 
land. The lqg need not be as long as that to -day 
in countries like India and Egypt because effective 
techniques of contraception are now fairly well 
developed and the means of communication are better. 
But he would indeed be a hardy optimist who would 
expect a rapid spread of birth control in India or 
Egypt, or most of other lands in Class III, within 
the next three or four decades. There is however, 
a possibility that simpler, cheaper and more 
effective methods for the control of contraception 
will be developed which will make its spread even 
more rapid than now seems possible. It is to be 
hoped that this will happen. But the economic 
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conditions of our people, their habits of living, 
their sex mores and their social values are all 
organized to support the present system of un- 
controlled birth rates. It will take some. time , 
even under the most favourable a) nations, for mos 
of our people to appreciate the fact that when the 
death rate is halved the birth rate can be halved 
and survival will remain just as sure as nod, perh 
surer, because of less violent fluctuations in the 
death rate. Such changes cannot be produced by 
wishing for them, they will come only after the 
masses are made to realise the improved living 
conditions mean increased chance of survival. 
Let us then address ourselves to a detailed 
study of the essential features of our population 
policy. 
CHAPTER 8, 
REDUCTION of BIRTHS. 
Reasons for reducing the births - Objections to 
birth -control - the urgent need for popular 
understanding of birth- control - hat can be 
done. 
Reduction of Births. 
At the end of the nineteenth cen-Lury Alfred 
Marshal wrote "It seems 'prima facie' advisable 
"that people should not bring children into the world 
"till they can see their way to giving them at least 
"as good an education both physical and mental as 
"they themselves had.. "(1) 
This principle ought to govern all Egyptian 
population policy to -day; for it is evident that 
the programme outlined in the preceding pages as 
regards the development of Egyptian food resources 
must go hand in hang with some effective measures to 
reduce the numberrof births among families who cannot' 
assure their children an adequate standard of material 
and moral well -being. Yet, the limitation of numbers 
alone will not secure us the objectives of our future! 
population policy, but if we can reduce the pressure 
of population we shall have considerably simplified 
the task attaining it; because we consider such 
reduction an important factor - supplemented of 
course by public health activities - in reducing the 
high death rate in Egypt, and improving the health 
and vitality of the people. 
1. Reasons for reducing the births. 
When one takes a bird's eye view of Egypt's 
(1) "Principles of Economics" - Alfred Marshal, the 
1947 print .. page 202. 
population, two striking facts stand out with the 
boldness of mountain peaks among the numerous lesser 
landscape features; first, the very rapid growth in 
numbers during the past few years, and second, the 
equally slow growth in the national resources. 
- With 
the first of these the rapid growth in numbers, the 
medical profession has a very great deal to do; 
while the second, the slow growth of resources, is a 
matter of grave concern to all of us. To comprehend 
the social significance of these facts we need not 
only the bird 's -eye view but, better than that, an 
eagle's vision in order to see distances of years 
ahead. 
1. Rapidly increasing numbers: Since 1881-(the 
first census) Egypt's population has almost trebled. 
The present rate of growth is about 1.96 per cent per 
year, which, to some does not seem to be very great. 
Indeed, there are those who appear anxious for it to 
continue so; but let us ask them for how long 
Because if continued it means another trebling by 
the year 2000 which is not so far distant but within 
the lifetime of many now living. However it is very 
unlikely that this rate of increase will continue 
for many more years, because if it should continue, 
we should be faced by population figures which 
stagger all belief, and indeed approach the dterly 
fantastic. 
2. The tra ,edy of the Egyptian vital statistics. 
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Two general principles are evident: 
(a) The general death rate will be reduced only 
when the birth -rate is reduced and not before. 
(b) High birth -rate and infant mortality rate 
go together and the latter will not be reduced until 
the former is reduced. 
As we have seen before, the Egyptian birth rate 
is 42.6 per thousand, the death rate is 27.7 and the 
inft mortality rate is 152.8. Fully to appreciate 
this grim tragedy that líes in these vital statistics 
to which birth control information has scarcely 
penetrated, it is only necessary to contrast them 
with the corresponding figures of a country like 
Great Britain, where modern birth control methods have 
been widely practised throughout the last fifty 
years. 
In the year 1947 for England and Wales the crude 
birth rate was 20.1;1)and the crude death rate 12.12) 
per thousand population, while infant mortality rate 
was 41.6(3) per thousand births. The average dura- 
tion of human life in England is now sixty yearsÇ`I) 
(1) United Nations Demographic Year Book 1L48,page 26e. 
(2) do. do. 317 
(3) do. do. 40? 
(4) do. do. 526 
whereas in Egypt it is down in the region of thirty 
three. (1) But we must bear in mind that before 
birth control became prevalent in Britain, a very 
different state of affairs obtained. During the 
ten years period of 1871:.ío 1880 for instance in 
England anti Wales the average yearly birth -rate was 
as high as 35.4 per thousand of population, and the 
death rate was no less than 21.4 while infant mortal- 
ity was up to 149 and the average duration of life 
was only about forty years. Furthermore if we went 
back in the history of the British people to a time 
before industrial revolution we should find that 
the statistics were closely similar to those of 
Egypt to-dad. And the same thing might be true 
in many other lands. Of course the British falling 
birth -rate has not been the sole cause of the 
present falling death rate. But that it has been 
a very essential factor is absolutely beyond doubt. 
Indeed had the old birth rate not been reduced, had 
an increasing number of English people not practised 
birth control in recent years, one simply shudders 
to think what the state of England must now have beep. 
Furthermore, if we examine the material mortality 
and morbidity in Egypt we must find that the figures 
are also high, because the essential factors that 
lead us to believe in this assumption are already 
(1) United Nations Demographic Yearbook 1948,page 51 
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in exístenceçl) Add to this the fact that the 
majority of confinements are still attended by un- 
certified and ignorant midwives. 
3. Children and Poverty. 
Two general principles are also evident. 
(1) the size of a family is determined by the ideals 
and sentiments of the parents, in so far as these 
determine their sense of responsibility to themselves 
and the community and their hopes and fears for the 
future - all very variable things. As they change, 
so one may expect the family size to change. This 
suggests that a community can if it will make 
whatever adjustments are needed to ensure its 
survival and vigour. 
(2) Great stress is laid in the evidence on the 
economic and social handicaps which parents suffer 
in comparison with single persons and childless 
couples. 
If we come to the state of affairs in Egypt, we 
find that there were no official surveys to bring out 
clearly the relation between children and poverty2) 
(1) See chapter 5 pages 
(2) Nevertheless, the survey carried out by the non- 
official "Egyptian Society of Social Studies" which 
were carried out in Cairo in 1939, have generally 
studied long term maintenance costs, rather than the 
extraordinary expenditure arising from such other 
events as childbirth. These studies have shown an 
inverse correlation between family size and income. 
Yet there are many British surveys and reports as 
well as economic books which clearly demonstrate. 
that poverty and large families go hand in handÇ1) 
The "Royal Commission on Population" in Great 
Britain made this very clear when it examined 
"Children and Poverty ". Here are some quotations - 
"The social surveys of the 1930's bring out clearly 
"the relation between children and poverty. In 
"the British survey relating to the year 19.7; the 
"proportion of families found to be living in conditio. 
"of poverty was 11.9%. But of families with four 
"or more children, 51.3% or over half were below the 
"poverty line; and for families with three children, 
"the percentage was 24.9 or practically one quarter.") 
The Report also stated "At all income levels except 
"the highest, parents have to make considerable sacril- 
"fices to bring up their children. Children in large 
"families have a lower standard of living than those 
"in smaller families, and even at relatively high 
"income levels parents meet a large proportion of the 
"cost of their children by cutting expenditure not 
'only on luxuries but also on necessities like rent, 
(1) See (1) "Poverty and. Progress" by Rontree. 
(2) "The cost of Children" by Henderson - 
article in the "Population Studies Vol. III No. 2. 
(3) "Family Ligiitations" ,Papers of the Royal 
Commission on Population H.M.S.O. 
(4) "Population Policy in Great Britain" by 
PBP 
(2) Royal Commission on Population Report. H.M.S.O. 
1949 page 137. 
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"clothing and food. Savings disappear altogether 
"from the budgets of many families as the number of 
Í 
"dependent children increases." (1) 
If to the knowlede gained from the above 
quotations we add the known fact that Egyptian statei- 
craft has hitherto concerned itself relatively little 
with social welfare ae can judge the heavy burden laid 
on parenthood with every additional child. Bearing 
in mind the scanty economic resources of the poorer 
classes in Egypt we are forced to seek means for 
reducing the size of families. 
4. The Cost of Children. 
The excessive Egyptian birth -rate carries with 
it excessive expenditure. The contrast between a 
man who has only his wife and himself to maintain 
and his neighbour with say six children is obvious. 
Since the amount a man spends on his children is 
related to his own standard of living, this con- 
trast must be very striking in nearly all classes 
of the Egyptian community where the prevailing stand 
and of living is low. 
Each new child in the family means one more 
mouth to feed, one more body to clothe and find 
room for and later on, one more youngster for whom 
we are responsible in days when finding jobs, 
especially good jobs, may be difficult and uncertain. 
(1) Ibid page 138. 
For their first fourteen years the children cannot 
earn anything to contribute towards the cost of 
their food, clothing, housing or education. 
In England, however, an attempt has been made 
to measure the difference which a child makes to - 
the standard of living of the family. On pre -war 
figures (1937/38) it is estimated that a couple 
with two children on the £3 a week level required 
an additional sum of £1 a week to have the same 
standard of living as the childless couple . (1) 
Furthermore the expenditure upon children not 
only might handicap parents in maintaining their 
own standard or achieving their ambitions) but 
also affects the moral aLd the cultural standard 
of the family as a whole. The fewer the children 
in the family the more could be spent on each child, 
and the better start it might have in life; and 
no rise in the standard of the people is possible 
unless there is a reduction in the number of mouths 
to be fed. 
The expenditure associated with the birth of 
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a child, quite apart from its subsequent múíntenac - 
is a burden which for many families is likely to be 
deterrent to parenthood. In spite of its importance 
from this point of view, no investigation of the 
extent and nature of the lost of child -bearing has 
(1) Report of the Royal Commission on Population. 
H.M.S.O. page 138. 




Objections to Birth -Control. 
are several objections argued against 
cuatrol of c' ntraception, and it is 
;.erhaps as well to notice them here. Some of them 
apply to birth -control in general and others to 
birth -control in Egypt particularly. We will 
consider them in these two categories. 
a. Arguments against birth- control in general: 
1) Birth -control is "not natural" and therefore 
to be condemned. In reply to this argument it 
seems sufficient to say that civilization in every 
phase is a process of subdividing nature and not 
of obeying it; it is the part of the wise roan to 
divert the course of Nature into salutary and 
beneficial channels rather than to leave it alone 
and suffer the conseuences. 
2) It is sometimes argued that all forms of birth - 
control are inadmissable not only because it was 
"ordained" that women must be ruled by husbands and 
bring forth children in suffering, but because the 
(1) Professor A. Henderson of the University of 
Manchester using pre-war surveys of expenditure 
estimated the effect of the addition of one child 
or more, in the distribution of expenditure. (See 
"Population Studies" Vol. III No.2 pages 130/150) 
But the economic aspects of child- bearin:_ is well 
illustrated in the preliminary report issued by the 
Joint Committee of the Royal College of Obstet- 
ricians and Gynacologists. See (Vol. I of the 
Papers of the Royal Commission on Population). 
suffering involved may produce beneficial and 
enabling effects upon their characters. To ease 
matters by birth -control therefore would be to rob 
women of the chance of practising the virtues of 
patience and self- sacrifice. In answering this 
kind of reasoning it is sufficient to say that 
there is nothing good in this world that cannot 
be turned to evil purpose. The same is true of 
contraceptions. But this is no reason for 
withholding its use for legitimate purposes. 
3) Sometimes they say that the propagation of 
birth -control methods would lead to social immoral -Ì 
ity. Dr. Reynold H. Boyd (F.R.C.S., Edinburgh) 
answers this argument by saying "There is no truth 
in the accusation that the spread of knowledge of 
contraception brings in its train immorality and 
promiscuity.. "(1) We may aud here the fact that 
it has after 75 years of opposition in Europe and 
America at last moved into the area o*' respect- 
ability. The U.S.A. Circuit Court of Appeals has 
approved of it, also various bodies, Protestant 
and Jewish, and notably the Lambeth Conference of 
1930 and the American Episcopal Church in 1934; 
and the American Medical Association in 1937. 
4) It is often stated that "artificial methods of 
(1) "Controlled Parenthood" by Reynold Boyd, page E 
Fourth Edition - London Research Books Ltd., 1947. 
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birth- control "are harmful to health and must 
"therefore be condemned." 
In answer to these unproven víevas it will 
suffice to quote the following conclusions of Dr. 
C.V. Drysdale "Nothing can do away with the fact that 
"as birth rates have declined - in the west - the 
"longevity of both men and women has enormously in- 
"creased - from the figure of 35 to 45 years before 
"birth -control commenced to 60 to 65 years to -day, 
"and that is rapidly increasing. Moreover, recent 
"figures have shown that the improvement in the 
"death rates has taken place to a most remarkable 
"extent especially during the reproductive period, 
"both in men and women. Whatever disorders birth - 
"control methods may have produced, there is no 
"gainsaying the fact that, on balance, they have 
"been accompanied by an immense improvement in the 
"health of the community. And we may confidently 
"expect a considerable further improvement when 
"better instruction becomes general... "(1) 
b. Arguments against Birth -control elT2.ecially 
applicable to Egypt, in addition to those 
mentioned aLove. 
1) Birth- control is beyond the pockets of the vast 
masses of the Egyptian people. 
(1) "Judgement on Birth Control" Eugeinic ZevieJ 
of January, 133, by C.V. Drysdale. 
This is a valid objection; nevertheless some 
inexpensive method or methods especially suitable 
to Egypt will have to be devised and in any casé 
advice and assistance in matters of birth -control 
will have to be provided free of charge for poor 
people. That is where the necessity of official 
birth -control clinics comes in. .Non -official 
agencies will be able neither to provide the funds 
nor to command the confidence of the rural 
population. 
2) Birth- control is beyond the intelligence of 
the people.(1) 
This seems also to be a valid objection 
because we have to deal with a vast population of 
ignorant and illiterate men and women.(2) True, 
it will be some time before they can be made to 
realize the significance of the new help that 
contraception has brought. But this is probably 
not so great an impediment as it may appear at first 
sight. The people in Egypt have a sane attitude 
towards sex and once we can teach them the 
knowledge of contraception and the means of utiliz- 
ing it, they will take it without great hesitation. 
3) Birth- control is opposed to religious beliefs and 
sentiments of the people. 
This seems to be the most important argument 
(1) See "Intelligence ana Fertility" by Sir Cyril Burt. 
(2) 85.2% of the Egyptian population (10 years and 
over) are illiterate. See the Demographic Year Book 
of the U.N.O. (1948) page 204. 
that is often met with; and for this reason it is 
dealt with here in detail. 
Egypt has three different religious cultures; 
the Moslem,(1) the Christians (mainly Coptics) and 












The Moslem hierarchy does not oppose family 
limitation as is evidenced by the "Fatwa "(2) on the 
subject issued by the Moufti Sheikh Abdel Megeed 
Seleem. The following is a short summary of the 
answer to the question "A married man has already 
"one child and he fears that if he gets more child- 
ren he will be unable to bring them up and take 
"care of them or he might suffer a nervous break - 
"down from the strain involved by the upbringing or 
"else his wife's health might suffer from the 
(1) Our attention must then be on the Moslem culture 
not merely because they are the dominant part, but 
also because they represent the poorest and most ill- 
iterate part of the population. Thus, they are the 
part which needs restricted birth -control. 
(2) "r'atwa" is an arabic word for a written answer 
upon an Islamic problem by a well qualified religious 
person. 
successive pregnancies if she has no time to 
recover after each pregnancy. Is it permissible 
under those conditions for either the man or the 
wife to adopt some of the measures advocated by 
doctors to prevent repeated pregnancies so that 
the mother may have a rest and the father not be 
overburdened, 
In his reply (given on the 25th of January 
l 37)(1) the Moufti considered two aspects of the 
question, namely prevention of impregnation and 
interruption of an already exíytíng pregnancy. 
In regard to contraception he stated that 
according to Hanafi's authorities it is permissible 
to take such measures of preventing germination, 
or introducing something to prevent the seminal 
fluid from reaching the womb for the reasons given 
above. 
Originally the followers of Hanafi considered 
the adoption of contraceptive measures on the part 
of the husband or the wife permissible only if 
the consent of the partner was obtained. But the 
more recent opinion is that either the husband or 
the wife may use contraceptives without the 
partner's consent if they have reasons to fear for 
the child's future or their health. 
(1) Journal of the Egyptian Medical Aasociation, 
1937. 
The second consideration is ii, despite the 
measures of prevention adopted, impregnation occurs 
can abortion be allowed? The opinion of the 
followers of Hanafi differ on this point. Although 
abortion is not sanctioned as a rule, it has now 
been agreed that an exception may be made and 
abortion be permitted Before the child is gifted 
with a soul if the present r.,regnancy endangers the 
life of the previous child, e.g. stopping the 
mother's flow of milk so that the child will starve, 
or refuses to suckle from a wet nurse, or if the 
father is unable to afford a wet nurse. Once the 
child is gifted with a soul abortion is strictly 
forbidden.(1) 
In his paper on the subject, Er. Aly Bey Fouad, 
Director of the Child Welfare Section of the Ministry 
of Public Health, pointed out that the religious 
point of view agrees with the medical ail social 
points of view, as they are all primarily concerned 
with the welfare of the child. The statement that 
abortion is only permitted "before the child is 
given a soul" does not mean that the child is not 
nsïdered to be a living entity from the beginning,: 
but is used for the better understanding of the 
(1) For more information about "Isle _nd voluntry 
limitations of births" see Bousgnet's article in 
"Population" b annee Numero 1. 
"Bousgnet, G.H." professor in the Faculty of Lav in 
Algiers, whose works on economics are of such interest 
has also attained eminence by his profound studies oh 
Mohammeden customs anti is G" 
common people, who consider the child to be alive 
when its movements can be felt, i.e. after the fourth 
month of .;regnancy. . In Egypt it happens not in- 
frequently that women become impregnated very short- 
ly after having given birth. If the new pregnancy 
in such a case prevents the mother from sucklín , 
this might severely affect the health ana even 
endanger the life of such a young child. If, on 
the other hand, no such calamity occurs within the 
first four months of the new pregnancy the need for 
interference ceases to exist as by- that time the 
preceding child will be old enough to be weaned 
without endangering his life. 
3. The Urgent need for popular unuerstanding 
of birth -control. 
Already, a large number of thoughtful people 
have begun to realise the seriousness of the 
population problem in Egypt, but since it will 
take at least two or three decades to induce an 
appreciable proportion of the highly prolific; 
illiterate and superstitious Egyptian people to 
adopt birth- control, it does not seem to have an 
immediate bearing on the urgent economic and 
social crisis with which the country is now con- 
fronted. 
If there were a reasonable certainty of 
increasing food production in Egypt within a few 
years sufficiently to relieve the existing millions 
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of under -fed people, this policy might be justifiabl , 
but neither F.A.O. nor any eminent agriculturalist 
appears to be confident of such an immediate increase. 
In any case, however, it is simply cruel kindness to 
supply food to Egypt unless she reduced her birth- 
rate, as it would accelerate the increase of her 
population and result before long in a larger number 
of famished people and a greater menace to peace in 
the Middle East. The rgcyptian Government should 
issue an emphatic pronouncement to this effect - and 
offer to provide instruction and facilities for 
birth- control propaganda. But governments can only 
make plans, and the success of these plans depends 
upon the zealous and efficient co- operation of the 
general public. 
It is always argued, however, that a great 
number of our troubles have arisen from ignorance or 
denial of the Malthusian and Darwinian doctrines 
and acceptance of the alien doctrines initiated by 
Rousseau, Karl Marx, Henry George and Prince Kropotk n, 
which have been so constantly preached by demagogues and 
agitators that nearly the whole of the wage workers 
and a considerable proportion of educated persons 
have become completely obsessed by them. According 
to these doctrines, Nature is bountiful and there 
could be plenty for all with little labour if her 
bounty were fairly distributed, so that the poverty, 
brutality and wars from which the great majority of 
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people have suffered in the past and millions still 
suffer must have been due to the greed, ambition 
and cruelty of rich, powerful and cunning tyrants 
or "profiteers" and could be completely abolished 
- 
if the masses unite to overthro.i these tyrants and 
establish a new social order based on justice and 
equality, or " Liberte, Egalite Fraternitè" But 
Malthus, Darwin and modern investigators have 
demonstrated conclusively that Nature is not 
bountiful and has never yielded sufficient nourish- 
ment for the needs of the unrestrained population, 
so that all animals including hum. ,n beings, have 
been obliged to strive against Nabire in order to 
obtain as much food as possible and to compete 
against one another to secure a sufficient share 
of the insufficient total yield. This -has been 
one of our underlying causes both of povert,i and of 
greed, as was so elequently proclaimed by Professor 
Huxley in his essay on "The Struggle for Existence 
in Human Society" - "Let us be under no illusions, 
"then. So long as unlimited multiplication goes 
"on, no social organisation which has ever been 
"devised or is likely to be devised, no fiddle - 
"faddling with the distribution of wealth, will 
"deliver society from the tendency to be destroyed 
"by the reproduction within itself, in its intensest 
"form, of that struggle for existence the limitation 
"of which is the object of society. Eut however 
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"shocking to the moral sense this eternal c omp etitio 
"of man against man, and of nation against nation 
"ma,y, ; however revolting may be the accumulation 
"of misery at the negative pole of society, in 
"contrast with that of monstrous wealth and the 
"positive pole; this state of things must abide, 
"and grow continually worse, so long as Istar (the 
"Babylonian goddess of reproduction) holds her lay 
"unchecked. It is the true riddle of the Sphinx: 
"and every nation which does not solve it will 
"sooner or later be devoured by the monster itself 
"has generated." 
What can be done.? 
All evidence shows, and people 
have become convinced, that Egypt is now confronted 
with the greatest crisis in its history. Our great 
problems are how to increase food production, reduce 
the birth rates and restore the morale and efficiency 
of the Egyptian people. The first is receiving the 
earnest attention of the Egyptian Government, but 
the great and urgent need for reducing the birth- 
rate throughout birth -control propoganda has been 
almost totally ignored. 
This problem is obviously within the capacity 
of our government and political and social organiza- 
tions to solve, so long as they all co- operate and 
cc ordinate their efforts towards the final goal. 
The present writer, however, suggests the following 
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steps to propagate birth- control movement in Egypt. 
.(_1' Birth control education: 
Education on family planning is en essential 
service which should be available to adults of 
both sexes. Contraceptive advice not only is 
necessary to prevent unwise interference which may 
have permanent results, but is important to secure 
a proper spacing of children. Also from the lega 
point of view the way in Egypt is paved for the 
propagation of birth -control advice because there 
is no law against such propagation or against the 
dissemination of knowledge on the methods of c cn- 
traception. When the police decide to seize a 
book(1) on birth -control and to prosecute its 
author and publishers they Co so, not on the ground 
that the information it contains should be withheld 
from the public, but because the mode of presentati 
does not appeal to their well -knon sense of decenc 
Nevertheless, birth- control though legal is 
still forced to be furtive. Advertisements of 
contraceptives are not taken by the daily ana weekl- 
newspapers. Contraceptive appliances are sold at 
large profits over the counters of most reputable 
chemists; but the customer must ask for them very 
quietly, preferably when no one else is in the shop 
and they are handed over with great secrecy, in 
case anybody should see what he is buying and his 
good name be tarnished. 
(1) Two or three arabic books have been published 
lately advocating birth- control. 
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It is true however, that people who have the 
means to buy books and leisure to read them have at 
their disposal a growing body of foreign literature 
dealing with the theoretical and practical as.ects 
of contraception and there is nothing to prevent 
their consulting doctors well versed in caltraceptio 
and learning at first hand a method fulfillin8 their 
own special needs. 
But this, after all, is not the problem. What 
we want is to encourage a birth -control movement 
among the poor people. Therefore birth -control 
advice should be free of charge and readily 
accessible to all classesÇ1) either sex, married or 
unmarried in special sessions at the ante -natal 
clinics and at birth- control clinics to be establish 
ed for this reason in Cairo, Alexandria and other b 
cities in Egypt, in which the scientific knowledge 
and practice of contraceptives would be made avail- 
able. 
2. Eirth- control clinics. 
(1) Large numbers of working -class towns are so 
difficult to influence in the direction of birth - 
control. They are unable to Afford consultations 
with doctors or the cost of contraceptive appliances 
That does not mean that they have not discussed birt 
control or, in many cases, sometime or other practis d 
it. But the subject, as is to be -expected while 
society treats it as a branch of ponogrphy, has 
usually been discussed furtively, and information h 
been passed on secretively from neighbour to neighbo r. 
In these circumstances it is not surprising that the 
methods used have of ten been ineffective and it othe 
respects unsatisfactory. 
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Expert advice on contraception, though long 
obtainable in Egypt by the well -to -do through priva 
doctors, has never been available to the poor; who 
are perhaps more in need of such advice. This may 
be attributable to the weight of religious opposítio+ 
which is perhaps more potent among the poor and the 
intellectually defenceless classes of the population 
Nevertheless this state of affairs does not prevent 
us from saying that some people obtain their informa 
ti on on this vitally important subject from all kind 
of hole- and -corner sources. Instead of receiving 
the scientific direction which was their due, to a 
great extent they have been forced to rely on old 
wives' tales, on methods that were sometimes harmful 
and on grasping persons who exploited them for gain. 
The general routine of such clinics is norr 
well standardized in nearly ail western countries. 
The staff is composed of a female and a male doctor; 
both assisted by a number of well trained nurses. 
As to the main purposes of these clinics all over 
the world, they are designed to offer efficient 
services not only to a large number of married women 
of large families only, but also to nurses, health 
visitors and welfare workers who may help to spread 
the knowledge gained in these clinics. 
In Egypt these clinics should deal, as elsewhere 
with each woman individually, taking into account 
her particular disease, her temperament, her mentalit 
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and her condition both physical ana economic. This 
important function should be to prevent pregnancy. 
Iñ acomplishing this purpose, a higher stangar 
of hygiene is attained. Not only would a burden b 
removed from the physician who sends a woman to suc 
a clinic but there would be an improvement in the 
woman's general condition which would benefit her 
family in a number of ways. 
All this for the diseased woman, but every 
argument that can be made for preventive medicine 
can be made for birth- control clinics for the use 
of the woman Who has not yet lost her health. 
Sound and vigorous at the time of her marriage, she 
could remain so if given advice as to what means sh 
could adopt to space her children and limit their 
number. When she is not given such information 
she plunges blindly into married life with damaging 
results. 
Thus the users of the birth- control clinics 
can be classified as follows: 
1) Mothers of large families who wish to stop 
having more children. 
2) Those who have experienced serious docks or 
danger in childbirth. 
3) Parents suffering from hereditary diseases. 
4) Married people whose economic conditions 
preclude their acing justice to more 
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children.(1) 
The above considerations lead inevitably to the 
conclusion that birth- control clinics are a 
prerequisite to any policy for regulating the in- 
creasing Egyptian population on sound social and 
economic lines. 
3. Rational Contraceptive advice should be a part of 
the public health pro, ;ranime . 
Practical birth- control information should be 
included in the courses of general sex instruction 
to be undertaken within the framework of adult 
education. A great deal of this advice can 
further be given in general lectures as long as 
sensationalism is avoided and the bounds of privacy 
are not unnecessarily violated. The more frankness 
and matter-of-factness and seriousness that can be 
injected into sex instruction, the better will be the 
education of our country's youth. 
To execute such a programme the network of 
maternity and child health station - as ell as the 
(1) The following extract from an English clinic 
report gives a vivid impression of the kind of women 
who go for birth- control instruction. "All sorts 
"of women have been; some young mothers with just two 
"or three children - the only too usual middle class 
"number - wanting to know before it was too late-how 
"to space their families and their future babies; 
some older and ïller and tireder women with big 
"families of nine and ten, seldom all alive, wanting 
"to end it and have no more of this miserable success on 
of birth and feeble, wretched life and most likely 
"death." 
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birth- control clinics which were proposed by the 
present writer in the foregoing pages should all 
give birth- control advice naturally and unosten- 
tatiously. 
j4) Instruction in many of the su .leties of normal 
sex -life and physiological and psychological 
aspects of birth- control should be named in 
the sylabus of the Egyptian Medical Faculties. 
This subject has been so neglected in Egypt 
that the majority of doctors now qualified and 
practising have received no training or instruction 
in coatraception in the whole of their college 
courses. 
In order that undergraduate students should 
take the subject seriously, it should, we think, 
figure both in the groups of subjects under Preventi 
Medicine and also in Gynacology. There should be a 
question on some aspect of contraception in the 
examination every year or two, or the students will 
not set themselves to master the details. 
After physicians have come to realise the 
importance of birth -control and after they have 
learned the necessary techniques, it is expected 
that they will give information and advice accora- 
ing to the needs of their clients. It is therefore 
necessary to re.y on careful supervision by the 
Ministry of Health to see that the reform is carried 
out promptly. 
Physicians and surgeons could not, however, be 
e 
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given a monopoly in this matter of birth- control 
advice as that would reduce its availability. 
Nurses and particularly midwives should also be 
utilized. The first duty of the district 
nurse or district midwife is to give helpful informa- 
tion in clinics, centre stations where birth - 
control advice can be obtainable. In the second 
place, she should herself give the necessary advice 
on birth- control and its technique. 
Only when this system of organized public 
health becomes equipped to give advice on m,.tters 
of family limitation is there any hope of inforntin 
permeating all stratu of the population. 
There is no wisdom in failure to provide such 
information for the least enterprising in the 
population or in letting them beget most of the 
population; and family planning :is seen in its 
positive connection with child care and maternity 
health and in clinics established for such a purpose, 
no one will shun it; and birth- control will be 
regarded as what it truly is; a means for making 
rational the foundations of a happy family life. 
(5) Restrictive legislation. 
A last stage, would be gradually to introduce 
legislation to restrict propagation of the unfit, 
limit free social services and raise the se of 
marriage. 
First there are the "eugenic measures" that 
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might be taken to reduce future numbers of those 
who are unfit and a social burden duet' r írïaril to 
hereditary mental defects. It is safe to say 
that the geneticists to -day possess enough knowledg 
to enable society to get rid of the more glaring 
cases of natural deficiency without any serious los 
and with very great gain. However, from our point 
of view it is not important whether such limitation 
of defectives is accomplished by steralization(1) or 
institutionalization, just so long as it is really 
done. Recently one of the big names of the moslam 
hierarchy has declared that sterilization is in 
accord with Islam(2) 
Second, using the social services to teach the 
people the proper civilized attitude towards child- 
ren. There are several ways. 
(i) Enforce compulsory education so as to. take 
the children away from parental exploitation for 
five or more years, and at the same time educate 
(1) Sterilization regarding certain types of our 
population is necessary for reducing the births and 
at the same time improving the ciza.lity of the popu- 
lation. The present writer recommends sterilizing 
the following; feebleminded, insane, those with 
inherited tendency to crime, morally degenerate 
persons and others who cannot be successfully 
socialized whether mentally sound or not. It would 
seem advisable to extend the scope of sterilization 
to include persons who are manifestly incapable of 
being responsible for the care of children. This 
category would comprise parents already possessing 
say ten children and who are indifferent or incay.,acit- 
ated by such physical infirmities or blindness, deaf- 
ness or loss of limbs. 
(2) "L'Egypti Contemporaine" No. 185, Page 480. 
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the first three children free , but put a small 
tax on the fourth and those after; not enough to 
be a burden but just to serve as awarning. 
(2) Make child welfare work free for all 
children, but place a small tax on families having 
more than three. 
(3) Promise to exempt absolutely from military 
service the first son to attain the age, give a 
shorter period of service to the second (or if he 
is not needed, then exemption) , and take absolutely 
the third and other sons, but compensate the paren *s 
with some sort of public recognition if the drafte 
sons are fit and accepted, e.g. decorations. 
These devices would give the parents to think 
before having more tnan three children, and perhap 
lead them to ask for birth- control information. 
Third, raising the age of marriage. From the 
point of view of fertility we must here give 
particular attention to the woman. In a country 
like Egypt, the fertile period of a woman's life 
extends from about ages 12 - 14 to ages 46 - 50, 
a length of from 34 to 38 years. Now, the most 
fertile years are the early years. P.K. Whelpton 
and Clyde V. Kiser's study about the "Differential 
Fertility among 41498 Native -White couples in 
Indianapolis "(1) shows that fertility is low at the 
(1) Social and Psychological factors affecting 
Fertility" by Whelpton and Kiser - Milbank Memorial 
Fund, 1946. 
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beginning of a woman's mature period but rises 
rapidly until it reaches its peak between ages 20 
and 25(1) .. _ 
A further point is that in the lower age groups 
sexual desire is stronger, so that if the young - 
people are married, the frequency of coitus is great:r 
by that much. Accordingly the longer marriage can 
be delayed, the shorter will be the time of female 
productivity and the less will be the fertility. 
If marriage in Egypt should be prohibited before age 
21, one might expect the birth rate to be 'educed 
decidedly for this reason alone. 
One drawback from d elayed marriage that would 
have to be counteracted in some other way, is the 
increase in prostitution might result, and that leads 
to another aspect of regulated marriage, viz., the 
medical certificate. In many countries a certificat 
of good health for both partners has become a legal 
requirement. If applied in Egypt it is probable that 
the effect on the marriage market would be consider- 
able and consequently also on the birth rate, 
particularly of diseased children. 
(1) Unfortunately we have no reliable statistics 
from Egypt on this point. 
CHAPTER 9. 
EMIGRATION. 
Is emigration a permanent solution for over- 
population - Immobility of the Egyptian 
population - Scope for emigration (Iraq - 
Sud an) - An Emigration population police : 
land settlement, voluntary organization, 
reduced fares any capital. 
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EkIGIiA`i' IO' . 
We now take up the investigation of thes ecoïsu 
remedy of our population problem, namely) emigration 
As there is practically no immigration in Egypt, uncle 
the operation of economic - as ar;art from political - 
cause ,, with which alone we are concerned in this 
study, the result of this movealent is a diminution 
of numbers, or in other words a slackening of the 
pressure of population or the meus of suosistence. 
It is often argued that there is no practical 
necessity for a diminution ci numbers, since the 
population of a c. r: esteu tract hasserely to :cove 
to an adjacent part where the linci needs laoour, or to 
(1) The International Conference on Emigration and 
Imi.igration helo in Rome in 1924, drafted the follow- 
ing definition - "Any person is consiaeï- ea an emi- 
"gra it who leaves his c cuntry for the purpose of 
"stekín5 work or who accompanies or goes to join his 
"rife, or her husband, his or her relatives in the 
"ascendant or descendant degree, his or her brothers 
or sisters, his or her uncles or aunts, nephews or 
"nieces, or wife or husband of the latter, .Viso have 
"already, emigrated with the some object, cr who 
"returns to the country to .r>_í.ch he had previously 
"emigrated in same conditions." The Conference 
understands by the term "emigrant" the individual 
defined above from the moment ne makes reparations 
with a view to departure until the moment he enters 
the country of destination. He is then subject to 
the laws, regulations and conventions of that country 
and responds to the following definition, (1) Any- 
foreigner- wno enters the state with the oüatct of 
seeking work and with the intention of settling wiser: 
permanently is cLnsidered an immigrant. (2) Any 
foreigner who arrives in a country with the sole 
object of working there temporarily is considered an 
ordinary worker. 
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Eo outside the country to places where they would 
be able to make an adec,uate livin. 13-at is this 
really true? Is emigration from Egypt capable of 
affording the relief that is :ieeded? 
1. Is eration a ermaneht solution for over- 
Before we discuss the Egyptian question, some 
remarks on the general question of emigration as an 
outlet for a countr»s surplus population will not 
be out oi place. A comprehensive study was carried 
out by an international conference in 137, under 
the auspices of the International Institute of 
Intellectual Co-operation in the course o an enu 
into the basic aifficulties in, ana the procedures 
for the peaceful solution Oi economic, social and 
territorial problems. From this report we quote 
the following remarks. although the internationa 
"Studies Conference aid not itself complete an 
"investigation into the validity of the hypothesis 
"that emigration is a remedy for over-population, 
"it is hevertheless, a common belief that emigration 
"is the classic safety-valve for excessively dense 
populations Lind the remedy par excellence for the 
"economic diseuilibria arisina out of the demograpi c 
"maladjustments commonly described as over-populatio/.." 
This however, is a general opinion which might 
not be. always correct if it were put into applica- 
tion. The pre-war records of emigration from 
Germany were altogether dwarfed by the volume of 
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naturel increase. Between 1816 and 1'36 Germany 
trebled her population, from aL ou ï; L2 million in- 
habitants a century and a quarter ago, the populatio 1 
expanded to over 67 millions. In Japan too, the 
movements of emigration have been of .mall importanc 
beside the immense amide of population expansion. 
In Italy and Poland on the other hand the 
volume of emigration has been substantial both 
absolutely and relatively to population increase. 
In the former country, it is claimed that the 
actual rate of increase ci the population was kept 
down to a low fiure between 1900 and 1(.1'13 becuu.- e 
emigration was on a large scale. Yet even in 
those two countries the volume of emigration has not 
been sufficient, in the long run, to keep the 
population stationary. 
Professor Frank W. I otesteifii)agreed with this 
point of view when he writes... "Emigration aoes not 
"necessarily reduce the sik.e of the total population. - 
'If fertility is so high that population is pressing 
on the means of subsistence, and mortality- is the 
"principal check to growth, emigration will tempor- 
arily relieve that pres,: ure, but u;ill then lower 
"mortality and increase growth to cancel the effect 
"of the outward movement."'¿) 
(1) Head of the American Office of Population 
Research- School of Public dal International Affairs; 
ana also oi Princetoan University. 
(2) F.. "Areas of population Growth" Mill - 
bank Memorial Fund "quarterly Review" l9'14 p.149. 
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The re oz-t of the British royal ComiïilEíon 
on population was more thorou 11 in this resi 
and gave figure l)showíng the demographic efyect 
of emigration upon the age balance of the popu- 
lation since emigrants ale not dra,,n e from 
all age groups but are recruited from its most 
active elements, i.e. the young rather than the 
old, the bright and ambitious rather than the dull 
and lethargic. 
It is clear, however that the Lj*uestion of the 
effect of migration hObeen often úiscl.ssed, but 
there is no universally accepted theory as to the 
biosocial conseuences of the emigration - 
immigration phenomenon. However, many be lieve 
that emigration does net necessarily reuuce the 
population of the exporting country, from a long- 
time viewpoint, it being held that the outward 
movement of a group of people simply leaves more 
room for the remaining residents to expand. Many 
also hold that immigration does net necessarily 
increase the population of the receiving country 
from a long -time viewpoint, because the receiving 
country may adju, t with a lowered birth rate of 
the older elements in the population. Increase 
iL status of the resident population as they cone 
Oct 
(1) Royal Commission on Population - Report - 
page 94, tables XLVI and XLVII. 
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to dominate the immigrant group rfiEv lead to a 
reduction in their birth rate; an& the immigrants 
as soon as they become established; tend to imitate 
the reproductive behaviour of the group... ydho have 
been loner in the ne-a country. Some authors seem 
to assume the vvorkim. of a Tvíalthusian principle on 
the istrïction of numbers, so that as soon as 
population pressua-e-, is felt 7 numbers are automatica 
reproduced. 
Much of the contrcv,,rs,y revolving round this 
point dates back to Francis h. ',;talker; who in 131 
cc tended that immigration has made no difference 
in the size of the American population because 
immigra nts had had the effect of lovwering the native 
birth rate and had merely taken the place of 
additions to the native stock. Henry Pratt Fair- 
child is a strong advocate at the present time of 
the view that a steady anticipated stream of immi- 
gration does not increase a population f rom a long- 
time view, and that emigration does not decrease a 
population from a long -time vieX-) He justifies 
his stand in terms of the automatic a crking of a 
dynamic balance between birth and death rates and. 
level of living. 
A strong case for the co itrary position, i.e. 
(1) For his latest pronouncement see People, ch. 
XI Henry Holt Cmp. 13 (d. 
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that migration affects the size of population both 
of trie exporting nation and of the importing nation 
is presented by Penrose Walter F. Willcox(2) 
by an extensive statistical a.nai si s, successfully 
refutes Walker's assumption regarding the failua e 
of immigration to increase the population of the 
United States. Carr-Saunders (3) also rejects 
alker ̀ s theory, pointing out that, even if the 
declining native birth -rate of the U.S.A. were 
charged entirely to iiìmi3ratíon, the increase in 
numbers by immii2ration wasItìuch greater than re- 
quired tc offset the lower birth -rate. Thom_son 
presents data for Italy Which suggest that the 
rate of increase in a ,átíon exporting population 
may be reduced r; ; emigrationYi) 
In dealing with the effect of immigration 
and emigration on population growth one is de ling 
with a thole complex of biological and sociocultura 
factors. In such a situation it is unlikely that 
a single universally valid generalisation ai.;plicabl 
to all situations can be drawn. As has been 
pointed out in chapters dealin with birth rate and 
(1) L.F. Peïrese, "Population Thecxi s and. their 
Application" 2. 2.O -225 Food hesearch Institute, 
Stúnforá University, 1:;5. 
(2) U .F.Willcox, "International Mi rations" Vo. II 
pp. 93 -1u7 New York, 1931. 
(3) A.1v . Carr -Saunters, ti`:oxlu Population pip. 204- 
205, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 136. 
(4) Marren Thomason, Population Problems, Table 109 
p. 383. 
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death rate, numerous factors affect the productive 
behaviour of a -people :. ithin any giver, culture. 
We .may noya come to the conclusion that emigrati 
from the over -crowded ground of Egypt cannot be the 
sole solution of i;yy,t's overpopulation problem; 
but must be accompanied by other expedients for 
checking the gro :th of population, i.e. reduction 
of birth through birth control, development; raisin 
he standard of living, industrialization, etc. For 
an adeuate appreciation of the Egyptian problem we 
st consider the general problem of the mobility of 
abour, the scope for emigration outside the country 
and the conditions attending any movement on a 
considerable scale. 
2. Imimcbility of the ;Egy ,tian 
roul tion. 
The stay -at- home character of the Eg .ptian 
people is ú cL -stant feature of eve y census 
report; and it is not ö. recent characteristic. 
In contrast to the Lebanese(1)listinians 
an Southern Arabians - all of whom have a longer 
commercial tradition ana live near the sea - the 
Egyptians have not emigrated such and their com- 
munities abroad are few and far between. 
(1) The Lebanese do not exceed two million, 
not çuite half of this number is in Lebanon itself 




The general immobility of the population is 
ascribed to two causes, one social ano. the other 
economic. - The social cause is the bond of family 
life and the father's influence over his children. 
The economic cause is the dependence on one calling, 
namely; agriculture. As agriculturists ,.11 over 
the world have a co servative outlook and particular- 
ly in Egypt, agricultural ci_veloprnent is scuie.rhat 
slow, there is no inducement to the people to leave 
their homes. 
But there are also secial causes for this stay - 
at- homeness. Yez., as Adam Smith has told us "is of 
"all sorts of lugg e the most difficult to be 
"transported". The force of early astiocíatio.is 
makes him very unhappy in strange surw ounuings - 
not the Egyptians only but even the advanced ,:estern r& 
and as he has not much money with him he finas no 
amusement that can replace the happy evenings he 
spent in the midst of his family. Should illness 
or misfortune befall him in the home of his adoption, 
as likely as not he may find himself a broken man. 
And what is more important the change in his social 
position is not such that he can find a recomre_ase 
therein for what he hadleft behind himit home. 
The co.ception of the economic man on which the 
science of e co_ omits is based is hardly ever fully 
realized in practical life. We have still to meet 
the man who is not mov, . by sentiment, who has no 
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domestic attachment, to whom differences of race, 
religion, speech, environment, or political con- 
ditions are of no account and who puts all thee 
aside at the remotest semblance of monetary 
advantage. These are the initial difficulties 
which confront the Egyptian, as they úo his more 
advanced European confrere, when the wire 
necessity of breaking old ties presents itself 
to both. By themselves, perhaps, they would 
not be insuperable; for the Egyptian, though 
more stay -at -home than the European, is not 
altogether insensible to the influence of economic 
causes, provided he is convinced that the balance 
of advantage is on the side of making the 
change. That he does not move is really due to 
the fact that he is not welcomed as an immigrant, 
and that in places where his labour is needed, 
political restrictions are placed on his elementary 
rights as a citizen, so that he recoils from the 
prospect of working under those conditions. 
That the Egyptian peasant is not entirely 
static is proved by the amount of internal 
migration which has increased curing the war 
years. The movement of the more r..stless and 
more virile labourers from (basin irrigation) 
Up ei = ypt to Lor er Egypt for work at the ports 
or cleaning canals curing the winter off -season 
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is well known. Similarly the census reports 
show a marked movement of population tc the 
towns, while in the .war labour flowed to military 
camps and depots, especially in the Canal Zone. 
also we have seen that the reclaimed lends in 
the North of the Delta etc. attract settlers 
from the more crowded areas when reasonable 
conditions of tennure and livelihood are offered. 
It would seem that if the Egyptian peasant is 
offered better 1.ro pects, and given the opportun- 
ity and means of obtaining them, he will not let 
tradition and family inheritance stand in his 
way. 
We may perhaps summarize the a.idcli e con- 
siderations by observing that so f. r as Egypt 
is concerned, the Question of migration should 
be regarded not merely as one of facilitating 
and regulating a flow of population iron an 
over -populated Egypt into the under -populated 
areas of the Middle East, but as one of re- 
distributing the total available population 
of the Middle East as a whole, so as to 
serve as closely as possible the political, 
social and economic needs of each part of this 
area as well as of the whole. 
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3. Scope for emigration. 
The next c,ue sti on that arises is that of 
the place to which Egyptians could emigrate. In 
the past there was a small movement to PalestinW 
but this country is to -day suffering from severe 
congestion. The natural growth of the Arab 
population - which has about doubled in thirty 
years - combined with the influx of Jews to 
produce a heavy population pressur) 
The same is true of Lebanon, whose population 
has doubled in thirty years. The Arabic Peninsula, 
has always been a centre of emigration not immi- 
gration. 
Where then can Egyptians find a suitable 
environment to which they might emigrate? 
Two regions offer some hope, Iraq and the 
Anglo Egyptian Sudan. Abyssinia í probably out of 
consideration for the time for political reasons. 
In the following pages we shall uealwith the poss- 
ibilities of such emigration from the economic poin 
(1) See E. Bromberger t s article "TheGrowth of 
population in Palestine" in Population Studies, 
vol. II, No. 1. 
(L) See R. Bache t s article "Statistical Research on 
Immigrants in tb state of Israel" in the supplement 
to Population Studies of M:..rch 150 (papers presente 
under the auspices and published with the assistance 
of UN.E.S.C.O.) 
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of view oily - the political aspects are left 
aside. 
(1) Iraq 
Iraq is the first country which can easily 
atsorb a large number of Egyptian emigrants.(1) A 
number of features in the social and economic 
structure of Iraq closely fesemble those of Egypt, 
especially as regards religion - ninety nine per 
cent of the population being Moslems - language - 
arabic - the standard of living of the peasalltry, 
the importance attached there to river irrigation5 
and the ,redomihance of agricultural occupations. 
Yet this should not delude us into ignoring the 
fundamental difference in the possible development 
of the to countries. Even large amounts of 
capital investment and huge technicalimprovemeet 
would not change the fundamental fact of a. state of 
excessive density in Egyptian Agriculture within its 
present boundaries. In Iraq it is just the reverse 
the cultivable area of the later country is largely 
untilled. In contrast to the overcrowded Egyptian 
land, it is the under-developed of Iraq's agricultur 
caused by lack oí people, which accounts for the 
(1) It is bounded on the East by Iran on the North 
By Turkey on the West by Lybia and Trans-Jordan on 
the south and South east by Saudi Arabia. Its area 
contains approxima_ely 170,000 square miles embracin 
three major geographic regions; the highlands of th 
North and the h orth-east, the broad central plains 
between the Tigris and the .itiphrates valleys; and 
the steps _La semi desert country in the south and 
south west. 
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miserable c oìiïìi ti Om:; of life prevailing, among the 
rural population. Statesmen and judges of the 
country's agriculture have al:ray_ stressed that 
what Iraq most required aras people.. 
The i.-Loyal Institute of International Affairs 
in its recent survey of the Middle East stresses 
this point in page 239 when it writes "Egypt 1163 
"less than a third of Iraq's cultivable land, yet 
Ilhas a population four times as great. This gives 
"some idea of the possibilities of additional 
"settlement in Iraq but these i11 remain theoretical 
'until there can be a complete reform of the land 
"tenure system followed by the full development cf 
"irrigation resources..." 
As to the available figures for the population 
of Iraq, Mr. Hasilim Jawaa in 1:J4b estimated the 
total number to have increased from a little under 
three million in 191;) to abeut 4 millier. in 145. 
Other estimates put the figure as high as 5 míllio 
ana as low as 32 million. 
Nevertheless the official estimation cf Iraq 
which api eared in the United h Lions Statistical 
Year book of 194E is 4,800,000 - with a density 
of 11 persons per sq. km. About 78;x, of this 
population is on lance; but because of the scanty 
rainfall ana the high rate of evaporation, agriculture 
as In Egypt is largely dependent on irrigation by 
canals. Yet carefully r egalated iri igation project- 
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are still lacking in Iraq either o-,:ing to the lack 
of labour or the lack of capital_or both. To 
remedy these deficiencies Egypt is well able to 
sup,ly an emigration pol,:ulation of expeienced 
agricultural labourers and technical personnels and 
this will benefit both countries - Egypt by relieving 
the pressure of agrarian population anu Iraq by 
developing her economic potentialities. 
The Anglo-Eg:yptian Sudan:(1) 
The Sudan is the second cuuntr-,) ,hich can)easily 
absorb a large number of ptin emigrns. It i 
a huge country which embraces an aea of some one 
million square miles - one third the area of Europe 
and about two and a half times the area of Egypt 
(including Egpt's deserts). 
Census and vital statistics of this huge area 
are notoriously defective; and knowledge of 
population is insufficient to reach uefinite conclusoi 
(1) The Arabic expression "Bilad-as-Sudan" means 
literally "Land of the Blacks" and so is a vague tern 
which could be appliuu to moA of Africa south of th 
Sudan. The name "Suuan" however is always restricte 
to that area of sub-Saharan Africa stretching from 
the Atlantic to the Red Sea which haqbeen isiamized. 
It is not the true home of -.Negro, but tLat intermedi-te 
zone lying beteen thu Hamatic groups of lorth Afric 
and the Negro group of Central Africa. The English, 
however, use the a'crd. Sudan in a still more restrict :d 
sense to mean the eastern administrative area called 
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and it is this usage to whi h 
the material of the present survey is restricted. 
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about trends. It was onl; in 1am,- -4 that a com- 
plete census was undertaken in the urban centres of 
Khartoum, 7muurman, ana some few other toans. For 
the country as a whole there are an _ival estimates 
Trade by the district political officers using 
methods v.'11icil vary ¡rem place to 1 lLce . In 1:246 
the "Sudan Almanac" estimated the population at 
7,547,500. 
Discounting tracts of desert and sw which 
at present reduce the habitable area, there is 
reason to believe that irrigation engineering can 
turn millions of acres into productive lands. The 
relatively small Gezira area between the Blue Nile 
and the `,White Nile is almost eual to the total 
cultivable land of Egypt, yet its population is 
barely one million, as against twenty million in 
Egypt. And beyond this lie the great "Suu" region 
and great bog of the Lahr-el-Ghazal on the Upper 
White Pile, now enormous shalloi swamps of apparent' 
rich soil, some 62,500 square kilometres in extent 
and almost twice the area of cultivable land in 
Egypt, and which "owing to its position, its 
"climate ana its rainfall, is too valuable to remaír_ 
"for ever a marsh. There seem;, little reason to 
"doubt that in future it may be a thriving pastoral, 
"agricultural or timber country..."(1) 
(1) Macdonala, "Nile Control ". 
y 
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When th this added 541,000 square kiloli.etreslo 
higher land in the Bahr-el-Ghazal basin, 4 e have 
total hatít b le area of 603,500 square kilometres or 
17 times the arable area of Egypt; but with 7,áç7,'00 
hersons only. 
Ecoomic -uotentialitie f the Country. 
the last twenty years the importance of agriculture 
to the. Sudan rb::as been thejoutstanding feature of its 
economic life.(1) Yet it is difficult to determine 
exactly the extent of future agricultural develop ment 
in the Sudan, but one can safely state that there 
wide cultivable areas in the Northern provinces , 
in Khartoum district, in the `y , Gizera,, ., Gash .d lokax° 
binds the virgin land of .the `white Nile and the Lahr 
el -Gazai regions. In these regions cotton, dura; 
simsern ground nuts, etc. could be easily cultivated 
as they are no vv cultivated at Gezera area - thus 
giving the emigrants the means to live and work. 
Yet the development of this huge crop production 
which is the main e conomic asset of the Sudan, howev r 
presents two ,roblems - the difficulty of transport 
and the scarci-t;; of efficient l bour. 
The development oí road transport, may overcome 
(1) Besides agriculture and animal husbandry tie re 
are no more than a handful of small industrial under 
takings in operation, anü. even in the widest sense 
of the term "industr " as covering the whole range o 
manufacture from factory work to handicrafts their 
output is in.igniic,nt and the number of Sudanese 
engaged in industry is only small. 
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the first rr-oblem to ü certain extent; but it ;ïí11 
take the Sudan, under its present financial c on- 
ditions, s-very long time to provide tre se districts 
with sufficient roads and railways. The second 
problem (labour) presents difficulties that niust be 
clearly stated, especially when we remember that 
cotton is one of the crops th:.t need many- h,.ri ä at 
every stage CI its cultivation from sowing to 
picking. The three provinces of the southern 
Sudan which cover a combined area of 395,395 square 
miles have a total population of 2,964,396 in- 
habitants. Although trie üensii:¡ o_' population is 
here greater than that of the S o.an as a whole 
(7.5 inhabitants ver square mile) this is still too 
low to allow large scale development. It is 
therefore essential to import labour. This i 
already being one in Gezira as the folloing 
passage from a recent Survey by the Royal Institute 
of International Affairs shows:- The fact that 
"during the height o f th_. seasonal demand, labourers 
"are imported from %: igei is ana French Equitorial 
"Africa inuicates that the demand for labour is 
"greAer than the sui LL 1y . Thus during the year 
"l946/47 out of a total of 138,699 workers employed 
"on the Gezera scheme 110,215 sere Sudanese, 
"12,918 were Nigerians, ana 15,466 were from French 
"Equatorial Africa;. "(1) 
() "Tv=iudle East" .Hoy al Institute on Int_rnational 
(fairs p_ ;e 352. 
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But must this outside l aboul be French Equator' a.l 
or Nigerians? Cannot Egypt with its surplus agrar'ar 
population - provide sue icíent labour to meet the 
requirements of the irrigated Gezira. It would 
seem natural in the interest of the Sudan itself to 
encourage Egyptian farmers to settle there. Not 
only are the conci-Lions of work ana even the choice 
of crops similar to those in Egypt but the Egyptian 
farmer's techniue born of centuries of practice 
will bring the best out of the land ano will in 
time be emulated by his Sudanese brethren. 
All this of course requires a considerable 
measure of understanding between the countries 
(1) 
concerned - Great Britain and Egypt and while 
there is no doubt that they are drawing closer and 
closer together, it would be premature to affirm the 
they are at present prepared to solve the problem. 
4. An ernigration olicy:. 
The present writer believes that an organized 
governmental emigration policy is indispensable. 
(1) The 1899 agreement and the 1936 treaty between 
Great Britain ana Egypt all give to every Egyptian 
the right to visit the Sudan or to dwell in it as 
an immigrant ana a settler. The fourth paragraph 
of article 11 of the 1936 treaty specifies that "the 
"emigration of Egyptians to the Sudan should be free 
"from any restrictions except such as related to 
"maintenance of health and public order." Again the 
filth paragraph of the same article specifies that 
"there will be no discrimination in the Sudan between. 
"British and Egyptian nationals in matters of commerc 
"migration or ownership." 
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The aim of this policy would be to assist emigra- 
tion by financiul and other means until the 
Egyptian farmer finds a reasonable settlement in 
the country of destination. 
This assistance will enaLle him - within a 
reasonable period of time - to produce enough to 
keep himself and his dependants without thereby dis- 
placing another meLber of the population in his 
country of settlement anoat the best enables him 
to Ixoduce such a surplus as will eventually lead 
to the employment of others. The broad lines of 
this policy will be as follows: 
(1) Reduced Fares: The most obvious means of 
affording such encouragement is by the grant of 
assistance towards passages. But we fully 
uppreciate that directly-assisted miration is but 
a part of a much wider ,:uestidri; and we mu L t 
therefore stress the even greater importance of 
creatina so far as possible such general conditions 
as will stimulate fla,i of population between Egypt 
and the depopulated L:.1Es of Iraq and Sudan, which 
aill proceed without government assistance. It is 
generally coceded, however, Zhat the receipt of 
government assistance is at to encourege in the 
migrant a tendency to rely upon governments for 
support and an regard gevernments as feseonsible for 
his subseuent welfare. It is for this reason that 
the present writer attaches importance to the 
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introduction under aj,propri :te cenditíons of schemes 
of general reduced pas:: Ee rates, which, while bringing 
the cot- or the passade within the reach cf the poor 
person desiring to proceed to Iraq Of Sudan, yet 
leave the settler on arrival there in the category 
of an unassisted migrant . 
(1) 
The iir,aiedite roále m; 
however, is to start a movement of population, and 
for this a censidera ble measure of government suppor' 
But strongly commend to the consideration of the 
governments of Iraq and Sudan the de ̀ ii :X11 it c 
aiming ultimately at a policy which, while generally 
facilitating the movement cf population of Egyptian 
emigration, will involve the minimum of supervision. 
For certain classes of migrants, e.g. children, 
juveniles and possibly also single women, a measure 
of supervision will always be desira ble, but no 
large stream of migration can be looked for except 
as a f ree and spontaneous movement of populatio_i 
taking place in response to the 'natural economic 
attractions. 
Furthermore, the must, we feel, be numbers 
of people in Lgypt who are either outside the scope 
of assisted pass age schemes, are not attracted 
(1) The characteri: tic of special reduced fares as 
a form of state -aid for emigration is that it re- 
lieves the migrant of all the restrictions especiall 
imposed on the assisted migrant which often act as 
definite deterrents to migration. 
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by such schemes 1 to whom life and a career in Iraq 
and Sudan should make an appeal. Members of the 
profesoienal classes au1ci form a clase, of settler 
who should be able to make an important contribu- 
tion to the development of the national life of 
Iraq and Sudan and the fact that such persons were 
attracted by condition, there would encourage ether 
sections of the comLunity to follow their ex,mple. 
(L) CaA.tal: The problem of -;-roviain the 
necessary capital í of vital imortance for our 
emigration policy. Under this heading we include 
the folloing items of capital expenditure; (i) 
on land settlement schemes for the assicLance of 
migr.?nts after their arrival; and (ii) an employ- 
ment scheme. As regards the amount of cgital 
needed for tiiese two itel:t Es,i;leston and Parker (1) 
estimate the average cost of euipping each bread- 
winner with housing housing services and a pro- 
portio:late part cf farm ,.nd factoly equipment to 
support him ih a balanced community as cert,inly 
not less than £1000 for each additional inhabitant. 
On the other hand the development and migration 
commission in Australia in a re ort issued in 1:-/2 ) 
estimated that the new capital investment reuired 
(1) F*. Egieston and G. Parker "The Growth of 
Australian Population" NeLbeurne (1A)37) 
o 
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place -youths of working age in employment ir 
Australia at treat time was aIound £500 per head. 
Since that date values have undergone considerable 
changes; ana we should not be disposed to app 
rigidly any calculation of this kinu. Nevertheless 
it is obviously true that any emigration policy 
demands an increase in capital investment in the 
country in which the flow of emigrants takes place. 
Some of this ctpital no doubt will be reirea 
for public utilities and similar purposes; but, for 
the rest the supply of capital thrcu,h the normal 
channels should be relied on as u criterion of the 
extent and c»ality of the resources to be utilised. 
In our opinion, it i neither necessary nor desir- 
able that tne inflo:: of caeital should be articiaiel 
ly stimulated at the risk of inducing new producrt.Lon 
which would fina no market. 
3. Land settlement: The organized schemes of 
group settlement in Sudan and Iraq should be mainly 
directed to the iuna. The industrial ci evelopment oi 
these two countries, aha censeuently the existence 
of any considerable source of employment other than 
agricultural is of comL_aratively recent growth 
and the market for industrial products there is very 
limited. 
For this reason we may suggest a scheme for 
selecting and training intending settlers cn the land 
in such a manner as will obviate failure L,:nd loss. 
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Under this scheme; J.T, Eyptian village .,,orking 
through a loc-1 committee appointed for the purpose 
would undertake the iesponsibility for selecting. 
suitable families within its limits and for providin 
them with training ana prepared farms in a favourable 
fixed farming area in countr:Les of settleEent, 
purchased either by the government through loans 
raised for this purpose, or by private cempanies. 
As to the workina of the scheme itself we 
cannot propose a detiled sstem, but it seems fair 
enough that profits should be distributed inrtner- 
ship between the government aha the tenant cultivator 
each receiving 40% of the '_rofits if the settlement 
is purchased b-, the government. The same azount of 
profit will go to the private company if the 
is purcnased by it - as to the remaining 20 it 
may go to the governments of the acopting countries, 
i.e. Iraq and Suaan. 
(1) 
In order to make the scheme attractive and trul-,J, 
advantageous to the individual cultivator, it must 
be so drafted that his tenure of the land shall 
become absolute after a period not exceeaing ten year 
7 
(1) The Gezira Plantation Scheme of the Sudan is 
worked in partnership between the government, the 
tenant - cultivator aid the Sudan Plantations Syndica e. 
In the division of the profits the tenant and the 
government each receive 40% and the Syndicate 20. 
It is also deirable to establish training 
centres in which the ccnditions obtLinin3 in Ira 
Jnd Sudan will be reproduced. Training these 
would include instruction in tree-feliin&-, land 
clearing) car_pentering , irIZ- ploughing cmd 
general farming especially c ot ton plantation . 
Free travelling facilities mut be given to enable 
the men to report to the training centres and to 
proceed to their homes at the end of their train- 
ing course. Durin g. the period of training the 
farmers may receive a half share of the produce of 
their labour, the other half being used to defray 
the cost of the scheuE. 
4. Voluntar organization: We are of the 
ophion that goveinmeu de.i,artments should not 
become directly responsible for assisting individual 
migrants. For this reasnil we recommend that pro- 
vision should be made for the estaLlishment of 
voluntar organizations to asist the government 
in its emigration policy. The organizations ae 
have ih mind would preierably be those which have 
branches or permanent representatives widely 
scattered throughout Egypt, ana which are able to 
call upon the voluntary services of as many social 
workers as are needed, e.g. trade unions, co-o,erat 
societies,(1)etc. Moreover we conider it essential 
(1) The mott noteworthy efforts of this kind of vol- 
untary organizations were made by the British Unions 
at the recond h_lf of the Nineteenth century. (See 
Population Studie's Vol. III No. - article by Charlot 
Euskson..The enccur_gement if emigration by British 
r-o,de Unions: 1803-1:-00) 
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point ci: view, :iieldinE no interest and perhaps 
even lowering consumption in the wealthr countries 
But in the long run and in terms of international 
welfare and peace probably no Letter investment 
could be tnought of. Ievertheless much hard 
thinkin 'Ali be necessary in order to bring the 
governments of Iraq and Great Britain (because she 
is a sovereign partner on the Sudan) into agree- 
ment to admit settlers from Egypt. For little 
relief can be expected from internationLi pou- 
lation movements if their volume is still determine 
by national self interest or racial prejudice. A 
change of outlook and attitude is therefoe reuire 
CHAPTER lo. 
THE NEED FOR DEVELOPMENT. 
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The Need for Development. 
While any change in the population trend is, 
u.der.any circumstances, a serious matter with far- 
reaching ccnseuences, good and bad, the difficult!: s 
that arise in the process of adjusting the economic 
structure of a society to a growth in its size are 
not necessarily of a lasting character, whereas 
the deceptively straight forward method of direct- 
ly overcoming such difficulties through emigration 
is, in general, marked in its consequences by a 
feature of permanence. 
Moreover, attempts to bring about adjustments 
through policies of expansion designa d to neutral- 
ise growth of population through emigration, 
if they are successful in achieving their immediate 
object may give rise in turn to new economic 
difficulties far more acute and of a more l ast ino 
nature than those which such policies seek to 
eliminate. 
It is evident moreover, that a country sending 
out large numbers of emigrants must in fairness, 
if it wishes reasonable treatment for theseemigrant 
put its own house in order; In other words, if 
it has a policy of sending its citizens to other 
countries, it must at home do everything it can to 
improve the social and economic conditions of its 
people. If it does that the stal.dard of living will 
go up, the adjusted birth rate will come down, and 
in time we shall have an equilibrium which will be 
satisfactory to everyone. 
The most important thing then is that the 
country must produce more - more food and more 
industrial products. That means that production 
in the country must grow faster than the population 
grows; and unless the rate of development is more 
rapid than the rate of population growth, standards 
of living in the country will fall rather than rise. 
With Egypt producing less food "per capita" now than 
she produced before the war, a substantial degree of 
expansion is needed merely to get food supplies back 
to the inadequate pre -war averages and then a large 
increase above these levels is needed. 
In Egypt, agricultural area per farm worker is 
very small, and the number of people working on the 
land is much higher than would be needed if even 
simple and inexpensive improvements were made in 
farming methods and equipment. A similar though 
less extreme, situation prevails in Eastern Europe 
and in parts of South America. In such countries 
fewer farmers with better methods and equipment coul 
produce a much larger total food output. Before 
they can make much progress in reducing excessive 
population in agriculture, however, these countries 
must develop additional and more remunerative employ 
ment opportunities in other lines of work. In many 
such countries the number of workers in idustrial 
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and other non -farm employment is not increasing 
even fast enough to keep up with the new workers 
added by_ the growth of population and their rural 
regions are becoming more and more over -populated. 
If they are really to make progress in raising 
living standards, these countries must develop non- 
farm industries side by side with farm industries 
rapidly enough to provide employment for all the 
increase in their national working force, and on top 
of that must make work opportunities for still more 
workers so as gradually to reduce the excessive 
population and under -employment of workers on the 
land. Effective expansion of industrial employment 
requires raildvay s, streets, water supplies, houses, 
electricity and other facilities as well as 
factories and machines. Extensive detailed ana co- 
ordinated plans for economic development and large 
amounts of capital are needed to produce this rate o 
growth in urban industry and employment. At the 
same time, agricultural, fisheries and forestry 
production must be increased to provide food and 
raw materials for the expanding industrial popu- 
lation. Corresponding efforts and investment are 
thus reuired in farms, anu fisheries to raise the 
rural output. Unless a satisfactory minimum rate 
of development is reached, a continued rise in 
average living standards cannot be created. 
Nevertheless, Egypt has substantial otiportunitie s 
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to increase the areas under crop and the present 
average yields per acre by irrigation, drainage 
and other Nile central projects, coupled with more 
intensive farming, fishing and better technical 
methods. These would use the existing rural labours 
wore efi ectívely , of even make useful work for more 
rural workers. Such projects, however, are very 
expensive and generally require years to become fully 
productive. This line of development also calls 
for extensive capital outlays. 
Thus the problem of E' 'ypt's economic develop- 
ment may be described as one of increasing the 
capital e uipment of the country in order not only 
to keep pace with the growth of population, but also 
through increased production per head to permit some 
rise in the level of consumption. This is a 
formidable task. 
The present state of development in Egypt is 
probably as low as anywhere in the wcrld. Inter- 
national comparisons are difficult and preclude 
precise conclusions, but it is possible to give a 
broad picture of the disparity between the national 
income of Egypt and these of more advanced countries. 
From such information as is available, it appears 
that average national income per head in Egypt ranges 
around £20, whereas in the United Kingdom it is over 
ten times as large and in the United States it approah- 
es £400. 
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By far the largest element of national 
income in Egypt is derived from agriculture, which 
provides the livelihood for more than half and in- 
some for as much as 801:¡ of the population. (1) The 
heart of population problems as we have mentioned in 
a previous chapter is the under- employment which 
results from the pressure on the land. Human re- 
sources are therefore large enough to solve the 
problem of economic development. But so long as 
these people are not brought into effective use the 
position will become worse. Even the present in- 
adequate standards of nutrition will be maintained, 
for the pressure of increasing populations will 
bring them still lower, and this will make it all th 
more difficult to create the social services which 
are required to combat disease and to educate the 
millions who are still unable to read. The growth 
of productive power is a gradual process which must 
be spread over gei.erations. The levels now reached 
in the advanced countries which are themselves in- 
sufficient to satisfy their peoples, aspirations, 
a result of 150 yearsof economic development. It 
is the early stages which are the most costly and 
difficult. Basic services - railways, roads, ports 
and harbours, electricity and irrigation - recuire a 
vast capital investment and must be undertaken befor 
production can be increased significantly. 
The scheme of economic development proposed for 
ti) M.A. Anis. "The National Income output and 
expenditure of Egypt - for the gears 1937- 1945" 
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Egypt is designed to improve the standard of liv- 
ing, to-provide a minimum of social services and to 
supply stá.fficient capital and consumer goods to 
restrain inflation. To achieve these objectives 
the present writer proposes the following: 
(1) To undertake such basic developments as irriga- 
tion and reclaiming parts of the deserts in order 
to increase agricultural production. 
(2) To increase the supply of fertilizers and 
agricultural implements at a reasonable cost in 
order to raise the yields of the land cultivation. 
(3) To promote the full use of existing industrial 
equipment and capacity and at the same time en- 
couraging industry in the villages in order to pro- 
vide work for the urder employed and unamployed 
rural populations. 
These objectives will be fully discussed in 
the following pages. 
CHAPTER 11, 
AGRICULTURAL DEVELO PII,'i;:.;-; i . 
Increasing the present cultivated area - irrigation - 
the projected Nile Schemes - reclaiming parts of the 
desert land - increasing production on the present 
acreage - fertilizers - the use of improved seeds - 
extenüing agricul,,uval education .and advisory cork - 
reform of the land sister« - mechanisation of 
agriculture. 
o. 
/pt J predominantly bi-- agricultural country_ 
At the time of the 17 census, 74i.c. of the popu- 
ltion lived in rural districts forming rural com: 
:muniCaties, a high proportion of 'ahich aepended 
solely upon the land foi their livelihood. 
The spearhead of attack on the economic 
development of the country must therefore be the 
establishment ol agriculture as the staple and pros- 
perous industry which will keep pace ,j_Lil the 
population Thcrease. Moreover the iood problem in 
Egypt cannot be eifectively solved without _II agri- 
cultural expansion since it is a function of natural 
areas ana population density. It is aiwa,is argued 
that in order to ccntinue o feed the grovi_a] 
population of the country even at the barest sub- 
sistence level, then increases of all kinds of food 
are essentil; and if only the barest subsiste:Ice 
level is maintained, then food _.roauction cannot be 
increased. This is the vicious circle. A people 
living in dire povert,:y c.nd derad,tion cannot 
cultivate increaEing amounts of land, nor can tte 
best ue be made of 1411u under cultivation. In 
order to increase progressively the iood proauction 
of our country', standards of life must advance at 
the same time as production per man, production per 
area, and acreage cultivatea. E;uipment and fertil 
izers must be used to make our lad yield the maximum 
possible without raising the land for future use. 
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Capital must be available, so that ,we can obtain 
euípment, realizing the projected Nile schemes and 
reclaiming parts of our deserts. Land tenure must 
be such that z:rouucers have tiffe oy ortunitÿ as well 
as the incentive to increase output. 
Broa.cii sl_ e akíra, , agrí cultur Zi development - 
hence the raising of nutrition standards has two 
fields of operation: the first covers the methods 
of increasing the resent cultivates land through 
irrigation, drainage, etc., úi-ü the second ;.;art of 
the scheme aims at increasing production on the 
,resent acreage by the use of more fertilizers, 
better seeds and improved varieties of crops. 
(1) Increasin: , the j. resent cultivated 
are 
The first and obvious step for agricultural 
expansion and for solving Egypt's nutrition problem, 
is to bring more land under cultivation. 
This can be achieved by the following steps - 
(1) irrigation, (b) operating the y rojscted 
schemes ú;;_1d () reclaiming ,arts ci the desert land. 
(1) Irrir; Lion: 
Since the ea liest times the population of 
Egypt has dej.ended on í1.l ration for its food and 
pros Neri ty. At first irrigation was a natural 
process, the flow of the itiver Vile was the only 
As times went on the flood water was gr Suu l±:y 
controlled until now, only a small part of the l:_ nd 
21-J 2 . 
is irrigated by annual flooding, or as it is usti_i. 
cjiied "Basin Irrigation"(1) , and the greater p:irt 
is under perennial irrigation, as shown in the 
following table. 
(1) Area under basin 
system. 
(L) Area under com- 
bined perennial 
- basin system. 
Lower Egypt Upper '.Ligypt Tota 
(E) Area under per- 
ennial system. 13.640a200 
3,640,000 
680,000 68 000 
237,000 33 ,000 
1.143.000 51,0 3 000 
2,460,000 6,1 0,000 
TaLle 43 : Basin and perennial irrigation for 
1A7-48. 
Of the 680,000 feddans irrigated by basin-systerr 
250,000 feddans are in 'uena province whch could 
easily be transformed into per'ennial irrigation 
through the exp.ansion in diL,Ling Artesian wells. 
(1) DObre 18L0 , the whole ccunt. as under the basin 
system of irrigation, by which the land was divided 
into basins, L..nd on arrival oí the L.rirlu1 inundation 
water invaded the saturating the dry cracked 
soil, depositing a 1er of rich silt on it. By 
October, the emptyinL, time , dykes were opened and 
excess water was thu. r discharged back into the river. 
The point in this process was to give the land as 
much silt-lauen water as possible anci to drain out th 
surplus water. This having Leen achieved the land 
was prepared for sowing the winter crops; by April 
the crop were gathered and the land was left to 
dry and recoup. 
2,93. 
This means that the 'yield of winter crops is 
augmented and the growing of so me summer crops 
such as miilet, COd peas , vegetables and jute will 
become -7ossible. 
Should the government be in favour of carry- 
ing out the project, cotton shoulu not be allowed 
to be grown therein, only fooU crops - i.e. Wheat) 
beans, barley, millet, etc . As -Lc) the costs of 
the scheme, the technical advisor of the Finistry 
of Agriculture estirLated that each 2 50 feddans would 
reciuire an artesian machine, that is about 1000 
machines will be reuired for the total area. He 
also estimated the cost of each machine approximAel 
as follows: 
L.E. 650 Diesel engine Ò H.P. 
uo. 350 Pumds. 
uo. 500 Digging of well. 
uo. 400 Site anu building. 
uo. 100 eserve. 
2000 Total. 
The costs being: 1000 machines b-,y 2000 = 
2,000,000 pounds. 
We muLt not forget to mention here, that the 
execution of till., project cold afford employment to 
a great number of labourers ,ana it may be aell 
worth remembering that the number oi land-owners in 
this province is no more than 2OL of the inhabitJ.nt,21 
the rest are juEA, labourers. 
Therefore, it seem that this scheme - if 
introduced to the areas su,_felin_, ir,_m subsoil ateis 
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would be one of the ansders to our population problem 
apart from bein a step forward far increasing the 
present cultivated area. The expansion of peren- 
nial irrigation could not .:() on inoefinitely; its 
present stage looks very much like the peak point. 
It would be a blessing if anoth_r system gradually 
took its place, a s:stem that would not endanger the 
life of the fellaill)and reduce the fertility of the 
Nile valley. 
2 Irrigation (The Nile Schemes). 
The ever expanding population in Egypt during 
the 20th Century L:-,s demanded that the flow of the 
river Nils should be ccuserved and regulated to an 
ever increasing extent. For this reason great 
engineerim, projects have Leen carried out to imprcve 
the storai,e capacdt.y for irrigation; but there are 
other projected schemes vihich if realized, wculd be 
of utmost importance regarding the increasing of 
the land under cultivation. 
Sir John Russel in a speech on August the 31st 
19; at a special congreation of the University of 
Durham, held in connection with the inauguration of 
111th anLual meeting of the *British fi.ssociation for 
the advancement of Science emphasized this point -dhen 
he said "irrigation could still be extended consider- 
'ably. The projected Nile schemes, if realised, 
(1) It seems self-evident that the perennial 
irligation system i& I-_rgek responsible for the 
spread of BelharziL-. Llid hookworm, which flourish in 
most places. 
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would solve Egypt's problem for a ,eneration." 
(1) 
The present writer cannot accept Sir John's 
point oi view that realiing the projected 
schemes alone would solve Egypt's problem for 
generation. It is true that these schemes 
bring more land under cultivation and hence relieve 
the pressure 01 the agrari,Ln population. But tnis 
is no more than a centribution towards the solution 
of the population iroblem which is the ultimate 
objective. As mentioned in prevdous chapters our 
;OpUiatJGn -,roblem is a complex one which includes 
irrigation, accial, economic and even adadnistrative 
factors; enu in order to reach adeuate results 
these factors must be co-ordinated. This does not, 
mean that we underestimate Sir John Russells 
proposal; on the contrar the projected ile 
schemes are of utmost importance for increing the 
land under cultivation ana proviuing 
surplus agrariein population. 
The projected Nile schemes: 
Egypt is uo active in examining the possibility 
of extending the urea under cultivation up to the 
limit of 7 million feuaans. Having practically 
exhausted the possibilities of stor in, aster within 
(1) The "Times", 2/s/4. John Russel on zood 
and population problems." 
2:1b. 
NILE SCH EM ES 
7 b° 1® 
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her own territor(1) y and having already established 
the Jabal Awlia reservoir in the Sudan, Egypt is 
now looking further and further upstream with an 
eye alwa s to the main problem of increasing the 
land under cultivation. The projected Nile 
schemes may ,e summarized as follows. 
1) Wadi Rayan -11,roject: The Egyptian Govern- 
ment proposes to builu a new dam before the de- 
pression known as liVadi Rayan, wnich is 4 5 metres 
below sea-level the desert west of the Nile and 
south of Fayoum. It is estimated by the Egyptian 
Ministry of Public Works that this project will cost 
(1) The main irrigation works in existence to-day 
are. 
(a) The Aswam Dam: It is aesi4gned to store the 
water and let the whole river through ,iithout 
interruption during the perioe: of high flood in 
order to avoid the accumulation of silt. It ws 
completed in 1902 and reheightened in l933 for the 
same purpose so that its storage capacity at resent 
amounts to b milliard cubic metres holding water to 
a level of 32 metres above the natural_ water level 
of the river. 
(b) Jabel Awlia Dam: Constructed some thirty 
miles above the city of Khartoum on the white hile) 
to provide addition storage and thereby to increase' 
the effect of Aswan reservoir. Its total storage 
is about ;1., milliard cubic metres. It was filled 
to its maximum level for the first time only 
(c) Sennar Dam: Completed in 19'2b, on the Blue 
Nile to i_rovide water for Gezir., lnds between the 
two Niles above Khartoum. Its total storage is O.E 
milliard cubic metres and the area affected reaches 
some 80 miles upstream. 
There are also some minor irrigation schmes doing 
the same purpose, i.e. controlling tiu -z-Lle waters 
for irrigation. Esna Noga Hamaai and Assuit barrag 
all built to raise the level of the stream p.ermittin 
the extension of perennial irrigation and the improv - 
ment of basin irrigation in I.Jper Egypt. The Moham:d 
Ali Barrage, juA north of Cairo, ensures the supply mf 
the feeder canals of the Delta. Finally- the rage 
on the Damietta branch raises the level of the lower 
reaches of the canals watering the eastern Delta. 
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twenty million pounds. 
2) Lake Tana Dan,. :. A new , is i rojected 
to control the level of Lake Tana at the head of 
the Blue Nile in Ethiopja. This project has already 
caused much ïnternationa1 discussion between the 
Governments of Egypt, Ethiopia and the Sudan. 
In 1946 an agreement had been reached between 
(2) 
these governments to start the project. 
The cost will be eíht million 
3) Lake Albert Dam: It is estimated that 
by building a darn at Lake Albert the amount of water 
available for perennial irrigation would increase. 
This projected dam is connected with the scheme 
of canalying the Bahr-El-Gabel through the sudd 
region since approximately half its .;rater is at 
present lost through evaporation. The whole 
project is estimated to cost twenty million pounds. 
(4). 
4) Owen Dam: An Agreement has been reached 
between the governments of Uganda and Egypt to build 
a dam for c e strolling the rater of Lake Victoria, the 
cost of which is estimated to reach four million 
pounds to be paía fn eçlaal shares by the two 
governments. 
(1) El Masri- Egyptian Newspaper - 24th of July 1950. 
(2) Unfortunately up till the present time, the work 
is not yet started. 
(3) El Masrí - Egyptian I, ewspaper the 24th of July 1950 
(4) El Masri - Egyptian Ivewspa_ier - 24th of July 195 '. 
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From this brief outline we s -e that the e uator 
Nils schemes and the Lake Tana scheme when consider- 
ed together ce-estitute a comprehensive plan for 
the utilization of hile water an:.storing more dater 
to irrigate more 1 nu ;,o prouuce more food for 
the ever increasing 
3. Reclaimins parts of the desert 
land. 
Egypt must look at the problem of utilizing 
its deserts - or at least Dart of its deserti)- 
in cultivation as one of the reasonable solutions 
for its population problem. Ninety -seven per 
cent of the area of Egypt is uncultivated desert 
w__ich receives anavera :e rainfall of six inches. 
About one fifth of this vagit area can be recla.iIned 
for agricultural purposes. This scientific fact 
was proved ion no by agricultural scientists in 
America.( 
Early this y eee "U.N.E.S.C.O." sent Ritchie 
Calder the science editor of the "Ness Chronicle" 
to make a sample survey of the problems of the 
arid zone. He selecteu the classical deserts of 
(1) The word "desert" implies something hopeless. 
But many of these deserts are hopeless merely be- 
cause we say they are, or because we have been 
brought up on the "School Atlas" where the are 
just empty voids. 
(2) See "dry Farming" by Wídstoe , New York. 
The McMillan Company, 1912. 
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North Africa an Egypt because in considering what 
men's ingenuity might do to recover the deserts 
he can th-erefore compare ti _ achievements aha 
failures of the past. After a long survey ana 
a continuous research in the desert research statia 
attached to a foreign legion fortress Calder 
reached the important conclusion that "The recovery 
uof the desert can be tackled from many different 
"directions ana in a variety of .0/Lis. Lut the 
"important fact is that it can be achieved."(i) 
Yet when we are faced by the fact that the 
rainfall is too low to support vegetation, it 
4ould seem that the French experts are today .ccep 
ing this challene ana are ploughing ,T.a sowing 
50,000 acres, in the hope of getting enoull,nigrain 
to feed all the nomads of the Algerian 3. 
e can also say that the '4yptian Sahara of to-day 
was once a great forest. So it was, on the 
evidence of Suetonious Paulinus in A.D. 47 when he 
described the Forest of Guir with elephants, 
lions, pahthers ana reptiles. Moreover the Roman 
and Byzantine devices for controlling and conserv- 
ing water-wells, underground r_servoirs, diversion 
dams an water-holding terraces - by which they 
maintained North Africa and Egypt as their granarie 
(1) See. The second article of Ritchie Calder 
of the News Chronical. "lAn Fights Back" in the 
Picture Post of July 1st, l50, p. 40. 
and their groves, are exectly .,_at we should be 
ca_ied upon to use to-d_y, 1 vC wnte. to recover 
their Jot plenty. All over thle,15ytiah deserts 
are those abandoned aater-sstemsY")warning our 
age evermore plainly than the ravaged spi_endours 
of the ancient cities. These wells and ci-terns, 
silted up for centuries, have only to be cleaned 
out to functJ.on again i. There are hundreds of 
them in Lt pea. And once the water can be 
available again, cultivation of the fertile soil (L; 
can proceed automatically giving work and food for 
a sufficient number of cultivators. 
Three factors are essential in order to 
reclaim and repopulate our desert land. These 
are irrigation schemes to sup,ly water, technical 
engineeis and good means of communication. 
It is not difficult to find the firs two 
factors available in Egypt, but so far as 
irrigation schemes are concerned, ht:.ypt has to rel 
or exteral 
One or all of the following v,iays are needed 
to make the irrigation schemes successful. (1) 
-The exploitation of the undergound water, (f) Te 
conservation of rain. (3) The diversion of the 
TIT1TiZently what .put the system out of action wa 
the destruction or silting up of the leao,iol-ks. 
(2) Experience in the arid region of .1:iLypt and oth r 
like desert regions ha+roved that the sand of the 
deserts produce excellent crops whenever water is 
applied to them. (See page .58 of Wedtroe's book - 
Dry Farming - Macmillan Ccmpan, New York.) 
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nearby river waters to the desert,'- These 
methods have been tried in America and proved 
successful, and 'Egypt could fca±cd suit. 
(1) The exploitation of Underground water: This 
method consists of -Gitree steps: a) 1.,cating the 
water sup.1y. b) Prel/enting of such -ter iron, 
escaping into the depth of the ground by  ling - 
ceifient foundation underneath the water-surface, 
then c) Pumping this water to the sL.ri,.Lce. 
t9) The conservation of rain: Burin' a certain 
period or the :year, in the Eg ptian eastern desert 
a heavy rs.infail takes place which totals ,bout L.1:0 
million cubic metres. Such large cf 
water are usually wasted away in the sand. It 
would be wise eccom.rOally to utilize by one of 
the following methods. 
(1) Building dams or boring large spaces into the 
rocks in which tostore the 'waters. ((4) Building a 
dam for the v;ater in a narrow valley between two 
mountains and in the way: of the flooded water. 
The second method was tried in E6ypt in l47 
with the name "Dam El hawakka" with an output 
amounting to 6 million cubic metres. A similar 
dam will be built in "El Dayika" in 1.51 ck.1 it is 
hoped that it will store 165 cubic metres It is 
(1) In Afganestan, this method has aleo been 
carried out with success. 
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redicted by the specíaliA technicians that it 
will be -i,ossible to cultivate 11 thousaLd fedd,ans 
after tile two dams come into full working order. 
(6) The diversion of the river Nile to the deserts 
means of canals: The Ministry of 
Public 'Axks has recently published a m. showing 
the possible irrigated areas of the Ligyl_.tian 
deserts through diveIting the river Nile. This 
ministry estimates that if a ccalal 243 miles in 
length is dug from the Ismailias Canal near the 
starting point of "Calaal Elwadi" then the 
following spaces of the Eastern desert cculd be 
reclaimed and rut into cultivation. 
(1) 50,000 feddans in desert "Salhía" 
(2) 30,000 do the deression "Salhia" 
(3) 14,000 do. the depression "Tofela" 
(4) 30,000 dc. east of Suez Canal. 
(5) 145,000 do. in the valley of "Tena" 
(6) 225,000 do. near lake "EL.rdaweel" 
(7) 17,000 do.. at oasis 11:naef" 
(8) 571000 do. at the easte3:» .rts of "Salhi 
568,000 feadans - tot 1. 
A very similar problem confronts us in the 
estern desert, for here it is net necessary to 
dig a canal in the desert. All that ís necessary 
is to enlarge the electrical station at "Tabaria" 
in order to pump the water alreau in the canals 
for 10 metres from the ground. 
If such L:roject is co:Astructed, then, it is 
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possible to reclai_r! ,140:000 feddans in the va ley 
between the streak! "1 obar" aiaa "the desert roan 
of Cairo- Alexundr ía" . Moreover, ii we extend 
"the h obaria Stream" ur till the "Alemein" and 
then th_ Kattara dey res. i on then a space of 1 
million f'edaans could be reclaímedP -) 
The reclamation of the salt lakes and swai:iys 
of the northernt,t of the Delta is also possible, 
serious technical rcbierìs. These and presents no , 
marginal swamps ana lakes cover about a million 
feddans. Lake Abukir, the smallest of the group, 
was drained and reclaimed into cultav_.ble Lana. 
A number of estates in this salty region were also 
reclaimed by the government, various land companies 
aria individuals. But a vast area is still l , íng 
waste ana the greater part is in the possession 
of the government. The work of reclamation re- 
quires primarily the removal of noxious salts by 
proper drainage. The most -arev: lent salts in 
these lands are common salt ana, to a _Lesser extent 
sodium sulphate. In the interior of the country 
salty areas exí .t, as a result of an artificially 
raised -water table uue to filtration from a canal 
on higher neighbouring fields. 
By these vast schemes it would be possible 
(1) Yet irrigatioa alone c Dula. not of itself bring 
this region into agricultural use. Other ccncurrei 
operations are needed - such -s clearing the soil 
from salts, rLcks and sand. 
lt 
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to brine, almost the whole of the cultivable area cf 
E_ypt under control - -nd at the same time reclaim 
as much as posdLle of the deserted ianu. This 
may represent an increase of --O/c on the present 
cultivated area. This sue-p-ests that lard reci_m,- 
tion meets certain fundamental needs, which - as 
has been shown - are of an economic, ny6enic or 
social character. Without dwelling at length on 
the hysenic factors, the importance of which is 
indeed obvious, we at once observe that the urgency 
of the economic needs shes itself most clearly 
where the pressure of population is most intense, 
so lon,1 of course, as the outlet of emiration is 
lonser available. A typical example of 
Italy, where the annual increase ci' population has 
made it necessry to extend the area under wheat 
in reclaimed areas. In Italy indeed land reciamat 
appears as one of the means whereby feed production 
may be expanded to the extent demanded by the in- 
crease of the internal demand. 
BA The economic reuirements of a country 
cannot be met only by the cultivation of food 
products; industrial products must also be 
cultivated, and hence it is that these rouucts hav 
been especially cultivated inreciaimed alEaS of 
Western Europe. Undoubtedly the new tendency 
towards autarchy leads to an increase an the areas 
under cultivation, areas that must often be won bac 
on 
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from the marsh. 
The ever increasing attention rc voted to 
land-reclamation can also be justifieu on social 
grounds deriving principally from the desire on 
land-workers to gain possession of the soil they 
cultivate under some form of tenancy Ok 
Often these desires can only be satisfied by lafids 
regained from uesert, swamps 6.11C1 marsh for purposes 
of colonization; which thus becomes compiemehtary 
to land reclamation. 
Then again land reclamation is useful from 
the economic viewpoint in that it provides work 
for the unemployed. Indeed in the public aorks 
plans during the period to find 
employment, ianU reclamation worLs always occupied 
a prominent place. 
Yet even 4;i:en carried cut on 4Lite a modest 
scale land reclamation alwa,y.s needs the intervention 
of the state. This intervention 11,&:y take the form 
of a control of the .,dorks or of the granting of 
fnanci.al aid to meet a part or the ',4hole of the 
costs. The works of private individu_ls must be 
carried out according to plans oral_, up _11 advance 
by technical experts aflu -:,;r0Veu LYj tii state 
because they are al,;a:;s more or less closely bound 
up ,:ith considerations ol public welfare; whilst 
these c sidel'ations in their turn justify the 
granting of public funds in the form either of 
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lump sum payment or of iieetin of á part or the 
whole o1 the ._nterest charges due on the loans con- 
tracted-to carry out the works. Efforts should 
indeed be made to secure an ever greater harmony 
between the action of the public uthorities ,And of 
private individuals; and a revision of the laws 
regarding land-reclamation to a ua ,t them to present 
day reuirements would seem especially desirable in 
hgy t where this ha0 iot yet been done. 
This revision should, as far as possible; 
be accompanied by such a grant or funds rìs :áol:i.id 
make it possible 'or land-reclamation to be carried 
out to the lull exten., desired. Finally it should 
prove pos:. _ble to direct the swings of the agri- 
culturalists them elves to this form of investment, 
where they ould finu both their surest guarantee 
and their fairest return in. the land itself. 
2. Increasi_. ,, production on the 
p_rese-_t Lcrea e. 
Many persons . iIl u-ree that there is little 
immediate prospect of materially exp,,ndirl Egypt's 
food production by- bringing in new acreage. They 
contend, however, that it is possible to produce 
much more food on our present farm acreage by the 
use of more fertilizers, improved seeds, better 
machinery, improved varieties of crops, an by 
extending agricultural education anu advisory work. 
We can; thus, while retaining the technioue and 
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resources o_ the individual farmer intact, employ 
other agents to increase th, output of farm, g by 
40 to 50. But cue arl jì this is an a.uultlon r iic 
will be awa:llowed up by th rodth of population in 
two decades, a1î6. we may not be able to repeat our 
performance from decade to decade. For there . 
limits tc the extent, to which capital can be 
substituted for land, ana if the size of our averag 
farm continues to shrink year b; - ear, we cannot be 
far from the point at i, which the most efficiently 
worked unit will be too small for the needs of 
the farmer and his family. 
1. Fertilizers. 
Yields per acre, and therefore food production 
can uncuestionably be increased by the use of more 
human and manures and comercia.l fertili- 
zersnl) Sir John Russel in his report on crop 
production in India in L37, estimated that, with 
the more general use of organic manures, coupled 
with the use of nitrogen fertilizers there could 
be an increase in the Nation's over- 11 food 
gr .i supply of not less than 2 %, say to 1 
million tons per annum. 
( 1 ) The first great achievement of science in a ri- 
culture vas the discovery of the foods of plants wh ch 
"Laudes" at hothamstead followed up some ears eg 
by mctnuf'a_icturín: these foods on the lare scale. T ey 
are called artificial feïti].íz:.rs and their use has in- 
creased enormously. Some So million tons are no,r m .ue 
únnuc.ily throughout the civilized vcrld, valued at 
some 160,000,000 pounds. 
If. Sir John hussells estimation is cerrect 
in India then there is every possibility- that th.e 
same results could be reached in Egypt. Both 
soils lack nitrogen. Owing to this deficiency 
both are tough and heavy when wet and both 01-. out 
quickly when the rain ceases. 
The recent experiments ca_ried ouc, in many 
parts of Egypt have established that, provided 
water is not a limiting factor, the average rice 
or wheat crop can be increased by about 4O ith 
a Good margin of profit to the grower on pre-;iar 
prices. Yet - large part of the farmers in 
Egypt aid not se the amount of fertilizers that 
it would have io them to use. Sometimes they 
could not_get it and sometimes they did not 
understand bow valuable it wc-ld be to them. 
A relatively small investment in fertilizers 
is therefore necessary becuse it cculd be enor- 
mously helpful to increase both yields ana farm 
efficiency and as soon as fertilizers are 
available, advisory programmes will be needed to 
help the farmers use them effectively. 
2. The use of improved seeds. 
Until recently pure seeds frL reliable 
resources sere not procurable in Egypt. Farmers 
did not pay much attention to the selection of 
seeds for their crop. But the Ministry of ri- 
culture, in aL effort to meet.the thret to 
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natiOnal eca:lomy, introduceu ±eis1ation in 
. (1) 
lb26 and later in 132 to supervise the trading 
anu grading of secas. As a result, improved 
seeds were distributed to farmers under the 
supervision cf the Plant Breeding section of the 
Ministry of Agriculture. At the same time the 
Agronamic Section began to propagate and dis- 
tribute the seeds of fields crops acccrding to 
plans speciall devised for tnis purpose taking 
every possible measure for the protection of 
seeds. The ,Jiemand v:as slow at first o\,-ing to 
lack cf knowledge amon,; smiller f=ers. 
These ministerial measures were hoeverno 
more than a beginning. The next step is to 
convince the farmers of the value of improved 
seeds, and for this purpose a minimum research 
service and advisory' service .d.11 be indispens- 
able in order to organize programmes of this sort 
and help farmers ana rural leaders to get the new 
mateiials i:foperly introduced. Adeduate schemes 
for the certification of seeds ric, breeding stocks 
will be needed to prevent contamination iìd enure 
continuit of the most efficient varieties. 
Extendin, agricultural education 
iiu advisor 
Althou41 Eg t is mainly L,:.L agricultural 
country, its agricultural techniue is still back- 
(1)Law No.4 -l26 for the prevention of cotton-mixin 
and Law No. 5 for regulating cotton seed trade and pe 
mitting no trading in it before testing. 
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'izard except in the useiol fertilisers. 
Up till now some of the Egyptian farmers 
depend, in preparing their land, on the agricultural 
impleme:hts ; known o them for four t hcu ana ears(ï) 
while the high yields obtained by Á. ogressive 1 a i 
lords and g vernment stations show that the ordinary 
methods of sowing and tilling the land could be con- 
siderably im, r oveâ. 11 evertheles - the pti n farmer; 
however ignorant he ma; be of new discoveries in the 
science of agriculture, L. tiìre receptive of 
expert advice in agriculture, once he is convinced 
in a l.-r'actícal manner of its good results. This 
has been proved on the modern exl.erirental farms cf 
the government and of H.M. the King where thousands 
of farm labourers are employed had proved ti.at the 
Eg tian farmer is naturally receptive of expert 
advice inlagriculture . 
A well planned s> stein of extending agricultur ..1 
education will be; then, of utmost importance for 
increasing efficiency , the 'llcie  of the la,riïier, and hence 
for increasing the output from -ale land. 
a. Advisory work: In running such work Et 
should make use of all modern methods that fall within 
the three categories, namely:- 
(1) The native plough, hoe (fast) and other implement 
which are not so different from those used by the 
ancient Egyptians. As regards irrigation he also use 
the "3ukia" , the " Shadoug" the "Tambour". Harvesting 
of crops such as wheat proceeds by cutting, then tiire 
ing by treadín. of the cattle in by the "norme". 
h- 
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tu a6riculture, -nd tney'e must be icer b,iahce 
eetween iunuameti science ,nu ,_1,:elied science. 
Lecauseoi the pol,ular ap-1,eal of science 
fundamentl science nelecteL. In fact 
grovernments in ner.Ja have Leen knon to set up 
a2;ricultural research institutes anu si_.ecify that 
tlie research shall be ccnfined exclusiva :y to 
matters of immediate iaactical This 
creates an impossible site.ation reearch 
vorher. Fre,uently the solvin of some imediate 
i_ractical iob1tm deeds upon intensive researcn 
for basic ,ainciles before a technical ,rocess can 
be worked cut. 
C. Extension cf ríctiLturl educatio, 
great educational iroLraml-aes -111 be essential 
for efficient ariculture. Nev devices will have 
to be invented for ,,o1.-kin wi-Lh farm peole not 
able -6o read. Perha,s even more imortant devices 
will have to be invented for fitting educational 
1,rogramLcies to the folk as nd catoli,s cf the 1Jec-IJI 
in the various communities. 
As to tAtechnical 451-icultural education in 
-L.gt, it is carried out at -1.:resent through the 
folloírig institutions. 
. 1) Three scbools of rural education teaching 
L'e. boys. 
'2) Five intermediate schools teaching ;:d67 boys. 
3) Three faculties of agriculture teachi4 
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tenant has no inducement to uo so. Education 
and úropoganda are at to be ignored or mis- 
interpreted by an illiterate adult population. 
But they will generally listen to a villager, one 
whom they recognize and accept as a member of the ír 
own class and here lies perhaps the most feasible 
method of approach while present conditions 
remain. 
3. To evolve a type of education for rurai children 
that will fit them to live in and profit by a 
rural environment. In countries that are pre- 
dominantly rural - such as Egypt - it is entirely 
logical that certain institutions should concentrate, 
on preparing men and women for this particular 
task. 
4. To train teachers for rural schools, an;,: 
members for the Agricultural Development who will 
be able to evoke ana guide the move towards rural 
improvement. Accordingly the country must be 
divided into a number of units. Each unit a ill 
have a model demonstration farm under a resident 
agronomist where the results of the work carried 
out by the Ministry of Agriculture's research board 
can be studied. 
The key part of the projected scheme is a 
council of agriculture for each unit, charged with 
a variety of duties especially those already dis- 
cussed in this chapter, that make for improved 
standards in agriculture and rural welfaré. The 
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The council muet have machinery including a link 
with the local agricultural inspectorate of the 
Ministry' of Agriculture for interpreting the 
ministry's policy to the farmers and for passing 
back to the Ministry she views and needs of the 
area. 
4. ef orm of the land system. 
In addition to the reforms mentioned above, 
one fundamental reform remains if agricultural 
production and the income of the cultivator are to 
be raised; this is the reform of land tenure ill 
The necessity of the reform can be better appreciat 
against a background of some statistics. Accordin 
to year of 1644; 
of the 2,550,579 private landowners holding 
5,873,206 feduans, 12,132 persons alone own 
2,430,084 feduens, i.e. 0.4 only own 41% of the 
total area. 
I-t is clear then, that the distribution of 
(1) As one reads the literature dealing with 
Eg;; pt' s social and economic problems, one is im- 
pressed by the scant attention given to :.1uestions 
of land tenure. This is not because the nation's 
schoiars have been callous to the economic problems 
of agriculture. Both agricultural credit and co- 
operatives receive specific mention in the numerous 
books and articles dealing with economic local 
problems. This indifference to matters of land 
tenure seems to be due to political obstacles. The 
Egyptian "pashas" are cotton lords, big business 
men controlling large fortunes, who hold the entire 
country in their grip and are utterly opposed to 
any measure of land reform. The government, 
moreover, because it represents this small section 
of the population, will not use its rowers to modif 
those of the landlords. 
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land ownership in Egypt is unjustifiable.(1) 
As first step towards the reform of the land 
system. the present writel suggests that the state 
should gradually intervene for the benefit of tree 
small proprietor and the landless farmer. Later on 
when the state is in a better pOSitILD, this inter- 
vention should lead to a land reform on the pre - 
war East European model, dividing all estates above 
a maximum size between landless labourers 2) 
The newly reclaimed land plus be distributed 
by the government among small farmers, thereby 
giving them a sense of security and ownership which 
they have not so far enjoyed. 
For the immediate present the landlord's 
strangle -hold on the tenant should be modified. 
Side by side it would also be necessary to control 
rents with a view to reducing the attractiveness 
of land to speculative investors. 
Politically the reform should provide an 
antidote to communist propoganda while socially it 
would introduce that justice of which there is so 
much t :ilk to -day. 
(1) "it is manif estl contrary to the raw of nature 
"however it may be defined, that L, child should comma d 
"en old man, that s. imbecile should conduct a wise m n 
"ana that a handful of people should be stuffed with 
"superfluities, while the famished multitudes lack wh.,t 
"is necessary." 
J.J. Rouseau. 
( ) See Senator Khatabe's project. 
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5. Mechanisation of ñricul-uure . 
The. final method of improving the production 
of the-farms is to mechanize cultivation. Lut 
mechanized. cultivation pays only on large extensive 
farms; so that to make í pcs ble in our country 
we have to reconstruct our farms on enormous scales. 
A first step in this direction would be to con- 
solidate the individual farmer's holdings. But 
consolidated units would still remain too small to 
offer s cope for the use of machines and holdings of 
many farmers of efficient size. How large mechan- 
ically worked farms should be in oar country it is 
difficult to say; soil, climate, nature of the 
crops to be grown, and the pricy: of farm labour will 
decide for each area the dimensions of the optimum 
unit. But even if the units are not as big as some 
on which cereal production is carried on in the view 
World ana the U.S.S. 1. , they will be much bier 
than our biggest farms. For wherever cereals 
constitute the sole or almost the sole product the. 
large farm has a decided advantage over the smaller 
one. But the large farm mechanically operated is a 
labour- saving device; and area ci rice land recyuir 
93 days labour in China' but only LD ay s in the 
U.S.A. Hence any attempt seriously to mechanize 
our agriculture and raise output per worker will 
create an enormous problem of unemployment among 
farm workers :.hich, as we shall shortly find, no 
s 
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attainable rate of industrialization can lí,_:uid Le . 
5b. sum up. Ve cannot hope to increase the 
totalsi j ly of land in our country so that with 
population expanding rapidly, the amount of land 
per worker and income per heat in a ricultlre will 
fail quickly. Vie can, however, try and offset 
the effect of rising man - land ratio by enhancing 
the investment of capital in farmin . Eut the 
extent to uihích Ude can do so is circù.nscribed in 
several ways. First the scope for investment will 
necessarily remain narrow, so long as we stick to th 
tradition 1 techniue of cultivation. Secondly' 
we can invest capital in our a,ricL_iture to facilita 
transition to mixed farming. But the increasing 
density of our population will seriously hamper 
our efforts. 'úße shall throa off the land a vast 
number of workers who can find cork in other avenues 
of employment only at great cost in terms of human 
misery and suffering. Finally this problem would 
be greatly magnified 1i we attempted to mechanize 
our farming operations. Indeed mechanization seems 
hardly possible in our c cuntry in view of the enormo 
problem of rural unemployment that it will create. 
s 
CHAPTER 12. 
MO E FOOD FOR MOB E PEOPLE. 
More Food for More People. 
In the previous chapter we have dealt with the 
various possibilities of expanding our agricultural 
resources as a remedial factor for the ever increas- 
ing population. 
In this chapter an attempt is made to deal with 
other food resources and examine the possibilities 
of their expansion; for it is cur belief that the 
time has come when food producing resources besides 
agriculture should be applied and developed to assis, 
in the solution of Egypt's population problem. 
These two resources are; fisheries ana animal 
husbandry. 
A national policy should be set up to promote 
these two industries. Such a policy will lead to 
an increase in: 
1) Nutrition: An enormous part of the Egyptian 
population suffers from malnutrition. In the 
"Hot Springs Food and Agriculture Conference" held 
in 1943, the Egyptian delegation pointed out that 
though the people in Egypt manage to obtain the 
minimum requirement of calories, yet their food 
is extremely short in pr ote ins Ç 1) While they 
obtain 77% of their total calories from grain they 
(1) The malaria epidemic which lately visited the 
country (1942 -43) found an easy prey in the badly 
nourished people. 
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get only 1% from animal protein.(1) Therefore, if 
the animal and fish resources within the country 
were developed to their full extent and distributed 
evenly they would go a lore way towards reducing 
- 
deficiency - and the effect on the general health of 
the population would be considerable. 
2) Agricultural productivity: Although the Egypti 
farmer is known to be active and energetic, yet his 
productivity if compared in physical units, is lowÇ2 
Crops growing gives only sparse seasonal employment 
and the farm labourer is left unemployed for about 
two -thirds of the year. This ample spare time coul 
be profitably filled by animal breeding and - or, 
fishing, which would increase his stature in the 
field production and thus the national productivity 
would also be increased. 
3) Variety in sources of production: It is a 
recognised fact that in Egypt we are more or less 
dependant on cotton as our cash crop. This puts us 
in a very precarious position especially when cotton 
prices fall. Thus it has always been deemed 
advisable to supplement cotton growing with another 
(1) In order to realise "Plan A" suggested by the 
conference as the required level of nutrition we 
should increase milk production by 300%, meat produc ion 
450% and egg production 000ó - see page 5 of the 
booklet of the Egyptian Ministry of Agriculture on 
"Animal Breeding ". 
(2) See chapter 7. 
substantial source of income. Here also we find 
animal breeding and fishing lend themselves readily 
to our help. The great potentialities which 
thepe industries promise will help us not only to 
dispense with foreign imports of animal products 
and different kinds of fish and supply the local 
markets with its increasing demands, but also they 
may develop into export industries. 
A. Improving animal husbandryÇl) 
The total number of dairy animals in Egypt is 
more than 1,600,000 of which 500,000 are buffaloes 
and 700,000 are cows; plus 250,000 working bulls 
and about 2,000,000 head of sheep, goats and swine. 
The total production - milk, offspring, work 
and manure - was valued at £4510001000 in 1944. 
But unfortunately this great income is hardly 
appreciated, since almost all that production is 
locally consumed. 
In spite of the immense role that animal 
products play in the economic structure of the 
country, it is almost completely ignored as 
attention has been mainly concentrated on field 
crops sr ile animal breeding is rather taken up in 
(1) It may be interesting to know that 5000 years 
ago the ancient Egyptians considered their farm 
animals one of the most important factors that play - 
ed a great part in their agricultural progress. 
See page 1 of "Animal Breeding Improvement in Egypt' 
Government Press, Cairo, 1948. 
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an accidental way. Consequently, animal breeding 
has never been assigned the proper position which 
its potentialities justify. 
A comparison with Denmark will make this point 
clear. According to the census in 1937, the 
number of milk -producing cattle - buffaloes and 
cows - in Egypt was about 1,400,000; while in 
Denmark in 1936 the number of dairy cows was about 
1,600,000 - i.e. almost the same in the two 
eountries. But the surprising fact is that the 
annual milk production in Denmark is over 5,000,000 
tons, while in Egypt it is less than 1,000,000 
tons. The same applies in poultry where 12,000,00 
hens in Denmark produce 2,037,000,000 eggs, while 
11,000,000 hens in Egypt produce 750,000,000 eggs. 
It does not seem too ambitious for Egypt to hope 
for the Danish standards of production. Denmark 
was not always one of the most prominent countries 
in animal production; up to 1860 it was pre- 
dominantly a wheat growing country to the extent of 
exporting the surplus. When confronted by the 
competition of Canada, Argentine and Australia, 
instead of protecting its crop by customs barriers 
as Egypt does, it imported the cheaply produced 
wheat, and switched boldly to animal production, 
and developed quickly into one of the leading 
countries in this field. When Denmark started 
this, its livestock was by no means superior to 
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Egypt's, and the farmer was no better acquainted 
with methods of husbandry than the Egyptian farmer. 
Yet the work in the Ministry of Agriculture seems to 
indicate that we can have both the highly producing 
animal and the good breeder. There is still the 
more important factor that both Egypt and Denmark 
depend almost entirely on agriculture, and that 
Egypt can produce more and better animal food than 
Denmark. Even under the present conditions, Egypt 
grows an excellent winter fodder in the form of 
Egptian clover known as "berseem" . For summer food 
we have a cheap and plentiful source of protein in 
the form of coton -seed cake, linseed cake and other 
oil cakes. We have an equally cheap source of 
carbohydrates in rice and wheat millings. There are 
also plentiful quantities of hay and straw. Sur- 
prisingly enough, most of these valuable foodstuffs 
were exported to many countries, including Denmark 
itself, while Egypt imports annually about £1,000,000 
worth of animal products. 
It is clear then, that the standard of productio 
of Egyptian animals is low, both in quality and 
quantity. But we must admit that there had been 
hardly any serious efforts to raise this standard 
on a national basis. (1) A decisive policy to 
(1) During the l)th century and the early 20th, cattl 
epidemics used to claim a very high toll which certai 
ly discouraged the people from taking animal breeding 
as a serious concern. This however has been to a 
large extent controlled nowadays. 
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promote the industry is therefore essential. The 
sound basis of this polio; seems to be in promoting 
production per unit; since the pressure of the in- 
creasing population on the agricultural resources 
and the high rent value of land is relative to the 
low productivity of live -stock and this would leave 
no margin for an increase in the stock population. 
In addition the policy should facilitate the intro- 
duction and application of scientific methods and 
new discoveries in the field of animal industry. 
Artificial insemination will no doubt make a 
great economy, since it will save the expenses of 
importing great numbers of sires from abroad. In 
this connection it is worth mentioning that it is 
hoped artificial insemination will be applied on a 
larger scale in the country in order to obtain the 
maximum benefit of the good sires. 
It is worth while to mention that diseases are 
responsible' to a "teat extent for the low progress 
of animal industry in Egypt. Infectious diseases 
cause great losses, so it is absolutely necessary 
that maximum power of control over diseases should. 
be established. In the first place we should rely 
on immunity whether natural or acquired. In the 
second place we 'should introduce a system of 
veterinary service along with health insurance as 
part of our local service. 
Such a policy will improve the level of animal 
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husbandry throughout the country. This will effect 
the national food supply - thus increasing the na- 
tional income of the country and giving greater scop 
for the ever increasing population. 
B. Fisheries - Food front, the Water. 
Fish as a food in Egypt is remarkably scarce 
ccnsidering the extent of the seaboard and of inland 
waters.(1) This niai be attributed to the low stage 
of development in our fisheries(`')- compared with 
other countries - and the uneven distribution of 
fish among the population. 
It has teen established that the world's total 
commercial catch of fishery commodities is about 
13i million per annum (Fielder 1938) . This would 
give a mean an ,ual consurption of nearly 7 K. for 
each of tiffe 2,000 million human 'beings. The annual 
production from Egypt is estimated to be in the 
neighbourhood of 36,000(3 )which _E___w vnì old ive an. aver 
(1) The Egyptian coasts stretch for more than 1500 mile;, 
both on the I e iiter-ranean and the Red Sea; and the in 
land waters have an area about one -fifth as mach as tie 
agricultural lend - i.e. more than a million feddans 
made up of about 565,000 f e :i an s of lakes, some 400,0 0 
feduans of Nile itself and about 12,000 feddans of 
canals a d drains (1 feudan = one sixteenth acre) f /-3/ 
(2) Fisheries in Egypt are at about the stage of de 
velopment represented by agriculture among people lïk 
the Bedouin Arabs, taking advantage of the more natur-:l 
resources and sometimes thereby causing damage to fut re 
development. 
(3) Worthington E.E. "Middle East Science" page 112 
Other authors estimate the total production to be as igh 
as 56,000 tons. "Egyptian Fisheries" A note by El Sub 
page 5, Gevernment Pre: s, Cairo, 1948. Yet both 
estimates prove that Egypt's fish landing figures are 
very low. A comparison of other countries landings 
is illustrated to pages 114 and lid of the Statistica 
Yearbook of the United Nations - 1948. 
annual ration of 1.8 Kg. (1) for its 20 million 
people. 
The reasons for the loU fish landings in Egypt 
are: 
(1) The out -of -date methods of catching fish used by 
the majority of fishermen - see fig. (the total 
number of trawlers does not exceed 85). (2) The 
timidity of capitalists and commercial circles toward 
investing money in the fishing industry. It is true 
that some years ago the Misr Company started a com- 
mercial business_ with trawlers in the Gulf of Suez, 
but it seems that the mistake was made,. as so often 
in fishery development, of starting in too large a Wa 
with trawlers too big for the job. Catches were not 
bad, but the quality of fish was low and the enteï pri 
was given up as not paying. Nevertheless during 
the last war the British Army authorities set up a 
temporary plant business at the same district ana it 
proved sufficient for army consumption. 
The Egyptian f ish ei ies are generally grouped 
under three main divisions: 
(1) Little significance should be attached to this 
figure partly because the distribution of fish among 
the population is extremely uneven, and partly 
because fish is imported into -Egypt - mainly from 
Turkey and the United Kingdom. The calculation does 
however, serve to emphasize the inadecyuacy of 
supplies. 
(2) The high cost of refrigeration in transit necess- 
itated by the high temperature in summer puts the 
prices high - for the lower income in the inland town 
and villages of Upper Egypt. 
e 
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1) The sea fisheries: The coastal line on both 
the Mediterranean and the Red Sea and along the Suez 
Canal. This source produces 26% of the total pro- 
duction. 
2) The lake fisheries: Including Menzalah, Bourulu 
Edkiu, Mariut, Karoun and the two depressions of 
Bardawell and Port -Fouad. Its total production 
reaches 65%. 
3) The inland fisheries: Including the Nile and 
its tributaries, canals and drains spreading all ove 
the country. This source gives only 19% of the tot 1 
produ.cticn1) 
All these resources can and must be developed 
to its utmost potentialities in order to raise the 
standard of nutrition and increase the national 
wealth of the country. The development may be 
envisaged in the following stages. 
(1) Administrative methods: It has been 
estimated that aurcministrative measures alone could 
double the annual tonnage from these areas within 
three years. These measures should include the 
provision of greatly extended facilities for landing 
fish - boats, gear and improved refrigerated trans - 
port arrangements. It is essential also to introdu ..e 
a revised system of marketing, which will suppress t' 
(1) "Inland fisheries as a source of food have un- 
limited possibilities of development provided sound 
cultural practices more or les = akin to agricultural 
practices ... are adopted." Dr. Baini Prashad 
"Post War Development of Indian Fisheries" 
price rings formed in th4na j or fishing ports as at 
Alexandria, Port -Said and Manzalah. The organization 
of co- operative societies will ensure something more 
than a bare subsistence to the actual fisherman. 
(2) Fish farming: Already conducted in some 
parts of the country;1) is a source of fresh fish for 
rural communities. These farms can be greatly extenied 
on the basis of the existing knowledge and training. 
In areas suited to its use it probably offers the gre..t- 
est hope of regional self -sufficiency and proper 
nourishment for all classes of people. Notable prag ess 
in fish farming has been made recently in Palestine, 
and although the technique best suited to Egypt would 
have to be worked out, this could be daze quickly and 
efficiently by bringing existing fish farms under 
competent scientific control. 
(3) Looking to the more distant future, there is 
need for establishing fishery research in order to 
build up a body of knowledge which is necessary 
before a policy can be laid down for continuous 
development of our natural resources. (*4;) Indeed 
if such work is to succeed there must be intensive 
(1) A carp farm was established near the Delta Barrag 
in 1935, than a series of fish ponds were mane at Mex 
on the shores of Lake Mariont, not for carp only but 
to test the growth -rates of mullet and other species 
which the fisheries of the Delta Lakes depended. Th 
fcarp 
farm at Cairo produces large numbers of small 
ishi to release into the rivers and canals of the 
Delta and thereby to supplement the natural populatio 
of Nile fish. 
2) There are however, some half a dozen scientists i 
ypt devoted to the subject with a laboratory at 
exandria; and there is a small station for studyin 
arine biology run by Fouad Universe of Cairo at 
Herdaga on the Red bea. 
n 
study of fish, their taxonomy, size; growth, breedin 
habits,. available stocks. and how much crop can be 
taken each year. Moreover there must be studies of 
the fish's food supply including smaller fish and of 
members of the animal kingdom. Likewise the chem- 
istry nd hydrology of seas and fresh waters need 
attention since on them depends the production of al 
forms of life. 
The foregoing examination shows that the 
development of fisheries and the fishing industry 
will make an important contribution in the health an 
wealth of the Egyptian community. The Egyptian 
villager should come to look on fish as an agricultur 
crop in much the same way as he looks on grain or 
cotton to -day. There are always great possibilities 
of further development especially in areas where 




RAISING THE; STANDARD OF LIVING. 
Social welfare services - provision of full 
employment - Urban and rural wages - 
security of agricultural prices and development 
of co- perative societies - raising the 
standard of the home. 
Raising the standard of living by various - 
devices would probably result in decreased birth 
rate- 
It haslong been noted, even back in ancient 
times, that, as groups have moved up into higher 
spheres of personal consort, population rate of 
increase has declined. This is evident now on 
an almost world -wide scale as the improvement in 
vital statistics makes possible accurate studies. 
But this decline in family size hasnot proceeded 
uniformly throughout the community. If the popu- 
lation is divided into groups on the basis of area 
residence, of religion, or of occupation, it is 
found that the trends of the different groups are 
more or less divergent according to the standard of 
living available in each group. 
Of these methods of breaking up the population 
the one that has een most fully exploited in 
statistical studies has been based on the hu& band's 
occupation' and this ïs probably also the one 
that provides the most valuable information. 
Table quoted from the report of the 
British Royal Commission on population illustrated 
this fact. 
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Social Class Percentage of 
average for 
all classes. 
I Professional and higher 
administrative in finance, 
and commerce. 86 
II Employers in industry and 
retail trade. 98 
III Skilled workers. 101 
IV Intermediate between III 
and V. 100 
V Unskilled labourers. 105 
VI Textile i orkers . 99 
VII Nïiners . 110 
VIII Agricultural Labourers. 106 
Table 44: "Average size of completed families of 
"women in various social classes who 
"married 1851/61 Oper centa e of the 
"average for all classes." Family Census 
England and Wales, 1911. 
The figures shoe that the professional workers 
had families distinctly smaller than the average for 
all classes. 
Even without statistical evidence of this it 
would be justifiable - from our knc;Liedge of the 
spread of the small family system in the ': esttrn 
Countries in the 19th century, and for 
many exceptions - to asEume that the more educated 
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persons in all classes would have smaller, families 
wiXa. 
than the less educated. At least /recently educated 
people would have better knowledge of effective 
methods of contrace tí on than others , and they might 
also have a keener appreciation of the advantages in 
material circumstances and prospects than members of 
small families enjoy. 
A more comprehensive result could be obtained 
if we appro ch the study from the so- called 
"demographic -cycle ", which takes place as a result 
of raising the standard of livín= Çl) 
At present, Egypt is in the second stage of 
this cycle, because both death and birth rate are 
very high and on the other hand the stanuards of 
life and food 1roduction are extremely low. The 
high death rate is due to low standards of living, 
housing, nutrition; etc. This leads to poor re- 
sistance in infections and an impoverished and 
disease- ridden people, who cannot produce ade.;uate 
amounts of food or do an efficient day's work. 
As Lio standards of living and of food produc- 
tion begin to advance death rates fall and we enter 
into the third phase of the demographic cycle in 
which the death rate declines but the birth rate is 
(1) See "Stages in Population Growth" by C.P. 
Blacker: The Eugenic Review of Oct. 1947. 
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still high, and the standards of food production 
and nutrition are still poor. 
With increasing industrialization ana improving 
social and public health standards birth rate begins 
to decline, yet in this third stage numbers still 
increase for sonie time, since death rates fall greatly 
and people live much longer 
These are different stages which will confront 
Egypt during the twc coming decades if we aim hard at 
substantial increase in the standard of living for 
the massesÇl) 
The above considerations s.iovi the absolute need 
of raising the standard of living among the masses. 
The measures here advocated for our goal and which we 
ex lain in more detail in the paragraphs that follow 
are - 
1. Extending free social work services. 
'6. Provision of full employment. 
Improvement in urban ana rural wages 
4. Security of agricultural prices anL, 
development of multi- purpose co- operative 
societies. 
5. Raising the standard of the home. 
1. Social Welfare Services: 
Here we advocate governmental social welfare 
elp for the benefit of the poor. Up till the p rese i t 
(1) The present writer believes that the further 
tages in the cycle (the fourth and the fifth) are not 
ikely to be reached by Egypt owing to the predomin- 
nce of agriculture in the economics of the country, 
demic diseases, the high summer temperature, which 
--re virtually ineradicable. 
time some work of this sort has been accomplished 
in Egypt, yet it is only a nucleus and must be 
followed by more abitious measures. 
The following is a resume of the steps so far 
taken in regard to the important (_;uestion of rais- 
ing the standard. of living of the agricultural 
working clas se s Ç 1) 
1. Social Centres Scheme: The Peasant Department 
of she Ministry of Social Work started the scheme it 
1941. Up till 1649 there were 57 centres serving 
only 123 villages. The scheme is primarily a 
popular system depending first and foremost upon 
the efforts of the villagers themselves under the 
enlightened guidance of government agents. It is 
designed to serve both peasant and village in all 
spheres of life: social, economic, hygienic and 
cultural. It is also meant to be as simple and 
inexpensive as possible, so that it may be generall- 
adopted. Each Centre is made up of the following 
three units. 
a. Social Services Unit; This unit is supervised 
by an agricultural specialist, who has taken a 
special course in rural social service. His role 
is to study on the spot all matters pertaining to 
the village a..6, its inhabitants. He helps them by 
giving them expert advice on matters relating to 
(1) The industrial workers of the city being a anal 
minority are excluded from the present study. 
their crops and procuring for them selected seeds_, 
beehives and similar re _pirements. He tries to 
introduce agricultural industries suited to the - 
village , new crops and modern agricultural methods. 
b. Medical Unit; This is run by a full time 
doctor. Attached to it is a dispensary where 
medicines are distributed. The doctor gives first 
aid to injured, performs minor operations and combats 
epidemics. He undertakes a general medical 
examination of all villagers and vaccinates them 
against infectious diseases. He helps to procure 
pure drinking water and sees that the village and 
its inhabitants are kept clean. 
c. Maternity Unit; The unit is looked after by a 
qualified nurse who has taken a course in social 
work. She pays visits to the village women, looks 
after expectant mothers and organizes child wel- 
fare. She is helped by local midwives whom she 
instructs in modern midwifery and the necessity of 
cleanliness. 
2. Compulsory social and health services: A 
draft law has been prepared compelling owners of 
estates to provide healthy dwellings for their 
workers, good drinking water and other sanitary 
and social services. This draft law, is now being 
studied by the authorities. 
3. The raising of rural cultural standards: 
The social centre contributes to the campaign against 
3ej:'. 
illiteracy by oi.gahizing night classes for the 
illiterate grown -ups in consultation with the 
Ministry of Education. To each social cent re is 
a= ..vexed a rural library provided with suitable books 
dealing with religious, social, economic, hygienic 
and agricultural matters, together with newspapers, 
magazines and various other publications. 
L. Provision of full employment. 
Of all the measures that we suggest for raising 
the standard of living in Egypt, provision of fuller 
scope for employment is the most important. Althoug 
no reliable information regarding the extent of un- 
eL1ployment or under- employme_t in Egypt is available 
it is recognized that lack of employment is one of 
the major causes of the poverty of our people. 
Provision of full employment for the working part 
of the population would no doubt present formidJ: isle 
-difficulties, but without it the establishment of 
a decent standard of living would remain merely a 
pious hope. "If the giant idleness can be destroye 
"all the other aims of reconstruction come within 
"reach. If not, they are out of reach of any 
serious sense and their formal achievement is futile. ") 
In general terms provision of full employment means 
ensuring for every grown -up person suitable opportun 
ities for earning his or her livelihood, that is, a 
(1) Sir William Beveridge "Pillars of Security" pag 43. 
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recognition of the individual's right to work,, 
increased mobility of labour being an e sLentia1 
condition for achieving this object. Agricultural 
labourers are generally without work for periods 
extending from 3 to 0 months in the year at present 
This unemployment occurs at intervals ana is of a 
seasonal character. Provision of work during thes 
periods is of importance if á policy of full em- 
ployment is to be successful. The stey_s we con- 
template for achieving this object are - (1) 
introduction of mixed farming, i.e. cultivation 
accompanied by dairy farming, market gardening etc. 
(2) provision of subsidiary industries which the 
cultivator can take up when he has no work on the 
farm. Among such subsidiary industries may be 
mentioned the following: spinning and weaving, 
shoe making, tanning, rug making, soap making, oil 
crushing, fruit preserving.. etc. 
3 Urban and rural wages. 
If every person is to be assured a minimum 
standard of living, it automatically follo ws that 
the general level of wages must increase snu that 
the wage rates of industrial and agricultural 
labour must be gradually adjusted so that the 
present disparity between them is reduced. The 
l.rocess of improvement must necessarily begin with 
the wages of agricultural labourers, whose number 
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was 1,V7l,896 in l'481) It must be borne in mind 
that industrial wages, and with them the living 
standards of industrial workers, cannot be advanced 
beyond a cert in limit unless at the same time the 
standard of living of the rural population is also 
substantially improved. Generally speaking the 
daily wages of agricultural labour under pre -war 
conditions may be said to range from five piastres 
to fifteen(2) (ld. to 34. ) At these low rates the 
agricultural labourer hardly found employment all 
the year round. Obviously; a number of these 
workers exist below the subsistence level, always 
an easy prey to epidemics and famines. When the 
developments in agriculture that we advocate in 
our plan have taken place and the reforms of the 
land system have been carried out, it v rill be 
necessary to fix minimum rates of wages for 
agricultural labour on a regional or local basis. 
4. Security of agricultural ürices 
and development of multi- purpose 
co- c..erutíve societies. 
Large fluctuations in prices of agricultural 
commodities have been among the most importalt 
factors which have prevented agriculturalists from 
making more sustained efforts to improve the , ield 
(1) Demographic Year Book of the U.Y.O. rage 234 
(1948). 
(2) At present these wages are from 10 piastres to 
45. (2a. to 5a.) 
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of the land. To check these fluctuations in 
future and to asure to the cultivator a measure 
vi security in rest ect of the pies of his crops, 
we suggest that for the principal agricultural 
crops the government should adopt a policy of 
fixing fair prices. In fixing a fair price 
account should be taken of the cost of living in 
the area concerned as well as the cost of productio 
It would be necessary for enforcing these prices 
to build up adequate commodity reserves which 
rould be utilized to check violent fluctuations. 
To prevent a c:3etression in the prices of specific 
agriculturaí commodities as a result, of foreign 
ímß,,sorts, the volume of imports should be regulated 
by means of tarrifs or by fixing quotas. It is 
possible that a large variety of agricultural 
crops may in future be subject to international 
agreements. Such agreements, provided that 
Egypt is accorded fair and independent status in 
respect of them, may be expected to lend to a 
fair measure of stability at a reasonable level 
in the t_rices of some of our staple crops. 
Co- óerative Societies: Another factor adversely 
affecting the cultivator's output - anci copse _luent- 
ly his income - is that, owing to the disabilities 
and handicaps under which he markets his crop, his 
realizations fall considerably short of the prices 
which he might otherwise secure. There are several 
Ü i 
reasons for the lame differences observed in 
respect of most it respect of most of our agri- 
cultural crops between the Brice paid by the con- 
sumer or exporter and the price realized by the 
cultivator. As the holding postier of the cultivates 
is generally small, he has to past with his crop 
almost immediately it is harvested, and it is well 
known that prices during harvest -time are at their 
lowest except of course in times of abnormal demand 
Very often the purchaser is the money- lender himself, 
to whom the crop is sold under a tacit understand- 
ing, previously entered into, at what is generally 
an uneconomic rate for the cultivator. Only a 
small proportion of the cultivators take their 
produce to the marketing centres for sale. In 
most cases, for lack of ade uate facilities for 
storage and finance, it is sold in the village 
itself, .inich prevents the cultivator from securing 
a better price. If multipurpose co- operative 
societies are establisbed the difficulties which 
the cultivator is experiencin present in market- 
ing his crop, ;G.Lrticularlj in the matter of adequate 
finance and storage facilities, would be removed 
and his share in the price paid by the final con - 
sumer increased. Special attention should there- 
fore be devoted to this type of society, which so 
far appears to have found little encouragement in 
the Egyptian co-operative movemet. 
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Development of communications, regulations of 
markets, spread of commercial intelligence, etc., 
weula further help the primary producer tc realise 
his due share of the price. 
6. Raisin; the standard of the "home". 
In order that technicians and capital may do 
their work the under-nourished and fatalistic 
villager will have to do an immense amount of hard 
work and saving and scraping, and jettison old 
customs and tritions to the extent of developing 
an entirely new rub c_ life. He will not do this 
without some very great incentive; and the reforme 
has hitherto founu him strongly resistant to mere 
economic imrovement, even when such obvious methods 
of improving crops etc. are demonstrated, or when 
land reform is recommended. 
Where is the incentive for all this effort and 
change to come from? The standard of living is the 
standard of the home, and the home is in the charge 
of the housewife; upon her depend most o the 
things which add up to ü high standard of village 
life. It is she therefore, who must provide most 
of the incentive. So far however, she has not 
receivea much attention. The knowledge of the 
possibility ana desirability of better homes and 
healthier families must be brought to the woman if 
the application of technical progress and capital 
investment is to be successful. 
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Thekey to the door of rai:_.íng the standard of 
living is what was suFgested before, but the key 
words 'that will turn it in the lock of apathy and 
malnutrition and so move the rusty hinges of ancient 
custom, ß.nd open the way to a higher standard of 
living, are "home" and "the training of women". .
To conclude - we must put it clearly that there 
is nothing inherently impracticable in such a change 
and no reason to believe that it would be attended 
by a decline in production. From the standpoint 
of regulating production Lgypt is already one hugh 
"managerial" estate, the irrigation service controls 
water supply and with it crop areas. Moreover the 
government has now a great degree of control of 
agriculture on a planned basis. It would be 
easily possible to redistribute the ownership of 
laid leaving methods of production unaffected, 
and there would be no reason to expect ü fall in 
yields or decline in areas, since the government 
could continue to regulate crop area and rotations 
as it does now. From the standpoint of management 
the reform of land ownership would be easier to 
carry out in Egypt that in any other country. 
CHAPTER 14. 
IIvDUSTRIkLIZATIOiSi r,.' A FtEItEDIñL rACTOR. 
Early development and recent growth - Prospect 
of industry: mineral r esources, the labour 
force , the internal market , industry b_:sed on 
Agricultural product, the hydro- electrical 
projects - conclusion. 
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Industrialization as a remedial measure: 
Industrialization has been proposed by many. 
writers as an economic measure calculated to 
relieve Lgypt l s population pressure . This 
policy I. been ,,idely advocated and acclaimed 
by political leaders, business men; militarists; 
economists, and others. 
The basis of this policy will be examined in 
moment. It is however, necessar;; first to 
state the argument for indust rializai ion correctly 
in relation to the population question. The issu 
is not "population versus industrialization ", 
as it is often defined by many ersons. 'we need 
not choose between increase of numbers on the 
one hand and re-organization of our economy on 
Q the other. On the co Crary we should ir_austriUli.e 
our economy, even if we decide to control births; 
and we may have to restrict the growth of our 
population even ii we can industrialize our 
economy. 
We do not want further increase of numbers 
to extend our industrial structure; we can 
easily accomplish this with our present strength: 
what we do want is to solve the problems which our 
increasing population has created. 
The question that may arise then can be put 
like this: "Can industrialization solve the 
problems which our increasing population has 
cr'e teú.'t 
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or it muy be put this way "Can we 
"industrialize our economy rapidly enou 1a to 
"accomlaidate this immense working population?" 
Obviously, to be able to answer this cyaestion 
we must give aan 'íuea of the scale 6n.d potentialitie 
an which iná:,stríalization must be achieved in 
Egypt. This can be furnished b - drawing a picture 
of t_.e structure of modern industry and the prospect 
of its development in the near future. 
1. Early development and recent growth: 
After the historic experiment of Mohamed .z1Ì(1) 
(1805 -184) to industrialize Egypt, indtistrÿ kept 
in the background of economic activity almost to 
the eve of the first World War. This may be 
attributed partly to the fact that the population 
of the country during the nineteenth and early 
part of the twentieth century, was comparatively 
small, and agricultural expansion could absorb 
the growing numbers. Such industries as existed 
during that pcTiod were not of the manufacturing 
type, but were chiefly those connected with the 
processing of some local raw materials (:.d, cotton 
,(1) Under the system imposed by Mohamed Ali ; all 
tige profits were reserved to the ,ove nment; the 
managers of the factories were, for the most part, 
salaried government officials ignor.nt and unenthus- 
iastic about the work they were called upon to do. 
The machines imported were still novelties and 
enormously expensive, while fed had mastered the 
new machine technicyue . 
s 
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and sugar) or with public utilities. Egyptian 
capital was lacking, and even were it available 
industrial ventures were risky and could count on 
no protection from the state. Investmen-c in l.nde*' 
property or urban buildings was the current vogue 
but investment in industry was alien to the mina of 
the average i6 ptian. 
Coining to the first World War and after; we 
find that ;;- -tiL:,n industry made some progress in 
development. The inflation :r: rise in prices 
engendered by the expenditure of foreign troops 
gave an impetus to locJ..l enter° rise especially 
after the reduction in the volume of imports in the 
period of unrestricted warfare. Some of 
the new industries did not survive f cr long after 
the war. However, the nineteen4t,ventíes witnessed 
a rapid expansion in the industries producing 
building materials. The period also saw a new 
phenomenon, namely the rise of industrial and 
commercial concerns of purely Egyptian capital. 
The governments of the da urged b the rise in the 
national spirit could do little o protect the 
infant industries owing to the fact that 
or: Treaties were still in force., limiting the tari f 
on imports to general ad valorem rate of 8%%. 
When the last of those treaties expired in l9 O, 
Egypt was free to inaugurate a new tariff policy 
which has given a large number of promising 
8b0. 
inuustries the protection they have long awaited. 
The number of ne4 industrial establishments started 
in the decade 1:128 -37 was 54,9o9, which exceeds by 
nearly 3,000 the number of establishments dating 
from the beginning of the nineteenth century to 
1928.(1) 
The Bank "Misr" which was f cL.ncied in 1920, 
was one of the prime movers in Egyptian industrial- 
ization ar_L the Bank's subsidiaries include 
companies for the manufacture o textiles, including 
the spinning and weaving of cotton and wool, the 
weaving of silk and ray on, vegetable oil pressing 
and soap- making ; cigarette manu acture and the 
quarrying of marble. Including the bank itself, 
the group com:rises nineteen companies wi L.n a total 
authorised ca.dtal exceeding £4 million. 
A further spurt to industrial investment 
occurred during the seconu. World 
foreign supplies virtually cut off after It_al 's 
entry into the war local production expanded ana 
firms were working c ±11 capacit i th two or 
three e shifts per day. The establishment of the 
Míodleast Supply Centre in 1940 hel,.ed to develop 
existing industries and to further interregional 
trade in order to make the area as a whole as self- 
(1) Annuare Statistique. Ministry of Finance - 
C : iro 1948 page 416. 
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sufficient posible, thereby saving valuable 
sniiic.z space, The Alli x :e .ltícri ry Forces 
i..c ïc:5e orders with loc .l concerns, and in 
certain cases supplied thew with tec. nical 
assi tance and e,uipment to overcome bottle -necks. 
The armies established repair -shops and operated 
new factories in an attemr,t tao suppl tige great 
military base with part of its reuírements. Throu 
out the war, there were experiments in the use of 
hitherto neglected local raw materials and sources 
of potier; and many of the factories turned to the 
use of Mazout and oil seed cake in place of coal. 
Netia mineral resources aere tapped and the 
production of oil expanded te a considerable deree 
followin trie intensive exploitation of the "itias 
Gareb" field. New machines were improvised and a 
beginning vaas macle in the production of spare parts. 
Above all there was a welcome increase in the supply 
of skilled labour, winch L ay constitute the corps 
of labour necessar for a future development Man. 
Despite the imposition of an excess profits t:x, 
industrialists made laxge gains owing to war 
scarcities and the inflationary rise in rricesÇl) 
(1) At the end of la'A., the wholesale price inuex 
number stood at 3L)0 (June - August 100) 
h- 
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2. Prospects of IndustiL . 
.ccordïng to the 1b44 census of production - 
the first of its kind in Egypt - which has 
recently been published, there are 129 231 factorie 
all over the country and the workers engaged. in 
them number 316;144 
(1) 
The spinning ana weaving 
industry alone accounts for 9,425 factories; 
industries connected with food come secod accountin 
for 5,749 factories; manufacture of leather 1;230, 
mechanical industries 1,245; carpentry and woodwork 
1,050; chemical industries 371 and construction 
materials 354. 
As to the size of the factories, sixty three 
per cent em,loyeu less than five persons ana 1.3úw 
employed a hunared workers or over. The numerical 
preponuerance of small scale industries is .läin 
for a country starting on industrialization yet 
the size of the industrial units varies - not very 
widely from one indus-ty- to another. 
Table VI of the census gives the general cost 
structure of Egyptian inuustr%. Of what the 
Census termed industrial exyenses amounting to 
144156,e25 raw materials accounted for 
LE 1144)86,611 (79.8ív) the co: t oí labour X18,165, X98 
(12. ); fuel, electricity and maintenance of 
(1) This number dc es not appear tó ̀ hüve exceedeú. 
1C4: of all these gL:.infullÿ -emi;loyed. 
machinery zL 6,068,3:37 rent and depreciatio 
of buildings and machines 2,916,4oß (2). 
materials in nearly all manufactures accounted for 
nearly four -fifths of the total industrial expenses. 
The most striking feature of Jo rtiah industry 
is its extreme concentration. This bulk of 
industry is concentrated in Ciro «lexan äria, in 
which are to be found two-thirds oi all enterprises 
employing ten persons or over. 
As regards capital only 1. c ci the firms have 
a capital of over i:L .1,000 and only 0.úi a. c- pital 
of over 10,000. 
1. Mineral Resources: 
"The field employment ", Alfred Rr_:.rsaai, 
"which any place offers for labour and. capital 
"depends; firstly on its natural resources, s ecennly 
"on the power of turning them to a good account, 
"derived from its progress of knowledge and industri 
"organization; and thirdly on the access that it 
"has to markets in which it can sell these thins oí 
"which it has a superfluity. "(1) 
Regarding the first point we can say that the 
rospects of further industrialization through the 
exploitation of mineral resources(`) are not bright, 
TT) T arsL._:..1 "Pïincile of Economics" nth edition, 
d68. 
(a) The writer assumes that the natural resources 
ci Egypt are mainly mineral. 
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even to the extent of supplyín local needs. The 
i_:rinciple difficulty lies in the inaccessibility 
of most 'of the minerals, and the consequent high 
cost of production which prevent successful corn - 
petítíonvith other countries. 
Nevertheless, at the present time E'yj;t's 
output of important industrial minerals is confined 
to Petrol, Manganese, Ore and Phosphates. These 
are the only mineralEproduced in sufficient quan- 
tities. 
Petrol: In 1938 production of oil (crude) 
was below 250,000 tons, but following the discovery 
of oil at has Ghareb on the Gulf of Suez, production 
in rose to 742,000 tons. Intensive develop- 
ment during the "war resulted in 1,349,473 tons 
being produced in 1945 and 1,282,305 -tons in 1943. 
Imports of crude oil as domestic production in- 
creased and now only indigenous crude is refined. Lt 
the Suez refineries of the;nglo- Lgypti_.n Oilfields 
and the small Egyptian Government refinery. These 
two refineries supply all local re;yuirements of 
Butagaz and all the civilian and military require- 
ments of motor spirit in Egypt. TThey also supply 
about 12% of civilian Kerosene requirements, 40; 
of the civilian diesel fuel re;.uirements and about 
50% of the total fuel oil requirements excluding 
bunkers. In addition they supply all local asphalt 




The other chief mineral det. o fts 
being worked at present are the phosphate mines of 
Quaeir and 3afage which produce about 40,000 
tons year but have large reserves. Practicall- 
all this phosphate is exported, although about 
100,000 tons a year, costing E.700,000 is re- 
imported in the forms of superphosphate. 
Manganese Ore: Production of manganese ore, 
mainly by one British Company operating mines at 
Abu Zineima on the Red Sea coast, averaged about 
160,000 tons y er annum for the 3 years 1936 -38. 
In recent -jears, however, production has stopped 
owing to the fact that the dues on shipments throu:h 
the Suez Canal make the price of the ore pro- 
hibitive. Exports are no:, c-.-fined to clearing 
stocks which accumulated during the war. These 
totalled 10,603 metric tons in 1 valued at 
16,340 and 33,820 metric tons, valued at 
46,3E3 in 1:)46. 
Furthermore of the Eastern desert at "Um 
Reig" and "Jug El- Ba.i,ar" , large deposits of led 
and zinc are known. The abandoned gold mines 
of Egypt are numerous, at least three could go int 
profitable production now under favourable con- 
ditions, as could also lead deposits. 
Lastly, there are the great and much dis- 
cussed deposits of iron ore in the "Aswan" area. 
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It is curious that whilst Egypt possesses such 
rich iron ores in great quantity in this area Lrü 
in the Eastern Desert, cast iron cost ,x-+;.140 per 
ton in Egypt in 1546 whilst it is produced at 
£E.20 per ton by the Tata Company in India. The 
same company produced corrugated iron for buildin_ s 
and roofing at under zE.1b per ton, whilst this 
important and mucn needed commodity now costs 
£E.75 per ton in Egypt. 
Development of Resources: The first step 
towards further develc;ment of mineral resources 
is to undertake a systematic geological mapping 
and prospecting of the country; the second step 
is to reconstruct at least the three roads which 
could serve the Eastern Desert south of Ouseir, ; an 
area of about 50,000 square miles, and, thirdly 
to remove sufficient restrictions to .110: the o pen- 
ing up of the kno,;n deposits of lean, zinc, copper, 
nickle, tin, oif rcme , chromite , gold, ilmenite , 
grúp izíte , suipaur flourspar, m; gnesite, 
clay; s sä.a s , r-o__ .- makíng materials in Sout..ern 
and. of marble and ornamental stones on a 
moderate scale, sufficient to supply local re _yuire- 
mente, and at the same time train miners and fore- 
men for the contemplated large -scale future develop- 
ment of these deposits and of the many undeveloped 
deposits of other materials which are known, but 
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not yet ZnvestiHúted. 
Such a polio,; ,Voulu give employment to 
thousands of menYl) thus extending the habitable 
area of' Egypt in what are now desert areas. At 
the sarcle tulle, this work would provide practical 
experience for the growing supply of trained 
Egyptian engineers and mining graduates. 
Labour Force: 
The foregoing analysis of the mineral supply 
of Egypt justifies the general view that Egy t 
is lacking in fuel anu iron resources. however 
it does not follow that the further industrial- 
ization of Egypt is therefore impossible. 
In this connection it is worthy of note 
that after a realistic analysis of the nature 
and source of national power Bertrand hussel con- 
cluded that such power is de -oendent on two f actors: 
the number of population and extent to which the 
nation t s population is capable of public organiza- 
tion, and the minera r- esources that the nation 
possesses.(°) 
With regard to t he first point , it is obvious 
that Egypt had an excessive agrarian labour forceÇ i 
In fact, there isprobably no in.- :astry in the country 
(1) The numb r of men employed in mining and 
quarrying Is nowi about 11,000. 
(2) hussel, B.A. "The prospects of industrial 
Civilization" London, George =en Ltd. Unwin Crp.l 
(3) See ch. "Is Egypt Overpopulated" image 
2.6 p.1v'd 
that coula not recruit all the unskilled labour it 
re,.íuired within a few days or weeks. 
'ihat however, is lacking is an adequate 
supply of skilled workers and technically trained 
personnel. But to remove this want, we require 
more capital to invest in human beings 7 to feed, 
to educate and train them property and not merely 
a larger sup,.ly of men and women.l) This will 
tend to increase the supply of slLilled labour 
reduce the present high premium attached to it. 
The nucleus of the new labour force is to 
found in the vast number of technicians he 
received some training in the workshops of the 
Allied Expeditionary Forces during the last war, 
and in the graduates of technical schools who are 
at present rotting in clerical jobs in the ad- 
ministration. The period of training in industri 
art schools could be reduced by eliminating the 
unnecessary subjects added during the Great De- 
pression, when it was thought advisable to 
lengthen the period of training as a measure for 
combating unemployment. In the building industry 
mobile labour units could be formed, while village 
labourers could be mobilized to help build their 
dwellings. The supply of skill could also be 
increased by importing foreign workers from 
industrially advanced countries and from the 
displaced person's camps in Europe. On the 
.ï 
(1) See "Principles of Economics "by A.Marshall - ch 
technical education page 209 and ;uaae 
on 
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managerial side use could be made of the large 
number of civil servants who had first hand exper- 
ience-of business while acting as seuestrators in 
businesses owned by enemy aliens during the war. 
3. The Internal Market: On the side of demand, 
it is clear that we have a population big enough 
to enable us to realize fully the economics of 
division of labour and capitalistic production. 
That in practice, however, division of labour is 
extremely iri:erfect, and large scale enterprises 
are still few in our country is explained by. the 
fact that mere numbers do not define the extent 
of the Egyptian market. Potential consumers must 
have enough income to be effective purchasers 
and an increase of numbers which is not accompanied 
by /growth of purchasing power may restrict rather 
than widen the market for industrial goods. (1) 
This is obvious in the case of luxury goods , the 
demand for which increases with the income of the 
purchaser; ten men with bank balances buy more 
cars than a hundred persons who keep their savings 
in stockings. Eut this i6 true of even the 
common necessities of life in our country. Where, 
as in the U.K., income pal head is high enough to 
cover expenditure on these _nd something over, 
increase of numbers is followed by exr _tnsíon of 
(l) See "income." ..C. Pigon, McMillan Cm. Londor? 
1946, cha-:,ter II. 
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consumption and investment, ,Ihich takes ,lace 
i ,c..ey endently of short -period variation, of nation 
income. But if income per lead is alread; loa, as 
in our country, increasing population may restrict 
individual consampticn more than it adds tc the 
number of purchasers or temporarily maintains 
consumption at the expense of permanent investment 
and long -term income. The existence of unsatis- 
fied human want is not equivalent to effective 
demand. Otherwise we should not have a slowly 
expanding,: output of cloth, even though millions 
in the country go about insufficiently clothed. 
But the lick of such an internal market-is 
more serious since it is determined by the loa 
level of earnings of the farm population. again 
we cannot successfully develop mixed farming and 
cultivation of protective foods, unless we create 
anuexpand the market for higher agricultural 
products. But these markets are usually provided 
by concentrations of urban population in command of 
higher purchasing payer. The prosperity of 
Danish agriculture and the success of Danish Co- 
operatives have been g neatly helped by the easy 
access they enjoy to the wealthy market of the 
United K_ingd) m , and our agriculture will bec. r 
efficient in proportion as our country is industria. 
ized. 
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4. Industry bL.sed on Aricultural Products: 
The best hope of industrial gro.,th is from 
the manufacture o the ,roducts of Egypt's 
agriculture. Several spinnim: and weaving 
factories are in operation, which owe their 
success largely- to the production cf cheap. &cods 
for local consumption, particularly by the peasant 
Vtiile these may grow Some day to the extent of 
providing most of the fabrics in local use, it wil 
obviously be a long time before they can success- 
fully produce manufactured goods of sufficiently 
high quality- for the foreign markets. One great 
obstacle to cotton spinning. is the climate with 
its great diurnal variations in temperature and 
humidity.(1) 
Fruit -acking is frequently advanced as 
Egypt's most hopeful industry. Judging from t1 
quality and abundance of her excellent tropical 
and subtropical fruits unu her accessibility to 
Europe, this industry ought to be able to employ 
thousands. But Egyptians themselves recognise 
that the moral quality of her labour in such 
activities must be greatly- improved before 
they can succeed. In spite of laws and inspectors 
- 
(1) Humidifiers have been tried on a small scale, 
but for large scale operations making the finer 
fabrics, the cost is considered prohibitive. 
frecuent complaints come back from foreL,n countrie 
regarding mixed varieties of cotton and shipments 
of rice ana onions gone bad through careless 
handling or failure to sort oint spoiled pieces. 
Scope for Small Industri:: s . 
The author believes that ade ÿuate scope shoulà 
be provided for small -scale and rural industries 
along with large scale industries, i.e. to bring 
the rork to the w erker. (1) 
This is important as a means of reducing the 
0 
rleed for capital - -particularly the external.- 
Yoreover it offers emfloymen.t to the ever increas- 
L)íng agrarian population. 
,- The average agricultural worker in Egy }.t, work 
only 180 -'613 du s 1"cr ear. This means that he 
remains semi -idle for about half the year. Tais 
number of working da s may even be :less in cert,:" a 
districts ana will certainly decrease in the future 
after the inevitable introduction of moen 




population, aggravates the r.roblei:: 
among small farmers in gener 
particular. 
The Egyptian Government therefore, must 
1 and 
do its 
,best to encourage cottage industries so as to enable 
(1) See "Scotland's Changing; 
by H. Tt-ltt1ï::Z'1n.5tm .l'a6`; 
Fo rewara 
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uh.e p corer people in the villa. es Lc Lse their 
leisure time profitably. The ork must start at 
existin, levels, primitive as they may be, then I 
think we may find it posible to blend ii,h the 
existing culture and habits a sp.itable kind of what 
is called "modern technology" which the workers can 
P make their o ;n ana which they can then continue to 
adapt, increase and improve just as the developed 
countries did. 
l The present writer does not think it needs to 
take as lon_, as might be assumed. Two or three 
¡gears 
might accomplish amazing results, even with 
the most backward peoples. The following industri, 
are now being practised in some villages which are 
near to the big cities of Cairo, 1,1exandria and the 
provincial cities of Upper and Lower -,; ;y y t. 
1. Popular cloth weaving on hang- looms: The 
average production per loom per month is about 250 
metres. These looms helped a great deal in the 
provision of the cloth during the last war. 
2. Carpet, rug azla. Blanket making. 
. Basket -making a,:u kindred industries 
In villages where there are many- palm trees, 
basket and rope -making from dry palm branches and 
palm fibre has been encouraged. 
4. In some villages, the straw plaiting, used as 
a foundation for the tarboosh (fez) has been made. 
5. Needlework, knitting and dressmaking. In each 
C` 
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Social Centre and hur&l Welfare Society groups of 
girls _have been formed for instruction in needle'icrd1 , 
knitting ana dressmaking under the guidance of 
resident nurses and other visiting instructors. 
This has helped in proving a scarce of income for 
poorer village girls and has enabled them to use 
their leisure time _.rofitably. 
Similarly, there is a still greater field for 
immediate development in terms oí the next few_ 
years at very low cost in the translation of 
modern engineering and technological processes into 
small- scale operations and operations specialized 
for application to give locaî resources. All over 
the country then are existing laboratories and 
experiment stations , not nearly enough of them 
but enough to produce results that would amaze any 
of us in a ma -titer of two or three years, if they 
could apply their known methods and train people 
in such application. Research people are to 
certainextent available in Egypt, and astonishing 
accomplishments might be made if their efforts 
were directed properly towards the improvement 
of industries b ::.sed on agricultural products. 
5. The Hydro - Electrical Projects: 
The generation of hydro- electric power from 
the great dams and reservoirs of the River Nile is 
an important project for further industrializing 
the country. These projects and the subsidiary 
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industries can easily absorb thousands of the 
uemployec agrarian population. 
The most important project of these is she 
electrification of the Aswan Dam. (1) This 
project las been the subject of interminable 
studies, procrastination and intrl-;ue since its 
announcement as practical - roposition in 
Plans for its execution were laid don in 
but were-postponed indefinitely; in the economy 
campaign of that After the last ::ter trie 
r;ro j ect was revived and in 3 <;._iu _1 y. 19,17) the sun 
of 10 million was appropriated out cf the General 
reserve to finance the scheme pending the issue 
of an internal loan. Barring unforeseen con- 
tingencies it is exected to be finished by 
1903. 
The projected power installations will have a 
capacity of 450,000 H.P. They -will supply lsxge 
rural areas with electricity :.nd, through the 
(l) The Aswan Dam was built in 1902, ever Since the' 
has given tremendous impetus to the deVelo pmen-c of 
perennial irrigation and the cultivation of summe 
crops, particularly cot.ton.- It was hef6irbened in 
1912 and retie ightene d in 1933 for the same purpose, 
so that its stor.a,:e capacity at present amounts to 
a 5 milliard cubic metres, holdin3 water level of t. 
river. The total length of the Den is 2.141 metre 
and it contains 188 sluices. Its construction up ti 
and including the final stage has cost a little 
of )::l million. (see fig. ) 
e 
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establishment of iiumping stations, extend the area 
of perennially irrigated land by about 250,000 acre 
but-its main objects are twofold. The first is to 
ÿ roviüe power for a large electro-chemical piaht 
for the manufacture of nitrogenous fertilizers to 
supply half . gy: is annual re iirernents of between 
600,000 and 800)000 tons. The other is to create 
an electro- metalburgical industry based on the 
non-sulphurous dark Lematite ore near Aswan, which 
is rich in iron oxide, the contents varying from 
bb to 88 %t1) And althoig h this industry may. not 
satisfy' all the c,ntry's needs of iron and steel 
goods, it will be a valuable asset in the national 
economy. And finally, the cheap power that will 
be available when the scheme is completed will no 
doubt encourage the initiation of other small 
industries, d may result in a reduction in the cot 
cf roduction of firms already j established. 
In concluding this analysis of Egypt's 
prospects of industrial development, it may be 
expedient to emphasize the several most salient 
points discussed. That Egypt will continue to 
industrialize is a generally accepted fact. But 
the writer does not suggest that Egypt is likely 
to become an industrial country to the exclusion 
(1) It is estimated that there are some lb million 
tons of this ore 
3 
see Re port of the Gooúwill 
Trade Mission to Egypt, 1.45-46. 
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of agriculture. 
A spectacular growth of industry is not to be 
expected as long as the internal market remains 
limited by the poverty of the masses, while exports 
of finished goods are at present unthinkable. 
Egyptian industries will be restricted to- 
the relatively few branches in which raw materials 
are obtained on the spot, such as tanning aid 
leathcrwork, cotton textiles, sugar, chemical 
industries, papers etc. , or in which tiffe imp orted 
raw material forms only a small part of total coat; 
e.g. cigarettes, furniture, e tc . 
/ 
But above all 
Egypt should concentrate on agricultural industries 
dairying, preserved fruit and vegetables, jams, 
sauces etc. Here economic factors seem to be 
favourable and the main obstacles ma.;- be described 
as social, i.e. the absence of high standards of 
cleanliness and professional hones-*; indispensable 
in such ind, stries. 
Nevertheless there seem to be good: prospects 
for Egyptian mining, especially oil ana iron ore, 
in which an e xport trade may be built uì.. Moreover 
the ex Mansion of oil production, and possibly the 
electrification of Aswan Dam, mc,y solve Egypt's 
fuel problem and rennve one of the main obstacles 
in the way of industrialization. Another obstacle, 
the inefficiency of labour, and dearth of technician 
will also become less acute as more experience is 
9 
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is gained, and education becomes more widespread. 
,V' le must also bear in mind that there is a 
cert_:in amount of fall:_c in the suggestion that 
in iustri s will find employment for an unlimited 
increase in population. At the most, as far as 
can be seen at present; ind.ustr ma;; absorb a few 
hundred thousand additional workers cut of a pop- 
ulation that soon may approach Ll million. 
But the development of cottage industries by 
bringing; pork to the worker - (p oÿulat cloth 
o weaving on hand -looms; carpet -rug -and blanket- 
making; basket -making , needle «ork ¿nu knitting; 
and kindred industries...etc.) will give work to 
the ever- increasing agrarian p o ulation ; take thorn' 
out of their f armer context; break the cake of 
custom and permit the _rowth of new individualistic 
aspiration; . It is also important to ::omen as a 
moans of giving them ner independence and a milieu 
\or the disemin .ticn of new ideas. 
The promotion gf industry as a ;;hole in Egypt 
has vital t ;art in the Egyptian Economy. For 
except in s_ ;rsely peopled countries of extensive 
cultivation, euch as New Zealand or Argentina; it 
is impossible to attain a decent standard of 
living on agriculture alone. The main reason 
for the rosi.,erity o western European: agriculture 
compared to that of the Balkans is that the farmer 
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produced for an internal or external ino.ustrial 
market... :kgrículiure can be prosperous if it is 
integrated in an industrí 1 system which at once 
draws off its surplus labour and buys i Ls produce. 
Meantime the higher gages to be obtained in inuustry 
ill tend to raise the wags and the standard of 
living in the country, either directly by offering 
a visible standard of comparison, or indirectly by 
causing a movement to the towns. In return the 
i rosperíty of inoustry will be increased by an 
improvement in the standard of living in the 
country district as tl í_ :ill lead to an e ffective 
demand for a wider range of articles. 
CHAPTER 15. 
IMPORTANCE OF INVISIBLE EXPORTS. 
Tourism - Egypt as a tourist centre - the 
development of shipping and air transport. 
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Importance of Invisible Exhorts. 
Among the means of increasing the national 
wealth-in Egypt we must not fail to mention 
"invisible exports" which - if well organised - 
make no small c6ntribution to the Treasury and 
to economic life in generate -) 
(1) Tourism. 
Until very recently, the Egyptian tourist 
industry was the only item of importance under 
this heading; although this was loosely organ- 
ized and not exploited to the best advantage) 
Yet tourist trade develops national assets in which 
Egypt is particularly rich: namely its historic 
interest, its invigorating climate; itsr.íctur- 
esque scenery and its opportunity for sports; 
in the exploitation of which a considerable capital 
expenditure has been made on hotel accommodation 
and other attractions. 
From the economic aspect, modern tourist 
traffic is significant in that it indicates and 
to some extent itself occupies the large place 
(1) The importance of "invisible exports" in general 
may be judged from the fact that the "invisible expo ts" 
between the member nations of the Eurolean Economic 
Co- operation in 1:-.)4--) was stated to be 2,500,000;000 
dollars as against b,000,000,000 dollars of visible 
exports. (The Scotsman 12th May 150) . 
(2) Tourism in Egypt is directed b; the "Department o' 
Tourism "aii_iexed to the Egyptian Ministry of National 
Economy. 
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belonging-10 services as distinct from goods in the 
economy of to -day. Physical goods, their production, 
distribution and consumption, were for long the 
familiar objects of economic analysis, .while services 
remained comparatively neglected. In recent years, 
however, .rith increased mobility of p ers ons and 
higher standards of living in many countries have 
probably become a relatively- l ròer part of tt al 
output and they have recently begun to receive more 
attention, with which tourists are principally 
concerned - transport and hotels. Moreover the 
short term movement oi consumers is an important suppie- 
ment and often an important alternative to the 
movement of goods and services. Many goods and 
services can be traded by being moved physically 
to consumers, other goods and services which cannot 
be moved can be traded if consumers will move to 
them. The effect of tourist traffic is thus to 
extend the possible range of trade and increase 
its possible volume. 
All forms of passenger transport, by land, sea, 
or air, depend (to a great extent) for their live- 
lihood upon tourists; and while it is not 
possible to measure that dependence with any accuracy, 
a rough indication of it is given in many countries by 
the marked and fairly regular seasonal variation which 
passenger transport often exhibits. 
All these economic advantages inspire us to 
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believe that the tourist industry in Egypt, if it is 
well organised and exploited to the best advantage 
can be of:great benefit to several branches of local 
trade and industry and will be a permanent source of 
foreign exchange. 
As a tourist centre, Egypt has at present four 
attractions to offer:- 
1. Its uni.....ue winter climate, with abundant 
sunshine, scarcity of rain and mild Invigorating 
v4eather. This by itself should prove a very power- 
ful magnet to Western Europeans during the winter 
season. It may be pointed out that Cairo has an 
average of over 6 hours of daily- sunshine in January 
whereas London's average is less than i hours a 
in the same time. 
2. Its ancient and medieval structure and monument 
some of which are known to almost every schoolboy 
throughout the world. 
3. Its spas and health resorts. In the neighbour 
hood of Cairo alone there are three springs of miner 
water with recognised therapeutic value. At 
present they are but primitively exploited, whereas 
they can be very profitably capitalised. 
4. The immortal battlefields of the second World 
War. There is no doubt that one of the decisive 
battles in history was fought on Egyptian soil along 
the North West Coast. The names of Sidi-Barrani, 
Mersa-Matruh and Alamein have come to rank with the 
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towns of Flanders and Picardy which have acquired a 
lasting-historic interest. On the analogy of those 
early battlefields, our own should ,rove a great 
draw to many thousands either for sentimental 
reasons (e.g. to old warriors and their families) 
or out of mere curiosity. 
In addition, the climate of Egypt in summer, 
especially in the coastal resorts is deplorably 
neglected. And if our summer climate does not 
attract to the country as many summer visitors as 
we should like, an imrrovement in the resorts will 
at least draw a considerable number of Egyptians who, 
for lack of reasonable amenities at home, look for 
them at the long-established and well -organised 
European centres. 
All these considerations urge us to bring- back 
to Egypt the position it held in tourism before the. 
war. Between 13b and 1939, the number of visitors 
that Egypt received early varied from 42,670 to 
39,702, ex,endíng on the average an estimated 
£10,000000 a year. In 1948 the number of 
tourists did not exceed 2,328, and their expenditure 
is estimated ut no more than £2'32,800 - a trivial 
proportion of the pre-war income, even if we were to 
disregard the fall in purchasing power of the £.l. 
True, the cholera epidemic, the Palestinian war 
and the adverse ÿ ropoganda carried out by some for 
purposes of their own, have had a noticeable effect i 
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reducing the number of tourists coming to Egypt. 
But we have hopes that by organising propogánda 
abroad, by simplifying customs formalities; by 
creating a special branch of the Police to look after 
the interests of tourists, by raising the cultural 
and moral level of guides and ínterpretors, by pro - 
viding entertainment and satisfactory accommodation, 
Egypt will once again be in the forefront of tourist 
centres, and that she will recapture from such rivals 
as Italy and France the piofitable trade that they 
have deflected from her. 
Further, the tourist industry in Egypt must 
adopt a new outlook. In the past it has catered for 
a few wealthy visitors, who had plenty of time and 
money in their hands. But now- a- ca::s: it is not a 
rich man's affair only, but something that can be 
enjoyed by all classes. It would seem then a sound 
policy if we tried to tap those large numbers of 
middle -class tourists who get a snort annual holiday. 
The great development in air transport has made it 
possible for any European national with only a 
fortnight's holiday to spend at least 10 days in 
Egypt. If a class of people finds suitable hotels 
at moderate charges, and other facilities such as 
reduced railway fares and st.cond -class sleeping 
cars (as in Europe), the odds are that any active 
publicity campaign to attract them will be amply 
rewarded. 
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In short, we must make the most of the wonder- 
ful gifts nature has bestowed u -on us and our fore- 
fathers _have be ,ueathed us. This cannot be achiev- 
ed aihhout some initial capital expenditure on 
improvements and amenities to Atract not only the 
few who are wealthy, but the many whose means are 
moderate. The latter in themselves have an 
immense potential publicity value. If Switzerland 
is the "Playground of Europe", Egypt can easily beco] 
the "Rendez- vous" of the whole worldçl) 
le 
2. The development of shipping and 
air transport. 
Another possibility that has lately been 
exploited is the development of shipping and- air 
transport. In 1938 Egypt had 52 sea and ocean 
gibing vessels of 56,887 tonsÇG) Some Egyl.tian- 
ships did valuable work during the war and a few 
were lost by enemy action. But new ships have 
been added since the war ended. Bank Misr did the 
pioneering work in this direction, and now other 
companies, controlled by well known Egyptian 
capitalists, are assisting in bringing to the country 
(1) Even during the years of the second ,; orlñ War 
Swiss holiday resorts received large numbers of 
forei-;n visitors 92,865 in 1943 and 74,713 in 1944. 
(Statemarls Year book 1946; p. 1293) . 
(2) Statesman's Year Look 1946, p. 866. 
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vaiu-,1e foreign exchange and in offering a new 
kind of employment to Tgyptian youth. It is 
significant that the tonnage of goods loaded .nu 
unloaded at Egyptian ports in an ordinary year 
amounts to about c. million tons, of ;which the 
share of Egypt is almost negligible. Egypt must 
aim, therefore, at building up an adequate merchant 
navy. This will not only allow the country to 
partake of a larger share of the lucrative trade of 
transporting hei own imports and exports, but will 
also not leave us, in times of emergency, short 
of shipping space for the importation of essential 
commodities. 
Passenger transport is hardly less important. 
Each year some 50,000 pasengers leave ; gyptia1 
ports and a similar number arrive. Air traffic. 
is also increasing in volume and regularity. Apart 
from the prestige to be gained by Egypt's participa- 
tion in this traffic, the cash returns are uite 
handsome. 
To complete our brief account of invisible 
exports reference should be made to the growing 
number of Egyptians who earn their living abroad 
in different professional capacities. They are 
(1) In 1940 goods loaded amounted to 3,045,000 tons, 
and goods unloaded to 4,902,000 giving a total of 
7,974,000 tons. Statistical Pocket Book; Cairo, 
194E, p. 240. 
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naturally distributed in Middle 1Jast countries 
there Arabic is 
also become the 
Vorld, and has 
to the schools 




centre in the. Arab 
hundredsof students 
And aithouLh nis 
item adds but comparatively little to EgyptIs - 
annual income, yet it is a welcome scurce in that 
it is fairly new and eatable of further growth. 
CHAPTER 16. 
TWO MAIN NEEDS 
Trained men - capital. 
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The tentative proposals made in the previous 
chapters for tackling the problem of population in 
Egypt suggest that the country is in some measure 
willing to solve the problem and fight against the 
evils of poverty, hunger, illiteracy and disease. 
How much she can do in the next few years and ho 
far she can go in the population policy will depend 
primarily on two main thixgs - (1) how many 
trained men will be available to help in puttin; 
the population policy into practice; and (2) what 
extra supplies of capital will Egypt be able to 
obtain from abroad, over and above what the country 
can pay for itself. Only if Egypt can ac,uire 
these in sufficient quantity and quickly enough 
can she put the "Ghost of Malthus" back into the 
cupboard. 
I. The need for traine a men. 
The ability of Egypt to develop her economic 
resources and raise lier standards of living depends 
on the country's success in raising the product- 
ivity of the individuai worker. The increased 
use of capital etuipment, whether in the form of 
irrigation works, power stations, or farm tractors, 
will only be possible and can only bring its full 
benefits if the kn owledge and skill of the Egyptian 
enable the country to use this ecuipmer_t effect- 
ively. 
Thus an essentiel part of Egypt's population 
policy is the provision of trained men whether 
social workers, experts or craftsmen, to carry out 
the projects already suggested in this thesis, to 
initiate other schemes in the programme, and to 
raise the level of technical skill among agricultur 
and industrial workers. It is for this reason tha 
in addition to directly productive projects, sao- 
vision must be made for training institutes, 
technical schools, research laboratories, field 
stations; experimental farms other agencies 
through which knowledge can be increased and dis- 
seminated. These schemes, although many of them 
are small in terms of capital cost, are indis- 
p.ens.ble to the success of the population policy as 
a whole . 
The extent and nature of the need for technica 
experts depend on the size of Lgpt's own technical 
resources, on the success it has had in the post - 
war years in recruiting and retaining personnel fror 
overseas, and on the new demands arising from its 
development 1 r ogramme . The present iriter laid 
particular stress on the expahsíon of agriculture 
through large multi -purpose projects. It is not 
surprising therefore that the keenest demand is for 
civil, electrical, mechanical and hydraulic 
engineers experienced in the construction of large 
dams, the erection of hydro- electric stations and 
4 
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the laying out and operation of irrigation and 
drainage work. Experts in social science and 
management atironorrients and ecologists are ecually 
necessary. Then there are those who have to 
organise and propagate birth control methods 
besides those who have to organise the instruction 
of settlers in the Sudan and Iraq in improved 
methods of cultivation, the use of fertilizers, the 
use and maintenance of modern e:_huipmei:it and the 
introduction of power driven equipment to cottage 
industry. To bring the multi -purpose projects to 
seedy fruition this wide range of experts must be 
on had at the right time and in sufficient numbers 
There are three main ways of overcoming the 
shortage of trained men: 
(1) By training more people in Egy -pt; 
() By ensuring that adequate training facilities 
for more Egyptian students are available overseas 
in universities, technical schools, public utilítie 
and private manufacturing establishments cf all 
kinds; 
(:3) By obtaining more trained men from abroad. 
A. Local training: There arc ?zany people 
in Egypt who are skilled in village crafts and in 
working as individuals with simple tools, using 
traditional methods. There are few however, who 
have had any training in large scale industrial 
production or in applying modern techni4ue to 
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agriculture. It is not simply a question of the 
top -grade expert. Hundreds of these will certainl 
be wanted, but so too will thousands and thousands 
of foremen and skilled and serh- skilled workers who 
must be trained locally, and even in the case of 
the most highly skilled technicians it will often 
be more satisfactory to provide training inside 
Egrt. The expansion of training facilities in 
Egypt is thus a vital element in our plan for 
economic development. The Egyptian government of 
to -day hasplans for the expansion of its existing 
institutions of higher education, and is paying 
particular attention to establishments to increase 
the skill of the ordinary worker and to train 
farmers in the use of -rieir implements, the use 
of improved seeds and the application of fertilizer 
Egypt in 194E had no fewer than 2 b trade_ 
schools; three of them conducted by benevolent 
societies under government supervision, the rest 
government school. These schools give thorough 
education over a matter of five years free of 
charge. 
There are also 22(1) industrial schools and 
5 engineering Faculties - two in Cairo and the thir 
(1) The Statistical pocket yearbook of 1945. 
Egypt, p. 50. 
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in Alexandria. As to agricultur l technical 
schools there are onl 5 and rural cehtresP-) 
Ine present output of trained Len is therefore 
insufficient to meet growing needs, _IL, if ade.íuate 
exp,nsion is to take place in the country, then 
substantial assistance gill be needed from over- 
seas to provide full.), competent staff end the 
necessary equipment. 
B. Tr nine; overseas: Egypt must send as many 
of her students abroad as she can afford. In 
Great Britain for example , the Univel sities ,hd 
University Colleges at the beginning of the accede-. 
year 1948 -49 had a total student population 
mainly full time, of about 100,000 of ;Thom nearly 
8,000 came from overseas (about 400 from Egypt.) 
It is hoped that it will be possible to 
increase this number in future years. Certainly 
the need for increased facilities abroad for study 
and research in agriculture, meaicine, engineering 
and education will continue for many years ahead. 
An important facility fer overseas training is 
that provided by private firms which make arr,nge- 
ments for apprentices and s tudents to spend a 
period in their factories ac;uirind knowledge of 
(1) ibid, p. 79. 
the methods of production and the problems of 
management. This type of training is Jarticularl 
valuable in view of the ,luíck practical benefits 
it can give to the country. 
There are albo 150 Egyptian Government employ 
training in the U.S.A. under the terms of 
President Truman's fourth point, from vhom valuabl' 
assistance may be expected in due course provided 
their number can be speedily augmented. 
C. Getting exerts from overseas: The 
provision for training, whether in Egy-pt itself or 
overseas, cannot meet the most urgent needs; that 
must be satisfies if the _,rogrammes for economic 
development are to be achieved recruitment from 
overseas of a sufficient number of scientific 
technical an.- educational secialists. It is 
impossible to say at this stage exactly how great 
the demand will be over the next five years but 
the present writer estimates that approximately 
100 overseas experts will be needed. This total 
will comprise 60 engineers; 10 agricultural and 10 
industrial experts and 20 medical specialists of c 1 
sorts. 
The length of time for which a a1.°tícular man 
is needéd varies from a few months to three or mor 
years. 
By these three means it will be possible to 
provide an Initial corps of trained men in every 
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department of productive work and the framework of 
a training system to perpetuate such a corps_ in t he 
futur . 
2. The need for capital 
The shertae of cp ital is the main limitation 
on the execution of the population policy described 
in this thesis. This arises simply from the 
poverty of the country. Its productivity- c nd 
national income per head are so low that the tax 
structure is inevitably narrow and the taxable 
capacity inadeuate; the flow of savings is 
insufficient; for tige great mass of the people have 
no margin above subsistence level. Conseuently 
there are very limited resources .:°mich to 
finance the capital expenditure re _;aired for develop- 
ment. In Egypt the total home -financed investmen 
is now about 3 per cent of the national income; i 
some advanced countries this figure runs about 20 
per cent, and in most advanced countries it is as 
much as five times the Egyptian figure. 
The present situation is in the nature of a 
vicious circle. Economic development cannot pro- 
ceed because the rate of saving is inadequate; 
saving does not take place because there is insuffi 
Tent development. The problem then is to find 
means of remedying this shortage of capital. 
Development will by its own momentum ultimatel- 
bring about a solution for, as productive power 
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and nätional income rise, so the proportion of the 
national income that can be saved watt grow. The 
amount of savings available therefore rises cum- 
ulatively until at a high stage of development the 
country cal finance a high level of development 
expenditure. 
Yet the traditional means b; \,hich the vicious 
circle of lack of savings aria lack of development 
has been broken is by in_ j ecti on of foreign invest- 
ment. Without the use of external resources the 
government must either restrict its development 
programme or divert internal resources to 
development work by cutting dose the standard of 
living. The latter ,recess coulu be achieved 
by a ruthless mobilization of the economy including 
uirect action to cut consumption. 1:aternatively i 
ceulu be accomplished by inflation. This would be 
a slower and less obvious , rocess ; but it would jus 
as inevitably involve a reduction in living sts.__,_: r- 
Indeed it might also have other serious conse.juence 
for it would tend to discourage savings still 
further, and might adversely affect production. 
Egy.,t needs a large initial stimulus in the 
form of foreign investment. She needs more goods 
to enable her to carry out her development 
programme - not only capital ¿ocas, but also 
consumer goods for the workers engL,ged on the 
different projects - the foreign investment rrovide 
s. 
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these goods. In other words, it enables the 
country to have a berger balance of payments 
deficit than would otherwise be possible. This 
is the primary function of the foreign investirent. 
Without it the country would not be able te afford 
to buy from abroad sufficient capital or consumer 
goods and the development programme c cule not be 
carried out. 
At the saïr.e time foreign investment can 
incidentally help to provide the internal 
finance wnich the government needs to pay the 
workers ana the contractors for the development 
programme. The precise teciiní,i.ue by which the 
flow of capital from abroad is transmitted into 
finance for the government will vary from time 
to time. But in one way or another foreign 
investment can serve a double purpose, providing 
both external finance to meet the balance of 
payments deficit ana internal finance for the 
government. 
Yet the real obstacle to the importing of 
foreign capital is likely to be the l ti;n 
people themselves - government officials or privat= 
members of the intelligentsia. The evils aris- 
ing out of Egypt's excessive expenditure financed 
by foreign loans contracted between 1862 -73 are 
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fresh in many memories.l) The growing burden from 
the Suez Canal project augmented. by Ismail's enor- 
mous exr;enuiture at Constantinople and elsewhere, 
his sumptuous entertú,_nments, all terminated in 
the trü, íc selling of the canal share g2) and 
subsecuent deterioration of the national finance 
which led to the British occupation in 1682. This 
very recent history lingers in the minds of the 
t,eople causing a natural prejudice against indebted - 
ness abroad. 
Moreover E, pt is now facing a powerful ;wave 
of nationalistic feeling against the interventions 
of foreign states in the country's internal affirs. 
This feeling , in its origin purely political, has - 
undoubtedly repercussions in the economic field, for 
past experience has inevitably caused an association 
(1) Loans Contracted 1862 -1673. 
Year Lender. Nominal' o  al ' 
¡ value. 
DTet Allìo ït 
receive ' . 
1662 Frtiihling Goschen 2,2::3,000 2,640,010  
1864 " " 5,704,000 4,864,010 
1865 ,Anglo-Egyptian 3,387,000 2,750,0 0 
1866 rruhlng & Gosche- i 3,000,000 2,640,00 
1867 Banque imp. 0ttoMai2e 2,080,000 1,700,0 0 
1868 Oppenheim. 11,890,000 7,193,0 
1870 Oppenheim. 32,000,000 15,973,0 
1873 Bischoffsheim. 7,143,000 5,0000 0 
Total: 68,497,000 46 ,760.0 0 
(2) In 187b the 176,602 shares in the Suek., C psi.: l C omi any 
were sold by Khedive Ismail for z3,9l6,b82 to the 
British Government of Lora Beaconsfield. 
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in the public mind of foreign capital with 
political interference. 
Yet for'miclable as these obstacles are, the 
need to raise the standard of living and solve 
the population . roblem is paramount and demands a 
courageous combating of these prejudices by 
propaganda and education. .Egypt must realise 
that conditions have altered since the nineteenth 
century. Economic co- operation has become the 
normal practice between nations. International 
institutions such as the International Monetary 
Fund ana the International Bank for 'eccnstruction 
and Development have been founded; international 
economic plans have been launched such as the Marsha 
plan, the Colombo plan. All of these are dependent 
upon foreign capital and it is unthinkable nowadays 
that these exchanges :ould lead to the imperial- 
istic exploitation that Egypt fears. 
The Egyptians must, therefore, choose between 
two clearcut alternatives; either they will 
progress and solve their population problem by 
taking full advantage of the international economic 
facilities available, or tLe must resign themselves 
to j erretuation of the present conditions. The 
reasonable choice is obvious. 
`het the a Lilit of Egypt to obtain foreign inve 
ment funds is influenced by a number of factors. 
These include the ability to convince foreign 
11 
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investors or lendin institutions that she is 
prepared to use the funds effectively and to re p% 
them; the willingness of private individuals 
to make foreign investments; the willingness of 
individual governments to make inter-governmental 
loans; and the abilit;, of international financial 
institutions to meet demox_c_s upon themselves. ".'e 
cannot give any accurate in ormatien about these 
factors here , but the point that we must stress 
is that there must be greater security against 
the various risks to which foreign investors magi 
be exposed in 2jypt. 
The a..ilit oï our country to undertake Euch 
guarerltees dej..ehds on the anticipated p,osition 
of J,,,1_ » s balance of r a rents. Yet the un- 
certainties surround in the future balance of pay- 
ments pcsition of potential c ._.ital- iriiportin`; 
countries aíßù: other fáctors. affecting the security- 
of foreign investments :ave given rise to proposa1 
that the function oï gearnnteein transfer and 
perhaps other risks, be assumed by- the 4- evenhmenli 
of the capital-exporting country as the Internation; 
ink for Reconstruction. -na Development. Under 
current conditions, ho ever, emphasis natur1ly 
has been placed on unilateral guarantees by the 
government of the capital- exporting country. 
It is evident that such guarantees essentially 
shift the burden of risk from the individuea 
investor to the community as a whole in the 
capital-exporting country. To the extent that 
events m,_:y, re: juire guarantees to be made good on 
an appreciable scale, it may be more accurate to 
consider them as subsidies of foreign investment, 
since the possibility of financing them through 
premiums to be paid by the investors themselves 
may be regarded as remote. A government desiring 
a portion of its capital exports to take the form 
of private e c.juity investments may consider it 
legitimate to assume risks which individual 
investors are unwilling to undertake. 4) 
The guarantee which Egypt will offer may 
- 
take various forms. Assurance of transfer may be 
limited to income from the investment or may cover 
depreciation and depletion allowances as well as 
the capital itself. Guarantees may cover transfer 
of the proceeds of the voluntar sale of assets; 
and of compensation in the event of nationalization 
or forced sale, to nationals of the capital - 
importing country. Coverage may vary according 
to the amount or type of income or capital 
guaranteed and also according to the time within 
which t he guarantee is to be made effective. . The 
guarantee may be extended to cover not merely 
(1) Provision for governmental guarantees of 
private foreign investments is contained in the J.S. 
Economic Co- operation Act of 1,,.±8 as amended in 
l x9 b, Public Law 17 of 81st Congress. 
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transfer risks but also t íe risk 01 ïosss of income 
or capital result r_ from specific events outside 
the investor's control, such as confiscation, 
inade uute compensation for nationüliL.tion, war, 
civil iisturbances, etc. :although guarantees 
are usually thought of in the form of assurance, 
relating to equity capital they ma., assume the 
form of government loans or government-guaranteed 
loans to domestic enterprises for financing 
foreign operations - repayment to depend upon the 
earning of a specific profit. 
In view of these fundamental facts the 
present writer strongly believes that loans to 
Egypt will be made in the hope that pr o,re s s ive ly 
she may reach the stage at whbh self -financing 
will not be an empty word. 
Let us now examine the other side of the 
problem - the amount of capital we re:_yuire for the 
whole population policy. 
It is extremely difficult to estimate the 
amount of capital we sal re,.Fuire. In the first 
place this will de b. end upon the kind of economic 
development we want to erect in our country. If 
we aim at autarchy or a high degree of industrial 
self -sufficiency, we shall need full complement 
cf heavy, medium and light industries, and the 
amount of cÚ.ß ital necessary to achieve our objective 
would be large. On the other hand, we may 
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concentrate on those industries in respect of 
which we enjoy natural advantages securing the 
residue of -manufacturers by way of international 
trade, and as thse would be chiefly "light" 
industries, our capital needs would be smaller too 
If our industrial policy were guided by economic 
considerations alone, YVe should have a structure 
of the second type rather than the first. The 
reasons for this choice are obvious. We have, in 
the first place, a small supply of capital and an 
abundance of labour. -e , therefore, enjoy a 
natural advantage in respect of light industries. 
Secondly, our aggregate need for capital will 
depend on whether we choose to plan our economic 
development or leave it to the forces of 
"Laissez Faire" economy. The choice will'influenie 
the amount of capital we shall want. 
Planned development will call for larger 
capital than unco-ordinated expansion under 
"Laissez Faire" and the expansion of individual 
industries receive flore attention than those which 
arise from the simultaneous growth of a variety 
of enterprises. This often results in arrested 
development of the former simply because other 
industries necessary to support them on the side of 
demand or supply are non -existent or undeveloped. 
On the other hand under planning the development o 
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different industries is co- ordin,Aed; they act 
ano. re -act upon one another proviciin6 raw materials 
and markets for one another and creatir by their 
simultaneous aro\ th a fune of experience anu a 
climate of opinion in which adaptation becomes 
easy. 
Both economic and non -economic considerations 
suggest that we shoulu have a sort of loose plannin. 
to our economic development, rather than leave it to 
the forces of the free market. We have to make up 
a Lena leeway and create new employment o l ortuniti; 
on an enormous scale , any.: thecae can be done by a so 
of loose plannin .. 
Era muca capital, then, do we re uire to 
evolve an economic development that will be _: big 
step forward towards solving Egypt's population 
problem? ;ritín : on the industrialization of the 
countries of Eastern and Southern Europe in which 
basic economic conditions resemble those in our 
country, P.N. -i osenstein Rodan c::ncludes that the 
amount of money re .LLuired per worker can be put at 
between X500 to z1Sz)0. The estimate is based 
upon a classific,..tion of industries into heavy, 
ru .díum and light, includes provision for housing, 
(1) See "Industrialization of Eastern and South East 
ern Europe" b; F.H. Rosenstein Rod,an, Economic 
Journal, Sept. 194. 
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communications and public utilities, and allows 
for a certain number of heavy industries in the 
scheme, though light and medium industries - in 
particular the former - preponderate. 
If we adopt the standard suggested above 
we shall re(.uire for a working population of five 
millions an aggregate capital supply of 1,00 
million pounds.l) To this sum have to be 
added an appropriate amount to cover the cost of 
maintaining old and new ca_.ital and a further 
quantity to provide for irrigation (Nile Schemes) 
and the development of agriculture in general. 
In other words, if we are going to depend upon Mr. 
hodan's estimate, the total ca..ital may reach 
3000 million pounds, which seems high bearing in 
mind that our national income is only 50L million 
-pounds. For this reason the present writer does 
not feel competent to estimate the total c: l:it1. 
re euired for the whole plan since he depends s upon 
one source of information only - that of Mr. 
hodan. The population problem in Egypt as shown 
in this thesis ie so wide that it touches almost 
every side of economic development in the country. 
Hence, to translate all these f::.ctmTs into terms 
of the capital needed for tieir solution is clearl: 
a task for a committee expert in financial co st- 
ing. The Pattern of the committee and the 
procedure re,uired is seen in the "Colombo Plan 
for Cc -o ;eratíi e Economic Development in South and 
South East Asia" ',;:nu it is the ÿ -e sent writer's 
earnest hope that the services of the British 
experts on the Colombo Plan Committee may be 
available as advisors to the Egyptian Committee 
here s Bested. These experts, with their 
_reviou:: ex _erience in South and South "past Asi a, 
would bring the work of theEgyptian Committee from 
the realm of theory on to a praLctíca1 footing,. 
In the Colombo Plan the figures covering, 
period of six years were as folio, s - India álc, 
Pakistan Ceylon 60, Malaya and British 
Borneo 61 million pounds - Which, compared with 
the high e stimate arrived at by Ma. Roden, are an 
indication of the immense economies that could be 
effected by a well chosen com i lion. 
For the su, ly of this capital, we must turn t 
two sources: internal - the savings of the nation 
anu external - borro"inb from abroad. 
(1) Internal Finance: The proportion of savins 
to aggregate income varies from country to country 
an uu from period to period. We shall however, be 
near the mark if we assume a saving of 8% of our 
national income under "Laissez Faire".. According 
to Dr. M.A. Anis(1) our national income of 1945 was 
(1) Pdí.A. Anis "The National Income output and 
expenditure of Egypt for the years 19,37 -45." 
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50 million pounds. Internal savings at &w 
would have provided in ten years only 4016. This 
is a small próportion of our total capital needs 
over a period of ten years and even if ., e obtained 
50yß of our ref.,uírement from abroad our capacity 
to save would amount to less than 50% of what we 
must have from internal resources. It is note - 
worthy, however, that during the ten years to 
come ; the defence programme in Egypt will increase. 
This is a severe obligation, but nevertheless it 
is not à decisive element; in the general consider- 
ation of the shortage of capital, although it must 
be a manor of continuing concern and should be re 
duced as soon as international conditions permit. 
At any rate the organization and stimulus of 
savings must be carried further in Egypt. Of 
course there are practical problems in the country 
which aggravate the difficulty - first and fore- 
most the relatively: small urba_ population. It 
is usually argued that it is relatively easy in 
the towns to organise 4e ai_p a us or savings 
banks and similar agencies which are necessary 
to encourage thrift among the paoiîe; in the 
villages and rural areas the task of organization 
is much more arduous. 
( ) External Finance: Egypt is alread;; receiving 
external finance, primarily through the release of 
sterling balances. The acceleration of 
development work will require additional external 
finance, but no estimate can be given of the amoun 
needed from abroad in vies of tl2e general instab- 
ility of world economics as weil as the uncert .Th 
elements in the development programme censiciered i. 
the previous chapters. All th at can be said, at 
present, is that the need for external finance 
cannot be measured by the co:.t of imports of capita 
goods. Consumer .woods as ,;ell as capital goods 
are needed to carry, the programme through. 
It is worth mentioning here, however, that the 
need for external finance arises from the size of 
our balance of payments deficit which is rewired 
in order to permit the development programmes to 
be carried through. The criteria to be adopted 
are therefore to Le found firstly in the soundness 
of the development programmes themselves , and 
secondly in the extent to which a balance of pay- 
ments deficit is necessary in order to provide 
the external resources to support the economics of 
development. 
The possible channels of external finance 41 ,
be as follows: 
1. Out of the overseas assets which t l:,ossess 
i.e. the sterlin.; balances which the countrÿ built 
up in London during the last war. The sterling 
(1) 
accounts in December l'-,9 were 22o,b million and 
(1) A.L. Hassan "The problem of Sterling Balances". 
the Bulletin No. 4b. (Lay, June lbbO) 
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if this were aid off in ten years' time the 
amount for every year would reresent little over 
25 million pounds-which is about 5 per cent of 
Egypt's national income. This ill mean that 
the United Kingdom will ultimately have- to supply 
goods to this value from her own production, thus, 
in effect, repaying in kind a further instalment 
of her wartime debt. 
2. Out of money put up by ;private investors 
abroad for use by private enter-prise in the 
country. It is too early to say how much ma.y be 
expected from this source; but the opportunities 
for private enterprise in gy t should increase 
as the development programmes get under way. 
3. Out of mone;, lent by private investors abroad 
to the government. There is a prospect of 
substanti:- l loa. is to the goverumen n from American-. 
firms . In the London market the demand for loans 
is likely to exceed the supply for some J ears 
ahead. Borrowing by the Egyptian Government 
from private investors abroad was the 1 rinci : -1 
source of finance for developments in the second 
Elf of the nineteenth century, a lú there is scope 
for an expansion of governmental borrowing in 
other capital exporting countries besides Americ . 
4. Out of gifts and loans from governments abroad. 
According to President Truman's fourth point for 
the under -developed countries, gy .t , ill receive 
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goods and services with 1 0 million dollars in 
1:L 1 - the details of t bi; .:,Jreement are not knoten 
t(l) 
Out of loans frcr! the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Develorpment. This is a very 
important scarce of funds, and it is greatly 
hoped that the Lank will consider the possibility 
of offering loans for development in Eyl.t. 
This will depend upon the T reser.tation of care- 
fully prepared plans for development which 
elements may be selected as offerin`. rticular1 
suitable openings for substantial assistance 
from the Bank. Indeed the present writer 
believes tha Egypt can go further mead in t 
borrowing from the International Binh. In this 
respect the county , enjoys many advantages over 
other internationally depressed areas. The 
Egyptian reserve fund I or example, thou depleted 
by the pre -war deficits, stands at the fig_ re of 
Z28,21;3,000. It is however, to a very l::rse 
extent an untouchable reserve. 
These are the five possible channels for 
external finance re.uired for Egypt's population 
(1) } alf ord L. Hoskins "Point f ur with reference 
to the Middle East" vol. 268 of the Annals of 
American Academy of Politic l Science. 
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Dut the task for ,rovidin -Lis 
financial su-I:port is manifestly not one that can 
be tackled by alone. The need to rise 
standard of livin8 in is a 1,robiem of cohcerr 
to evely country in tile í.. le East not unl'y as ar 
end in itself but diS0 because the oliticl 
stability of the area and its economic ,roress 
are of vital concern to the ,forld as a ,ihole. 
C I-3APTEh 17. 
AD1IVISTRATION RESEARCH 
Review of recommendations - the responsible 
minister - Organization at the centre: commission 
on population studies; an institute of population 
research. 
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Administration ,;..:d Rtse arc h. 
The measures suggested in t:,.,tiis reflect 
enough of the broad ir jlicaticn, :. of population 
polic,; to present very diverse administrative 
problems and to conce a variety of Government 
departments. 
.Eievie cf recommendations: 
Several proposals can, it is true , be grouped 
to -ether as concerned :ri.h reduction of births. 
First it is particularly desirable to spread birth - 
control propoganda all over the country,- so long 
as there is no law against such propagation or 
against the dissemination of knowledge on the 
methods of contraception. Secondly birth- control 
clinics should be opened ds soon as possible. 
Rational contraceptive advice should be aÿ art of 
the public health programme; exit,. lastly instruc- 
tion in many of the subtleties of normal sex -life 
and physiological and psychological aspects of 
birth -control should be named in the syllabus of 
Egyptian Medical Faculties. 
The encouragement of birth restriction would 
involve the introduction of restrictive legislation 
to restrict propagation of the unfit, limit free 
social services and raise the a;_;e of marriage. 
As to the encouragement of emigration to Iraq 
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and Sudan, it would invoiye ;.,:articularly the 
Finistry cf. Social Affairs (the Li_bour Department 
the lanistry of interior and the Under-7ecretaxy 
the Sudan. All these Ministries must collaborate 
and co-ordinate their efforts for a unified policy 
armed at encourding emigration from E:ypt to these 
under-populated areas. 
A whole programme of developing ecuriom 
resources was also suggested as well as a committee 
to estimate the reL,uired capital for the econoziic 
development. Tnouh some of the measures sus,Leste 
should be introduced immediately, the timing cf 
others mut depend on .-Zigyt's budgetary sittion. 
The resonsible minister: 
The creation of a new ministry of population 
would be of benefit in directing attention to the 
country's great problem in this respect. But in 
consideration of practical difficulties such a 
ministry would not on the whole be desirable. 
problems o -oopulation is so extensive that 
the dut4Q5 of a minister lesonsit.le solel, for it 
would overlap those of many otsi such as tae 
Ministry of Health, the Ministry cf Mcial Affairs; 
the Ministry cf Finance; _nd the 
newly created Ministry of 1,:-Aich.:,1 -c 
(1) This Ministry was created b t ian _fdi:jst 
government in early 150. 
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Mat is really needed is th-t existing Min - 
istríes should terry- out their functions aith grea,te 
efficiency than at present - for example ü census 
popúla:tion was carried out in 147 but the detailed 
statistics collected in connection with it have not 
tc this day been published. The handicap the:J:6 
this delay represents for students :aid :roula be re- 
formers is obvious. 
Beyond this a consciousness of the importance 
and urgency of the population problem and greater; 
more willing and more active co- operation between 
the various departments concerned would bring about 
the results we wish for. 
Or aniz tion at the centre. 
It is of the first importance that our 
population policy should henceforth be in the 
hands of a competent and specialized bony, and that 
the phenomena gov :rninp the population policy should 
be constantly and vigilantly studied. For this 
reason the present writer recommends that: (.'_) An 
institute for research into the phenomena of 
population trends shall be established, which will 
serve not only for the collection of scientific 
data but to keep the public co hstantl n- are cf the 
importance of the population problem: (v) A 
Governmental Department shall be set up. ,itiiin the 
Ministry of National }conomy to supervise the carry- 
in6 out of the institute's recommendations. 
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A. An Institute of Population Research: 
In the various, parts of this thesis the writer 
recommends a number of ssecial studies which may 
help it solving the problem of population in E;y-p t. 
Nevertheless, the results of such studies c.__not 
provide a final solution for such a yrcblei i bec _,use 
of the difficult;; of its nature. Such difficulty 
arises not only fro:_, its hisYhly complex_ character (1; 
but also because of the obscurity in which it is 
wrapped. This _zï o scuríty concerns bo th the 
luantitative and the cualitative fact cï s ::hick one 
be speculating in its c .uses and effects. 
Elementary data concerning birth -control does 
not exist, nor have we any measure of estimating 
the relative stre ngth of the various factors of 
over -population in Egypt. It may be waded that th 
results of the very limited number of population 
studies published in Egy-pt during the last two 
decades cannot provide' s, "once for all" solution of 
the population; because the ±roblem is in process 
of continuous chunöe , with changes in family- 
relationship, in outlook, and in external influence 
such as housing, education and economic conditions. 
Thus a constructive policy ill be reuired - 
(1) The science of demography in itself is still 
far from fully developed. (See Pep's Report on 
Population - p. 21a) 
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both for its formulation and s1,lic ..tion. There 
is need of much fuller knowledge of the facts about 
population both in _Egypt and in the various countrie 
of the Middle East. There is no sphere of effectiv 
g vernment .1 action more dependent upon knowledge 
than in this complex and obscure field. Therefore 
the writer proposes that an institute of ,_ op.ulatíon 
research should be established at the earliest 
possible; moment to conduct research into all ,;:sects 
of population - economic, medical; Liolc is ;l and 
The institute sr?oal,_i y_LiL,ced ulicler trie 
tir 1Cw._ l.'1 Foi:"c. the I1l=` 4 ,il_! vC1',..iitz: of C._.1rc 
única directed council â__alcgcu_s to the ,' ;tian 
research for the ü.cvelocent of 1naustl'y .(' 
The creation of such ...ïl 1î_6t1-G'a'(;c be- 
e1fe;CtivÈ in 1IZlr°ss:inr, u,=-oIi public opinion the 
ortaS Ce of the is,=ue . 7,e i1avC' an illursínatln`; 
recedent in this res;..ect. In 17 the school of 
,Social ',Mork was founded in Cairo. '.thin t.: c ears 
as `cz result of the c,ccurACe studies it c1.ï'CUlü.ted 
and the iuLG.s it pl`Opoc;;te ; a ;..1t.lstr;; o:i ;oCl,l 
liff::iirs v;as created. 
(1) In '.,Gÿpt -at the present time; the vast roble 
of populütlon are studied in ,.ì_ very narrow ci.:ntC:>t c.i.: 
part of col:oìsíc "eo6rL,phÿ :uZd Social ücon. at Fouc.d 
the 1st University - C«iro. 
(2) For further information of this council s 
"The Bulletin" of Feüru_ , p. b. 
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Thereafter successive reforms were initiated to 
combat lovert.y, ignorance ana uis.ïase. 
The ork of this institute ma ue as 
follows: - 
(1)- To carry out research work concerning the 
population problem in Evy:t . 
a. Composition of pópul ati on (Sexy age, 
occupation, etc. 
b. The distribution of the population. 
1. By locality, industry c)nC1 its internal 
migration. . Concentration of population in towns 
and cities. 
c. Investigation into the growth of populatior 
(G) 
i . Natural íncre a _. e of population. 
G. Birth -rates and death- rates. 
3. Marriage -rates and Divorce-rates. 
Investigation into population problems .nu 
measures to be taken for their solution: 
a. Investigation concerning sur1:lu population 
b. helation between surplus population and 
unemployment. 
(3) Investigations concerning the control of 
population. 
u . Birth-control. 
ú. Lmï.gration. 
c. LugeuIc study of population. 
(4) Investigations into general measures to r;e 
taken for the solution of population problems. 
Besides the above -mentioned subjects of 
investigation the institute aught to take note of 
current thou* hts regarding population ,.robleTi s both 
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domestic and foreign. It is Laso cf ,3reat benefit 
that the institute should hold public lecture- meetír s 
from time to time_ fcr the purpose of uiffusin, 
knowledge on population problems and tojaccelerate tl e 
adoption of population mea,sres . 
The institute's governing body must comprise 
university professors; research workers and govern- 
ment officials. Iti must be given facilities as 
regards finance and red tape must hot be allowed to 
slow down its work. It will be responsible directir 
to the Council of Ministers; and its budget must 
not come under any particular Ministry. 
This governing body may be entrusted with the 
following duties: 
(1) The super vision of courses of study. 
( ) The drawing up of regulations governing the 
curriculem, admission oí students to the institute 
anu the employment of both technical aid adminis- 
trative officiais for the institute. 
(3) The organization of the research work and extra 
lectures by experts in addition to the prescribed 
courses. 
Finally we must emphasize that nothing should 
be allowed to stand in the way of the creation of 
such an institute - neither material obstacles, nor 
the shortage of experts qualified to deal a th 
population problems. In trie latter case, we may 
for some time have to engage foreign experts and 
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send student mis ions abrcad until ',ce have our own 
professors training cuir o'Agin mien. 
B. A Governmental Del,artment for Population: 
The importance of this department ill be 
its association with the proposed institute, since 
it seems to be desirable to bring action the 
analysis of vital statistics and the investigation 
of the social, economic ana other r-oblems involved 
in the trend of population. 
The analysis of vital statistics not only 
gives a picture of what is happening in the trend of 
population but it also points to the causes and to 
the subjects for investigation. Thus analysis may 
show for example. n. increase of child mortality in 
the country as a whole or in certain localities; 
this ill lead to remedying the matter by carrying 
out medic-1 or economic or other necess ax research =s. 
The department should also have the duty of 
kreparing for presentation to Parliament a comprehei -- 
sive annual report; which would both review the ;;e .1's 
events in the various spheres of population policy nd 
discuss long -term trends. The report should be 
discussed in P-.rliament, so that an o :portunity 
would be given fer a general debate, in which the 
government's population policy world be exllaín_ed 
and defendeA, It might be desirable to provide a 
further stimulus to public interest by publishing 
the reort ,aso in a second more :popular form. 
As te the relations between the -,roliosed 
deI)artment other ELvernmental deartments, the 
writer believes tat of collabor,tion 
rather than sharp distinction of fi.mction shuald 
be followed. A siíalj c011abor,tion will be 
welcomed between thi2 dertment anc, the inter- 
nationLd sclize noís of the United NAions 
Org-nization.(1) 
(1) Such as The "International Laboui Org.,niL;Aion" 
the Food ::Inu Aricultur:,i Organization" the "Unesco' 
and the "World Health Oranization". 
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